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1. Introduction
In volume I, panel 58 of Martin Rowson’s comic The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy,
Gentleman (1995), a curious mixture of seemingly unrelated speeches and most incongruous
means of transportation catches the eye of the readers1. In a neatly inked black and white, hilly
landscape, a parson is good-humouredly watching an approaching bishop. Meanwhile, this
scene is commented on by two characters in a propeller-driven aeroplane flying past in the
mid-ground of the panel. Even further above, yet another set of characters is flying in a hot-air
balloon, and they also comment on the parson’s actions below.
The parson, who is the centre of
attention, is called Yorick and was
visually adapted by Rowson from
the same-named character and
autodiegetic narrator in Laurence
Sterne’s Tristram Shandy (17591767). Tristram, here, explains to
his fellow hot-air balloon guests
that it is Yorick’s inclination to
always have a good laugh. A little
further below in the aeroplane in
the mid-ground of the panel, the
character Author contextualises
Yorick’s

actions

as

well

as

Tristram’s remarks on Yorick.
Both Author and the dog Pete are
Rowson’s inventions. Author tells
Pete that Yorick is Sterne’s
literary

alter

ego

and

that

Tristram’s verbal portrait of Yorick
shows

characteristics

of

sentimental literature. The latter is
Illustration 1. RTS, I/panels 58-59

In the following, ‘readers’ will be addressed in plural to include all genders. Also, ‘readers’ is used here in the
widest sense of the term, meaning that people read, look at, and perceive a work of art with different faculties
and methods.
1
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a writing style Sterne would bring to perfection in his last novel, A Sentimental Journey (1768).
Depicted in front of Yorick is the ghost of Yorick, court jester in Shakespeare’s Hamlet. The
parallel name is one of many references to Shakespeare’s plays in Sterne’s text, and here it is
featured in Rowson’s adaptation.
In short, panel 58 in volume I of the comic is quite exemplary for Rowson’s adaptation
approach. It is characterised by a special focus on the transparent and comprehensible
adaptation of source text material featuring a good portion of humour. For one thing, the
characters are set apart from each other by the lettering used for their speeches. Each lettering
style visually marks the functions of the characters. Tristram is given a neat hand-drawn casesensitive serifed font, which reminds readers of the original font used in the first editions of
Sterne’s book. Thereby, the speech is marked as belonging to the source text’s cast by its
mere looks. A more modern, cartoony style is used for the capital letters attributed to Author’s
speech. Author is part of the contemporary cast created by Rowson. Parson Yorick, from
Sterne’s cast, is given a neat longhand in Rowson’s comic, whereas guest character Yorick
the court jester is equipped with wobbly capital letters echoing a shivering booey-ghost voice.
The attribution of different lettering styles to differentiate characters’ cast origins is further aided
by the style of speech; with Rowson’s characters naturally using contemporary modern
language.
Rowson’s adaptation method goes along with a distinct mock-academic attitude. The
combination of an informed, additive adaptation with a mock-academic opinion will, throughout
this work, be called mock-scholartism, which will be further explained in chapter 2. The artist
satirises contemporary academics’ enigmatic rhetoric and awkward social manners as well as
the granting of research funds for seemingly nonsensical projects from which society hardly
benefits. In the comic, Rowson’s satirical impressions are mingled with Sterne’s personal
attacks on historical persons. The woolly-headed Author communicates his hopelessly
enthusiastic ideas in pompous, obsolete and pseudo-academic words to Pete in the
adaptation. In other words, Author personifies Rowson’s friendly version of a misguided
academic at work as well as Rowson’s comic adapting alter ego. In I/panel 58, Author acts like
a knowledgeable tour guide: He calls the scene below the aeroplane an “interlude” of the main
narrative and explains to Pete that parson Yorick is modelled after Sterne’s looks. Indeed,
Yorick’s look is one of two interpictorial references in the panel, which strengthen the
connection of the comic to Sterneana produced in Sterne’s life time. Parson Yorick’s face in
the comic is modelled after Thomas Patch’s “And When Death Himself Knocked at My Door”
caricature of the Sterne/Yorick/Tristam persona from 1769. The second interpictorial reference
is the landscape drawn in panel 58. It is strongly reminiscent of British landscape paintings
from the Romantic period, as will be argued in chapter 3.2. An intertextual reference to Sterne’s
Tristram Shandy is the group of staffage figures centred around Yorick. Rowson depicts an
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invalid, an old lady and a poorly dressed and ill-fed child in the foreground of the panel.
Personifying “poverty, and sickness, and affliction”2 in Yorick’s parish, they are the benefactors
of the parson’s work. Also, over the course of three panels, Rowson adapted the explanation
of why Yorick rides such a poorly treated horse through images and text. The artist first puts a
verbal3 explanation of Yorick’s decision to keep a feeble horse instead of buying a good, new
one in Tristram’s speech balloon in I/panel 56. Whereas Yorick’s horse is a well-build and
properly nourished animal in this panel, it is abused by two representative parishioners who
ride too fast to a midwife and back home on the horse’s back in I/panel 57. By visualising the
poor horse’s maltreatment over four panels, Rowson adapts Tristram’s explanation of Yorick’s
decision not to lend his horse to parishioners any more but “be content to ride the last poor
devil, such as they had made him, with all his aches and infirmities, to the very end of the
chapter”4, as stated in Sterne’s work.
However, the density of references does not end here. In the lower left corner of I/panel 58,
the ghost of Yorick, the Shakespearean court jester in Hamlet, appears. In Sterne, the
Shakespearean ghost is also a predecessor of Yorick the parson5. On top of that, Sterne
successfully embodies the persona Sterne/Yorick/Tristram, who conquers London’s society
with his first two volumes of Tristram Shandy6. As Briggs remarks, "[Contemporaries] knew
Hamlet's Yorick, of course, but what everyone (including Sterne) remembered of him was, first,
that he was only a jester, and second, that he was an epitome of the vanity of all human hopes
for lasting fame"7. Rowson places the jester’s ghost in the very scene where Parson Yorick
sees an approaching bishop, or, to describe Rowson’s drawing in more detail, a grave
clergyman travelling in a sedan chair to show off his social status. This bishop is modelled after
no specific historical person, but in its ugliness and grumpiness, he likely personifies Rowson’s
general dislike of the “brand” religion and its marketplace interests:

[…] even if God now came down in fiery splendour and proved beyond question his, her, its or
their existence, I still wouldn’t believe in him, her, it or them, because I’m unconvinced by the
spiel and I don’t like the way his, her, its or their brand takes a previous contingency from
thousands of years ago and concretes it into certainty.8

It is important to stress that readers not detecting Rowson’s references will nevertheless enjoy
themselves. However, readers taking the hints on editorial decisions and referred-to source

2

STS 21 (I/x).
That is, language presented as verbalised utterance in the storyworld.
4
Ibid.
5
Ibid. 23 (I/xi).
6
Cf. Briggs 86.
7
Ibid.
8
Rowson “If God proved he existed” 5 March 2008: n. p.
3
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will find the work a complexly designed, additive adaptation conveying the spirit of Sterne’s
Tristram Shandy. Rowson is obviously very well-read and offers a clear as well as entertaining
contextualisation, analysis and interpretation. For researchers, the artist’s mock-scholartism
even complicates citing, for example in I/panel 58. By opening Tristram’s speech balloon frame
to the gutter surrounding panels 58 and 59, the speech balloon loses its balloon form. Rather,
it is a negative form9 shaped by the marked frames of I/panels 58-59, originating with a
character who is shown in panel 58. Moreover, as Rowson places Tristram’s ‘speech balloon’
in the space of both panels, neither panel can be cut individually without a more-than-basic
photo editing software. Seen in the light of his constant mocking undertone, this technique
strikes the readers strikes as mischief created to mock academics trying to quote panel 58.
Naturally, Rowson increases the reading flow and
closure effect by uniting the panels in this way. It
also provides a great example of Rowson’s skilful
combination of adapting Tristram Shandy with the
best means the medium comic offers. He eases
closure with a focus on Yorick’s humour by filling
the gutter between panels 58 and 59 with
Tristram’s background information on Yorick’s
speech in panel 59.
To draw a bigger picture here, Martin Rowson’s
adaptation style in Tristram Shandy differs from
his approaches to his other literary adaptations.
Whereas his first adaptation The Waste Land
(2012 [1990]) could, for legal reasons, only quote
the title of T.S. Eliot’s poem (1922) and no text
Illustration 2. Marked frame, speech balloon

parts, Tristram Shandy quotes directly and

and gutter build an organic entity. Digitally

summaries passages in the very best spirit10 of

edited RTS I, panels 58-59.

Laurence Sterne’s source text. On the occasion
of the publication of the first edition of Tristram

Shandy in 1995, Rowson wrote: "I like - love - the book. I came to enhance Sterne, not mock
him. Luckily Sterne's own abiding irony and mischievousness had done part of my work for
me: we were in this together against the unsuspecting reader.”11 Indeed, the characters Author

9

In the arts, the term negative form or negative space is used to label the space around an element or positive
form which is produced on a picture plane. The negative form is not merely empty space but is consciously
dealt with and integrated into the composition of the page. The negative form is, in a way, a different
perspective on ‘undefined’ space which is separated from an element by the object’s outline.
10
Cf. Rowson 1995: 66.
11
Rowson 1995: 66.
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and his dog Pete entertain readers with their editorial plans and problems in connecting
different sub plots.
However, it is the transparency of editorial and artistic decisions and the reliability of once
established style rules which show the brilliance of the devoted, educated artist best. Rowson
created a rather close adaptation and added a meta-narrative to assist the readers whenever
‘the Shandean road gets too bumpy’. The adaptation’s plot copies Sterne’s structure of the
work. Like Sterne, Rowson divided the comic into nine volumes, though he left out some subplots, part of volume V, and volume VI entirely. In many cases, especially when visualising
important chapters of Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, Rowson inserts the number of the respective
chapter. Whenever Author and Pete, who create the comic adaptation on a meta-narrative
level, cut major parts of Sterne’s text away, they waggishly acknowledge that. In effect, readers
familiar with the removed chapters in Rowson’s text are soothed if need be, and novices to
Sterne are entertainingly informed about the differences between Sterne’s and Rowson’s plot.
Achieving this transparency, a labour of love, is one of the many details which makes Martin
Rowson’s Tristram Shandy a great read. The artist obviously gave a lot of thought to the
additive and critical aspect of his comic adaptation, too. He explains,

[…] a Shandean criticism is possible and, of course, runs in rich streaks of silver throughout
Tristram Shandy itself. And it was here that I found my knocking copy. Sterne's cod
intellectualism […] is mirrored, only less convincingly, in the real world of literary criticism. In
seeking to avoid at all costs a straight, faithful, 'heritaged' adaptation of Tristram Shandy
(lovingly wrought in sepia and browner tints, on sale in all leading National Trust bookshops) I
needed, for a laugh but also to more serious purpose, to inject, digressively but also integrally,
a good measure of modern, or postmodern, or post-postmodern, or even pre-post-post-premodern, hindsight.12

The “Shandean criticism” Rowson mentions in the first line of the quotation is the manifold
critique of contemporaries and their works which Sterne inserts into Tristram’s speech.
Sterne’s intertextual references are discussed in detail in chapter 3.1. In his comic, Rowson
builds on this satirical style and content. He introduces two narrators, Author and his dog Pete,
who provide a running commentary on the original cast’s characters and provide earnest
criticism and mock-criticism on the progress of the comic creation and literary and filmic works.
By adding the sub plot with these two characters of his own creation, Rowson expands the
Sternean storyworld13 by including mock-criticism on contemporary cultural phenomena.
Rowson not only speaks his mind about comic editing and false ambitions, but he also shows
his opinion of how little has changed in academia and the literary marketplace. He provides a
critical and, mostly, satirical view on these topics, and he calls it a “pre-post-post-pre-modern

12
13

Ibid, 69.
Cf. Herman 2009: 107.
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[…] hindsight”
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. However, in the course of this work, his attitude will be labelled mock-

scholartism to term it more precisely.
Contextualising Rowson’s singular work is challenging, and comic narratology and adaptation
theory alone did not help synthesise his complex approach to adapting Sterne’s Tristram
Shandy. To name but one theory, Hutcheon and O’Flynn concentrate on viewing adaptations
through their "inherently double or multilaminated”15 character. Their examples from filmic
adaptations are provided as written hints and discussions, with only a few illustrations
accompanying the text. And Stein, who attests that the "pleasure of perusing a new adaptation
lies in unraveling the palimpsests of meanings that have accumulated over time and across
media: to decode the complex intertextual, interpictorial, and intermedial network within"16, did
not include any illustrations in his article, probably because his publisher wished to avoid costs
for copyrights. Does, then, the academic discourse on comics have to be restricted to a verbal
and written exchange?
In my experience, finding verbal expressions and writing about the functions of different
letterings, speech balloon shapes and the insertion of interpictorial references to British oil
paintings revealed only parts of Rowson’s general mock-academic attitude and the ingenuity
of his comic. In short, the written academic penetration of the source text alone was not a
sufficient way to find, understand and represent all the information the comic provided. It is
infinitely helpful to employ an artistic approach to come to a visual understanding of Rowson’s
comic. For example, the great care taken by Rowson in the planning stages of his comic could
only be discovered by reproducing the process on small scale and reflecting about this
experience. The reproduction involved artistic work: that is scripting, sketching and inking a
short comic. The comic creation could parallel technical processes, such as hand-lettering and
narratological aspects, inserting metanarrative comments, and also contrasting Rowson’s
classic page-turning comic with marked panel frames by drawing a landscape in which the
scenes of the panels are divided by trees or path windings. As a result, the technical,
narratological, editorial, and stylistic decisions informing Rowson’s work could be much better
understood and pointed out in detail by combining literary studies theories and practices with
artistic practices. However, no theoretical framework, handbook or method exists which could
provide clues how exactly to combine methods and theories of literary studies and arts. The
field arts-based research (ABR), which is so far mostly practiced by social sciences, provided
a starting point for interdisciplinary work with the arts.

14

Rowson 1995: 69.
Hutcheon 6.
16
Stein 431. My emphasis.
15
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Resulting research questions
ABR and literary studies have a huge potential for using images and even creating images as
part of the process to analyse and discuss primary sources such as comics. Taking this as a
premise, the following research questions were developed. To put it in a nutshell, the aim is to
construct an artistic method for literary scholars to aid them in their analysis and discussion of
image-rich primary sources like comics. Through analysing Martin Rowson’s comic The Life
and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman with this method, it is evaluated and developed
further. In the analysis, Rowson’s own adaptation method is the focus of attention. Naturally,
the resulting research questions from this general aim are more detailed and result in a more
complex connection between the individual topics.
This work proposes to fill a gap in the methodological landscape of literary studies, comic
studies and film studies. Based on the fact that certain aspects of primary works are only
transformed into written descriptions with difficulty, a lack of correct, elegant and simple
representations of said aspects of the primary work exist. The results are complex, not to say
overly complicated, and results in lengthy descriptions of, for example, comic panel
compositions or descriptions of a recurring sound in a film (and where it occurs). However, the
panels division into bigger forms, lines, and shades is better shown with a visual/graphic
composition study. Also, a variety of one sound might be best represented in a sound collage
which is embedded into the discussion of the movie to which the sounds belong. Or, to put it
more generally, extracts of primary sources can, for highlighting and exemplifying, be best
represented with artistic means. But do literary studies, comic studies and film studies employ
artistic methods for their purposes? To a small extent, they do.
Research papers feature illustrations and quotes from primary sources. This transfer of original
material is, in itself, not an artistic act. More creative is how the accompanying language of the
academic text works together with the illustration or quotation. The language used in the
research paper is often inspired by the primary source it analyses or describes. Writing a
research paper in the spirit of the creator of the source text is often a nice gesture to the readers
of the paper. Ideally, it is also enjoyable for the writer of the article. But more so, the process
of finding the words, the rhythm, and the pacing of the author of the original piece deepens the
understanding for the author’s crafting process. Then again, a better and more detailed
understanding of the creation process can contribute to a better article full of careful
observations. However, creating language along the lines of comic panels can be far more
difficult. Leaving aside the text in the speech balloons, inserts, and captions, the image in the
panel can be transformed into a written description of said image. However, everyone will
agree that it is far more difficult to catch the mood of an abstract image created with
watercolours in words written with text processing. In my attempts to discuss comics, I always
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lacked a form and medium of discussion to address media-specific aspects of the comics and
also a method to enhance my understanding of comic creation and editing by the artist.
Resulting from this lack of means of academic discussion of comics, the following premises
and research questions were formed.
•

The premise is that artistic means for artistic research can be adjusted to become
artistic research benefitting comic studies, literary studies and film studies. Can an
academic-artistic method be developed which holistically engages with the form,
structure, medium and spirit of the source text to analyse it?

•

As Mikkonen puts it, the analysis of comic narration "needs to cover issues such as
narration by visual showing and graphic style, aspects that are simply not relevant in
literary narratology"17. Can comics be better analysed with artistic, specifically for this
research project, comic elements created by the researcher? How can researchers
develop a method which can access sources while minding their media specificity to
better investigate and communicate research topics?

•

Arts-based research is the field which provides the best base for developing an
academic-artistic method as proposed above. However, ABR lacks a concrete
structure or framework how to conduct a study in arts-based research. Also, the
growing field of ABR is not yet developed for literary studies, comic studies, and film
studies. How can a subform of ABR, called scholartism, be developed to do arts-based
studies with literary studies, comic studies, or film studies? This work develops a model
and a structure for scholartism. Scholartism can then be applied in a systematic way
within a theoretical framework chosen by the researcher applying scholartism.

•

The scholartistic model combines scholarly theories and methods with artistic methods.
It will be based on the hypothesis that it can produce more specific impressions of
source ‘texts’ (in the widest sense of the word) than a purely scholarly study can. The
understanding of the source text can be more specific and holistic with scholartism as
the new method allows researchers to not only reflect but also discuss the source with
written meta-language. Scholartism also applies different artistic methods to enhance
the researchers’ understandings of the content, technique, structure, and medium of
the source. The combination of the two different pools of methods from the humanities
and the arts bring about different and complementing insights.

•

The developed model and structure for scholartism will be tested for practicability by
analysing Rowson’s comic Tristram Shandy. How practicable is the model?

•

Martin Rowson’s comic Tristram Shandy shows an approach similar to scholartism. In
analysing the comic, the approach will be more clearly defined. To address similarities

17

Mikkonen 8–9.
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and differences to scholartism, Rowson’s approach is called mock-scholartism. Which
relation does Rowson’s approach have to scholartism? In how far does Rowson’s
mock-scholartism influence his adaptation and interpretation of Laurence Sterne’s
Tristram Shandy?
The scholartistic method developed here does allow for a better reading and understanding of
primary sources, like comics. The method was created through analysing Martin Rowson’s
comic Tristram Shandy, and, in doing so, a good many details of Rowson’s work could be
made visible. Scholartism helped gain a thourough understanding of Rowson’s literary
adaptation method for Tristram Shandy in context of his other manifold works.

Structure of the Work
This work argues for combining ‘thinking through non-literary text production’ and
‘understanding through creating art’ to ease research on visual source texts and produce well
communicated results. Consequently, text parts and the results of artistic processes, that is,
drawings, are combined in this project. Prints of the drawings are given along with explanations
and discussions elaborating on the understanding gained through drawing them. Also, this
project includes illustrations from other works as quotations.
Chapter 2.1 develops the theoretical framework of scholartism and locates it within the
interdisciplinary arts-based research landscape. Surveying the state of the arts in ABR shows
that arts-based research shows promising heterogeneous approaches that has not yet seen
contributions from the literary studies/comic studies. The chapter then proposes how to apply
scholartism in literary studies, especially comic studies, as an alternative to text-based
research. Chapter 2.2 provides a modular operational model showing in detail how a
scholartistic work can be structured and which functions the modules take in a research
process. The research presented here is then put into the modular operational model frame
for further clarification. 2.3 then gives the most substantial example of an applied arts-based
module, the foldable comic “A promotional journey” in poster size. It characterises and names
Rowson’s adaptation method and sets Rowson’s approach in relation to the initial ideas of
scholartism. Chapter 2.4 reflects in detail on the aims and actual outcomes of drawing the
comic. As drawing the comic was also the first test run for the applicability of the arts-based
module and especially its subcategory artistic element, a list of practical questions on the
application of the arts-based element rounds off the chapter.
The modular operational model developed in 2.2 is then applied to an example study, the
analysis of Rowson’s comic Tristram Shandy in chapter 3. Subchapters 3.1 to 3.8 analyse the
comic in the categories suggested by Blank in Literaturadaptationen im Comic: Ein modulares
Analysemodell. Introductory chapter 3 surveys the state of research on literary adaptation
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theory (especially in comics) and provides a discussion of intertextuality as one of adaptation’s
defining features. 3.1 gives an overview on the state of the art of Laurence Sterne’s Tristram
Shandy, which is the source text for Rowson’s comic. Subchapters 3.2 to 3.8 deal with
narratologically and editorially relevant characteristics of Rowson’s Tristram Shandy, such as
the characters and the paratext of the comic. Each of these chapters begins with a concise
theoretical discussion of the applied terms based on the most significant recent contributions
to the topic. In 3.9, a description of Martin Rowson’s adaptation approach of mock-scholartism
and its features concludes the third chapter. Mock-scholartism, by name already close to
scholartism, is set in relation to the method developed in 2.1-2.2.
The fourth chapter revisits the thesis of the work and summarises the findings on scholartism
as a subform of ABR and also re-examines Rowson’s adaptation approach to Tristram Shandy.
It focusses on suggestions for future research: Scholartism as a newly developed method
faces many obstacles on its way to recognition by the ABR community, and more so in literary
studies and comic studies. Also, it remains open if Rowson’s mock-scholartism will be evident
in his future works, too.
The appendix provides the script written to the scholartistic comic “A promotional journey” and
an e-mail conversation with Martin Rowson, containing his reaction to my label for his work. It
moreover contains two e-mail conversations, with Martin Rowson and Sergio García Sánchez.

2. A scholartistic analysis – methodology
Martin Rowson’s comic Tristram Shandy is a great example for comics in general. It requires
different ways of reading it, of tackling text, and images, and their interaction alike. For
instance, Rowson created such impressive fonts for the different characters, that they are
worth to be looked at, to be seen before being read. Different communicative and aesthetic
mechanisms are obviously interlinked here18. Lars Elleström put forward a very useful theory
on what he calls the different “modalities of media”19. His impression is that most distinctions
between media complicate their comparison as incompatible criteria are in focus. He narrows
the distinctive features of media down to the fairly well distinguishable material modality,
sensorial modality, spatiotemporal modality, and semiotic modality of media20. Media, like
comics, are realised in all of these modalities, and are perceived by us readers with our
physical, mental and cognitive faculties.

18

Cf. Elleström 12
Ibid. 15.
20
Cf., ibid. 14–16.
19

15

All of this becomes vital when a method needs to be developed which can credit and work with
these modalities in a practical, fruitful way. Applying Elleström’s model on Rowson’s comic
Tristram Shandy means to understand it as printed colour (mostly black) on paper in a bound
hardcover book. The material modality, the papers flat surface, does not change. Spatiotemporal changes of the content of the comic are achieved by the readers who read from top
to bottom and from left to right, and who turn over pages from right to left after the convention
of texts created in English. Reading Rowson’s comic means to engage with the sensorial
modality and spatio-temporal modality of the comic. Readers physically and mentally perceive
the interface of the comic: they look at the print, recognise it as a comic, mentally process the
images, and text, and their content as a comic. Naturally, readers do so in some place and the
process happens over a certain period of time, which makes the spatio-temporal modality
necessary. Recognising the functions of the signs drawn by Rowson, and interpreting them, is
possible through the semiotic faculty of the comic.
Elleström’s understanding of media influences the following working definition of comics.
Comics are here defined with Mikkonen as a form or art or literature which is commonly
recognised, intended, and read as comics21, and which is a multimedial art form employing
different semiotic systems and multiple channels22 for communicating them. It is furthermore
understood that comics consequently require an intstitutional multichannel and multimedial
academic method to analyse, describe and discuss them properly. Narratology, then, provides
a focus on the content communicated by a comic via its four medial modalities.
Mikkonen comments on narratology’s increasing interest in the intermediality of storytelling:
In fact, throughout the history of the field, narratologists have frequently tested their concepts,
theorems, and analytical approaches with other-than-literary narratives, including comics. The
impulse in narratology to conceptualise whatever is general to narrative, irrespective of its
various manifestations, has driven research in this field towards intermedial questions and
comparisons.23

21

"[I]nstead of a formal, or even a reasonable, definition of comics, comics are perceived here in terms of their
social institution, that is, the institution of making and reading comics. In other words, the term 'comics' refers
here to a medium or, if you like, a form of art and literature that consists of works that are commonly
recognised, called, and intended to be read as comics. The institutional definition enables us to avoid the
formalist trap of focussing on a particular structure or device as the distinguishing factor. This approach is not
without caveats as there may be some disagreement about what counts as comics today, but the institutional
definition suggests that we can appreciate these divergences instead of trying to resolve them according to
formal definition." Mikkonen 15.
22
Cf. "[…] I conceive of a medium as follows: it is a conventionally and culturally distinct means of
communication, specified not only by particular technical or institutional channels (or one channel) but
primarily by the use of one or more semiotic systems in the public transmission of content that includes, but is
not restricted to, referential ‘messages’.” Wolf 2009: 13–14.
23
Mikkonen 3–4.
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Elleström’s discussion of the modalities of media is completed by the narratological discourse
how media influence the content of the medium and vice versa. Both discussions prove very
useful to understand all dimensions of comics. To merge the output of the different fields
concerned with comics, an interdisciplinary approach is taken in the following. It will serve to
develop an interdiscplinary method with intertwined elements from literary studies, comic
studies and artistic methods.

2.1 Scholartism - a definition
Arts-based research as framework for scholartism
Scholartism is set in the interdisciplinary field of arts-based research (ABR), which is a rather
new approach and still in the phase of establishing itself in the academic landscape. Its
research community has not yet reached a consensus on a definition of ABR or its purposes,
which makes a survey of the dominant positions necessary.
The first difficulty arising with ABR is finding a category under which the phenomenon can be
grouped: Arts-based research is seen as a “set of methodological tools”24 facilitating a holistic
and engaged25 approach to research; as a limitless range of methods of inquiry corresponding
to the “infinite variety of artistic expression”26; or is defined as “self-organizing behaviors”27 to
construct systems of thinking. Some researchers agree that ABR is a paradigm28 as it “requires
a novel worldview and covers expansive terrain”29. The latter approach focuses on establishing
ABR as a discipline, a tendency supported by Neilsen and Harris, Hunter and Hall. Lorri
Neilsen implicitly calls it an inquiry based on groundless theory30, whereas Harris et al regard
it as a “field”31. The divergence of terms suggests that ABR is still undergoing massive changes
in its self-conception. In the following, ABR will be addressed as a multi-method approach as
an emerging academic field, which is defined by its use of artistic and qualitative/quantitative
methods for research purposes.
24

Leavy 4.
Ibid.
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McNiff 2013: xv.
27
Cf. Rolling 55.
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"[…] we argue that the articulation of an arts-based research paradigm requires a deeper discussion that
expresses the ontological, epistemological, axiological, and methodological underpinnings of arts-based
research and the perspectives that shape and guide arts-based ways of knowing, doing, being, and becoming.
We suggest that an arts-based paradigm is one that is grounded ontologically in a belief that we are all, at a
fundamental level, creative and aesthetic beings in intersubjective relation with each other and our
environment; and is one that encourages contributions towards honouring relations, human and non-human
flourishing, and celebrates art’s potential to transform the world." Conrad 2, cf. Leavy 6.
29
Leavy 6.
30
“Nor do I pretend to know anything for certain, or for long. Increasingly, I am comfortable with
Groundlessness.” Neilsen 45. The sentence is followed by five provisional principles for a groundless theory
based on Neilsen’s premise that knowledge is transitory, cf. Neilsen 45-48.
31
Harris 2.
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Among others, disciplines contributing to the growth of ABR are education research, social
science, interdisciplinary research, urban drama research, performance studies, arts therapy,
sensory research, visual ethnography and drawing research.32 Whereas some of these fields
regard ABR as one of their paradigms33, Leavy underlines the increasing independence of
ABR “while acknowledging it is understood by some as a set of methodological tools used in
qualitative research”34. Her assessment is supported by Rolling (2013) and Gerber et al (2012).
Since ABR is partly regarded as a tool in qualitative research, the latter will be explained shortly
and then distinguished from ABR.
Qualitative research is defined by gathering and analysing data (content as well as form) on
social phenomena to describe and explain them and also to develop a theory on the basis of
the analysis35. The gathering, selection and recording of the data varies with each method, as
does the qualitative data analysis. Flick provides a general definition of the latter:
[T]he classification and interpretation of linguistic (or visual) material to make statements about
implicit and explicit dimensions and structures of meaning-making in the material and what is
represented in it. Meaning-making can refer to subjective or social meanings. Qualitative data
analysis also is applied to discover and describe issues in the field or structures and processes
in routines and practices. Often, qualitative data analysis combines approaches of a rough
analysis of the material (overviews, condensation, summaries) with approaches of a detailed
analysis (elaboration of categories, hermeneutic interpretations or identified structures). The
final aim is often to arrive at generalizable statements by comparing various materials or various
texts or several cases.36

Flick further presents a list of exemplary data, which includes "[i]nterviews, focus group
transcripts and observation protocols […] complemented with visual, virtual, textual, acoustic
and other data. These forms of data represent the diversification in methods of communication
and documentation of individual and social experiences."37 His last sentence refers to the
emergence of new media and communication channels, like social media as well as the
constant technical evolvement of technical media.
Flick’s formulation of qualitative research as work that aims at creating generalizable
statements echoes Schreier’s perspective. Margrit Schreier regards qualitative research, ABR

32

However, Margrit Schreier understands ABR as one of three paradigms in social science: "ABR dagegen ist
definiert als Forschung und Erkenntnis vermittels ästhetisch-künstlerischer Tätigkeit. ABR tritt in dieser
Konzeptualisierung als drittes Paradigma neben die quantitative und die qualitative Sozialforschung.“ Schreier
paragraph 22.
33
For example social scientist Margrit Schreier (2017).
34
Leavy 6.
35
Cf. Flick 5–6.
36
Ibid. 5.
37
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and quantitative research as the three paradigms of the social sciences38 and states that
qualitative research in social sciences and ABR differ in three main aspects39:
Table 1: Differences between ABR and qualitative social sciences after Margit Schreier (2017)
Margrit

Schreier

‘kinds

of

(2017)

knowledge’

ABR

pre-conceptual;

aim research field

handling

research

involved

results

persons

generate research

reception/responses

researcher(s),

non-discursive,

questions;

as

participant(s),

revisable

alternative

research process and

perspectives

criterion success
publication

Qualitative social

conceptual;

answer

sciences

discursive

questions

create

research

integral

finished

part

after
research

reader(s)

researcher(s),
participant(s)

process

However, qualitative research and ABR share two basic problems. Both are, as Flick describes
qualitative research here, “constantly growing and becoming less structured"40.
The increasing lack of clear-cut structures of the fields themselves is paralleled by a widening
gap between method design and actual practices of analysing qualitative data within the fields.
In Flick’s experience, “often the analysis of qualitative data is done in more or less a ‘handson’ way […]. Researchers sometimes […] look for certain topics in their materials and construct
an account of their findings by illustrating these topics with ‘interesting’ quotations from
interviews, for example."41 Both qualitative research and ABR struggle to find “a combination
of rules that are applied and make the analysis transparent on the one hand and the necessary
degree of intuition on the other”42.
Apart from ABR’s similarities to qualitative research, the field features some distinct elements
presented below. The definitions come from fields whose areas are based on art therapy,
social sciences and higher education research and have been selected for their high impact
on the AR community. Naturally, in the establishing phase of ABR, dozens of terms for it
emerged43, among which ‘Arts-based research’ was one of the most popular terms, and this
has remained so in present times. Patricia Leavy defines it as,
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a set of methodological tools used by researchers across the disciplines during all phases of
social research, including data generation, analysis, interpretation, and representation. These
emerging tools adapt the tenets of the creative arts in order to address social research questions
in holistic and engaged ways in which theory and practice are intertwined.44

Whereas Leavy is mainly concerned with the social sciences, McNiff utilizes ABR from the
artist’s perspective and demands an open frame for applied methods45:

Our goal is the broadest possible inclusion of all who use artistic expression as a primary mode
of enquiry, either working alone or with co-researchers. [...] If art is the primary vehicle of
research, then methods of enquiry need to correspond to the infinite variety of artistic
expressions. As emphasized throughout the following articles, artistic freedom and absence of
fixed methods is the source of both new possibilities and the inevitable tensions and challenges.

McNiff’s demand of an “absence of fixed methods” contrasts Flick’s critique of the same, as
quoted above. The approach described by McNiff opens the field to arts-informed research46,
which uses arts for the presentation of research results but lacks the theoretical background
featuring in Leavy’s definition, as provided above. Barone and Eisner envision ABR’s potential
as more restricted than McNiff. For them, ABR can have the following aims:
Arts based research does not yield propositional claims about states of affairs. It tries to create
insight into states of affairs whose utility is tested when those insights are applied to understand
what has been addressed in the research. [...] What we are interested in is a provision of a new
perspective that makes it possible for those interested in the phenomena the research
addressed to have a productive heuristic through which a deepened understanding can be
promoted. In that sense, our aspirations are far more modest than those who seek to replicate
in prose facts, nothing but the facts.47

They firmly believe that ABR should be effective for academic research as well as art. “It must
be, that is, of sufficiently high quality to lead members of an audience into a powerful
experience, into a researching of social phenomena. But in order to accomplish this, certain
aesthetic qualities must be present within the work."48 They lay down general criteria for
assessing the quality of ABR, which include but are not limited to incisiveness, concision,
coherence, generativity, social significance, evocation and illumination49.
The three definitions provided represent the dominant views of arts-based research in the
heterogeneous ABR community. Common to all definitions examined are the following
aspects: The first common feature is a general openness and desire for the application of
44
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different methods to provide understanding. Leavy promotes inductive instead of deductive
knowing50; Rolling lists thinking and learning “analytically” through exercises like observation,
“synthetically, expressing new information about current and often invisible knowledge”;
“critically,

actively

transforming

prior

knowledge

contexts”;

and

“improvisationally,

reincarnating past and present knowledge into the shape of future questions."51 McNiff does
not categorise the forms of inquiry but wishes to foster the richness of artistic methods applied
as primary modes of inquiry52.
Generally speaking, publications in ABR show a heightened sensibility for the diversity of
training achieved by involved researchers. Academic training in different disciplines naturally
leads to differences in knowledge of methods, practical approaches, values, aims and notions
of academic research. As Daston and Galison put it in their work on objectivity, “[e]pistemic
virtues are various not only in the abstract but also in their concrete realization”53.
Nevertheless, ABR researchers seem to frequently encounter criticism for their work because
it is based on criteria which are not applicable to the field, such as the generation of
generalisable knowledge independent of its context which is value-free and professional
emotional distance of the researcher from her/his research.54. This criticism is especially inept
regarding the dominant art component in ABR. "The suggestion of self-absorption is so
unacceptable to fields that have worked hard for decades to establish professional status that
we tend to overcompensate by shying away from anything personal, which of course includes
our artistic expressions"55, McNiff puts the problem in a nutshell.
The second common feature is that many ABR researchers recognise all forms of knowledge
as valuable and find different expressions for their means. For example, Rolling56 differentiates
between “temporary certainties”, “enduring ambiguities” and “the unknown”; whereas, Franklin
identifies different knowledge topics such as “contemplative knowledge” and “cognitive,
emotional and cultural knowing57. Leavy states that “[a]rts-based practices have posed serious
challenges to methods conventions, thus unsettling many assumptions about what constitutes
research and knowledge“58. Epistemology differentiates forms of knowledge as follows:
Certainties, that is propositional knowledge or facts, are only one form of knowledge next to
procedural knowledge or knowledge-how, temporal knowledge, such as beliefs of an extinct
culture and hypotheses, technical knowledge and also self-knowledge and common
50
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knowledge.59 Furthermore, epistemology offers the term ‘understanding’ which seems a good
umbrella term for artistic insights made in ABR. Kvanvig distinguishes between two common
forms of understanding: “when understanding is claimed for some object, such as some subject
matter, and when it involves understanding that something is the case”60. Pritchard et al
summarise understanding as possible without having knowledge, and knowledge as possible
without corresponding understanding.61 Understanding of knowledge can then lead to
“representations”, a term Rollings offers for arts-based theories to complement understanding
and knowledge:
[T]he basic aim of arts practices and arts-based research only expands the scope of
inquiry [finding general explanations, theories]; arts practices likewise yield ways to
alternatively build, construct, and adapt “theories,” or units of understanding, about
human life and our experience in the world. However, arts-based theories are better
understood as representations. That is, they exceed the ascribed certainty in any
explanation, also expressing the as-yet-unexplainable and reinterpreting the too-easilyexplained."62

“Representations”63 are needed to achieve the multiple goals listed by Leavy. These are
"holistic and dynamic, involving reflection, description, problem formulation and solving, and
the ability to identify and explain intuition and creativity in the research process."64
Understanding without knowing, that is intuitively following an idea "requires an openness and
tolerance for this kind of not-knowing, even when this may feel unsettling to both researcher
and participant”65, Rumbold et al assert. Therefore, ABR researchers often place stress on
self-knowledge. Their reflection processes also make their research presentations as
transparent and comprehensible as possible.
The third common feature of many ABR studies is the incorporation of public scholarship.
However, Leavy elucidates its importance to the field. By public scholarship, the author means
that highly specific and register-coded academic output is made useful, available and
accessible to/for a wider public.66 The usefulness, of course, depends as much on the topic as
it does on its target group. In any case, Leavy strongly suggests presenting the research results
in a medium (e.g. radio interview, exhibition) and way (e.g. popular scientific language) which
raises the output, allowing people of diverse backgrounds to benefit from the information.67 Not
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only the interested public but also potential donors and journalists are on the list, and it seems
crucial to mention fellow academics from other fields of study. Public scholarship offers, apart
from conferences, a platform to create bridges between conventions of disciplines and
dissipate prejudice against ABR.

The variety of ABR publications and presentations can be divided into two major groups,
namely:
•

Theoretical works, such as critical discussions of ABR methodologies and definitions

•

Practical projects, providing the interdisciplinary background to the project, aim, used
methods and a documentation and reflection on the arts-based work processes.

In the presentations of the practical projects, another aspect of ABR becomes apparent: the
strong interdependence between form and content. This has been introduced to ABR through
postmodernist discussions68: methods of merging the form and content of research in a
sensical way have become centre of attention to ABR. As Leavy puts it, “[i]n ABR there is a
synergy between the form and content, as they shape each other and, in turn, expand how we
think about our role in shaping knowledge."69 The combinations take quite different forms:
Moon, for example, reports that he expects students to use their soft skill “artistic sensibility”
to develop proper means of presentation, which includes finding a suitable material form and
genre in the widest sense of the word. "In my role as mentor to my graduate and doctoral
students [in art therapy] I continually challenge them to bring their artistic sensibilities to every
question and problem, and to use those sensibilities in every presentation and scholarly
production."70
Similarly, Liza Kirwin discusses methods of documentation adopted by different artists. One of
them, architect and artist Oscar Bluemer (1867-1938), used sketchbooks in the first decade of
the 20th century to make “extensive notes on his theories and observations”, which were
intermingled with drawings and “plotted complex color arrangements”71. The format of the
sketchbook, for abstract written and pictorial sketches, served Bluemer best to organise his
ideas in the initial stages of projects.
Stressing a strong interdependence of form and content adds to Leavy’s perspective of ABR
as holistic. Here, holism refers to the treatment of the research subject and the
(interdisciplinary) research method as a whole integrated system. Holism takes on two
meanings according to Leavy: that is firstly ABR’s aim to "to address social research questions
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in holistic and engaged ways in which theory and practice are intertwined"72. Secondly, for the
practical part, "[i]n order to maximize the holistic nature of these approaches to research, some
arts-based practitioners use multi- or mixed-methods designs"73 instead of one method.
Whereas multi-method designs use two or more arts-based methods for research, mixedmethod designs combine an arts-based method with a quantitative or qualitative method74.
The latter is often employed by researchers coming from a quantitative or qualitative studies
background and quite established75 since the publication of the Handbook of Mixed Methods
in 2003.
An example for an arts-based thesis highlighting the importance of holistic approaches to
research topics is Nick Sousanis’s Unflattening (2015). Obtaining his Doctorate of Education
in Interdisciplinary Studies at Columbia University's Teachers College76, Sousanis uses the
medium comic to convey his thesis that the pictures in comics can go beyond simply assisting
in teaching ideas through the ‘verbal’ content in the speech balloons. The unique interplay of
“textual and visual references”77 in comics is used to stimulate readers in constructing
knowledge on the basis of visual thinking. Improving the visual thinking of students will
hopefully diversify teachers’ options for imparting knowledge and students’ options to process
information.
Sousanis’s thesis in comic book format could be considered qualitative studies in the form of
discourse analysis78. The most fitting term seems to be arts-informed research, as the
theoretical component of the work is not the focus. It is rather a visual study with a textual
component whose points are again illustrated via the imagery.
The novelty of his study is not so much the textual content of the discussion but the
presentation of the thesis. For one thing, Sousanis uses both (a) academic and (b) poetic
language; some sentences are so (c) short they have to be called colloquial. The language
style may fit readers’ expectations of texts in comics and serve well for public scholarship.
However, readers might also expect a more academic rhetoric from a thesis published by
Harvard University Press.
(a) "Having been, as Marcuse put it, 'reduced to the terms of this universe,' they exist as no more
than shades, insubstantial and without agency."79
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(b) "This all takes place in boxes, within boxes... not only space, but time and experience too,
have been put in boxes." 80
(c) “No.”81

Sousanis’s phrases of the text are
frequently divided and mostly placed in
captions

and

occasionally

speech

82

balloons . Secondly, Unflattening defies
some useful academic conventions. The
comic includes a regular bibliography and
also

endnotes

corresponding

to

a

bibliography of images referenced inhis
thesis.

However,

Sousanis

applies

academic quotation rules rather loosely in
his endnotes, which do not explicitly
correspond to distinct panels but only
page numbers in the comic83.
An

example

for

Sousanis’s

comic

language which is used to convey
arguments shall be briefly discussed. The
statement “[t]he medium we think in
defines what we can see"84 is presented
on one page within the succession of six
Illustration 3. Sousanis 52.

landscape format panels, all with a
marked frame and no gutter in between. In

the scene, a man slowly sinks down into darkness and appears to get smaller, and the
cinematic technique of zooming out reveals the background of the panels as the pupil of an
eye. The banner in the sixth panel on the page then features the statement provided above.
Sousanis’s comic aims to provide education based more on the presentation of knowledge in
images than text and shows the greatest degree of content-form-relationship so far published
in ABR. Among others, Sousanis lists Lyotard’s Postmodern Condition and Edward O. Wilson’s
Consilience as sources in his bibliography as well as Arnheim’s Visual Thinking. However,
Sousanis’s endnotes refer to pages in the comic, not the specific panels the source was related
to or discussed in. His approach to the concept of visual thinking is rather practical, and he
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does not theorise ‘knowledge’ or give a definition of it. Page 52 of the comic is a short textual
discussion of the origins of words privileged over images as tools of thought. It must be
assumed he takes the presentation of some form of knowledge via visual means as a premise.
The basis of his idea of visual thinking, however, does not go uncontested85. Young argues
that artworks have the capacity of exemplification, which can be used as one argument to
explain art’s cognitive value86. However, Young sees representation, not exemplification, as
art’s main capacity87. Like Sousanis, Young considers it self-explanatory that artworks have
cognitive properties88. Baumberger refrains from discussing artistic knowledge but elaborates
on “epistemology as a theory of understanding”89 contributed to by artworks. According to him,
artworks can “provide us with new categories for classifying actual objects” 90, "provide new
perspectives on objects that enhance our understanding of them”91, "raise important questions
that prompt further inquiry "92, "provide us with knowledge of what it is (or was or would be) like
to have certain experiences or emotion, or to be in a certain situation"93, “contrive thought
experiments”94 and enable us to “grasp connections between what we already believe”95. The
latter point is illustrated by the panel from Unflattening and a magnified detail of it as given
below.
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Illustration 4. Sousanis 37 (flash page) and magnified detail.
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Another argument against visual thinking lies in the creation of mental images is part of the

visual thinking process. Sachs-Hombach points to the tacit-knowledge thesis that mental
images only seem to be images and can, at best, be morphologically described96. "Es wird
zwar subjektiv als Bild erfahren, ist aber tatsachlich ein durch Wissensvorgaben gesteuertes
Epiphanomen."97
Despite the epistemological difficulties arising with the topic of visual thinking, Sousanis’s
comic is a great example for visualising arguments. His holistic approach is expressed through
combining a medial form corresponding with the content expressed it it, that is, Sousanis’s
understanding of the politics of visual thinking.
History of ABR and the field’s current state
Though Leavy, as well as McNiff, welcomes the growth of ABR in recent years, she also
criticises the use of more than 20 different terms for the approach98 developed over the last
two decades. In Leavy’s opinion, too many terms make research on the topic and public
scholarship rather puzzling for non-ABR researchers. Also, the close relation of content,
practice and development of qualitative studies99 adds to the potential difficulty of outlining
ABR.
Today’s variety of definitions gives us the impression of ABR having outgrown its childhood
stages100. Judging by the number of articles, researchers’ interest in ABR increased steadily
in the 1990s and led to ABR becoming quite established in the 2000s. The increasing number
of publications in journals101, editions, monographies and the establishment of conferences102
and study programmes103 under newly founded professorships104 further the differentiation of
specific discourses within ABR. Specifically the university degree programmes advocate for a
public recognition of the field’s importance, as does the interest of publishing houses like Sage
Publishing105, Routledge106 and Guildford Press107 in publishing ABR research. Most notably,
ABR products, processes and critical theories have excelled in public pedagogy and education,
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as Harris108 notes. Still, researchers mention the apparent need to justify their approach, albeit
this is decreasing:
[W]e are continuing to move away from a defence of arts based research and its ‘validity’ and
toward a celebration of this proliferation of diverse ways of knowing and doing research. This
‘coming of age’ particularly in arts based education research (ABER) opens new possibilities for
critically theorising arts based research, and artfully doing critical investigation. 109

Leavy’s confident statement on the established status110 of ABR is somewhat contrasted by
her refusal to define what is established: “We avoid any attempt to codify or limit the
parameters of what contemporary arts-based research is or can be. Indeed, we seek the
opposite: to highlight its ever-expanding possibilities.”111 A necessary next step in the further
stabilisation of the field is the canonization of a definition or at least a narrower description of
what ABR includes in its current state.
The different functions ABR takes in the respective research fields led to the establishment of
three dominant multi-method forms: ABER (Arts-Based Education research, where art is
produced in the classroom, by participants and studies and by researchers of education)112,
“a/r/tography (a methodology that represents the intersection of artist, researcher and teacher),
and scholARTistry, representing methodological merging of artist and scholar practices and
identities.”113 Some arts-based practitioners use multi- or mixed-methods designs, a
classification which partly overlaps with the categories above.
Naturally, ABR was practised before the need to present it under the term ABR arose. Kossak
points out that psychology used arts-based inquiries in practice as early as 1869 to explore the
unconscious in creative processes such as acting out myths114. The general trend towards
interdisciplinary thinking in the last decades is a likely reason for the emergence of ABR.
Parallel to that, a need for mixed- and multi-method designs in qualitative and quantitative
research emerged. Mingled methods in qualitative research often include quantitative method
elements, such as descriptive statistics. The combination of quantitative and qualitative data
analysis challenges critical voices against ABR. It “is still at times mistakenly judged in
quantitative terms, and the legitimacy of qualitative evaluation techniques continue to be
critiqued more than their [ABR] quantitative counterparts."115 The combination of qualitative
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and quantitative methods in arts-based research is remarkable considering "[t]he critique
against positivism resulted in an alternative worldview: the qualitative paradigm."116 The trend
towards interdisciplinary research and the combination of methodologies from quantitative and
qualitative studies provides the strengths of both approaches and facilitates new perspectives
on research topics in ABR.
Issues in ABR
The different definitions of ABR, as sketched at the beginning of the chapter, and the lack of
consensus on how to locate the field in the academic landscape make it difficult to get an
overview of the field for researchers new to ABR. Also, the field’s relation to qualitative
research varies depending on the different definitions of ABR. As already mentioned in the
discussion of qualitative research, the actual application of methods and the ability of their
method design to work correctly and effectively diverge, especially with researchers new to the
approach117. Moreover, Flick finds fault with qualitative research becoming more and more a
part of disciplines like nursing and information science in research but not in teaching and
methods training118.
Some researchers of ABR, like Franklin, provokingly use terms like ‘scientific’ for their projects
to highlight the similarities of research methods across disciplines. His article “Know thyself:
awakening self-referential awareness through art-based research” is exemplary of articles
which justify and explain the applied method of ABR. Originating in expressive arts therapy,
Franklin reflects how he learned the technique of clay forming, worked out modes of expression
with the material119 and discusses the transition of forming clay to creating art120 with clay to
understand the different stages he is going through.
[…] the scientific method offers a valid methodological approach for investigative artwork as
suggested by the pots I created. Beginning with a thoughtful question, the researcher conducts
preliminary research to refine the original premise. Then a hypothesis is formulated followed by
experimental testing, in my case numerous pots and drawings over six years. Next, the resulting
data are analysed and synthesized into relevant conclusions. Lastly, the results are
communicated to colleagues in venues like peer-reviewed journals and gallery showings.
The creative process moves through comparable stages of enquiry found in the scientific
method. And yet there is resistance from some practitioners of ABR to work with the analysable
data of their artefacts, which I prefer to pronounce as 'art-facts'.121
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The fact that ABR is still growing and expanding to include academic fields as yet uninvolved
leaves room for extending and diversifying the field. So far, ABR has not yet seen contributions
from the literary studies. However, articles on creative writing as research122, a discipline which
became theorised around the same time literary studies and linguistics underwent a crisis in
the US123, often investigates aesthetic writing by doing it. The academic discipline of creative
writing is described by Oliver Ruf as research in the technical, material and structural
conditions of writing, including its methods of writing, the practical application of it and
training124. Approaches range from descriptions of learning by doing, as described and done
by Thomas125; epistemological discussions of writing as representation of ideas126; to
discussions of artistic writing processes as knowledge-how127. The advantages of investigating
an object of study by using its medium will be discussed further in the section ‘Towards
scholartism’.
Many ABR projects, with the exception of performance studies, do not yet make use of ABR’s
advantages in their method designs128. On the contrary, many projects employ artistic media
with no apparent relation to the media used in the theoretical research. partly use They partly
use "observed art-making experience"129 and partly researcher-produced art130. The loss of
media-specific information in writing a reflection about a researcher-produced clay object131,
for example, has so far not been addressed or raised as a concern. The suggestions made for
scholartism in the next chapter will pick up the potential of paralleling the media of academic
investigation with media of the object of investigation.
The variety of media used for ABR studies is increasing with each new project and provides
ample data to describe similarities in methodology. However, no large attempts to describe
form-content relations between different method designs to show their effects have yet been
made. Also, the examined editions containing various applied method designs do not make
comparisons between the knowledge creation and acquisition processes and processes of
understanding in the arts-based research projects. Projects widely differ in the methodological
framework for the reflections on their arts-based elements and, therefore, the structure of the
reflections. A description and deduction of such effects and processes could become a
122
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guideline for creating effective method designs for students and researchers new to ABR and
to consolidate the field. A vital element would be the inclusion of instruments to improve
researchers’ self-reflexivity regarding the effects of knowledge creation and acquisition
processes. For example, a set of self-reflexive questions (similar to learning diaries used in
education) could be applied before, while and after assembling and analysing a movie corpus
with arts-based research methods. On writing a paper about this study, the reflections of the
researcher could then provide a standardised tool to understand, evaluate and locate the ABR
method used in the study. The reflections could prove useful for the researcher writing them,
but more so for fellow researchers. Kossak asks many key questions on recognition, reflection
and documentation of ABR methods and aesthetic understanding processes in his 2013
article:
[…] how are the 'modes of investigation' in art-based research determined, followed, processed,
analysed, collected, etc.? In art, we have many different forms of data. How do we select the
most salient data? How is the ephemeral documented? What is the aesthetic element? And
what is the intersubjective aesthetic? How do we assess? How do we extrapolate and how do
we as Merleau-Ponty (1962) poignantly said make the invisible visible? How do we reliably
document, explicate and communicate the art process?
[...] If, as Aristotle said, art is a way of knowing […] then does artistic expression bring with it an
aesthetic way of knowing?132

Researchers can hardly be expected to describe effects of knowledge creation and acquisition
processes if they are not provided with means to recognise said effects and processes in the
first place. Collecting reflections made by ABR researchers on their method applications could
be followed by forming an epistemological or aesthetic or hermeneutic framework in which
ABR is set.
Kossak sees ABR’s biggest challenge in the field’s fear of lacking objectivity133, a concern
partly based in the interdisciplinary characteristic of the field. The proposed guideline could
certainly assist in forming an overview on the current state of practice. In the long run, ABR
researchers and their critics will have to distinctly differentiate between methods based on
objective norms and methods applied to highlight multiple perspectives on a subject. Arts in
research are less suitable to conveying knowledge than understanding, a circumstance not yet
fully acknowledged by both critics and supporters of ABR. Finding a standardised way to reflect
art-making processes and understanding acquisition processes could contribute to the
mitigation of that problem. The voices of leading ABR researchers advocating to stop justifying
what they do are getting louder; instead they are demanding critical improvements in the
diverse approaches applied so far.134
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Towards scholartism
Yet more important for this study is the only partially accomplished integration of “different
ways of knowing” 135 in ABR, by which McNiff understands the disparity between the historical
variety of methods of enquiry and the variety actually in use. Especially in philosophical
methods and in disciplines and perspectives like dialogical logic, methodic doubt or rhetoric as
a tool are, in McNiff’s opinion, neglected in modern interdisciplinary studies. However,
discussing the demarcation of fields via methods belongs elsewhere. Here, the integration of
the different ways to gain knowledge and understanding via different media will be focussed
on. To develop a definition of scholartism, the media involved in knowledge and understanding
acquisition processes of literary studies and comic studies will be discussed.
Literary studies and comic studies present their outcome in text form, be it written or verbal, as
a manuscript or article in print or online publication. However, in analysing arts employing signs
encoded as unique arrangements of symbols and icons136 and traces signified by the way in
which signs and symbols are used, a media-specific loss of information often occurs in the
research process. Information such as Dominique Goblet’s distinct pencil drawing style mixed
with painting are media-specific information and cannot be described in language on paper
without the loss of data and the addition of new data, a process naturally happening when
information is transferred to another medium.
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Using one medium (e.g. a comic) for the academic study
and studying an object of inquiry in another medium (e.g.
a thesis) is quite the norm, though. In order to achieve a
professional distance to the object of inquiry, like a comic,
and to communicate findings to the research community
in a conventional form, written and spoken language in the
form of papers is used. My approach is therefore that
scholartism not only selects the method of enquiry, as it
suits the purpose of the enquiry, but the method should
also fit the medium of the object of enquiry. A study of a
comic can then include comic elements, such as
illustrations showing page layouts or composition
sketches of panel details, which accompany the text
written for the study. There are some reasons why a
medium-content reliance in a comic study may prove
useful:

Illustration 5. Goblet so tun als ob
heißt lügen, ch. 1/panel 35 (my
counting).
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a. Taking up a pencil and actually drawing comic elements, like copying a speech
balloon with a wobbly outline, triggers questions which might go unasked if the
researcher would only imagine the comic artist drawing the speech balloon. A
general estimation as to the usefulness of the triggered questions cannot be made.
However, it can be assumed that aesthetic and technical decisions of the artist can
be better understood, which again can aid in apprehending the general concept of
the analysed comic.
b. Form and content shape each other in every medium. To be more specific, all of
the four modalities of media137 and their content are intertwined. Using the medium
of the object of enquiry for the artistic elements of the scholartistic analysis prevents
the media-specific loss of information through media adaptation in the analysis
process. It seems sensible to keep the media-specific loss of information low.
c. Drawing or painting comic elements can also help the researcher to gain a better
understanding of aesthetic, narrative and structural options in the comic medium.
For example, a researcher might find it easier to draw a scene from different focal
points than to merely argue about it in a written text. This example already shows
that scholartism is an interesting option for scholars who prefer to have more
choices in representing their findings than available in only text production.
137
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d. Leavy believes that stressing form-content reliance in research expands “how we
think about our role in shaping knowledge"138; “[i]n fact, ABR highlights how all
knowledge is shaped by research practices, which is arguably another strength of
ABR”139. In these quotes, ‘knowledge’ seems broadly defined, including
understanding. The statements highlight the importance of transparently
communicating the limitedness of ABR study results in terms of generalisability and
researcher-dependence. Form-content reliance in scholartism, too, can then be a
means to address this issue.
In contrast to other forms of ABR (with exception of creative writing perhaps), its sub-form
scholartism takes the aesthetics of the object and medium of investigation into consideration.
Here, Wolf’s definition of intermediality is to be examined. He hints at media’s “nature of [its]
underlying semiotic systems (involving verbal language, pictorial signs, music, etc., or, in cases
of 'composite media' such as film, a combination of several semiotic systems"140. The
“technical or institutional channels”141 have, as with the semiotic systems, aesthetic properties
which need to be considered when the properties need to be adequately transferred to the
medium of academic inquiry. Schaudig does not include aesthetic properties explicitly, possibly
because the information they convey and how aesthetics are conveyed prove hard to filter out.
Instead, he concentrates on descriptive, narrative and argumentative qualities as well as
structural aspects and defines transformation as
eine nach spezifischen medientechnologischen Konditionen vorgenommene Übertragung von
deskriptiven, narrativen und argumentativen Elementen eines Zeichensystems (Ausgangstext)
in ein anderes Zeichensystem (Zieltext), unter weitgehender Erhaltung der konstitutiven
Bedeutungs- und Informationsstrukturen [.]142

Similar to Wolf, Mikkonen considers “semiotic reseources”143 of comics and forms his
standpoint with multi-modal research. He concenrates on the “potentialities and constraints of
different ressources (or modes)” 144:
[…] the uses and effects of the semiotic resources—words, images, and sounds—that
characterise a given medium. For instance, many narrative media are capable of creating the
impression of a character's inner life, sense perception, and personal voice, but they manage
these effects differently, by using and combining different materials and resources such as
words, images, sounds, and graphic style. Where one medium may have the advantage over
other media and do something better, it may detract in some other way or must find ways to
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circumvent the challenges posed by the materials, instruments, and resources by which it is
characterised.145

Both Wolf and Mikkonen assert that many of the capacities a medium has can be used by
other media to different advantages and effects. To create similar effects and have similar
advantages like the investigated e.g. comic, a scholartistic study partly uses the expressive
and aesthetic capacities of the comic’s medium. Possibly the scholartistic method can then
also help extract aesthetic characteristics of works of inquiry in a more distinct manner than
‘traditional’ projects in literary studies or comic studies.

Towards a definition of scholartism
Scholartism is a methodological framework of enquiry for creating, organising, reflecting and
expressing understanding and knowledge which mirrors the complexity of the primary
source146 with artistic and scholarly means. It is hereby established as a branch of arts-based
research.
Articles published in Leavy’s edition Method meets Art suggest that "[a]rts-based practices
have developed to service all phases of the research endeavor: data generation, analysis,
interpretation, and (re) presentation. Many researchers referred to in this volume suggest that
an artistic method, such as visual art or performance, can serve as an entire methodology in a
given study."147 Taking up that suggestion, scholartism then provides several tools for the
phases and sub-goals of a study, which form a complete methodology. Scholartism should
generate understating and knowledge, and both need to be represented properly so that
scholartistic studies can be published for others to read. However, Rolling explicitly advises to
differentiate between creation and representation of understanding and knowledge in a study:
Understanding and expressing knowledge as important goals of ABR is vividly phrased by
Rolling: "During the work of making visible a meaningful interpretation of a chosen inquiry focal
point, the researcher shapes a methodology. Simultaneously, during the work of making sense
of a chosen inquiry focal point through applied mediating instruments, the researcher adds to
and extends the prevailing discourse. 148

Hucho and Rapoport149 emphasise that the sciences and humanities have managed to agree
on methods, their use of language and other rules, thus rendering the creation and
representation of understanding and knowledge in a study well communicable within the
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research society. For the arts, they identify generally accepted conventions, traditions and
rules for artists using individual artistic methods as well as rules for the audiences receiving it.
As scholartism merges literary studies/comic studies/film studies and arts, it combines agreed
upon and accepted methods used in the humanities with artistic practices which can aid in
studying and discussing a source.
Literary studies, comic studies and film studies apply a variety of methods and theories for
their research; comic analysis with the focus on adaptation is only one of many tools. For the
purpose of this study, a modular analytic model for scholartism, which can beused in comic
studies and literary studies will be developed in chapter 2.2. I propose the term scholartist for
the researcher-artist and scholartistic as the adjective designating works and processes in line
with the definition. The method is structured into modules for greater flexibility and to
underscore their different functions.
The modules aim, to different extents, at gaining knowledge and understanding of a research
topic. The two concepts will be outlined in the following, to then be used in the description of
the modules. Knowledge here is defined by the traditional epistemological approach as a
“justified true belief”150. The complex discourse on knowledge definitions151 need not be
involved. However, a general segmentation of ‘knowledge’ will be useful for detailing
scholartism. Knowledge then entails the knowing and application of methods, such as
discourse analysis, and content knowledge, such as literary theories, as well as technical
knowledge. Technical knowledge can range from artistic techniques practised in the
scholartistic project, such as sketching and ink drawing, to the use of word processing
programs for writing and the application of quotation styles. This short enumeration is by no
means exhaustive and will be deliberately kept open to be applicable to individual scholartistic
projects. Closely connected to these three forms is knowledge-how or procedural knowledge,
which is heavily discussed in, for example, performance studies152. The techniques and
methods applied in scholartism are not necessarily new; however, literary studies methods and
techniques and artistic techniques and methods are combined in new ways. These unique
combinations are means to better address research questions153. For example, for this study,
Illustration 6 is drawn to better understand Rowson’s application of cross-hatching in
combination with monocoloured planes, which provides insights for the analysis of Rowson’s
drawing style as discussed in chapter 3.2.
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Scholartistic studies also aims
at

gaining

and

recording

understanding. An example for
a form in which understanding
can

be

hypothesis,

expressed
which

is

a

can

be

considered a form of temporal
conjecture. Temporal insights
and

other

information

not

categorised as knowledge will
Illustration 6. Cross-hatching in RTS III/panel 126 (detail) next

be termed understanding. As

to a study of cross-hatching variations found in RTS.

already

mentioned,

differentiates

Rolling154
between

“temporary certainties”, “enduring ambiguities” and “the unknown”, whereas Baumberger155
provides an extensive list of functions these understandings can take, which is given in the
discussion of Sousanis’s work in the section “Arts-based research as framework for
scholartism” of this chapter. Among others, understanding can provide new perspectives, raise
questions, enhance empathy (for character actions, for example) and create connections
between differerent areas of knowledge. Understanding is a vital part of research processes
in general, and is given a special role in ABR and scholartism to, in Rolling’s words, make
visible156 important parts of the research process. For example, the scholartistic comic
presented in chapter 2.3 was conducted to narrow down the research goal for Martin Rowson’s
comic. Though the aim was identified and a comic analysis accordingly conducted in chapter
3, the scholartistic comic is provided in this work. It provides a representation of a vital part of
the research process and serves as its documentation as well as an exemplary illustration.
The scholartistic analysis method consists of two module types, each of which can appear
several times in a scholartistc study: the scholarly module(s) and the arts-based module(s).
The modules of the scholartistic method aim at generating both knowledge and understanding.
The arts-based module(s) can provide understanding of e.g. stylistic choices such as
colouring, and the process of doing art as part of the module can also result in gaining technical
knowledge. The scholarly module(s) also provide understanding but more so knowledge
gained in the research process. The representation of the gained knowledge and
understanding can be achieved with artistic means and also in a scholarly text form. However,
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studies conducted with scholartism are likely to prefer artistic representations for its
advantages with regard to the approach it was chosen for.
Both modules are produced to the same overall purpose; that is, to answer a specific research
question formulated for the study in question. For example, one of the key questions initiating
this research was, ‘Can I find or develop an apporach to analyse Rowson’s comic Tristram
Shandy which benefits from literary studies and arts methods?’ To achieve this purpose, the
scholarly module(s) and the arts-based module(s) have been intertwined. The epistemological
processes gained in the making of both modules influence each other, and accordingly, the
resulting scholartistic study will, on the epistemological level, be presented as a homogeneous
result. On the media level, the scholartistic study can be heterogeneous. The distinguishing
aspect of the scholartistic study is the parallel between the media of the object of investigation
and the arts-based module(s) as a special form of form-content reliance157 for the reasons
given above. For example, a scholartistic literary study could include a written analysis of a
short story with quotes from the short story, and for the arts-based component, short-story
elements and features composed by the researcher could also be included. The arts-based
module can, for example, serve the researcher to better understand the dynamics of a
character constellation or the building up of a certain mood. To provide another example, a
scholartistic comic study could consist of the written comparison of two comic strips by the
same solo-artist, with the arts-based element showing the comics with alternative speech
balloon content highlighting the development of the employed rhetoric. Also, the arts-based
part could offer selected panels from the strips in alternative drawing style akin to an early/late
drawing style of the artist in question for a diachronic comparison. This may prove especially
useful if copyright issues prevent the study being illustrated with examples from the analysed
comic. Moreover, the medial closeness of the object of inquiry and the artistic module allows
scholartists to better understand how they create artistically, and in comparison how a work
was created by an artist. A comics-based module could, for that purpose, include highlighting
changes in (drawing) style in the middle of an investigated work, which indicate different stages
of composition being mixed158. Despite the medial closeness of the artistic module and the
object of investigation, a professional academic distance from the object of investigation is
given in the form of the researcher’s reflection, which is the second part of the arts-based
module. The reflections will be discussed later in this chapter.
To use available artistic tools to full effect for the study, other artistic elements less close to the
medium of the inquiry’s object will ameliorate/enhance the research. In comic studies, these
can include but are not limited to sketched composition studies and detail studies, carried out
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in techniques other than that of the object of investigation, and the extraction and visual
modification of text from the art work to free it from its original visual components.

Illustration 7. Sample Composition study (middle) and tonal value study (right) of RTS II/panel 104 (left)
show which information colour and composition each provide.

Illustration 8. Sample detail study:
cross-hatching.
Rowson, for example, employs
cross-hatching to create planes,
volumes and textures.

Illustration 9. Comparison of original text in RTS III/panel 11 with visually modified text (middle
illustrations) and extracted modified text (right) show that an illustration of speech bubble content may
offer more information than a description.
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However, there are many cases when a media transfer is necessary to abstract information.
Many academic texts require an illustration with less artistic tools, for example to give an
overview of developments, discuss details and highlight subtly narrated elements of examined
work. For example, diagrams to show e.g. increase/decrease in use of ‘funny’ fonts in a comic,
and maps to show movements of characters, which rather belong to the scholarly module, are
already used159 as manifold illustration options in research. Maps are very useful to get an
overview of voyages in travel literature as well as with the less spacious but significant body
movements of individual characters, e.g. by the unnamed first-person narrator in the short story
The Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkins Gilman.
The illustrations stand in direct relation to the
purpose they serve and should be the best
means to do the analysis for that particular
point, or the best means to convey a point.
The illustrations need to be contextualised
and are therefore embedded in the written
analysis.
The scholarly module in scholartism is a
qualitative or quantitative study written or
verbally transferred. The study is conducted
as e.g. a literature analysis, comparison of
body

comics, etc. making it a regular study, as is

movements of first-person narrator in The

usually conducted in the literary studies,

Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkins Gilman.

comic studies and film studies. It aims at

Illustration

10.

Map

illustrating

the

answering academically relevant questions
in the respective research field. Its length and structure depend on the applied method and
topic in question. The produced text gains its results from classic research and from
understanding gained in the process of producing and reflecting upon the arts-based
module(s).
The scholarly module(s) is/are combined with one or more arts-based modules:
The arts-based module in scholartism is based on the art description by Adajian 2007160 and
will be described161 as following: The arts-based module is an entity intentionally produced by
the researcher(s) with a significant degree of aesthetic interest, often featuring sensorial
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properties, partially comprehensible to cultural outsiders and outsiders of the respective
discipline’s convention; and it possibly makes use of and displays a consciousness for high
cultural value of art and its aesthetic power162. It is necessary to stress that scholartism
promotes a positive art definition, that is, artistic works are not rated on the basis of their
technical excellence but are valued for their potential of artistically expressing research. Also,
the range of arts employed is open to new techniques, forms and genres, including their
respective reception strategies. The arts-based module consists of one or more pieces of art
serving one or more specific purposes in the research project and a written reflection on the
artistic elements. Two goals can be distinguished: arts-based modules can be employed to do
the research i.e. investigate the research question, and it can present the results in an
ostensive way. For example, it can be employed for narrowing down a research question,
highlighting, comparing, analysing details or developments in drawing style, narration and
layout, contrasting and questioning.
The arts-based module shares some of its aesthetic properties with the object of research
since they are presented in the same or very similar medium. A scholartistic comic study
therefore features comic-based modules; a scholartistic literary study on poetry would partly
consist of lyric-based modules. A preparatory training in the artistic technique is reasonable:
When working with an arts-based approach it is important to bear in mind the artfulness of the
resulting work. This requires attention to craft and aesthetics. You need to pay attention to the
craft you are working with or adapting […] If you are coming into an ABR project without formal
artistic training or experience, then you should learn something about the craft you are using,
which may involve a literature review, immersion into examples of the field (e.g., seeing plays,
reading scripts), taking classes, and/ or collaborating with artists from your genre. While some
argue that ABR must meet the same artistic or aesthetic criteria developed in the arts and thus
suggest extensive training for arts-based researchers in their artistic genre […], I disagree. ABR
is not art for art's sake. It is a different thing that is artistic, but not only artistic. So while it is
important to pay attention to craft, I believe that ABR is better judged based on its usefulness.163

Leavy’s statement carries an important message for all researchers who refrain from using
brush and paint for fear of being judged in terms of the arts market. Scholartists are subject
hybrids and do not produce art to be aesthetically appealing in the first place, but to understand
and convey certain points in research.
As already mentioned, accompanied with each arts-based module is a reflection on the
module. The reflection allows a critical distance from the object of investigation and is
furthermore embedded in or connected to the non-literary scholarly text of the study, the
scholarly module. Reflections are not simply a description of the proceedings; they are rather
meta-texts. Meta-texts are here defined as explanatory language positioned on a level above
162
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the content of what they explain; they are used for referential purposes164. They take the form
of process reconstructions of the making of the artistic element; summaries on the difficulty
engaging with the research question and, most importantly, provide a safety net for
interpretations of the artistic element to ensure the utility of the interpretation. The written
reflections provide an understanding of processes of understanding and learning done in the
execution of the arts-based module(s). Also, they are a platform to credit sources for the artsbased elements. The scholartistic comic presented in 2.3 can, due to its medium, record the
sources used in an academically appropriate manner, that is by giving footnotes. Other media
used for the arts-based module, like music, rely on the reflections for this purpose. The
scholartistic comic in 2.3 also contains some visual references, which are integrated into the
comic as text shown on drawn post-its. Visual references are best labelled with ‘iconographic
quote’, deriving from iconography, which is the term for the “system of types of image used by
an artist or artists to convey particular meanings”165. In the following, both visual and textual
references will be referred to as ‘references’. The mixture is mostly employed in the artistic
elements of the arts-based module, since the aesthetic matrix allows researchers to allude to
sources without breaching academic quotation rules. Allusions animate the readers of the artsbased module, allowing them to also engage in playful ways with the research question.
Recognising and crediting inspirations as sources in creating the artistic module(s) enhances
the scholar’s sensibilities for similarly hidden documentations of references in the investigated
work. The references of the arts-based module, as provided in the reflections, have to be as
exact as possible. That means, clearly identified sources are named with, for example, date of
origin, author, and title.
The scholartistic product is the whole study with all its modules as presented to the academic
community or public. It is necessarily disparate; the scholarly elements and artistic elements
can be represented in uneven shares and force the readers of the study to employ varying
reception techniques, thereby highlighting the hybrid nature of the scholartistic product. The
scholartistic artwork, too, can display self-awareness about itself being scholartistic, much
resembling Gérard Genette’s concept of meta-text, which he calls a genre166. The display of
self-awareness much depends on the medium: a scholartistic comic is very apt to contain
complex meta-text.
The multi-modal perspectives opened by scholartism, through using different media in the
interdisciplinary scholartistic study, can add significantly to pure literary research:
•

Media-specific information is less prone to getting lost by closeness of technical media
(such as a film or a printed comic) in the object of inquiry and the arts-based module,

Definition based on Fludernik’s definitions of meta-narration and meta-fiction, see Fludernik 2003: 15.
TATE “Iconography“ no year: n. p.
166
Genette 1997: 8.
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•

the employment of different media sensitises the researchers’ and readers’ brains in
providing two or more sensorial modalities167 to keep reception interesting and

•

the combination of written reflection and artistic element in the arts-based module
provides the research with two different forms, creating a professional distance from
the created data and making research quotable in text form.

•

Last but not least, choosing scholartism as a method can be inspiring to researchers
as well as readers to find alternative strategies of engaging in research questions or
corpus.

On terminology
After creating the terms for the purpose of my research, investigations of ABR forms revealed
the term scholartist already existed, though in a different context. Dr. Joseph Shahadi, Mila
Aponte-Gonzalez, Dr. Amma Ghartey Tagoe-Kootin and others formed the term “while part of
the NYU program in Performance Studies in the mid-2000s."168 It is also used by Lorri Neilsen
for academics doing arts-based education studies and social sciences169. Developed in the
context of performance studies, scholartism or scholARTistry have developed into substantial
branches of ABR, characterised by the researchers’ self-images as academics and artists
merging scholarly research methodology with artistic research and practices. Lewis asserts,
Scholars no longer posit themselves as simply commentators and intellectual/historical
interpreters of artistic work. Artists themselves—many of whom have long been steeped
in research methodology as part of their practice—no longer wish to be spoken for.170

Leavy does not make use of the term scholartist, but she indirectly describes the arts-based
researcher quite similarly:
When working with an arts-based approach it is important to bear in mind the artfulness of the
resulting work. This requires attention to craft and aesthetics. You need to pay attention to the
craft you are working with or adapting […]. Practitioners come to ABR with different
backgrounds. For instance, some come from the qualitative research community and social
science training, others come from the arts, and some have extensive cross-training. Your point
of entry into a project must be considered.171

167

"The sensorial modality is the physical and mental acts of perceiving the present interface of the medium
through the sense faculties. […] At least three levels of the sensorial must be discerned. The first level is sensedata that originate from objects, phenomena and occurrences but that can never be captured in isolation
without a perceiving and interpreting agent. Often, but far from always, sense-data tend to cause intersubjective sensations. The sense-data of media come from the realized material interface. The second level of
the sensorial consists of our receptors: cells that when stimulated cause nerve impulses that are transferred to
a nervous system. The third level is the sensation, meaning the experienced effect of the stimulation.”
Elleström 17–18.
168
Lewis 7.
169
Cf. Neilsen 45–46.
170
Lewis 1.
171
Leavy 30.
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I follow the approach of considering scholartists as researchers and to the same extent as
artists. However, being both a researcher and artist is not a mandatory pre-condition to do
scholartism. Instead, scholartism shall be defined as a methodological frame of inquiry for
creating, organising and reflecting understanding and knowledge by scholar-artists in an
interdisciplinary leeway formed by literary studies/ comic studies/ film studies and arts.
The coincidence of several people creating identical terms for a yet evolving concept implies
that the international research community is ripe for the idea. Though Leavy strongly speaks
against the use of any term but the umbrella term arts-based research for the field172, it is
practical to label different methods used in ABR properly to ease research on the topic. Over
time, ABR will create names for the diverse methods and offer a structure of the method
landscape and also provide identification markers for researchers in their interdisciplinary
research.
Scholartism fits under the umbrella term arts-based research. It is specifically designed to be
used for arts-based humanities and will, for the purpose of this study, be applied to arts-based
literary studies/comic studies. Hopefully other researchers will apply it to film studies
eventually. According to Lewis and Tulk 2016, "[t]erms such as scholartist are beginning to
hold greater currency in US academic institutions in ways that are constantly, and happily,
becoming more accepted and validated as the field of Practice as Research (PaR) finds a way
to articulate its own particular process, challenges and opening-up of epistemological
horizons”, by now “encompassing multiple disciplines: from Cultural Studies, to English
departments and Performance Studies, as well as Digital Humanities, and the Visual and
Studio Arts."173 Apart from research on Creative Writing174 as a scholartistic practice, no other
contributions from, for example, English literary studies could so far be retrieved. The
methodological approach laid out in the following chapter consists of two elements, which I
propose to call modules as they can be combined in different ways to fulfil different functions.

2.2 Modular operational model scholartistic analysis
As a summary of chapter 2.1, the main points defining the method of scholartism are provided
which can then be applied as an operational model for scholartism.
•

Scholartism is a methodological approach for arts-based literary studies, comic studies
and film studies, set in the frame of the multi-methods approach of arts-based research.

•

Scholartism is a frame of enquiry for generating, organising, reflecting and presenting
knowledge and understanding with artistic and scholarly means. Scholartism provides
methods and practices for each step of a research process.
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Cf. Leavy 4.
Lewis 2.
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E.g. Krauth 2014; Kerrigan 2010 ; Cole 2004.
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•

Scholartism is the term for the methodology, scholartist denotes the researcher
applying it, and scholartistic incorporates works carrying the characteristics of the
applied methodology.

•

Scholartism is divided into two modules which are applied to the research process, for
practical and structural purposes. The characteristics of the modules will be explained
in the following, also how they are used in research. These modules can be combined
in any order and appear at least once in a research project. A research project is
defined here as a complete research process, from the initial research to the definition
of the research question up to the publication of the results.

•

Scholartism grounds on two modules, the arts-based module and the scholarly module.
Both module types serve specific subtasks in the scholartistic research project and are
produced by the scholartist(s). The arts-based module is conducted in one or more
artistic media in order to aid the purpose of the research task, for example painting, a
comic, a literary text form or film. Since the scholarly module is conducted as an
academic text in non-literary language, the whole scholartistic study is composed of
several media. Hence the scholartistic work is heterogeneous due to its
plurimediality175. However, it maintains a sense of homogeneity through the
interconnection of the modules’ contents, for example the topic of the study. The
modules are combined in a way that the scholartistic work has a clear, purpose-guided
structure and transitions between the modules are smooth.

•

The methods used for the scholarly module can be qualitative and quantitative; the
arts-based module is based on qualitative methods.

•

The arts-based module can be realised in three different forms, which are the artistic
element, the illustration and the reflection on these arts-based elements. The artistic
element and the illustration are practical elements created through arts methods.

•

The two forms of practical elements are differentiated by the degree of similarity to the
primary source, which includes the technical medium used, the technique applied and
the content which is presented and also the genre. An artistic element uses the same
genre, technical medium, technique and works with an extract from the source text’s
content, without being a copy. In contrast, an illustration can be so abstract that it may
only include quotes from the source text. Also, artistic elements and illustrations serve
different functions.
The artistic element is closer to the source than the illustration. The first employs the
same medium as the primary source to investigate it without a media-specific loss of
information; however, the illustration can also employ other media to examine the
source. The complexity of the object of investigation, especially its medium, is mirrored
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Cf. Wolf 2018: 141.
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in the application of the method. For example, a scholartistic analysis of the series The
Big Bang Theory can investigate the relation between the character Sheldon Cooper’s
sense of security and his body language. The artistic element, a filmic study of
exaggerated body movements performed by the researcher or an assistant, could be
paired with the respective phrases uttered by the Cooper character. Camera angles
and shot lengths should be adopted from the series’ scenes, as they are employed to
underscore the impression of the character. If the differences in body language
between Cooper’s behaviour in interior and outdoors settings were explored, the two
different settings could be indicated by two differently coloured monochrome
backgrounds in the artistic element. This arts-based element could be followed by a
speech analysis of Cooper’s text in the scholarly module. The artistic element then
functions as a means to comprehend and make visible aspects of the primary source
by isolating and tracking them.
An illustration of the same topic could consist of sketches of Cooper’s body postures
set in relation to the text he utters and/or sketches of the setting he moves in. The
sketches of the setting could also be conducted as light-dark sketches to discuss the
role of tonal value in the scenes. Generally speaking, the illustrations may be presented
in any artistic medium suitable for the purpose of investigation. This serves several
functions: The illustrations show a higher level of abstraction from the source than the
artistic elements and can possibly better highlight selected aspects of the investigated
source and erase unnecessary information. Also, illustrations conducted in another
medium other than their primary source can be executed in the medium most likely
inspired by the investigated object. Moreover, illustrations can visualise aspects about
the research object which are very abstract, difficult to pinpoint or only indirectly
traceable.
•

The artistic element and also the illustration are applied, utilised art. Art is, in popular
understanding, still often classified as Culture if it is liberal, canonised beautiful art and
as depreciated culture if it is a form of applied art, a craft, a layperson’s work, not
canonised by influential institutions or serving a (practical) purpose. Scholartism sets a
positive definition of art in contrast to this artificial line of demarcation. The practical
arts-based elements have aesthetic properties which are not just a by-product but an
interpretative means, serving a specific function in the scholartistic study.

•

Reflections bridge the arts-based elements of the arts-based module with the scholarly
module(s). The written reflections create a distance from the product of the artistic
process and serve as easily quotable explanations and interpretations of the arts-based
element. This might be useful to ensure readers comprehend the arts-based module
and interpret it correctly. Interested researchers can quote the scholartistic study in
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verbal or written forms in their own discussions. Text is the dominant form of
communication in academia, a circumstance which needs to be considered to make
scholartistic studies accessible to other fields and also to enter data into text-based
databanks.
•

The scholarly module consists of literary/comic/film research, in which a rich landscape
of theories such as Marxism, New Historicism and Hermeneutics constitute a plurality
of methods to approach texts from different perspectives. The state of flux of
humanities’ theories as a result of constant evaluation and re-development of the
approaches accompanies the emergence of new fields like disability studies, which
combine several psychological to sociological approaches176. The practices of
compiling, analysing, comparing, discussing, attributing, contextualising and reviewing
literary texts, discourses and corpora are affiliated and combined with theories. The
research questions in the scholarly module are informed by the theory or theories
applied and the practice chosen. The established methods are qualitative or
quantitative; quite often two or more theories and practices are combined. For example,
a qualitative analysis of the role of colour as a symbol of power in Jasper Fforde’s
Shades of Grey could be completed with post-colonialism theories. The qualitative
study could then be combined with a linguistic approach, a quantitative corpus analysis
focussing on collocations of colour terms with the open-source programming language
and environment R.

•

All aspects which cannot be sufficiently expressed in the text form of the scholarly
module are made visible177 with artistic elements and illustrations.

•

The arts-based modules can come at any point in the scholartistic process and work
and serve different functions depending on the purpose they take.

•

The scholartistic result, that is the merging of the arts-based module(s) with the
scholarly module, is characterised by plurimediality.

The general operational model below shows how the modules are involved in the scholartistic
work and what positions and functions they take in research. However, the model does not
prescribe an order in which the research is to be conducted; it again must be stressed that the
arts-based module(s) can take place at any point in the research process. Shown in a simplified
segmentation in an arrow (see Illustration 9), most research processes are likely to cover these
three mentioned stages in some form or another. Process D, the public scholarship to a
research project, can also cover different phases of the research. Therefore, the segment
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Cf. Surendran paragraph 5.
Cf. Rolling 60–61.
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covers the whole length of the research process as represented by the arrow (see Illustration
11).
The general model is followed by a description and the function of the modules and processes
as well as an applied model (Illustration 12).
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Illustration 11. General operational model for scholartism.

Description of the processes, products and modules’ functions
Process A: initiating the research
Initiating the research is about the creation of a research question or subject, outlining the
corpus and deciding on a theoretical approach and method. In many cases, funding of the
research, selection of a researcher team and participant group and other organisational
matters have to be addressed in this stage.
Naturally, initial research proposal sketches will be revisited and revised further during the
research process. Initial research on primary and secondary literature and texts often goes
hand in hand with noting down thoughts, creating working titles and hypotheses. These
practices can be ascribed to the scholarly module (Module Y). An alternative or addition to a

working title/thesis in academic language can also be an entity of art. This might be especially
useful if the research task involves the creation of new concepts, structures or termini. An art
entity can represent the many facets of a complex idea and possibly help to keep an open
mind for changing aspects of the study design. It will eventually produce a working title/thesis
which is then used to plan the following research. Art employed for this purpose can either be
researcher-produced (Module X) or created by someone else (participant-produced or primary
source). The positive effect of using art from the initial stages of the research onwards is
described by Rumbold, who started his work on an article with taking a photo178:

I discovered some of the rewards of representation when I put the representation of my topic on
my study wall. My attachment to the image helped connect me to my thesis and made me more
committed to completing it. I have since seen many of my research students forge similar
connections when they use images, objects, movement or sound to represent their research
topic or process.179

Whether an arts-based element is employed in the initial research or not, it should generate
some motivation to deal with the research task and form a foundation that the researcher can
go back to throughout the evolving research steps. Especially with research-produced art as
an appealing factor, it seems important to stress the general rule of keeping a certain emotional
distance to initial ideas and art items as they might hinder the researcher in developing the
project constructively.

Process B: research proper
The largest part of the research is conducted in process B. Depending on the research
question created in the initial phase of research (A), a (set of) theories and methods are applied
to the object of investigation to answer the research question. The scholarly module (Y) will
provide most of the framework for the design of the study. However, the arts-based module
(X) combined with the scholarly research in this process can also be embedded in a theoretical
framework. In Module X, the degree of effectiveness of this theoretical framework is outlined
in detail.
Primarily, process B aids in gaining familiarity with the primary texts and identify those text
aspects relevant to the research question. Technical learning, such as learning the language
of analysis programmes, compiling and pre-processing a corpus in a data bank, using an
image processing software or learning how to combine charcoal and water colours is also part
of this process.
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Cf. Rumbold 66.
Ibid. 67.
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This phase involves gathering as well as generating knowledge, understanding and
representations. It is, for example, practiced as thinking about, discussing, and questioning the
object of inquiry and the application of the theoretical frame as well as finding patterns, drawing
connections and formulating results. Here again, the scholarly module will likely dominate this
process but can be fruitfully combined with the arts-based module. The research is written
down in non-literary academic language and verified or contrasted with references and
examples; all according to the conventions of the respective academic field. Arts-based
elements can help here to provide an overview of open research questions for example in the
form of sketched icons; highlighting essential details (such as a coloured-in close-up of a
printed page of a novel), or comparing a comic panel with a composition sketch of it.
Implementing Module X in this phase of the research process is useful if the researcher thinks
a visualisation or other form of representation achieved with artistic media can better convey
the information than academic language alone. The arts-based module is embedded into the
scholarly written text and contextualised. For contextualisation, the reflection follows the artsbased element and relates it to the text it is embedded in.

Process and Product C: representation of the research result
C either includes the process of documenting the research results which were gained in the
main research process (B) or only the finished work ready for publication. The representation
of the research is a blend of written or verbal text in academic language with its embedded
arts-based modules (X) characterised by plurimediality and intertwined, alternate practices of
gaining understanding and knowledge. With much research, the writing process is a means of
gaining understanding and, at the same time, a means of representation of the research.
Accordingly, the research (B) cannot and should not be understood as separate from the
forming and academic text-shaping of the result (C). Scribbling notes and writing formal texts
are practices to gain understanding and form a part of the scholarly module (Y). Formal writing
for publication follows conventions in rhetoric, quoting, structuring and using register. The
research results will also be expressed through a selection of the arts-based elements (X)
produced throughout the whole research process. Researchers may find it useful to include
arts entities produced to narrow down the focus of the research project, as is done here (see
chapter 2.3). Some arts-based elements and text fragments which helped to gain
understanding are not necessary for the representation of the research result and may be left
out.
As with all academic research, the publication of the research results should contribute to
evolving the study field, offer a new perspective on the topic it deals with and/or confirm a
thesis, and be accessible (at least) to the research community. Ideally, the representation of
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the research is re-worked into a second form suitable for public scholarship (D), to inform a
wider public about the results of the study.
Public scholarship here could take the form of uploading an abstract of the research result (C)
on an open-access platform, writing a press release posted on a university website, or sending
a link to the local radio station’s science and humanities editor. To reach a wider audience (D),
the researcher could write an article/a review on a similar topic for a national newspaper or
magazine to get the study (C) mentioned.
Process D: public scholarship
Public scholarship is an action performed along the research process (A-C) to achieve a higher
visibility with a diverse public audience. It is increasingly demanded of researchers from
various areas to produce at least open-access articles, which is why public scholarship is
classified here as a part of the general research process. Public scholarship’s functions depend
on the roles of the people involved. For the researcher offering the public scholarship, it is a
means to represent the field ABR, scholartism, or the faculty she or he works with; to advertise
the field, or the method used or any other information resulting from the research; and also to
attract potential students and donors. For the addressee, the module can be informative and
entertaining; at best, it is presented to the addressee in an exciting way, leaving a positive
image of the study. Public scholarship can be applied to Processes A-C within their respective
scholarly and arts-based modules, as nearly all stages of the research are considered worth
portraying. Studies or study designs processed for public scholarship need to balance words
in the register of the study subject with common language, to ensure that publications are
‘readable’ and interestingly written while conveying the research results correctly. Also, the
format chosen for public scholarship (interview, podcast, review, short article) has to be
considered as the format brings specific structures, lengths, choice of words and other editorial
requirements with it, by which the communication of the research results has to be adapted to.

Module X: Arts-based module
The arts-based module X takes three different forms: the artistic element, the illustration and
the written reflection. The artistic element and the illustration can be embedded into all parts
of the research process and results (A-C), that is to say the arts-based elements can be
integrated at any time and any place considered useful for the study which is being conducted.
All arts-based modules are accompanied by a written reflection. The art entities’ functions vary
with the place they take, as does their length/size and level of technical/medial similarity to the
object of investigation. Scholartistic research includes at least one arts-based module. The
function of the arts-based module is to provide a frame and set of methods which mirror the
constituting features of the object of inquiry. Since the object of inquiry is art (film, literature,
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comic), the methods applied for its analysis have to respond to that. In the following, only
textual-visual artistic methods and examples will be considered.
For arts-based research practices, Leavy does not differentiate between researcher-produced
art and participant-produced art when discussing their value in the research process180. Since
the model developed above is based on a differentiation between primary and secondary
sources, drawing a distinctive line between the producers of art is necessary for scholartism.
Researcher-produced art in the form of artistic elements and illustrations are created to gain
understanding of aspects of the research topic. They share this function and goal with texts
produced in the scholarly module (Y) and have meta-textual181 qualities. In contrast,
participant-produced art in ABR functions as a primary source of investigation, it is art produced
to be examined, not examine. Participant-produced art is therefore not regarded as part of the
arts-based module (X) in scholartism, but as a primary source investigated in the research
process.
The artistic element and illustration are both art. They are the arts-based elements of module
X and are produced to fulfil a specific function in the research process. The artistic element
uses the same medium as the primary source of inquiry. This medial closeness to the object
of investigation allows the scholartist to investigate media-specific stylistics, communication
strategies and narrative structures. As these also strongly inform the aesthetics of the primary
object of investigation, the artistic element should be created in a way that promotes its
aesthetic properties as an interpretative means. Arts-based elements isolate and reconstruct
parts of the primary source which need to be studied; also, they slightly adapt selected features
of the source to investigate its effect and place aspects of the source into new contexts for
comparison, juxtaposition and other purposes. For example, Will Eisner’s juxtaposition of
different facial expressions for one verbal utterance182 could be modified to understand the
aesthetic effect of a speech balloon outline used in a comic. The researcher could redraw the
panel and vary the form of the speech balloon to achieve quite the opposite effect. Also, the
researcher could draw a comic panel or short sequence of panels summarising the essence
of the comic to be analysed. The latter example could be part of defining a research question
(A).
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Cf. Leavy 2009: 29.
Meta-text is used here in Genette’s sense: "Den dritten Typus textueller Transzendenz bezeichne ich als
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For several purposes, the illustrations show fewer parallels to the source text. They are
conducted in another medium than the source text and aim at a greater level of abstraction in
terms of stylistic, narrative and structural difference. In this way, unnecessary information can
be excluded from the illustration to create a more distinct focus. Illustrations can also be
executed in the medium which is inspired by the source text, to stress similarities or
differences. This is especially useful when the adaptation character of a work will be studied.
Illustrations are also quite useful to visualise abstract concepts such as power relations in a
source text. As some parts of a source may only be indirectly traceable, these can be visualised
via symbols or icons in illustrations to address them.
The artistic element and illustration both artistically clarify, highlight, juxtapose, compare,
summarise, oppose, question or introduce aspects of the primary source or of the research
process itself. The pool of artistic practices and techniques available provides a diverse range
of strategies for gaining understanding. Scholartists should be aware that practices and
techniques often go along with an arts theory. For example, it would have to be pointed out if
a colour study showing the distribution of bright yellow in selected chapters of Watchmen is
set in relation to colour theories, which promote colour as a language to communicate
emotions.
Illustrations are functionalised artistic entities, and in their application in scholartism partly
similar to scientific illustrations. The latter are used to depict the characteristic, typical
appearance of objects, objectively document the appearance of objects or generate depictions
excluding irrelevant instrumental artifacts183. Scholartistic illustrations might be screenshots of
comic panels which are exact photographic reproductions of the comic; or composition
sketches of typical character constellations from an often chosen perspective in a comic. The
sketches share qualities with the scientific illustration principles of trained judgement and trueto-nature by transporting the essential qualities of the source text’s panel into the sketch,
leaving out irrelevant brush strokes. However, the function of scholartistic illustrations is less
to depict facts than to understand phenomena.
As already mentioned, arts-based elements, especially artistic elements, are based on arts
theories and methods. Methods and theories for analysing arts, such as iconography and
iconology, are left out since they were developed to analyse art, not create it. Methods of art
creation are sometimes not seen as proper methods since they are often developed and used
by only one person and often developed further so that art works created with that method
cannot be compared in terms of method use. However, artistic methods are based on other
principles and aims than, for example, scientific methods. Methods used in the arts are often
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artist-bound, context-bound, medium-bound and topic-bound, very individual and not
necessarily approved of by an arts community. Balkema and Slager argue, “[o]ne could claim
that the artistic field comprises the hermeneutic question of the humanities, the experimental
method of the sciences, and the societal commitment of the social sciences”184. They observe
that topical visual artists increasingly form artistic research paradigms and methodologies and
support the development with their theoretical work185.
In other words, artistic can be defined as systematic procedures based on a theory or set of
rules often used by only one person aiming at formulating and answering questions. Hannula,
Suoranta and Vadén186 extract three principles an artistic methodology must consist of, which
place a focus on communication. They aim to provide artists and academics studying artists
with a model to “increase the awareness and reflexivity […] about how to study art from the
inside”187. According to them, artists should cultivate their technical skills and artistic concepts,
which they then need to develop a vocabulary for. Artists should develop their concept further
into a thesis or theory of some kind and communicate it to colleagues in an attempt to
contextualize their work. The third step is to communicate their art and underlying theory to a
wider public and educate their audience in it188. Scholartism aims at communicating artists’
understandings and findings through the arts-based elements and the written reflections.
Artistic methods can be differentiated by their focus. For example, artistic research methods
are defined by the medium they explore and in which they are conducted in, including painting,
drawing, woodcut and sculpturing. Other methods are characterized by the impression they
mean to create with the audience, their concept, such as the ones used by Dadaists and
Impressionists. Then again other artistic methods are defined by the topic they work on, such
as landscape, portrait, history or emotions. Best known are probably the methods named after
the theories they are based on, such as formalism, feminism and post-colonialism.189 An artistic
element (X) closely modelled on characteristics of a source text informed by, say, pointillism,
needs to address that in the written reflections.
The written academic reflections to the artistic element and illustration convey a sense of the
understanding gained with the arts-based elements. They function as interpretation of the arts
material to ensure the understanding gained through the arts practices is communicated
efficiently. In other words, the reflections provide a safety net for an audience untrained in
interpreting arts entities as displayed in the respective research project. Reflections transfer
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the art which was produced into language, to convey an interpretation of the knowledge gained
in the art-making process for all readers. Written reflections are a means to “deal with the
sometimes frighteningly powerful responses they evoke from protagonists or observers, and
to hold the tension between the individual and the social dimensions of the work.”190 Since arts
necessarily produce emotional and social responses from readers of the scholartist research,
the reflections should achieve closure between the arts-based elements and the scholarly
verbal or written research. For example, reflections on the mentioned colour study for the
Watchmen comic could be followed by a short enumeration of associations to the colour yellow,
possibly including quotes on the effect of yellow from different cultures or different works such
as The Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkins Gilman, yellow in the works of Mark Rothko, the
magazine The Yellow Book (eds. Mathews and Lane) or the serialised comic The Yellow Kid
by Richard F. Outcault. The listed associations can then segue into associations with the colour
yellow in Watchmen, followed by a contextualisation of the use of that colour and narratological
implications.

Table 2: Examples of methods and practices for the arts-based module (X)
Artistic element:

Functions of methods

Illustrations:

Functions of methods and

examples of

and practices

Examples

practices

methods and

methods and

practices

practices

In medium of the

Understanding source

Copy of a detail

Give evidence, credit

source text:

text, raising and

of source text

source

Paralleling details

narrowing questions

(poss. sketched

or developments

on e.g. stylistics,

to respect

narrative structure,

copyright of

overall impression,

source)

grasp connections,
pinpoint complexity
work/research
question
In the medium of

Narrow research

Copy of a detail

Visual focus on element

the source text:

question, identify e.g.

of source text

to discuss through

Contrasting details

to compare to

with highlights

exaggeration

or developments

works/development

by researcher

stages in work;

(copy poss.
sketched to
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respect
copyright of
source)
In the medium of

show new perspective

Composition

Visual focus on dynamics

the source text:

on source text, raise or

sketch

of source text with

variation in form of

narrow questions on

reduction of irrelevant

exaggeration,

source text,

details

alienation of

understand its

style/narrative

dynamics and overall

devices/page

effect, function as

layout/etc

thought experiments

In the medium of

Functions as

Composition

Visual focus on one

the source text:

brainstorming to find

sketch of

element group source text

free variation

focus topic/ approach

details:

to show characteristics of

to research

character

relation of elements

topic/identify

constellation/set

challenges

ting/attributes
Collage of

Show characteristics of

several details

relation of elements:

of source text

connection, parallel,
juxtaposition, creation of
irritation, development etc

Sketches of

Visual focus on detail to

details: tonal

discuss e.g. effect,

value/colours/pa

exception to rules

tterns/line
work/lettering

Module Y: Scholarly Research Module
The scholarly research module includes the non-artistic research and produces the non-artistic research
representations. The module works with theories and methods used in literary studies, comic studies
and film studies, which naturally share many approaches. The scholarly module aims at studying the
object of investigation, such as a film and its reception and creating a specific perspective by using a
theoretical and methodological framework. The research is presented in verbal or written text coming
along in different formats, such as comments, discussions and analyses and notes. In addition to the
different formats and theoretical frameworks of their contents, there are subject-specific conventions in
the use of rhetoric, structure and register.
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The scholarly research module is going to be described with examples of methods from literary studies.
However, most theories and methods used in literary studies are also used in film studies and comic
studies, so the examples are well applicable to both other fields. Many researchers in literary studies
apply theories and methods in an eclectic mix, presumably to discuss their research topic in the most
encompassing, multi-perspective way. Geier views the crossing of borders as an integral part of their
existence191:
Stärker jedoch als diesen komplizenhaften Zusammenhang von Grenze und Überschreitung
soll die Devise ankündigen, daß es verschiedene wissenschaftliche Verfahren gibt, die
angesichts möglicher Überschreitung sich um so mehr um die Regeln sorgen und das Verhältnis
von Verbot und Verletzung zu kontrollieren versuchen.192
Geier selects seven methods from linguistics and literary studies, which he characterizes as methods
showing systematic efforts to make sense of language phenomena which are otherwise difficult to
access. The methods are generative explanation (based on Chomsky’s generative grammar used to
create subsumable explanations of sentences) 193, analysis based on speech-act theory by Searle;
structuralist operations to build academic theories194, psychoanalytic translation to interpret latent
meanings of text, literary understanding through hermeneutics, materialism as a means to criticise
acceptance of language-constructed worlds and promote extralinguistic realities 195, and mimetic
comment to seek truth instead of pursuing intentions as promoted by Walter Benjamin196.
John Reichert divides literary criticism according to its proclaimed aims: “[…] first, attempts to define
literature; second, attempts to specify its function; third, attempts to describe the institution of
literature”197. However, at the end of his survey, he finds it necessary to explicitly state that literary
theories cannot be used to evaluate 198 literature. Michael Meyer, in his handbook on literary studies,
also associates theories with their focus. The focus points are context, reader, author, text in medium
and code199; though many theories fit into several of these areas. The fact that many theories used in
literary criticism are actually adapted from other fields of research is one reason for the theories hardly
being connected to specific methods to put them into use. Meyer’s following sentence is quite exemplary
for the practice of applying theories to literary texts: “A selection of key questions serves as a guideline
for putting the approach into use.”200 This practice also explains why methods used in literary studies,
film studies and comic studies are not as evident as the theories applied in them. Researchers writing
about applied literary studies focus on the theories, and categorise the application of the theories
differently. Comparing two handbooks on literary research, Meyer prefers to speak of applied “key
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Cf. Geier 12.
Ibid. 10. Italics in original.
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Reichert 127. Italics in original.
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questions”201, whereas Nünning’s edition presents theories and fields like narratology as having
“methods”202. A glance into the chapter on narratology by Manfred Jahn shows that the methods are, as
in Meyer, actually questions and are derived from narratological models by Genette, Stanzl and
Lanser203. The following table on scholarly elements uses the term ‘methods’ to refer to the application
of types of theories. The list is not exhaustive: It could be extended by listing specific theories applied in
some of the methods, like feminism and New Historicism. It could also take up Geier’s approach of
combining text forms like comment and explanation to achieve the aims of the applied theories. Here,
Geier’s seven categories were taken over and slightly extended.

Table 3: Examples of scholarly methods and their functions
Scholarly element: examples of

Functions of methods

methods
Discourse analysis

Relate structures of language to
socio-political context

Generative explanation
Psychoanalytic translation

Interpret latent meanings of texts

Structuralist operation

e.g. build academic theories

Analysis through speech-act theory
Literary understanding through

Enable understanding in general

hermeneutics
Criticising through materialism

Focus on extra-linguistic realities

Mimetic comment

Gain knowledge by keeping
intentions of researcher at bay

Empirical analysis (recording,

Study the interaction of editors,

observation, assessment and

readerships, authors, critics

interviewing in case research,
experimental research,
interpretative research and survey
research)
Ecocritical contextualisation

Relating source text to socio-political
and ecological historical context of
work

201

Meyer 161.
Nünning 2004: table of contents.
203
Cf. Jahn 29–50.
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Post-colonial re-interpretation

Setting source text into socio-political
historical context work and showing
in reception study how interpretation
work changes

Applied operational model scholartism: A scholartistic analysis
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Illustration 12. Applied operational model scholartism for the research project “A scholartistic Analysis
of Martin Rowson’s Tristram Shandy”.

Stages of the project “A scholartistic analysis”
Initiating the research (A) by understanding and narrowing down the research question
through reading (Y) and drawing a comic (X)
The research was initiated by surveying relevant primary and secondary literature for the two
topics ‘scholartism’ and ‘analysis of Rowson’s Tristram Shandy compared to Sterne’s Tristram
Shandy’ (Y). For the working thesis, the terms ‘scholartist’, ‘scholartism’ and ‘scholartistic’ was

created. Here, the primary source, Rowson’s comic, works like a “preexisting image”204, a
concept often used in ABR fields like sociology and anthropology to trigger associations
relevant for formulating a research question, as Holm asserts. Through reading the sources,
interrelations between ABR and the initial ideas for scholartism were found and noted.
Surveying secondary literature on Sterne’s Tristram Shandy provided a basis for accessing
Rowson’s work as an adaptation. Rowson’s comic was studied with adaptation theories and
questions were formulated to test it for possibly being a scholartistic work.
A sharpening of the focus of the study and synthesising key questions and theses is framed
by the artistic module, here drawing a comic (X, see chapter 2.3) and reflecting on the
production process (X, see chapter 2.4). This comic operates with at least two of the methods
listed in Table 2, namely paralleling characters and their manner of speaking as well as subplots; and free variation. The hypothesis ‘scholartism can be usefully applied to comic studies’
was confirmed in the process of drawing the comic, and made further research necessary to
determine how and under which circumstances comics-based research and, more generally,
arts-based scholarly work, is useful. Setting the task to draw a comic involved preparation and
training and was followed by the supervised execution during a research stay. The planning
and drawing process led to the working thesis ‘Rowson’s method is mock-scholartistic’. The
module was finished by laying out a structure for the following research: on the content level,
defining scholartism and describing Rowson’s method by analysing his comic Tristram
Shandy, on the methodological level by applying arts-based research and a systematic comic
analysis, and on the structural level, by presenting the scholartistic product (C), the thesis, as
one item.

Conducting the research – creating a model for scholartism, defining scholartism and
analysing RTS with adaptation theory (Y) supported by illustrations (X)
In the research phase, the material and information gathered so far are evaluated, selected
and build upon. On the content level, a survey of ABR theoretical approaches and practical
approaches is made to pinpoint the niche of scholartism (Y). The lack of application models
for ABR results in the development of a model for the application of scholartism.
This study accesses Rowson’s comic from two perspectives: scholartism and adaptation
theory. It studies Blank’s application model for comics as literature adaptations and puts it into
use, accompanied by narratological theories in comic studies (Y). The analysis of the comic
is, whenever words were inadequate and understanding through drawing is more suitable,
carried out as an illustration with a written reflection on it (X). The initial idea to best show
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Holm 327-328.
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Rowson’s approach mock-scholartism through body, mind and soul depictions in his comic is
discarded. Conducting the comic analysis with a focus on the comic’s adaptation
characteristics (Y) shows that visual and textual markers of Rowson’s adaptation method
explain his mock-scholartism more distinctly.
The reflections made on the artistic element (X) in the initial research phase (A) and the
reflections made on the illustrations (X) in executing the comic analysis (Y) are also evaluated
to devise the model for the methodological approach scholartism.

Presentation of the research in form of a thesis (X+Y) in print and an electronic version
Gaining knowledge and understanding in the research happens in different processes, such
as thinking, visualising, writing and discussing. For preparing the research to be presented,
the produced material is trimmed and put into the format ‘thesis’ in accordance with university
guidelines. The modules (X, Y) are intertwined in chapters and the work is characterised by its
written component, comic elements and illustrations directly and indirectly speaking to different
practices of gaining insights. Printed and digital versions of the thesis are produced to be read
by a committee.
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Public scholarship on three levels
In accordance with university regulations, the thesis is first presented to a small committee
only, before it can be re-worked to make it accessible to a wider audience.
In the second phase, alternations to the thesis in accordance with corrections from supervisors
and editors from a publishing house will be made. Since the target audience will be academic,
and the arts-based elements do not pose a copyright problem, no big changes to the
plurimediality of the work, its structure and register are expected. However, the size of the
comic poster (chapter 2.3) will probably become an issue in discussions of printing costs of the
thesis.
On the third level, parts of the thesis will be prepared to meet the interests of a wider audience.
This could take different forms, such as an exhibition with focus on the arts-based elements, a
public lecture on Rowson’s Tristram Shandy, an open-access paper on the operational model
for scholartism or a scholartistic review of Rowson’s latest comic Communist Manifesto. The
plans for reaching a wider audience will have to be negotiated with the copyright policy of the
company publishing the thesis. Generally speaking, this public scholarship project can promote
the publication of the thesis in advance but will naturally focus on selected content.

2.3 Artistic element (Module X) - “A promotional Journey”, a comic
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2.4 Reflections on the creation of the artistic element “A promotional
Journey”
The comic “A promotional Journey” is an artistic element created for this study and given in
chapter 2.3. The comic was drawn in the initial phase of the research for several puproses. In
the following, the initial aims of creating a comic as the artistic element of this thesis are
compared to the actual outcome.

First aim: Gain an understanding of Rowson’s comic art
The process of creating a comic was meant to trigger an enhanced understanding of Rowson’s
comic Tristram Shandy and his creation process. Additionally, I was interested in Rowson’s
response to this artistic element, which was send to him. Along the comic was send a note
expressing the hope he would respond to my comic’s thesis that he is a scholartist.
Preparing to draw a comic and actually drawing it sensitized me for the numerous big and
small decisions involved in creating a comic and gave me a distinct idea how much planning a
book-length comic project such as Rowson’s literary adaptation would involve. To give an
example of the planning and execution of an artistic element, the steps involved in the creation
of “A scholartistic Journey” will be laid out in the following. Especially researchers who consider
doing scholartism themselves will profit from this account.
Within the course of two weeks, I wrote down my general ideas of the comic’s content and
aims and did the research necessary to realise the comic. Planning included writing a schedule
with all the steps from idea to script205 to publication. The research began with a technical
preparation of the comic creation process with the help of manuals, personal interviews and
learning through tutorials on the subject. This included a two-week course on illustration with
Jutta Bauer at Pentiment, an international summer academy for arts and design held at the
Hochschule für angewandte Wissenschaften, Hamburg.
It was followed by a close research on the relevant facts about the fictional and factual
characters of the comic’s cast and items to be included in the comic, resulting in preparatory
sketches. The process of selecting and shaping the characters and the setting was carried out
when the research on all topics relevant for the PhD project had been done and the writing
process began. Without the accumulated background knowledge on Sterne’s and Rowson’s
works and their reception, the deep metaphor of the “Journey” (see title comic) would have
been amiss.
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The journey happens on several levels: a tour from England (via Lyon) to Paris is part of
Sterne’s plot in Tristram Shandy and A Sentimental Journey (strongly connected to Sterne’s
own travelling through France). Martin Rowson’s adaptation only hints at this journey.
Of all the literary figures who travelled the popular route, Ernest Hemingway and Francis Scott
Fitzgerald were selected206 and developed as guest characters for the comic. Their short
appearance in the comic allowed me to explore Rowson’s mixture of far-fetched bad jokes and
to-the-point comments. The historical Hemingway and Fitzgerald travelled from Paris to Lyon
and back again to retrieve Fitzgerald’s car, resulting for Hemingway in the famous insight to
never go on trips with people you do not love207. Connecting historical persona and characters
from different centuries with each other is a parallel to the journey Rowson’s alter ego Author
is send on in Tristram Shandy. Author and Pete, Rowson’s contemporary characters, are
embedded in a narrative set in 18th century Yorkshire with Sterne’s cast. Here, Rowson’s
decision to mix contemporary, historical and fictional characters was repeated and let to
creating a promising and interesting cast which can carry the narrative.
The third journey visualised covers how thoughts and ideas created by the brain are
materialised and how these ideas are seen by others. To address that issue, the whole story
is set in a work space presenting a comic alter ego of “Luisa” as a landscape of theories and
questions. A general understanding of journey as educational travelling is promoted by the
characters Luisa and Pete. Luisa also puts forth the idea of the characters’ journey being a
sort of Grand Tour to seek internal and external experience and growth (panel 11).
Hemingway’s and Fitzgerald’s short appearance (panels 21-27) then mix the Romantic
understanding ‘journey’ with contemporary travel literature like a road trip. Bringing together
these different understandings of journey parallels Rowson’s mixtures of different literary
movements towards the end of RTS. The title “A promotional Journey” leads the readers to the
more specific journey of a PhD project. The switches from panels set on and in the body of
Luisa, required to be made by the readers, exemplify how internal and external experience can
lead to one another. Since this is my first comic, the work on it sensitised me to the experience
needed to combine text and image in a content-amplifying, non-redundant and interesting way.
Planning these details of the comic gave me a thorough understanding of the functions and
effects each decision brings along and therefore also an understanding of the complexity of a
comic project. For example, I decided to let the Landauer chaise be pulled by the duo of cock
and bull (panel 4) as a literal reference to Sterne’s cock-and-bull story208, which is only told at

Since I intended to give the journey of Rowson, Pete and Luisa a ‘road trip’ twist, historical Hemingway and
Fitzgerald seemed good choices as their lifestyles promised eventful, even adventurous travelling. For their
mutual trip from Paris to Lyon and back again, see Hemingway 1988: 70.
207 Referred to in “A promotional Journey”, panel 17.
208
STS IX/xxxiii (586-588).
206
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the end of STS but ridicules scenes dealing with fertility a posteriori. Since a comic greatly
benefits from carefully selected details, the question came up what race the bull should be.
Research showed for Sterne’s time and living area the English fat long-horned race209 would
be a proper choice. The literal bull of Walter Shandy in Sterne’s novel is apparently impotent,
which mirrors210 the historical fact that the long-horn race was considered problematic because
of the long-horn’s low fecundity211. It eventually led to the breed’s replacement by the shorthorn by the end of the eighteenth century.
To the cock and bull I added the personified and rather solid Shandean Spirit212 as coachman,
since Rowson’s adaptation and Sterne’s novel are ‘carried’ by this special humour. Putting the
Shandean Spirit in the role of the guiding coachman visually stresses the importance of humour
in Rowson’s adaptation project. Coming up with an idea to integrate the Shandean spirit into
the comic and putting him into the coachman’s seat helped me realise how close Rowson had
to connect the general characteristic humour of the novel to each scene in his comic. It also
made me realise how each panel content and even the layout can then again transmit this
humour. Uniting the Shandean Spirit, cock and bull to ‘press on with the plot’was a way to
reflect on Rowson’s choice of James Joyce, Virginia Woolf and Death as narrating party in
RTS. Each of these minor characters of Rowson represents artistic choices for highlighting
certain readings of Sterne’s novel, e.g. modern and autobiographical. Coming up with
characters may at one point in the creative process seem like an intuitive choice, but reflecting
on the decisions clarifies the choices and the reasons behind them. Scholartists may find it
useful to ask themselves why, for example, they chose a specific colour palette. Finding it hard
to explain or even justify this artistic decision can be a marker for hindering emotional
attachments to an idea which has to be revised. Written reflections here become an instrument
to raise self-awareness and improve the artistic argumentation. This chapter presents a postproduction reflection; however, in the creation process of the comic the critical question ‘Why
is it done in this way and no other?’ was repeatedly asked.
After the planning and first phase of reflection came the handiwork. With a thoroughly revised
script213 I began my three week-research stay at Granada University at the faculty of arts with
Prof. Dr. Sergio García Sánchez, who specialises in alternative/experimental comic narration.
In the following, two fantastic examples of his work will be shorty introduced. Caperucita Roja
(2015) is an adaptation of Rotkäppchen (1812) by the Grimm Brothers and Charles Perrault’s
Le Petit Chaperon Rouge (1697). García Sánchez produced the graphics and the colouring,
his wife Lola Moral adapted the text. They told me that they often create artistic projects
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together. The adapted fairy tale comes along in a concertina fold of 7 pages on each side of
the paper. On the one side, the characters of the fairy tale are introduced and the storyworld
laid out, and on the other side of the paper, the fairy tale is retold in word and image. The
graphic introduction of the characters is set in a long meandering landscape reachingacross
the whole length of the paper. Most characters are presented on the space between two folds
and the corresponding text is presented directly above their space. The text above the
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Illustration 13. García Sánchez and Moral 'Mi casa, mi familia y otros animales' from Caperucita Roja:
n.p.

landscape is written from the girl’s perspective. For example, she explains how she loves to
play videogames with her mother, especially one game which is called “Wolf Kart”. In the house
below the text about herself214, readers can, among other scenes, see Little Red Riding Hood
and her mother using controllers in front of a big screen.

The girl is shown at her favorite activities in and around her house. The simultaneous presence
of 11 versions of her character in this space does not tell a story with images read in a specific
order creating a time line. The ‘crowded’ house rather highlights how many things the character
is interested in. However, on the other side of the leoprello, the same method for dividing space
is used to show spacio-temporal sucession and create a story. But then, the text above the
images is the adapted fairy tale. García Sánchez uses ‘natural gutters’ like trees, a meadow,
walls of houses, fences, and the winding of paths to separate scenes from each other, which
also creates a ‘natural grid’. This is, by itself, not a wholly new idea. The Bayeux Tapestry from
the 11the century already showed, for example, how two rooms in a castle can be the stage
for chronologically successive scenes. Baetens and Frey comment on more recent works: “For
almost a century, comics have followed the same fundamental structure: their images are
juxtaposed in a grid, which intertwines horizontally and vertically organized images that are
supposed to be read in a sequential order - that is, a successive way - and that determine the
supposedly ‘natural’ narrative status of the medium.”215 García Sánchez, however, lets paths
in the landscape curl into different directions, which pleasantly breaks the geometrically
organised grid of more conventional comics. Readers still follow the tale in its intended
sequential order, because their eyes would not leave the path – everyone knows what
happened to Little Red Riding Hood when she left the path.
What I found very intriguing and fastinating was how García Sánchez developed the idea of
‘natural gutters and grid’ further: He places the story of Caperucita Roja in a space formed like
a wolf from his adaptation. The shape of the wolf framing the narrative fits the fairy tale so well,
as the wolf plays a major role in it and shapes the thoughts of the fearful mother, the
grandmother, and all other human characters involved alike. The shape of the wolf holding the
entire narrative functions like a visual pars pro toto for the readers when they first see the
unfolded concertina. In other projects, García Sánchez also chose a symbol from each story
he illustrated or adapted and made it the form and overall theme of the story. For example, in
his graphic review of “Rip van Winkle”216, the beard of the main protagonist is used to create a
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spiral symbolising the amount of time passed during his sleep. My first attempt at creating a
similar ‘natural’ structure for a graphic was a drawing send to García Sánchez in response to
his graphic review, which was in return answered with another graphic, as can be seen in the
Appendix. In his answer to my graphic response, he drew himself as Rip van Winkle and
confirmed my impression of the beard visualising the passage of time217.

Illustration 14. Illustration to the fairy tale without accompanying text. The heading indicates that the
visual story is read from tail to snout. García Sánchez and Moral 'Caperucita Roja'.
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Illustration 15. Sergio García Sánchez, “Graphic Review: ‘Rip Van Winkle’ - A graphic review of
Washington Irving’s classic story.” January 13, 2017.
217

See Appendix, Graphic conversation of Sergio García Sánchez and Luisa Menzel, 24-25 January 2017.

‘Natural grid and gutters’ are less common in Lost in NYC – A subway adventure (2015),

created by Nadja Spiegelman (text), García Sánchez (drawings) and Lola Moral (colours). The
book is partly comic, partly edutainment about the New Yorker subway system and its history.
A flash page in the comic covers the quarrel between the pupils Alicia and Pablo in a subway
car218. García Sánchez transformed the handle bars into gutters between panels, which
creates a visual rhythm fitting the noise of subway cars driving on slighty uneven tracks.
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Illustration 16. Spiegelman et al. 24–25.

His input on the potential of experimental comics helped me to meaningfully connect form and
content in the execution of my script. Instead of a ‘conventionally’ layouted comic, where
readers would turn the pages to continue, my comic would be a poster of roughly 126 cm x 60
cm (equals twelve DIN A4 sheets), which could be folded and therefore neatly fit into the A4
paper format of the printed thesis. Making the comic format fit into the general publication
format is not a concession of artistic freedom to bureaucratic restrictions. I consider it an
important step to make art-based research, and its sub-form scholartism, more easily
accessible/receivable in the academic community. Since ABR still struggles for wider
recognition and acceptance, it is of great importance to ease the access to the research by
presenting the results in a reader-friendly way.
Another concern was how to give the artistic element “A promotional Journey” a form which
allowed other researchers to quote this artistic element in parts or as a unit. For that reason,
“A promotional journey” uses numbered panels, partly with footnotes, and visual allusions to
218

Spiegelman et al. 24–25.

art works. The latter are named on drawn note sheets lying under the hand of the character
Luisa sitting at the desk. In contrast to “A promotional Journey”, Nick Sousanis’ Unflattening is
a comic book with endnotes to pages219, not panels, and notes to visual allusions made in his
comic. As my footnotes appear in the lower right corner of the comic poster, it could be rightly
argued that these are, actually, endnotes. Considering that the comic appears on one page
and the sources are mentioned at the bottom of it, the term ‘footnotes’ can be kept up and the
word play on footprints stays intact. This is, again, a reproduction of Rowson’s humorous style.
Since my comic’s purpose was also an enhanced understanding of Rowson’s comic and
creation process, I created a few panels with references to seemingly unconnected art works
like Rowson did. For example, in panel 28 show adaptations of Albrecht Dürer’s self portrait
(1500) and Jan Vermeer’s “Girl with a Pearl Earring” (c. 1665). By adapting the paintings, I
realised that Rowson employs art works in Tristram Shandy for at least four purposes:
•

to hint at interpretations of the original artwork being helpful for interpreting Sterne’s
text220;

•

to create a challenge for himself and the readers in terms of fitting in and finding as
many interpictorial references as possible221;

•

to connect art works of Sterne’s contemporaries and acquaintance to the adaptation as
a means to strengthen the connection between the comic and the novel222;

•

and very likely also because Rowson wants to express his adoration for some artists’
works223.

In Rowson, some of the interpictorial references and artists are credited in text form, but most
are presented as visual puzzles. Panel 85 in the second volume of the comic Tristram Shandy
has all listed functions; here Rowson mediated William Hogarth’s “The Reward of Cruelty” from
the print series “Four Stages of Cruelty” (1751). Apart from Rowson’s character Death being
the slapstick victim in many panels of the comic, Death is here dissected as a form of public
disgrace and to deny his body a peaceful end, which is rather philosophical. Death is never
dead but must work eternally.

219 As a consequence of using endnotes to pages, readers of Sousanis’ work may find it difficult to guess which
source inspired the content of which panel.
220
E.g. RTS II/panel 100.
221
E.g. Ibid. /panel 72.
222
E.g. Ibid. /panel 85.
223
E.g. Ibid. /panels 3-10.
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Left: Illustration 17. RTS II/panel 85.
Right: Illustration 18. William Hogarth, “The Reward of Cruelty” from the series The Four Stages of
Cruelty, 1751.

I also added allusions to the two academics strongly influencing my project, namely Prof. Dr.
Sebastian Domsch and Prof. Sergio García Sánchez224. To show awareness for the
intermedial transition of real-life circumstances to the fictional comic world, the two comic alter
egos of the researchers introduce themselves to each other “on paper”225, since they are not
(yet) acquainted in real life.
Through Sergio García Sánchez’s support based on his long experience in comic projects, I
improved my pacing, panel transitions, size of the drawings and technical choices. Making the
transitions between the panels interesting and clear was a challenge, since I did only partly
use marked frames226 when they could be harmoniously fitted into the ‘landscape’. Deciding
for and against panel forms and marked frames is an intense way to analyse their functions
and aesthetic effects. It increased the sensitivity for the artistic and editorial choices made by
Rowson.

“A promotional Journey”, scene on the left to panel 10. The scene was not numbered since it is not a part of
the main narrative but a supplement.
225
Ibid., characters Sebastian to Sergio in scene on the left to panel 10.
226
Ibid., e.g. panels 14-19.
224
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In the comic, the character Luisa suggests the character Rowson that he should call himself a
scholartist227. In real life, Rowson’s reaction to my comic turned out to be very positive, though
general. He seemed to like the notion of him as a scholartist and strongly supports conducting
graphic theses228. Moreover, he expressed the hope my comic was the whole thesis, with no
complementary text attached. As already mentioned, the comic “A promotional Journey” was
drawn in the initial stage of my research and was also send to Rowson in that early stage.
However, further investigation led to the finding that Rowson’s method is more precisely
termed ‘mock-scholartism’, as chapter 3.9 shows. Here, the comic serves as a log or
documentation for initial hypotheses which were revised in the following research process.
What I also gained through drawing the comic, but did not plan for was a more distinct idea of
Rowson’s adaptation process, a sense for his decision-making. For example, coming up with
a setting for “A promotional Journey” went along with a comparison of RTS and STS to find
out which parts of Sterne’s text were not adaptated. I found several sub-plots to be left out by
Rowson and explored potential reasons for doing so. Finding Tristram’s journey to France from
the seventh volume of VII only hinted at in Rowson’s comic229, I took the opportunity to fill the
gap and plan “A promotional Journey” as an appropriation rather than close adaptation of his
storyworld. This became an exercise in making out the often very hard to pinpoint differences
between adaptations and appropriations as discussed by Sanders (2006). Doing the
appropriation led to the insight of the RTS best being analysed as an adaptation study, which
then became the focus of the comic analysis in chapter 3.

Second aim: Develop a scholartistic methodological frame
The design of “A promotional Journey” aimed at making art-based research applicable to
literary studies, comic studies and film studies by defining the subform scholartism and
extracting its methodology. A vague idea of scholartism was the starting point of the project,
and met with research on arts-based research eventually. The initial research on ABR was
somewhat slow and ineffective as it took a while to find out how the field was called in the first
place. It was researching a topic without yet knowing the essential key term. Through reading
literature on ABR, speaking to researchers practicing it, and showing researchers my comic, a
more distinct idea for scholartism as a subform of ABR was formed. Showing around the comic
as an example for the artistic element as part of scholartism was met with positive responses,
as the comic was tangible enough to stand for the concept scholartism.

Cf. “A promotional Journey“, panel 16.
See Appendix, E-mail Martin Rowson to Luisa Menzel, “Fwd: Shandy”, 10-05-2018.
229
Cf. RTS VII/panel 11.
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From the beginning, planning and drawing the comic was meant to go along with a written
academic reflection on the creation process. The reflections should document the creation
process, to ensuingly deduct the potential and issues of the application of scholartism. This
test in practicability of scholartism resulted in compiling a list of general aspects which need to
be taken into consideration for the application of artistic elements to scholartistic projects. The
list is given at the end of the chapter.

Third aim: Promote the benefits of scholartism in the long term
Initially, I had the intention to experience the benefits of scholartistic research by doing it and
later promoting it among scholars and comic artists. The subsequent publication of the
research should include “A promotional Journey” and selected illustrations made for this study
to visualise how a scholartistic study can look like.
Promoting scholartism in the ABR research community and among researchers yet unfamiliar
with the emerging field ABR is a long-term goal, which cannot be realised with the publication
of a doctoral thesis. It is also an open question if any publishing house will agree to including
the comic in a print version, since publication costs will increase with the poster format.
After initially developing the operational model for scholartism, its practicability and theoretical
framework will have to be tested with more applied studies. As to the aim of encouraging other
researchers to apply scholartism for the purposes of literary studies and comic studies, the
operational model given in chapter 2.2 provides a sort of manual how to do it. Having a manual
is not necessarily motivating to apply a new method, but helps to decide for or against trying it
with a specific research project in mind. Many researchers do already use elements of the
scholartistic operational model, though to a slightly different purpose and within a different
theoretical framework. For example, copies of pieces of art, details of it or film stills are the
most frequent form of illustration currently used in literary studies, film studies and comic
studies. For some researchers, recognizing parts of their own work in the scholartistic concept
might ease the application of the scholartism.
Along with developing the scholartistic operational model went the decision to stress the
scholarly module, that is the research conducted with theories and methods applied in literary
studies, comic studies and film studies. As scholartism first of all addresses researchers from
the fields mentioned above, the arts-based module will likely take a supporting role with future
scholartistic studies. The exact opposite weighting might be given to the scholarly module and
the arts-based module by artists. However, the operational model is variable enough to fit the
purpose of the study which is to be designed.
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Potential and issues of the application of arts-based elements
To address the potential and issues of the scholartist first, researchers might feel that personal
artistic abilities set a limit in artistic expression and thus jeopardise communicating the
research results. Know-how and talent for art creation are indeed an important factor
contributing to the realisation of any arts-based element. Fulfilling its communicational function,
however, also depends on the presentation of the research in the written reflection, the function
the arts-based element takes, the theoretical frame, and context into which the artistic entity is
put. Its communication value is also dependent on the scholarly module it is embedded in, and
the publication context as well as the readers’ abilities. The arts-based element is considered
art, art applied to a research purpose. It features distinct expressive and aesthetic capacities
which allow researchers to present the arts-based element as central piece communicating
their findings.
The scholartist will have to have absolved some training in the arts, prior to applying the
knowledge to a research project. This training might be very time-consuming and/or even
expensive, if rooms and equipment have to be bought or rented for the purpose. Carrying out
an artistic technique might also take some time, especially if it is the scholartist’s first attempt.
Learning new artistic techniques and applying them to complex tasks is naturally effortful, just
like learning a programming language or absolving archival training in a museum. Considering
the experience as further training in the scholarly field and the arts is a chance to conduct
interdisciplinary research, more specifically scholartism.
Addressing the issues of the research field, most striking are the disparate definitions of ABR
as field or as method, which complicate addressing arts-based research in the first place. No
consensus in definitions is reached yet, as ABR as a field is still rather young. This
circumstance can be challenging for researchers as well as exciting, since the impact of each
contribution to the discussions is relatively high compared to well-established fields with a more
numerous research community. Consequently, scholartism as a sub-form of ABR might face
similar problems. The disparateness of definitions of the field and its methodologies requires
of each researcher some positioning within the evolving research landscape. Since literary
studies, comic studies and film studies have not yet contributed publications to the
superordinate field ABR, no best-practice examples yet exist as orientation.
Public scholarship to this project will face a probably very common difficulty among ABR
studies: the question of which part of the project to pick for presentation to which public as well
as when and how. There are different public spheres which can be addressed: the project or
part of the project can be made public to the faculty, the university, the research community
the project is set in, and the wider non-academic public of the university town as well as a nonacademic international public. Especially public scholarship addressed to a potentially non-
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academic audience via radio shows, articles in magazines covering a variety of issues and
exhibitions needs to be planned with the help of editors and curators knowing the target
audience. In any case, the public scholarship publication must be in accordance with possible
constraints on publishing material from the academic publication put up by the academic
publishing house or journal.

Checklist application of the arts-based module
•

What do I want to achieve by creating an arts-based element? Which purpose does the
arts-based element have in my scholartistic research project? How can I study my
research topic through arts-based elements? (see Table 2, chapter 2.2)

•

What qualities/features do I expect my arts-based elements to have in terms of content,
communication, aesthetics, etc?

•

If the arts-based element is created in the initial research process: How do I deal with
emotional attachment to the created arts-based element? How do I prevent emotional
attachment to the created arts-based element from hindering the development of the
research project, a process with includes ruling out proposed ideas?

•

If the arts-based element is created for the presentation of results: How can I express
selected results of my study via arts-based means? Which parts of my study are best
suited to be conveyed via arts?

•

How are the embedded artistic element/illustration and my scholartistic research
project linked? Which information about arts-based element do I need to convey in the
written reflections on it?

•

If planning to do an illustration: which technique and artistic medium are best suited for
the purpose of the illustration? Do I have the training/experience to work in the chosen
medium and apply the technique? If not, do I learn the technique and gain experience
or do I choose another equally suitable artistic technique and medium for my purpose?

•

If planning to do an artistic element: Which technique and medium was used for the
object of inquiry? Do I have the training/experience to work in the chosen medium and
apply the technique? If not, do I learn the technique and gain experience or do I choose
to gain understanding with another method?

•

On publishing the scholartistic study: which arts-based elements and reflections
created in the research process need to be part of the publication? Which artistic
elements and reflections were solely useful for my research process? This is a general
question which researchers of all fields have to ask themselves on preparing a
publication.
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•

How much time and money can I spend on learning the scholartistic approach and an
artistic method and technique? This is a general question which researchers of all fields
have to ask themselves when planning to learn a new method or technique.

3. Martin Rowson’s Comic Tristram Shandy
Martin Rowson’s adaptation Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman (1995) is based
on Laurence Sterne’s novel Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman (1759-1767).
Even though Hutcheon asserts that adaptations do not need to be analysed with the focus on
their transpositional character230, Rowson’s frequent highlighting of the comic’s adapted
character renders an analysis of the adaptation analysis worthwhile. Chapters 3.3 and 3.4 will
explain how characters and story lines are employed to narrate how Rowson went about
adapting Sterne’s Tristram Shandy. Over the course of the analysis of the comic, Rowson’s
mock-scholarism will be further discussed in chapter 3.9. In the following, comics will be
defined with Mikkonen as a multimodal and multichannel medium231 using a variety of semiotic
systems, characterised by one frame or a sequence of frames holding symbolic and iconic
signs presented in an artistic style often showing narrative properties; perceived, read and
intended as comic by society232.
In general, adaptations have only begun to be commonly noted as independent works of art
and literature in the last two decades. Hutcheon summarises the character of adaptations in
one sentence: “Although adaptations are also aesthetic objects in their own right, it is only as
inherently double or multilaminated works that they can be theorized as adaptations."233
However, comparing adaptations to the ‘original’ as it was popular in the Victorian era was
quite difficult to overcome. As late as 1995234, Roloff criticised colleagues for judging
adaptations by their closeness to the ‘original’ instead of their inherent aesthetic (and narrative)
qualities. These qualities establish the pieces as independent works of art, that is, readable
and enjoyable works regarded as equally valuable as the works they were inspired by. Since
then, the awareness for adaptations as art works in their own right has continually evolved.
Recent scholars within the field of adaptation studies draw on Claude Lévi-Strauss’s Myth and
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Meaning, Roland Barthe’s essay “Theory of the text” as a contribution on intertextuality, Gerard
Genette’s Palimpsests and post-colonial notions of hybridity as discussed in Homi Bhabha’s
essay “Cultural Diversity and Cultural Differences”. “I once told a journalist that my version of
The Waste Land was just a 'graffiti on a palimpsest'"235, Rowson wrote in 1995, with an obvious
reference to Genette. The artist’s academic training obviously influenced his naming of his
adaptation. However, no more explicit references to Genette can be found in Rowson’s article
on how he adapted Eliot’s The Waste Land.
In the past decade, Sanders (2006) and Hutcheon (2013 [2006]), especially, have contributed
to the image improvement of adaptations as works in their own right236 and have established
greater precision of the terminology within the field. Both mentioned monographies are rooted
in film studies and are well applicable to literary studies and comic studies; as literature, comics
and film share many narrative capacities and tell alike. Film, literary texts and comics share
many characteristics of narrativity, that is, the capacity for and ways of storytelling. For
instance, comics and film can both visually show the perspective of a character by simulating
the bodily height of a character’s gaze and her/his subjective perception of a situation by
changing the visual style in which the storyworld is shown. A film shot in colour could switch to
black and white to indicate a change from the narrator’s vocal point to a golden hamster’s vocal
point, as this animal can only see in shades of grey. However, with visual media like film and
comics, Bal speaks of visual narrativity; which is naturally differing from literature’s narrativity.
A literary piece or the caption text of a comic changing the vocal point from narrator to deer
would indicate the change through a different language or, narrating style, or possibly a
different font.
The example shows how the three media film, comic and literary text can all convey a focal
point with different, often media-specific means. This also holds true for presentations of
narrator, storyworld, perspective, representations of character’s thoughts, speech and actions,
as well as presentations of space and time. Hence, many methods and theories for accessing
film are also used for discussing comics and literature. The history of English studies saw a
gradual emergence237 and differentiation of media and theories, with theories and
methodological practices informing each other.
At the centre of theorising adaptation stands the relation of the adaptation to the adapted work.
Adrian Poole, though not a scholar in the field of adaptation theory, indirectly argues for using
a great variety of terms to describe the exact relation of an original text to an adapted work.
When discussing Victorian writers’ references to Shakespeare, he lists 17 terms to convey the
235
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“range and complexity” 238 of Charles Dicken’s adaptations to the Elizabethan works. Sanders,
too, thinks it useful to apply labels such as “grafting” to acknowledge the precise nature of an
adaptation process239.

Definition of adaptation
Hutcheon argues it is easier to define adaptations as a final product rather than as a creative
and receptive process240. To explain how an adaptation can be viewed as a product, the
approaches of Sanders and Hutcheon and Stam shall be briefly discussed.
For Sanders, adaptation theory is about "how literature is made by literature"241. She
differentiates between adaptations and appropriations, with the adaptation process being
based “on the over-arching practice of intertextuality”242. Sanders does not provide one
definition, but she rather lists the parametres243 involved in the range of aims, courses of action
and practices of intertextuality characterising adaptations and appropriations. These include
“a transpositional practice” involving a change of genre; paralleling editorial practices, adding
for example “hypothetical motivation”; shortening; or offering commentary by filling gaps,
making the text accessible for different reader groups or updating the contents or language or
form244. The reading of adaptations is, as Sanders stresses, essentially influenced by and
based on
the very endurance and survival of the source text that enables the ongoing process of
juxtaposed readings […] [It creates a] sense of play, produced in part by the activation of our
informed sense of similarity and difference between the texts being invoked 245

Appropriations show intertextual relations to the source text less explicitly and may foreground
the ethical, political or critical reading of the source text246. Sanders differentiates between two
forms of appropriations, namely embedded texts and sustained appropriations247.
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Linda Hutcheon also favours the term adaptation for the phenomenon248, and structures the
variety of forms as following:
• An acknowledged transposition of another recognizable work or works

• A creative and an interpretive act of appropriation/salvaging
• An extended intertextual engagement with the adapted work249

She further differentiates between adaptations as products, which are “[a]nnounced,
[e]xtensive, [s]pecific [t]ranscoding”250, and adaptation as a process251. The adaptation as a
product is naturally a esult of transformation informed by gains, losses, interpretation and new
cultural and temporal perspective, involving “a new set of conventions as well as signs” 252. In
terms of adaptation as a process, Hutcheon attributes the adapting artist to be initially an
interpreter, secondly a creator253. Her discussion of the creation process involves many of the
units provided by Sanders, including the change of medium and subtraction or contraction with
longer works254.
Robert Stam uses the term adaptation but deems it necessary to introduce a more specific
label: "The trope of adaptation as translation suggests a principled effort of inter-semiotic
transposition, with the inevitable losses and gains typical of any translation."255 He also adds
transformation, transmutation and transvocalization to label the different dimensions of
adaptation256, favouring the prefix trans- to indicate a progressive change rather than a
repetition in variation.

Intertextuality
Vital to Sanders, Stam and Hutcheon’s concepts of adaptation is their understanding of and
incorporation of intertextuality. Stam speaks of the source text being inserted “into a much
broader intertextual dialogism” which makes the adaptation “an ongoing dialogical process”257.
He evokes the image of a network of references whose exact relation to the source text is
framed by an equivalent to a Chomskian generative grammar, in his essay a novel:

“[T]he word has stuck for a reason”, as Hutcheon explains the unsuccessful adoption of other terms for
adaptation over the past decades. Hutcheon 15.
249
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Ibid. 16.
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Ibid. 18.
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Ibid. 16.
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“The source text forms a dense informational network, a series of verbal cues that the adapting
film text can then take up, amplify, ignore, subvert, or transform.”258
"The film hypertext, in this sense, is transformational almost in the Chomskian sense of a
'generative grammar' of adaptation, with the difference that these cross-media operations are
infinitely more unpredictable and multifarious than they would be were it a matter of 'natural
language.' Central to the transformational grammar of adaptation are permutations in locale,
time, and language."259

Here, Stam indicates that the ‘language of film’ as adapted to a novel is influenced by many
factors and institutions, such as the producer’s opinion, “studio style, ideological fashion,
political constraints, auteurist predilections, charismatic stars, economic advantage or
disadvantage, and evolving technology”

260.

His image of various factors combined by a

productive structure evokes the idea of an infinite number of possible film adaptation versions.
Stam, thereby, hints at the creative potential involved with ‘translation’ processes.
"Adaptations and appropriations can vary in how explicitly they state their intertextual
purpose"261, Sanders states. Schmitz-Emans, in her study on comics as literature adaptations
and transformations, extracts three aims on the part of the adapting artist, namely
“Vermittelung”,

“Verwandlung”

and

“Vergleich”262

which

translates

as

impartation,

transformation and comparison. Impartation concerns how content is conveyed to the reader;
context and effect are mostly provided through some method of re-narrating the source text.
In a transformation, the comic artist may paraphrase the source text and bring in his/her own
themes or develop inherent themes in the source text. Finally, a direct or indirect comparison
uses the source text as a paragon to explore narrative options of the comic medium for
conveying the story or satirises the canonical status of the source text. Despite the distinctions
presented by Schmitz-Emans, the adapting artist might pursue several goals simultaneously.
Other scholars like Elliott263, place less focus on the aims of adaptation but stress the change
of media in the adaptation process. Grusin and Bolter’s study264 discusses specific forms of
remediation, such as changing the medium in the adaptation processes as well as the extent
to which items are borrowed. Ryan (2004) discusses how different media are suited to take
certain narrative functions.
Sanders states that “[i]ntertextuality as a term has, however, come to refer to a far more textual
as opposed to utterance-driven notion of how texts encompass and respond to other texts both
during the process of their creation and composition and in terms of the individual reader’s or
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spectator’s response”265. Accordingly, she bases her understanding of intertextuality on a
collage of Kristeva’s discussion of intertextualité and Bhabha’s notion of hybridity and text
functions as proposed by Genette in Palimpsests266.
Hutcheon understands intertextuality in a wider context than as a mere relation between texts:
“Works in any medium are both created and received by people, and it is this human,
experiential context that allows for the study of the politics of intertextuality”267. Her holistic
approach goes beyond the source and adapted text and includes, for example, the
circumstances of creation, reception, economic consequences, involved authorities and power
relations of authors and artists.
Adaptation processes most often include a change of medium268. Whereas the underlying
hypothesis of form and content of a work being separable from the source text is seen critically
by some aesthetic and semiotic theories, Hutcheon fully accepts and welcomes the relative
independence of both texts as a source of creative potential269. Blank goes a step further and
suggests that style, conveyed via the medium but also shaping the content, should also be
considered as transferrable270.
In the following, the term adaptation, in accordance with the preference of an “’open
structuralism’ […] celebrating [the adaptation’s] ongoing interaction with other texts and artistic
productions”271, will be applied to the analysis of Rowson’s comic. It will be used to denote the
process of adaptation as well as the product. Narrower labels, such as the distinction between
adaptation and appropriation, are avoided in this dissertation because Tristram Shandy
features characteristics belonging to both ends of the scale. Instead of a more distinct label,
the discussion of the adapted features, such as character language and setting, in relation to
STS will convey a more comprehensive image of the adaptation’s character.
Rowson’s comic is a literature adaptation, a topic several authors concerned themselves with
recently, like William Jones on the Classics Illustrated Series (2011), Simone Murray with her
essay “Materializing Adaption Theory: The Adaption Industry” (2008) and specifically in
265
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Sterneana by Mary-Céline Newbould (2013). Literature adaptations in comic form are dealt
with by Schmitz-Emans and Christian A. Bachmann in Literaturcomics (2012) and Florian
Trabert’s Graphisches Erzählen (2015). Schmitz-Emans defines comics as ‘literature
adaptations’ via their content and narrative similarity to their source text(s):
Von Literatur-Comics soll im Folgenden dann die Rede sein, wenn sich ein Comic auf einen
literarischen Text (oder mehrere) in einer Weise bezieht, die der Beziehung zwischen Hypertext
und Hypotext im Sinne Gérard Genettes analog sind. Unter dem Begriff des Literatur-Comics
lassen sich unter diesen Voraussetzungen nicht nur solche Comics subsumieren, die als
bilderzählerische Darstellungen bestimmter Vorlagentexte zu beschreiben sind.
Hinzuzurechnen wären noch andere 'literaturbezogene' Comics: (a) Bilderzählungen, die wie
Pastiches auf Vorgaben verschiedener Provinienz beruhen, also etwa auf zwei oder mehreren
Texten, (b) Bilderzählungen über die Verfasser literarischer Texte, (c) Bilderzählungen über die
Entstehung und den Entstehungskontext literarischer Texte.272

Schmitz-Emans’ focus on the intermediality and function of adaptations does not consider the
concepts of storyworld when discussing adapted features in comics. However, Mikkonen’s
Narratology of Comic Art, while not focussing on adaptations, frequently discusses storyworld
aspects of comics273. By doing so, Mikkonen follows the suggestions made by Kukkonen
(2013), Miller (2007) and Beatens and Frey (2015)274 for creating a comprehensive comics
narratology. Mikkonen discusses storyworlds as a means to create narrative coherence
between panels, their capacity to give visual descriptions and simultaneously be part of the
story, and how changes in visual style affect the reader’s understanding of the storyworld.
Herman defines storyworlds as one of three basic elements of narrative:
I use the term storyworld to refer to the world evoked implicitly as well as explicitly by a narrative,
whether that narrative takes the form of a printed text, film, graphic novel, sign language,
everyday conversation, [...] Storyworlds are global mental representations enabling interpreters
to frame inferences about the situations, characters, and occurrences either explicitly mentioned
in or implied by a narrative text or discourse. As such, storyworlds are mental models of the
situations and events being recounted [...] Reciprocally, narrative artifacts (texts, films, etc.)
provide blueprints for the creation and modification of such mentally configured storyworlds.275

In contrast to Herman’s definition, Ryan and Thon focus their definition of storyworlds on the
media transfer:
Thinking of storyworlds as representations that transcend media not only expands the scope of
narratology beyond its “native” territory of language- based narrative (native both because
language was among the first media in which stories were told and because classical
narratology was developed primarily with literary fiction in mind) but also provides a muchneeded center of convergence and point of comparison to media studies.276
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The authors prefer to think of world-making as “world imagination” rather than world-creation
in order to credit the role of the authors as much as the readers in the process. Moreover, they
introduce “narrativity” as the distinctive feature accompanying a storyworld, which unites all
media277.
As important as storyworlds are to discuss “transportation”278 of worlds in adaptation processes
in general, the concept is not applied to RTS in this dissertation. The focus of this work lies on
discussing the structures and characteristics of STS and RTS to describe Rowson’s adaptation
approach in order to pinpoint his mock-scholartism concept. Moreover, many narrative and
stylistic aspects of the comic do not appear to be part of the storyworld of RTS. For example,
the narrating party seldom reacts to rapid changes of scenery279, which suggests that the
scenery exists on a level above the storyworld.
Baetens’s and Frey’s The Graphic Novel (2015) shortly discusses literature adaptations as a
long-established comic tradition and, moreover, highlights the productive exchange of graphic
novelists becoming novelists, like Alan Moore, Neil Gaiman and Warren Ellis 280. Juliane
Blank’s doctoral thesis Literaturadaptationen im Comic is the only work providing a
comprehensive apparatus to analyse literature adaptations in comic form. Accordingly, the
following analysis of RTS is based on her analysis modules. She based her model on similar
approaches in film studies and theoretical discussions of terms regarding narrative concepts
in literary studies281. Blank agrees with Hutcheon’s positive adaptation term282 and creates a
space for detailed studies of the creative potential of adaptations and the manner of referencing
the source text. Central to the eight analysis categories283 she suggested is the question of
why a specific aspect of the adaptation was realised in a certain way:
Alle von Hutcheon an die Adaption gestellten Fragen [What? Who? Why? How? Where? When?284]
lassen sich mit dem hier entworfenen Analysemodell vollständig und ausführlich beantworten,
allerdings ist die Frage nach dem ‚Warum?‘ einer Literaturadaption im Comic nicht so
entscheidend, wie man meinen könnte. Aufschlussreicher ist vielmehr die Frage ‘Warum so?’
285

It seemed necessary to add to Blank’s analysis sub-module ‘panel framing’ the topics grid and
gutters, as can be seen in chapter 3.2.
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3.1 Laurence Sterne’s The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy,
Gentleman
This is a humorous performance, of which we are unable to convey any distinct ideas to our
readers. Critical review, ix, January 1760286

As the short excerpt above from one of the first reviews on Sterne’s volumes I and II of Tristram
Shandy suggests, his work occasioned both disturbing and happy confusion in its
contemporary readers. The difficulty for the anonymous reviewer was likely the mixture of text
and visual elements, which Voogd calls a “verbo-visual whole”287. The narrative of the novel
consists of a main story and numerous minor stories and stories-within-stories, which are all
interconnected. Autodiegetic narrator Tristram Shandy narrates episodes from his own life
span as well as anecdotes and opinions going far beyond that, covering his conception and
foreshadowing his death. Few notable events happen since the main characters Walter and
Toby, Tristram’s father and uncle, mostly sit and talk at Shandy Hall. Sterne brings the work to
life by constantly surprising and challenging the reader, that is by abruptly changing subjects,
requiring changes in modes of perception through mixing icons and symbols, using a variety
of means to create unexpected layout elements and demanding the reader’s response.
Following the stories in STS is made difficult as a plan of proceedings is rarely communicated.
Stories and anecdotes are provided in clusters of associations, a characteristic which became
Sterne’s signature conversational288 style over time:

Writing, when properly managed, (as you may be sure I think mine is) is but a different name
for conversation: As no one, who knows what he is about in good company, would venture to
talk all ;—so no author, who understands the just boundaries of decorum and good breeding,
would presume to think all: The truest respect which you can pay to the reader's understanding,
is to halve this matter amicably, and leave him something to imagine, in his turn, as well as
yourself.289
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Anonymous 1995 [January 1760]: 52.
"[…] I will regard his novel as a ‘coexistential’ verbo-visual whole. I will discuss the function and effects of
the nonverbal aspects of the text of the first editions of Tristram Shandy in the light of the aesthetic effect of
the printing and layout of its 1,594 duodecimo pages." Voogd 2006: 109–110.
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289
STS 96 (II/xi). My emphasis.
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The overall impression of initial confusion remains somewhat unavoidable is mentioned in the
academic discourse to this day290, which Rowson is aware of291. Tristram Shandy is certainly
part of the English literary canon and also of international ones: The MLA lists 1,146
publications between 1900-2017 on “Tristram Shandy”. The Guardian’s Robert McCrum
places the work at number 6 of 100 of the best novels292, and students of English literature find
the work on their reading lists293. Certainly, the sense that Tristram Shandy is a “culmination
of a decade of […] experiment[s]”294 in novel writing, book making, and self-conscious narration
in combination with learned wit greatly helped the work to attain its current status.
Sterne famously wrote, in a not wholly honest defence295 of his work to an unidentified
physician, "that I wrote not [to] be fed, but to be famous"296. The creation of the persona
Sterne/Yorick/Tristram was one of Sterne’s intuitively well-planned stages to fulfil his aim.
Writing Tristram Shandy can be seen as an impulse riding on the wave of success of its
reference works and overtaking them. Sterne found a niche in the Lives and Adventures297
numerously published in the first half of the 18th century by promising something new yet
familiar to his Opinions298.
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"Since the time of its first publication, readers of Tristram Shandy (1759-67) have struggled to account for its
oddities of appearance and narrative method." Fanning: 1. See also Ricks xi, Hartley 62, Iser 1987: 11, Lamb
1981: 794, and Allen 1985: 651.
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In his acknowledgements, Rowson thanks “Professor Peter de Voogt [sic] of Utrecht” (RTS n.p.), one of the
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(Department of Music n.p.); Homerton College (English Faculty Homerton College University of Cambridge 3)
and, as a representative for a North American University, Harvard (Warren n.p.).
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Ricks xi.
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His need for an additional income was caused by an unlucky farming project earlier in the 1750s. Also,
Sterne could not advance his career in the church because of his scandalous publication A Political Romance
(January 1759), cf. Ross 2009: xi.
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Letter “[Sterne defends Tristram Shandy]“ Sterne 1995: 51. Emphasis in original.
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For example, The History of Joshua Trueman, esq., and Miss Peggy Williams; The History of Will Ramble, a
libertine; and The Adventures of William Be—ds—w, commonly stiled Devil Dick; all of which are reviewed in
Anonymous 1754: 466–470.
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Sterne was much influenced by The Life and Memoirs of Mr. Ephraim Tristram Bates (1765), which is an
autobiography about the life of a soldier and makes artistic use of asterisks. Cf. Cash Early and Middle Years
1992: 199.

Sterne’s ambitions were paired with high public interest299 and the right supporters300 in the
right place and at the right time. Sterne’s coinage of “shandaic”301 and “Shandean”302 even
inspired the derivatives “Shandyise” and “Shandean”303. The terms contributed to the creation
of his own brand, as will be argued below. The work is a mixture of the known and the
unexpected, merged to make reading exciting but not impossible. For example, the
autodiegetic narrator Tristram tells the readers that “I shall confine myself […] [not] to any
man’s rules that ever lived”304. Despite seemingly rejecting Horace’s recommendations for
writing (epics)305, Sterne’s take on satire is modelled on Horace’s306 and therefore treads a
path of perception well-known to his educated readership. As he provides references to the
Bible, romances, epics and contemporary autobiographies in abundance, the text shows how
well Sterne was familiar with best-selling literary traditions and the latest book market trends
Very early in his career, he developed a humorous style which uses mockery and irony in a
positive manner and which does not call everything into question in order to destroy it, but
rather to view it from a new perspective and push the readers into exploring unusual cognitive
patterns.
The reception of STS still entails long discourses on the general perspective under which the
work is to be read. To clarify in advance, Rowson seemingly understood STS simply as an
autodiegetic, multi-modal and multi-faceted narrative whose main characteristics needed to be
preserved. The most dominant interpretations of STS in academia propose reading Tristram
Shandy as a satire307 along the Renaissance tradition of ‘Learned Wit’ as with Cervantes and
Swift, as well as a critique “of representational conventions in the modern novel”308. Yet, there
is a more inclusive and sensitive view of the work established by Thomas Keymer as

See Sterne’s subscription list: "The list of subscribers which he was preparing to turn over to the printer was
one of the most impressive in the mid-eighteenth century, not necessarily for its length, though it was quite
long, containing 661 (and a postscript apologizing for incompleteness), but for the quality of subscribers. There
were names of five bishops, including Warburton, and any number of nobles [...] There were prominent
politicians: [...]" Cash Later Years 1992: 39.
300
"[…] [Sterne] was passed from hand to hand through the upper echelons of London society. Befriended by
Garrick, painted by Joshua Reynolds, patronized by William Warburton and Lord Bathurst (once supporters
of Alexander Pope), interviewed by James Boswell, put in communication with William Hogarth the artist and
with William Pitt the prime minister, presented at court by the marquis of Rockingham and the duke of York,
now under a generous contract with James Dodsley as publisher- Sterne cut a wide swath among the people
who mattered and at the same time established a broad public visibility." Briggs: 81.
301
As in Excerpt from Sterne's letter to his friend Thomas Hesilrige, 5 July 1765, cf. Sterne 1995: 171.
302
As in Sterne 1797: 238 [156].
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Cf. OED online “Shandean, adj. and n.” June 2018: n.p. Shandean denotes a person.
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STS 8 (I/iv).
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Cf. Horatius Flaccus 12–13.
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Cf. New 2003: 600 (note to I/iv).
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The reception Tristram Shandy as satire derives from early reviews such as this one published in the Imperial
Magazine 1760: "No man is equal to him in the 'ridentem dicere verum,' [Speaking the truth while laughing,
LM] and, I think, he and his work may both justly be styled originals." D. 1995: 105.
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Keymer 2006: 50. Lamb notes: "Virginia Woolf, one of the first to read Sterne's fiction as a critique of
realism, uses it to illustrate an argument about modernism and its relation to the last great realist novelists
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a uniquely sensitive optic through which to read the complex and shifting trends of its cultural
moment - a moment often seen in literary history as peculiarly unstable, transitionally 'postAugustan' or 'pre-Romantic' [...]309

Keymer explicitly calls Sterne’s Tristram Shandy a work, since reading it explicitly as belonging
to one genre prevents reading it as borrowing from other genres as well. With his notion of the
work as an “optic”310 through which to factor in the cultural background, Keymer solves the
problem of Tristram Shandy being inaccurately labelled an anachronistic work311. The notion
emerged in studies largely ignoring the zeitgeist of England’s literary marketplace in Sterne’s
time and proves to be very persistent312. Keymer’s approach to Tristram Shandy as “optic”313
supports Erwin Wolff’s notion of calling it a world book:
Tristram Shandy ist dem Anspruch nach und de facto ein „Weltbuch" von geradezu
kosmologischen Dimensionen. Es gehört einer Gattung an, die jenseits des traditionellen
Gattungskanons zu suchen ist und für die es in der Weltliteratur nur wenige Beispiele gibt. Seine
außerordentliche Komplexität macht es im vollen Sinne des Wortes zu einem „unerschöpflichen“
Buch, das eine Welt für sich darstellt, zu der zahllose Eingänge führen, von denen ein
Kommentator immer nur einige wenige aufschließen kann. 314

Tristram Shandy, as a work of cosmological dimensions, includes its own perception tool.
Though nearly every literary work provides clues for its reception, the “optic”315 of Tristram
Shandy is perhaps less common and expected but, most importantly, all-encompassing. With
the term world book, Wolff possibly circumscribes the capacity of the work to generate sheer
endless different receptions since it creates a whole world of its own, which is not reduced to
one plot but narratively mirrors the complexity of the world we live in. As I argue elsewhere316,
the induced reception of the multilayered narratives echoes receptions of the Bible, the
religious work being another world book in Wolff’s sense of the word.

such as Bennett and Galsworthy. […] These arguments in favor of Sterne as sentimental protomodernist largely
ignore questions of the motives for composition and the reception of his fiction in the eighteenth century."
Lamb 2006: 214.
309
Keymer 2007: 9.
310
Ibid.
311
"This widespread contemporary sense of Tristram Shandy as the defining work of its immediate day, tied
intimately into the writing of a culture it both reflects and influences, is rarely registered in modern criticism.”
Ibid. 4–5.
312
Cf., ibid.
313
Ibid. 9.
314
Wolff 1995: 773.
315
Keymer 2007: 9.
316
Cf. Menzel October 26-28, 2017.
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Abundant intertextual references suggest “that Sterne was strategically devouring and
reworking the most prominent new publications”, as in this exemplary reference to John
Locke’s Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690):

[...] it so fell out at length, that my poor mother could never hear the said clock wound up,—but
the thoughts of some other things unavoidably popp'd into her head,—& vice versâ: —which
strange combination of ideas, the sagacious Locke[...], who certainly understood the nature of
these things better than most men, affirms to have produced more wry actions than all other
sources of prejudice whatsoever.317

Apparently, Sterne refers to the Essay’s Book II, ‘Of Ideas’, more specifically II.33.5 and II.33.9,
regarding the negative impacts of randomly combined ideas318. He joins two of Locke’s
sentences, namely "[t]his sort of unreasonableness is usually imputed to education and
prejudice"319 with "[t]his wrong connexion in our minds of ideas in themselves, [...], has such
an influence, and is of so great force to set us awry in our actions"320. However, in STS the
combined explanatory text fragments are turned against Locke and indirectly present him as a
know-all.
Although the multiple references to Locke’s essay imply an interest in discussing his work,
Sterne renders Locke’s epistemological ideas void by ironically suggesting that “the sagacious
Locke […] certainly understood the nature [of Mrs Shandy’s strange combination of ideas]
better than most men”321. Some, if not many of the learned readers of Tristram Shandy, will
have read Locke’s Essay Concerning Human Understanding. However, it was probably as well
or even better known that Locke was a lifelong bachelor. So, Sterne’s remark seems to ask
how did he accumulate any experience and ideas of females adding up to a data pool which
could eventually provide useful knowledge? Banerjee observes that “Tristram Shandy is not a
comedy of abnormal understandings illustrative of Locke, but is a comedy of a human nature
which Locke failed to observe”322. The ambiguity of references to Locke’s text323 highly
contributes to the mock-academic character of Tristram Shandy. Apart from Locke, the most
notable references Sterne makes are to Robert Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy (1652
edition)324; Ephraim Chamber’s Cyclopedia (1728)325; John Dryden, Alexander Pope, Joseph
Addison and Richard Steele. Aristotle and Cervantes’ Don Quixote are also referenced in
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Cf. STS 5 (I/i); Greenberg 560–562.
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I/xxi326, but also many of Shakespeare’s tragedies327 and Montaigne328 are also mentioned.
Furthermore, Sterne did not like Dr. John Burton and based his writings Essay toward a
Complete New System of Midwifery (1751) and A Letter to William Smellie, M. D. (1753) on
him. The creation of the satiric character Dr. Slop329 even engages in mock-academic
unprofessional behaviour330. Indeed, the characteristics of Sterne’s references are best
portrayed by Newbould and Cash:

Sterne has […] either been censured as a wicked plagiarist or celebrated as a clever manipulator
of his eclectic reading. […] In this respect, Sterne's use of parody […] demonstrates its ability to
expose the devices of its own construction, to provide a commentary upon (and possibly critique
of) the very form it adopts or genre(s) within which it functions. 331
Although Sterne often borrowed information and plagiarized passages, he copied almost
nothing verbatim. […] He went to a great deal of trouble to check his political and military history
against Tindal, but he worried not the least about obstetrical history: the obstetrical forceps were
not known in England in 1718, the year of Tristram's birth. Accuracy was never his intent, the
illusion of accuracy was.332

Rowson adopts and adapts Sterne’s illusionistic system of imitation, creating pseudoacademic papers (“Scatologies”), speeches for guest characters (“Did I TELL YOU ABOUT
OUR PENTAGON GRANT?”) and studies such as “Borborgym III”333, for example.
Another reading suggests that Sterne’s work takes an experimental fictional form334 with as
many traceable references as innovative elements. Discussions on Sterne’s work as an
example of experimental fiction point to the question of the fixity/separation of literary and
scientific genres in 1760s England335. Christie clearly states that the separation was both
officially promoted and publicly wanted and moreover very much finished in 1760336.
Interpreting Tristram Shandy as experimental fiction would, seen in that light, ignore the
historical context of the work. Folkenflik challenges that view and considers Tristram Shandy
as a comic romance337 because the work is “inherently parodic” of the romance proper338.
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Among other reasons, Tristram’s heroic name is not followed by heroic adventures; all he can
offer are his opinions. In contrast to Folkenflik, it could be argued that a work parodying its
sources in the form of a comic romance and, at the same time, showing some ingenious
elements by far exceeding its sources and inspirations is indeed more than a comic romance.
How else can scholars count for the praised novelty of Tristram Shandy in the early reviews?
As Keymer notes: "He is a novelist among novelists, an innovator among writers of fiction - a
judgment that gains real weight from Kenrick's extensive recent experience of where the genre
now stood."339 It seems most sensible to interpret Tristram Shandy as a world book340 and an
optic through which to perceive its references:
a cornucopia of textual relations in which Menippean satire and metafictional self-consciousness
coexist and unfold themselves in different intertextual modes, and display, as they do so, a
hybridization of traditions and genres that in itself is typically novelistic. 341

STS criticises fictional and scientific writing styles by (mis-)using them and, in doing so, tests
the styles’ potential and parodies them to pronounce its, that is STS, judgement. Sterne makes
his intention very clear in a letter to his London publisher Robert Dodsly in 1759: "The Plan, as
you will perceive, is a most extensive one,--taking in […] the Weak part of the Sciences, in wch
the true point of Ridicule lies [...]”342. The narrator of the text is constantly concerned with the
attainment of satisfying expressions of his research, as the following quote from Tristram
Shandy shows: “I have begun a new book, on purpose that I might have room enough to
explain the nature of the perplexities in which my uncle Toby was involved […]”343 The opening
statement of the second volume implies that this will accompany pseudo-objective language
full of lengthy details. This character, Tristram’s Uncle Toby, fails in his aim of mastering the
military language of sieges as a form of therapy to heal his groin wound. The medically trained
Dr. Slop is, like Toby, unable to satisfyingly describe the groin wound with words. Their pseudoacademic verbal failures climax in their inability to answer Widow Wadman’s question on the
state of Toby’s groin wound344. Through highlighting the weaknesses of Toby’s and Slop’s
communications, the text suggests that pursuing research and discussion do not necessarily
lead to simplifying models but rather obscure monologues; and thus, questions remain
unanswered. Sterne cleverly disguises the fallibility of Toby’s and Slop’s answers as an attempt
339

Keymer 2006: 55.
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to use ‘delicate’ phrasing for Widow Wadman’s sake. In this mentioned exemplary scene,
Sterne blurs different genre conventions and styles without clarifying the implications. For
Rowson this openness provides a rich variety of readings to keep or to reduce in the adaptation
process. However, it has to be stressed that Sterne insists on the flux state of the work as a
permanent one by maintaining ambiguity throughout the text. The flux assists in keeping the
work open for interpretation from various angles.
A second and very noteworthy parody of authoritative research language and rhetoric is visible
in Sterne’s utilisation of footnotes. Indicated by asterisks345, they are used to increase the
reliability of the narrator and the written text. In the example below, Sterne imitates the rhetoric
of oeuvre discussion in literary reviews (and, from the modern perspective, of literary studies).
He then ridicules it by praising the degree of “Latinity” as a measure of reliability. Note also
that his speech act “I will make no reflection upon it” criticises the lack of conciseness in
research writing as mentioned earlier and is a promise not kept346:

As Hafen Slawkenbergius de Nasis is extremely scarce, it may not be unacceptable to the learned
reader to see the specimen of a few pages of his original; I will make no reflection upon it, but that
his story-telling Latin is much more concise than his philosophic--and, I think, has more of Latinity
in it.347

In her criticised348 and somewhat disputable essay, Benstock discusses, among other topics,
footnotes in Tristram Shandy. She proposes that “[footnotes in fiction, LM] clearly derive from
their scholarly counterparts, and the critical tradition leaves traces in this new context”349. Since
Benstock is mainly concerned with authority in fiction displayed via footnotes, the historical
contextualisation of the footnotes she examines should have been made clear. In discussing
footnotes in Tom Jones (1749), written at a time when scientific and literary writing were not
yet separated, it is unconvincing to claim that the scholarly traditions are the basis for fictional
footnotes. The notes Benstock refers to do not clearly derive from scholarly works but are
interesting text production devices and were fashionable in the 1760s350. The use of footnotes
in general can perhaps be called a practice more adopted by scholarly works than fictional
works at the time of their emergence.
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Cf. Voogd 2006: 115.
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As with the intertextual references351 to popular works of his time, Sterne also built upon
external references as an advertising strategy. A material likeness to Johnson’s Rasselas in
paper and format was chosen to also trigger recognition for readers352. Attentive audiences
surely enjoyed the game of spotting the source, and since Sterne composed the novel to be in
fashion, it was "[...] likely to take all Kinds of Readers--the proof of the pudding is in the
eating."353
Since the writing paper was
thinner and more difficult to
print on than regular printing
paper, the books were lighter
but

apparently

printers

and

cost

the

typesetters

some nerves, as de Voogd
points

out354.

The

small

duodecimo format was very
handy and could fit well into
a pocket. Surely Sterne also
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preferred the handy format to
a bigger one to make people
read the book in a salon, lend

Illustration 19. Advertisement for Tristram Shandy in the York
Courant 1759, 11 December.

it to friends and take it with
them on social occasions.
Another advertisement stratagem was established by blurring the boarders between fictional
characters Tristram, Yorick and the author Sterne. Sterne, in mixing his behaviour with the
ones of his characters, modelled a persona which quickly became a cult figure. The persona,
in Sterne’s case, included playing “the role of Yorick, the eccentric, unworldly and amiable
country parson who ‘loved a jest in his heart,’ before he ever left York.”355 Sterne put
autobiographical elements into both tuberculosis infected Tristram356 and Parson Yorick, but
the latter also incorporates a strong reference to Shakespeare’s jester in Hamlet357.
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[…] After he arrived in London, he continued this Yorick pose and complicated it by adding a
Tristram pose; he wrote shandaical letters to London friends, full of witticisms and broken sentences
and dramatic posturing-and apparently he, like Harlequin, acted out multiple and shifting roles in
companies with whom he could establish a facetious relationship.358

Sterne’s embodiment of all the roles certainly added greatly to his sales numbers as his
behaviour in public was one vital part of the advertisement campaign for his books. Briggs
attests that Sterne created "a cultural ‘place’ for himself […] as a carefully hedged one. He
wanted to be a ‘sensation’ in the popular marketplace”359. Briggs continues that Sterne’s
safeguard strategy nevertheless included traditional aspects such as seeking court
presentation as formal introduction to aristocracy and royals, sponsorship by a patron and
collecting subscriptions. By naming his character (and part of the persona) Yorick, Sterne’s
intertextual references come full circle. Wolff attributes a methodical madness mirroring traits
of Shakespeare’s character Hamlet and Shakespearan jesters to Yorick.360 Sterne’s
experimentalism is not based on creating a content-wise unprecedented work but on creating
a thick fabric of popular, known references. These were kept in an ambiguous state to
engender endless reception options leading to maximal income and popularity for the author.
Shakespeare is certainly one of the brightest stars in the thick fabric of references. Rowson
dealt with the persona Sterne/Yorick/Tristram in several embodiments, as will be shown in
chapter 3.4.
On the aesthetic level, the whole Tristram Shandy-project, including the persona
Sterne/Yorick/Tristram and the books, can be regarded as a Gesamtkunstwerk to show the
creative potential Rowson achieved in his adaptation process. Gesamtkunstwerk is defined
here as a multimedial work striving towards ‘borderlessness’ in terms of genre framing361.
Tristram Shandy as Gesamtkunstwerk goes beyond the label “[a]esthetic [o]bject”, which
Voogd gives to the books in his enlightening and interesting 2006 essay. He discusses the
volumes as a “’coexistential’ verbo-visual whole”362, characterised by a wide variety of
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“outstanding typographical ‘oddities’”363. Sterne’s work requires a multi-sensorial reception and
works with a strong reader-response approach. He frequently mingles visual elements, like the
famous black pages (I/xii), the marbled pages (III/xxxvi) and a frame as tombstone with Yorick’s
epitaph (I/xii), with language icons. The mix interrupts the reading flow and forces the readers
to spend time discovering a reception strategy instead of focusing on the content. To
complicate matters further, language icons can often be perceived as more than that: Dashes
(VI/x; V/ii), solid lines (IV/xxvii) and asterisks (IX/xx) could by modern readers also be perceived
as regular objects, creating a pattern in an abstract irregular horizontal composition
reminiscent of visual poetry.
More visual elements encourage the readers to find either
•

words (for example, the illustrations by Hogarth in volumes II and III, the five golden
threads in VI/xl, the blank chapters xviii-xix in IX, the missing chapter xxiv in volume IV
and the following "awkward (and I am sure deliberate) […] printer's nightmare”364 of
even-numbering the right-hand pages from that point on untill the end of volume IV);

•

or gestures (for example, the pointing finger in III/xxi and Trim’s flourish in IX/iv);

•

or means to perform (for example, the curly brackets indicating two characters
exclaiming at once in IV/xii and VII/viii and the capitalisation for loud cries in IV/xxvii).

95
They all emphasise that “there is no end, an’ please your reverences, in trying experiments
upon chapters—” (IV/xxv). This “verbo-visual whole”365, requiring a multi-sensorial reception
by the reader, joins the persona Sterne/Yorick/Tristram in creating a Gesamtkunstwerk. As
such, Sterne’s Gesamtkunstwerk is characterised by:
•

Sterne’s excessive control in forming the layout of Tristram Shandy, from choosing the
rather irregular Caslon Pica366 font, and forbidding his editors to change any apparent
mistake367 to doing the final proof-readings himself368. This extreme control extended

Voogd ‘Tristam Shandy’ as Aesthetic Object 2006: 112.
Ibid. Voogd further notes that this joke was unfortunately not included in modern editions.
365
Ibid.: 109–110.
366
From the 28 Caslon Pica font variations developed by William Caslon, I could only narrow it down to 19
variations, one of which was used for the publications of Tristram Shandy, cf. Caslon n.p. Voogd’s counting
suggests that each page in the original duodecimo format has 22 lines (cf. Voogd ‘Tristam Shandy’ as Aesthetic
Object 2006: 113}, which might be explained by counting the regular lines plus an extra line for the catchword
indicating the first word on the next page, as can be seen in Bellman 33-34 (I/x).
367
Cf. Sterne The Letters 2009: 99, note to letter 36.
368
Cf. Voogd ‘Tristram Shandy’ as Aesthetic Object 2006: 109.
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to Sterne actually signing 10,700 copies of his work to prevent piracy369 and creating
and using his persona to promote sales and social ascendancy/status370.
•

The work is kept in a lively flow since Sterne includes his responses to public criticism
into the fictional world of Tristram Shandy371. The various references to other
fashionable contemporary works, which enrich Tristram Shandy with their style and
content, add to this liveliness.

•

The multisensorial reception required by readers encountering Tristram Shandy is
extended to asking them to blur the borders between the fictional story world and the
real world in perceiving the persona Yorick/Tristram/Sterne. Reflecting on the reception
of the Gesamtkunstwerk triggers questions as to whether the work is Aristotelian
mimesis or/and life imitating art.

•

On the medial level, Sterne’s Gesamtkunstwerk was originally conveyed through
several media; namely, the nine book volumes to Tristram Shandy as well as the
Sermons (of which the first volume was published under Yorick’s name, the second
under Sterne’s name)372. Additionally, the persona existed on paper (books, letters)
and as a historical person performing, that is, Sterne. The advertisements were printed
in newspapers.
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Even though Rowson never used the
term ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ to describe
Sterne’s work, he is aware of the
components constituting it and was
consequently aware of the creative
potential of STS. The adaptability and
creational power Tristram Shandy
excited readers and still excites
them.373 This can be illustrated with
the rarely cited visual poem “Carmen
Utopianium”:

Illustration 20. O.C., Carmen Utopianum. Visual
poem, 1761.

“And indeed, to protect his book from being pirated, Sterne signed all copies of the first and second
(revised) editions of volume 5, and of the first editions of volumes 7 and 9 on the first text page: 12,750
signatures in a neat (and still perfectly legible) hand." (Voogd ‘Tristram Shandy’ as Aesthetic Object 2006: 108.
370
Cf. Briggs: 85.
371
Cf. STS 168 (III/xiv).
372
Cf. Gerard 15.
373
"To celebrate the 250th anniversary of Sterne's marbled page, which Sterne described as 'the motly emblem
of my work', 169 artists and writers have been invited to design the Emblem of their own work." The Laurence
Sterne Trust “[Emblem of my work]” 2011: n. p.
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Created by the yet unidentified O.C.374 and published in the London Chronicle on 24 February
1761, the woodcut is accompanied by a letter citing “Tristram” as the source of inspiration375,
more specifically the black and marble pages in Tristram Shandy.
Another remarkable aspect about Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, which should be mentioned here,
is the role of his recipients as readers, the neutral fictional reader and the gendered addresses
to the reading characters, Sir and Madam. Helen Ostovich labels the relationship between the
readers and the narrator as a “dispute376” and rejects the harmless “conversation”377 tag placed
on it by narrator Tristram. In contrast to Ostovich, I think it is necessary to differentiate between
the non-gendered “reader”378 address, which seems to be addressed at the implied readers of
the work, and the disputes with Sir and Madam, who function as flat, passive characters solely
addressed by Tristram.
The recipients379 addressed as “reader[s]” are offered their fair share in the conversation in
volume II chapter xi, but naturally Tristram does not let that happen. However, Tristram
constantly pushes the play-button on the readers’ mental cinema through innuendoes380.
"Readers who like Sterne's invitation to supply erotic content to his bawdy innuendoes will
know that one pleasure is being a participant in a conceptual sex-play with the author, over
and over again", writes Stephanson381. In the gendered addresses, Tristram has a far livelier
relationship to Madam than to Sir and seems intent to educate her and also maintain her as a
382

hobby-horse

. An exemplary scene for their relationship occurs in I/xx:

------ How could you, Madam, be
so inattentive in reading the last chapter?
I told you in it, That my mother was not a
papist. ---- Papist ! You told me no such
thing, Sir. Madam, I beg leave to repeat
it over again, That I told you as
plain, at least, as words, by direct inference,
could tell you such a thing. -- Then,
Sir, I must have miss'd a page. -- No, Madam,
-- you have not miss'd a word. ---Then I was asleep, Sir. -- My pride, Madam,

374

Voogd suggests Richard Owen Cambridge as creator. Cf. Voogd 1990: 231.
Cf., ibid.: 232.
376
Ostovich 171.
377
STS 96 (II/xi).
378
Ibid. (II/xi).
379
I am aware of the manifold theories regarding readers but have chosen to keep it simple and work with the
category of “real, concrete readers”, i.e., people decoding texts in the widest sense of the term (Prince n.p.).
For example, readers can interpret and evaluate Tristram Shandy, just like I do, as a Gesamtkunstwerk and a
world book. For a concise overview on theories about real, implied and mock readers as well as narratees, see
Prince.
380
Cf. Ostovich 173. The most obvious examples are ‘noses’ and ‘hobby-horses’, which constantly reoccur.
381
Stephanson 106.
382
Ostovich 172.
375
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cannot allow you that refuge. ---- […]383

The disputed character in the exchange is quite obvious. Tristram’s teasing of Madam is starkly
contrasted to his address to the male reader. Although he is called Sir, the reader rather seems
like a group of people, all treated with a certain “casual indifference”. Tristram “lumps the male
readers together with other good, unlearned folks in his conception of the collective reader as
recalcitrant hobby-horse.”384 Nevertheless, Tristram rides his female hobby-horse far more
often than her male counterpart. Rowson integrated the differentiation between male and
female reader in his narrating party, the roles being attributed to his characters Virginia Woolf
and James Joyce. Rowson took the opportunity to parallel Tristram’s addresses to the
ungendered reader in the behaviour of his characters Author and Pete, who engage (indirectly)
with the implied readers of the comic.
Sterne’s work proved to be highly influential in his lifetime and beyond. Tristram Shandy, and
even more A Sentimental Journey, developed into prototypes for sentimental literature385 in
England and Europe. Tristram Shandy, itself a collage of allusions to other works, proved to
become the inspiration for various “Sterneana”386. Further, Rowson plays on the high degree
of influence of Tristram Shandy, if not Shandeism, and its creative potential by creating a
fictional filmic adaptation387 and a novelistic adaptation388 of the novel, for example, and, of
course, by making the graphic novel itself.

Language Barrier
Since both Rowson and Sterne are native English speakers, the comic artist did not have a
high language barrier to deal with. Rowson’s interest in obsolete and rarely used words389,
many of them more frequently used in Sterne’s time, was certainly very handy in adapting
Sterne’s language.
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STS 51 (I/xx).
Ostovich 172.
385
Cf. Alvarez 11–12.
386
Cf. Newbould, M-C. Adaptations of Laurence Sterne's Fiction: Sterneana, 1760-1840. Farnham, England:
Ashgate, 2013.
387
Cf. RTS V/panels 10-16.
388
Cf., ibid. V/panels 4-6.
389
E.g. “Whyfore” RTS I/panel 40 (1), “astirring” RTS I/panel 40 (5), and “gusset” RTS VII/panel 12.
384
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3.2 ‘Surface’ of the comic
Technique
Tristram Shandy is a black and white ink comic, often giving the impression of different grey
tones due to Rowson’s use of the technique cross-hatching. This very time-consuming, oldschool technique creates vivid surfaces implying wrinkles and drapes in clothes, for example,
and constructing life-like settings, such as the dry stone wall with rugged capping in II/panel
36. In general, the lines are very close to each other, forming a thick fabric that imitates the
texture of the depicted real-life object. The effect of Rowson’s drawing style is reminiscent of
18th century black and white printmaking 390
In the comic, the application of the
technique

causes

different

stylistic

effects. The technique is applied to
different stylistic effects in the comic. As
Illustrations 21-23 show, the tonal value,
detailed composition and aesthetic
effect differ considerably between the
panels.

Illustration

21

shows
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interpictorial references to Piranesi’s
graphic "Veduta del Ponte Salario" (and
also Dürer’s “Rhinocerus”). The panel is
a close adaptation of Piranesi’s etching
and resembles it in composition, line
work and tonal value. Panels like
Illustration

Illustration 21. RTS, I/panel 3.
Interpictorial reference to Piranesi's "Veduta del
Ponte Salario", 1754-1760 and Albrecht Dürer’s
“Rhinocerus”, 1515.

21 appear to be very

detailed, create depth and invite the eye to stay, at the very least to identify the reference. This
is a classic landscape composition designed to direct the eye to the whole as much as to the
details, and they require time to be fully appreciated. Most of Rowson’s landscapes show
details of the original landscape composition and adapt the original’s etching or painting
technique with ink drawings. By integrating such adapted landscape compositions into the
succession of panels, Rowson forces readers to adapt their reading pace in accordance with
the complexity of the panel. Panels like Illustration 22 and 23 are created from scratch by
Rowson. Illustration 22 shows an interior with two main characters from the STS cast. Crosshatched room and characters show different tonal values and the illusion of threedimensionality is created through central perspective. The range of tonal values is smaller than
in panels like Illustration 21. The wooden panels on the wall are not rectangular and even look

390

Rowson’s inspiration by and orientation on 18th century artists is dealt with in detail in chapter 3.8.

hastily drawn to induce a comic effect.
The characters’ faces are created by a
few strokes and look more cartoonish
than organic. Though panels of this type
have many details, it takes less time for
the readers to take in their composition
and grasp their meaning than with
Illustration 21. The cartoony effect is
more obvious in Illustration 22, but still

Illustration 22. RTS, I/panel 122.

more so in Illustration 23. Illustration 23 (I/panel 29) represents the group of panels mostly
showing Tristram and his narrating party.
The group is characterised by panels
showing more action than the other two
groups, more undefined space, limited line
work, simple compositions and little detail.
Three-dimensionality of objects is mostly
expressed through a few lines indicating
shadows, whereas cross-hatching, which
could imply texture, is not featured much.
Illustration 23. RTS, I/panel 29.

The overall effect is comical. Illustration 23 shows

how technical and compositional reduction are employed to create a quick transition between
scenes.
Rowson’s creation process of panels is manual until the
final digitalization of the images. It can be assumed that
he writes and sketches storyboards, and then each panel
is roughly outlined in pencil.391 Rowson works with black
ink on white paper, and occasionally he draws white inked
lines on black inked planes392 for modification of said
planes. The drawings are then scanned and prepared for
print. A hint toward the digitalization process is given in
V/panel 2: Author is stunned by the wall of binary code
and cries, “Bloody hell! We’ve been digitalized!!!”

Illustration 24. RTS, V/panel 2.
The initial sequence of the making-of video of a panel for Rowson’s comic The Communist Manifesto shows
a tablet on the left-hand side of Rowson’s desk. On the display, a sketch of the panel he is about to execute can
be seen. The creation process shown here is taken as a model for Rowson’s technical realisation of Tristram
Shandy. Cf. SelfMadeHero: min 0:00-4:58.
392
Cf. RTS I/panel 15.
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Choosing to draw a black and white comic is not only easier, but it may also have been
requested by his publishers to keep printing costs low, even though the cover is colourful. For
the edition with SelfMadeHero, Rowson painted the cover with gouache. The background of
the cover shows the adapted marbled pages from STS393, which are also the only coloured
graphics in Sterne’s work.
Panel framing, grid and gutters
The outer framing of all panels on pages394, that is the margin, influences the reception process
of each panel in a positive way.395 Rowson leaves rather wide margins, which creates the
impression of the panels being framed by passe-partouts to give them enough space to
produce a striking impression — "Rahmen und Bilder sind voneinander abhängig."396 In RTS,
the two elements are consciously combined and Rowson clearly gives the varieties different
functions. The panels in Rowson’s comic are mostly rectangular and feature visually marked
hand-drawn frames. Two or more panels never share a marked frame; Rowson keeps them
separate. Some of the panels adapt partly to the composition of their content, such as IV/panel
34 adopting the zig-zag line form of the staircase depiction it contains. The marked frames are
made of thin, slightly wobbly lines and convey a warm, lively atmosphere, indicating the already
mentioned “friendly and cuddly”397 impression Rowson strives to achieve in all of his works.
Rowson achieves an “implicit semantisation”398 of framed and unframed panels by giving the
frames clear narrative functions. The unframed panels are indicators for scenes which are very
important/highly dramatic. The final panel of the comic does not have a frame, and the resulting
openness of the panel underlines the open end of the story. Also unmarked is a frame in the
first interlude showing Author and Pete.399 Author, when explaining to Pete their whereabouts,
uses the terms “limbo” and “purgatory”, also a fitting description for the blank and, apart from
some clouds undefined, space of the unframed panel in which the scene occurs.400
Some panel frames are only partly marked by outlines, in such a way that the marked parts
appear to hold the composition together. Most of these panels contain funny scenes. An
example is II/panel 37 showing Obadiah on his coach horse accidently crashing into Dr. Slop
on his little pony. Leaving the frame unmarked makes room for the mud in the road to splosh
freely around the lower right part of the panel. The dynamic of the accident scene is conveyed

393

Cf. STS 204 (III/xxxvi).
They can be seen as a panel containing all other panels. Eisner calls it a meta-panel. Dittmar refers to it as
“Über-Bild”, cf. Dittmar 58.
395
Cf., ibid. 57.
396
Ibid.
397
Bailey 2015: min 02:20.
398
Schmitz-Emans 367.
399
Cf. RTS i/panel 1.
400
Additionally, the terms foreshadow a scene in hell adapted from Dante’s Divina Comedia, later in the comic.
Cf., ibid. VII/panels 13-18.
394
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through three more interruptions of the marked frame. The partly marked panels vary the look
of pages and add to their lively effect.401 As all panel frames are hand-drawn and all panels
vary in size and proportion, the panel grid also varies with each page. Again, the overall
impression of the comic pages is thereby rendered lively and interesting to look at.
Blank does not discuss gutters, whereas Dittmar states their importance for the aesthetics of
the comic, their function of presenting sequentially, structuring the story and separating the
frames.402 “Der Rahmen ist Teil der Erzählung selbst, die Abstände zwischen den Bildern
tragen sehr wesentlich zur Narration und deren Wirkung bei.“403 For example, Rowson uses
narrow gutters between I/panels 80-83 to set the relative travel speed of the chaise in contrast
to the slowness of travel felt by Mrs Shandy.404 In II/panels 24-30, the narrow gutters
emphasise the scene’s atmosphere which is created through Mrs Shandy’s exclamations of
labour pains. The organic, irregularly formed gutter between panels 102 and 103 in volume II
conveys the slow rowing speed of Author and Pete in the rough sea. Rowson occasionally
uses gutters as space to insert Sternean graphics, such as the line of 20 asterisks between
III/panels 34-35 and panel 36. By definition, gutters are the blank space between panels405;
however, here the space is filled and does not
constitute a panel itself. In STS, there are no
asterisks between the text adapted in panels 35
and 37, but STS III/xv ends and III/xvi begins.
Rowson might have used the asterisks here as a
decorative element, hinting at their frequent use in
the following panels. More importantly, though, the
filled gutter replaces a dash at the beginning of
STS III/xvi, which in turn represents Toby’s
knuckles being crushed by Dr. Slop’s forceps.
Sterne’s chapter xvi and Rowson’s III/panel 37 deal
with Toby’s emotions and concerns immediately
following the incident. Rowson’s filled gutter and
Illustration 25. Composition study of RTS
II/panel 37 showing openings in the
partly marked frame.

401

Sterne’s dash both require readers to achieve
closure to make sense of Toby’s agitation.

Cf. Dittmar 59.
Cf., ibid. 58; 60.
403
Ibid. 61.
404
Cf., ibid. 60. See also Mikkonen for the discussion of gutters used to indicate temporal progression, cf.
Mikkonen 33.
405
Cf. Mikkonen 18.
402
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Aesthetics
Content and aesthetics of comics are combined to create the comic’s message.406 The graphic
style of the comic, constituting one part of its aesthetics, is difficult to separate from the
materiality and narrative meaning of the images.407 Likewise, comic genres often go hand in
hand with a certain graphic style which can hardly be understood separately.408 For example,
Dominique Goblet’s dramatic autobiography Faire semblant c'est mentir (2007) conveys the
struggles of the main protagonists by changing from a soft to an edgy style executed in pencil
and crayon drawings, oil, woodcut and collage. Additionally, the style is used to portrays
psychologically challenged characters, among whom Dominique and Nik try to find their social
space. Readers connect the narrative’s content with the changing artistic techniques: The style
informs the reading process.
In terms of drawing style, Rowson’s Tristram Shandy is funny in an often complex way. The
term “Semi-Funny”, as used by Grünewald and Schüwer409, creates confusion in non-scholarly
comic communities as a poll and adjoining discussion in the Comicforum410 show. Since it is
often difficult to determine a graphic novel’s genre, describing the graphic style in few words
often proves difficult, too. Blank’s suggestion to describe the level of realism in the graphics as
a marker for the comic’s seriousness411 is, therefore, a good idea. However, the level cannot
be determined ‘exactly’412, as she requires. At best, an analysis of an aesthetic object like a
comic can provide a distinct description of the style, a description modified by comparison to
other comics’ styles. In Rowson’s case, it seems sensible to draw references to works of
esteemed colleagues like Morton Morland and models like Hogarth, Steadman and Gillray.
The humour Rowson’s adaptation conveys via narrative and graphic style is based on his belief
in the necessity of objects of laughter413 and his interpretation of STS. Rowson interprets
Sterne’s work as waspishly entertaining, especially Tristram’s communications.
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"Die Inhaltlichkeit der Aussage ist naturlich nicht konstitutiv, sondern variabel." Grünewald 2006: 20.
Cf. Mikkonen 36; Schüwer 23.
408
“Es zeigt sich, dass die Konvention, die Zeichenstil und Genre aneinander bindet, in der Tat ausgeprägt ist.“
Schüwer 369. See also pp. 343.
409
Cf., ibid. 343.
410
"Über den nur in Deutschland üblichen Begriff "Semi-Funny" gibt es ein paar Unklarheiten. Jeder scheint
etwas anderes darunter zu verstehen. Daher diese Umfrage. Ist der ca. 25 Jahre alte Begriff "Semi-Funny"
heute überhaupt noch aktuell?" Comicforum: Post by User Hate.
411
Cf. Blank 88–89.
412
“ Es ist darum immer genau zu bestimmen, wie >comichaft< die Literaturadaption den Betrachterlnnen
entgegentritt. Dies lässt sich am besten am Realismusgrad der Zeichnungen bestimmen.“ Ibid. 88–89. (My
emphasis).
413
Cf. Rowson 2009: 12–13.
407
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The artist softens the narrator’s effect by adding twee guest characters414, silly jokes415 and a
cuddly, friendly presentation of the main characters Toby and Walter416.

In fact, the genre's greatest strength and greatest weakness is that no matter how far the graphic
novel verges toward realism, its basic idiom is always a little, well, cartoonish. […] the very best
graphic novels don't take themselves entirely seriously. 417

STS is written with a winking eye, and so is Rowson’s adaptation. The artist builds on Sterne’s
humour and adds self-conscious characters to the comic’s advantage. Tristram Shandy
appears, foremost, as a complexly funny work of graphic art. As its realistic elements and the
graphic styles used for interpictorial references greatly add to the overall aesthetic impression
of the comic, they will be dealt with first.
Realistic aesthetic elements imitating the look of actually existing physical phenomena are
found throughout the comic. For example, Rowson adds shadows to indicate illumination and
three-dimensionality of the wooden panels depicted in III/panel 140. The duvet on Walter’s bed
is lined to indicate the fabric’s texture and folds in III/panel 141. By contrasting planes with
thick cross-hatched patterns with wavy horizontal lines, the eye can distinguish the bedroom’s
wall from the fabric of the canopy in the same panel. Interiors and sceneries sport markers of
perspective, such as the door’s frame and panelling advancing towards a vanishing point in
III/panel 142 or the cloud formation darkening towards the horizon in II/panel 54. The realistic
elements are small and more hinted at than executed to full effect. They relativise the overall
impression of RTS’s funny aesthetics and contribute to the reliability of the work, easing the
readers’ suspense of disbelief. Realistic elements also ease the reading for an audience mostly
interested in the comic as an adaptation of Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, an audience which might
also be new to reading comics.
Another aesthetic feature heightening the complexity of the comic’s look is the variety of
graphic styles visible in interpictorial references. Common to all interpictorial references in the
comic is the closeness of drawing style between the adapted picture and the original picture.
In II/panel 100, the narrating party around Tristram stands in a rocking barrel and is carried
away by a wave. The wave is easily recognisable as Katsushika Hokusai’s “Under the Wave
of Kanagawa” (1831). In this reference, Rowson did adopt the whole composition but
For example, Bobby, Walter’s younger son, who is depicted as a fat, dumb looking and innocent giant baby
with no apparent interest in doing anything eventful. Cf. RTS II/panel 96.
415
For example, a violently vomiting Virginia Woolf sitting in a barrel which is taken away on a rogue wave (cf.
Cartwright n.p.) in RTS II/panel 100. The wave is an interpictorial reference to Hokusai’s “Wave off Kanawaga”.
Woolf might vomit because she is as sick of the sea’s movement as of Tristram’s announcement of further,
seemingly senseless digressions.
416
E.g. RTS III/panel 129.
417
Baetens 2015: 178.
414
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concentrated on a few relevant parts. He altered the wave to be a bit broader than Hokusai’s,
adds rain in the left part of the panel and a whale is shown in the hollow of the wave instead
of Mt. Fuji. As the freak wave dwarfs Mt. Fuji in the woodblock oban print, the big wave in
Rowson’s composition dwarfs the whale.418 Most importantly, though, Rowson sets the altered
wave apart from the other waves in the panel by drawing it differently. The towering wave
features a white broken crest, and its most extended parts look like claws. Rowson also
adopted the white spots on the dark surface, imitating ocean spray in front of dark waters. The
unaltered waves in Rowson’s panel neither show ‘claws’ nor the rhythmic pattern of Hokusai’s
whitecaps. Still, by imitating Hokusai’s line work, dotting and colour contrast, Rowson creates
an additional marker for the wave as a reference. The adapted wave is an aesthetic reference
to the style in Hokusai’s wave; the form of the wave and composition of the panel are an
interpictoral reference to Hokusai’s print. Though all drawings in Rowson’s work are rich in
detail and executed in well-placed, fine lines, the interpictorial references depict an even
greater degree of richness in detail and are more carefully composed. The readers’ eyes are
bound to take a longer, closer look at the complex presentation. Panels with references to
other artworks show less movement lines and fewer openly funny features.
The aesthetic borrowings from interpictorial references and realistic elements are ancillary to
the funny aesthetics of the comic. The latter are conveyed through several aspects. The
representations of characters are cartoonishly reduced in various degrees. The face and facial
expression are expressed with a few clear lines for head outline, eye brows, eyes, nose, nasal
lines and a dark plane as mouth, as can be seen with Walter in II/panel 95. His belly in
enormous and highlighted by the flower pattern waistcoat; his legs are short and stout. His
verbal eloquence directly contrasts his plumb physical appearance. The reduction of facial and
bodily features, and the more detailed and realistic but recognisable clothing, all merge to form
a recognisable icon for the fictional human, Walter.419 The technique of having simultaneously
detailed and reduced features to charactise fictional persons is especially useful in recognising
the characters of Tristram’s narrating party, since they are often drawn very small in the
background (e.g. I/panel 52). To make characters’ appearances recognizable, Rowson sticks
to the rule of thumb of giving each character few distinct visual features. In the case of Tristram,
this is his never visible nose, the tricorn hat covering the part of his face where eyes and nose
should be and a lean black body forming a letter T for Tristram with the black headgear.
Rowson sums up the impression he meant to achieve with this signature look as follows:

418

The effect is turned around in the next panel when the inordinately depicted whale swallows the barrel, cf.
RTS II/panel 101.
419
Cf. McCloud 31, on the universality of iconic abstraction in human faces.
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In short, [Tristram]'s an amalgam of carnivalesque archetype and Age of Reason Bugs Bunny.
Take either template. It remains that he is both central and controlling, with everyone around
him, from his fellow travellers to his family to me [Author] and Pete being his stooges. 420

Another cartoonish aspect is the occasional change in the body size of creatures. For instance,
the animal spirits421 of the Homunculus are shrunken and ribbed in I/panel 8 as a visual
metaphor for being “ruffled beyond description”. The narrating party shrinks in-between panels
133 and 139 of the first volume to descend a staircase into Toby’s empty, Piranesian, vaultlike genital region. Readers can experience Toby’s groin from floor level, like the characters,
and thereby understand that the barren, long neglected and unused space stands for Toby’s
sexual disinterest. This, in turn, accounts for his dislike in Walter talking about sexual matters
(I/panel 134). In both examples, the change in character size is used to illustrate a point
Tristram is making in his comment; in the latter example it also makes an interesting transition
to the next, deserted, ruin-lined background of I/panels 141-146.
Furthermore, Rowson often places two or three of the character groups422 in one panel but
does not let them interact. In most of the cases, the characters of Sterne’s cast do not even
seem to see the two other groups. To make it clear that they are not supposed to
communicate423, Rowson either puts furniture or other objects between the parties, or places
them on different levels, for example, either in the foreground, middle ground or background.
In IV/panel 36, both separation methods are combined: Walter and Toby stand in the
background on the half landing and are separated by the staircase from Tristram, whose upper
torso can be seen in the foreground.
Another partly cartoonish, partly dramatic feature is found in the narrating party and the Authorteam being prevented from talking to Walter and Toby though placing them in the same panel.
This may remind readers of the dramatic device aside424. Likewise, characters of one party
communicate with each other but pretend not to hear what is uttered by the other party/ies.

420

Rowson 1995: 74.
Interestingly, the elephant and the rhino appear twice in the panel; they are also to be found in ‘life size‘ in
the background.
422
The three parties are as follows: the narrating party of Virginia Woolf, James Joyce and Death led by
Tristram; Walter and Toby (including the minor characters of Sterne’s cast); and the comic creators and
commentators Author and Pete.
423
However, there are some instances in which characters from the three parties interact: Pete and Death talk
to each other in IV/panel 11, and in IV/101, Pete possibly insults Tristram in his thoughts as a “tosser”, at least
he is looking at him while cursing inwardly. In volume IX, Rowson rather makes it a rule that Tristram hurts
Author in a considerable number of panels. For example in IX/panel 2, Tristram hits Author with a violin and
again with his fist in IX/panel 7. Furthermore in IX/panel 8, Author gets hit by Tristram in the groin region, in
IX/panel 13 Tristram kicks his buttocks, and, as a consequence of Author presenting Tristram a cheap witticism,
in IX/ panel 19, Author and Pete are banned from a canvas as a part of Rowson’s version of Hogarth’s “Time
smoking a picture” in the final panel of the comic. Apparently, Rowson did not make non-communication
between the parties an absolute rule.
424
Mind though that the fourth wall is not broken in the comic.
421
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The implicit rule behind characters ignoring others creates amusingly awkward moments in
terms of sociability.
A good part of bodily movements in Rowson is conveyed with motion lines indicating the
direction objects or characters move away from. This feature is part of the funnies aesthetics
of the comic, and it is particularly applied in comical scenes. In I/panel 21, short double motion
lines are positioned on both sides of the longcase clock-penis to indicate its ticking and
emission of numerous cogwheels. Long motion lines accompanying Pete’s jump to catch a
little black creature in I/panel 40 (3) indicate that Pete moved quickly, just as several interrupted
motion lines in I/ panel 40 (8) show how fast a book is thrown at Author’s head. The motion
lines, backed up by the insert “ZIP!”, also prescribe the reading direction for the panel and
make clear that several events, succeeding each other, take place. The gaze follows the path
the book takes, and, once it hits Author’s head, the insert “PUNG” next to Author’s head stands
for the result of the action.
Other cartoonish aspects, apart from the presentation of characters, include the line work used
for onomatopoetic. Onomatopoetic inserts are quite frequent in the comic, such as “BOING!”
upon Death’s nose being pushed into Virginia Woolf’s cleavage425 or “CHONK!” and
“SCHROOOMF!” as noises for a sash window falling down on young Tristram’s peeing penis,
which is thereby circumcised with a “SPLAT!”.426 The sounds are written in overly big, threedimensional capital letters near the places where they originate and stylistically contrast the
cross-hatched scene surrounding them. The stark contrast between the white letters and the
black shadow, that is, the body of the three-dimensional letters, is a funnies feature. It
distinguishes itself from the shades of grey created by the cross-hatched and lined parts of
Susannah’s dress.
Visual metaphors, as in i/panels 3-6 between volumes I and II, also achieve a rather comical
effect. In the mentioned interlude, Author and Pete meet a “merry troupe of leaping French
deconstructionists”427 in limbo who literally deconstructs the work, for example they vacuum
the clouds depicted in the panel and cut up a marked frame with a saw. Then, they tidy up by
putting the frame pieces and speech balloons into a bag, whereas the body parts of Author
and Pete remain lying on the floor. A similar effect is achieved by the adaptation of the STS’s
golden threads as a race course428 for the literal hobby-horse. The hobby-horse is a wobbly
horse costume worn by James Joyce and Death. They carry Virginia Woolf and Tristram
figuratively through the four volumes of STS, that is, the race course. The golden threads can
be recognised as such, as the scenes on the race course are shown from above.
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Cf. RTS III/panel 142.
All three noises in Ibid. V/panel 13.
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Ibid. i/panel 2.
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Ibid. IV/panels 85-88.
426
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A cartoonish impression is also achieved by Tristram’s style of being a literary tour guide: For
comic relief, he often puts Virginia Woolf, James Joyce and Death in adventurous situations to
get them to the next scene which Tristram wants to comment on. This goes hand-in-hand with
using various means of transportation, such as a barge for wild water rafting, which ultimately
ends in being poured out at a shore (I/panels 3-6), a fly, which drops them into a fresh cowpat
(II/panels 53-54) and “Time’s winged chariot”, which crashes into the “Deserts of vast attorney
fees” (II/panels 11-19). However bad the accidents, Tristram’s travel party does not complain
about Tristram’s poor qualities as a tour guide.
These comic relief scenes involving the narrating party have three different patterns. In the first
pattern, Tristram’s “dear friends and companions”429 are quickly transported with a device like
a firecracker430, which none of narrating party is properly dressed nor equipped for. Each of
these incidents ends in a crash of some sort431 and is followed by one panel showing their
(incomplete) recovery432. In the second pattern, the narrating party is depicted travelling on
foot and meeting smaller obstacles, such as having to help each other descend from a panel433,
being dragged along by a nose ring434 or being shoved through tiny door frames435. In the third
pattern, selected characters of the narrating party, sometimes Virginia Woolf but mostly Death,
are manhandled by Tristram to illustrate a point. An example of Death’s use as a slapstick
character can be found/is in volume III: Tristram makes Death swallow the knob of a chair436
to illustrate, with the then asymmetric chair ends, that wit and judgement are the two best parts
of the human “frame”437 and form a symbiosis. The following three panels438 show Death being
helped by other characters to get rid of the knob in his throat.
The three patterns of comic relief differ in dramatic effect but never end in severe
consequences, such as the death of a character. A side-effect of the scene types is the division
of Tristram’s lengthy monologues between several panels. The amount of text per speech
balloon is reduced, and the comic scenes make it more entertaining to follow the narration.
The scenes just described often take place in the background or side lines of panels focused
on the narrative around Walter and Toby and give the latter a more dynamic aspect. With
Walter and Toby mainly having indoor conversations while sitting in the parlour at Shandy Hall,
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Cf. RTS I/panel 37.
Cf., ibid. /panel 29.
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E.g. Ibid. /panel 35.
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E.g. Ibid. /panel 36.
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Cf. Ibid. /panel 11-12.
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Cf., ibid. /panel 37-38.
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Cf., ibid. /panel 115.
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Cf., ibid. III/panel 118.
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Cf., ibid. III/panel 116.
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Cf., ibid. III/panels 120-122.
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comic relief elements prevent the panels of text-heavy conversation from getting boring to the
readers.
Yet another aspect of funnies aesthetics is the use of speech balloons, and moreover, different
speech balloon forms, all drawn by hand. Schüwer writes, “Anhand der Sprechblase hat sich
gezeigt, dass Comics über spezifische Mittel verfügen, die eine Integration von Sprache und
Bild bei der Rezeption erleichtern.”439 Speech balloon forms are also a means to communicate
how the text they frame should be interpreted. Most of Rowson’s speech balloons are flat on
the top and the bottom. The sides are bulgy, which each bulge matching a text line in the
balloon. Consequently, there are hardly two speech balloons with the same shape.
Speech balloons of a second type take more of a cumulus cloud shape (really a difference in
degrees to the first form, but still noticeable). Rowson uses it when characters utter a remark
with strong feelings, such as Walter in II/panel 46.
The third group comprises all speech balloon forms used with guest characters or for single
occasions. To visualise a loud enraged outcry, Rowson adds spikey elements around the tail
of the speech balloon, as can be seen in II/panel 44. A completely spikey outline for a speech
balloon can be found in V/panel 14, when the director Jonathan Spunk440 screams “Cut!!!!” on
the film set. Rowson uses another variation, a rather round cumulus cloud-shaped speech
balloon for an unspoken thought of Toby in II/panel 39. As with Jonathan Spunk, yet another
‘guest character’441 gets a special speech balloon shape: Stevinus’s unmarked balloons in
II/panels 67-68 are a visual metaphor for his words hanging in the air and being ignored or
passing unheard by Author and Pete, who are ducking down on the starboard bow of the ship
on wheels maneuvered by Stevinus.442 The unmarked balloon is continued with “Stevinus’s
Talking Henoid Time Toilet”, which welcomes, instructs and says good bye in IV/panels 38 and
98.
In III/panels 28-29, the speech balloons of Dr. Slop reading aloud a lengthy damnation of the
servant Obadiah nearly fill the panel. What is special about the huge speech balloon in III/panel
29 is the composition of Slop’s speech balloon. It is made up of six, linked, larger balloons
connected with thin tubes. Some line breaks in Slop’s speech are framed by the
compartmentalization of the speech balloon. The spaces between Slop’s ends of line and starts
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Schüwer 327.
Though Rowson uses the synonym Jonathan Spunk, it can be assumed that the personification of courage is
meant to be Simon Guy Charles Langton. He directed the BBC mini-series “Pride and Prejudice” (1995), which
Rowson adapts for Tristram Shandy in V/panels 11 and 14. The direct hints for this interpretation include the
famous wet shirt ( RTS V/panel 11) worn by actor Colin Firth in the series and the name of screen writer Davies
written on the script in Spunk’s hand (RTS V/panel 14).
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Since Jonathan Spunk (RTS V/panels 11; 14) and Stevinus (RTS II/panels 68-82) appear only shortly, provide a
diversion and talk in no more than two to three panels each, I propose to call them ‘guest characters’ instead of
minor characters; ‘guest character’ here being borrowed from ‘guest stars’ in TV series credits.
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In contrast to Author’s and Pete’s supposed ignorance of Stevinus’ words, Stevinus picks up Author’s
frightened question in RTS II/panel 68.
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of new paragraphs are met with smaller speech bubbles, which originate from Walter and Toby.
The special arrangement visualizes pauses and the dominance of Slop’s speech, a speech
which Walter comments on and Toby tries to drown in whistled tunes.
Yet another ‘guest character’, the ghost of St. Ernulphus, is shown in III/panel 36 with a speech
balloon drawn in a wobbly thin line just like the ghost himself. The speech balloon and ghost
appear flat and have the same significance since neither body nor clothing of the ghost look
three-dimensional. Both the character and his speech balloon are surrounded by a white
wobbly fog framed with a thin black line. The aesthetics of the line work underlines the
supernatural impression of the character and are countered by the ghost’s erratic request for
Obadiah to “Fook off!”.
The speech balloon continuing over 13 panels is also remarkable. It originates from Walter in
the parlour at Shandy Hall in III/panel 52. It travels from Shandy Estate, to fields, to the sea in
the next 11 panels and ends in a sperm whale’s belly in III/ panel 64. The long speech balloon
is used to soften the change of scenery and to connect the contents of two very different
situations, namely Walter and Toby falling asleep after arguing about the succession of their
ideas.443 Tristram mentions a very similar topic in his “preface”444 speech given in the whale’s
belly. The speech balloon has a cloudy lined frame and is treated like a solid mobile object:
When it breaks the sea’s surface in III/panel 59, water drops splash around. And when it
squeezes between the whale’s teeth, it is reduced in size to fit through. Similarly, when the
snoring sound “Zzzzz[…]” is interrupted by a hiccup in III/panel 64, the loudness with which
the sound “HIC!” is uttered is transported via a thrice increased letter size. More or less directly
neighbouring the mentioned speech balloon in the same panel are two others which pick up
the hiccup sound in their content. The last line in Tristram’s speech balloon contains “FARTING
& HICKUPING”, and Pete’s speech balloon “Old Farts” in the second line. Both of these
phrases refer back to John Locke’s system of ideas discussed by Walter and Toby.
In IX/panel 1, Author indirectly comments upon Tristram’s seven interconnected speech
balloons or, more likely, the unmarked caption “VOL. IX”. This suggests that the speech balloon
or the title are visible for the characters, a circumstance breaking the common agreement of
characters’ hearing texts only readers can see. Here, Rowson draws the readers’ attention to
Author’s double role as a character and a fictional creator of the comic.
Some inserts in Rowson’s text are accompanied with a semi-frame, visually emphasizing the
onomatopoeia within. In IV/ panel 39, the flushing sound “SCHLOOOOOOOOOOSSSSH!!” of
“Stevinus’s Talking Henoid Time Toilet” is surrounded by remarkably dynamic loops. The
phrase is written in slightly wobbly lines, and the two thin lines of loops closest to the depicted
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RTS III/panels 43-52.
Ibid. III/panel 64.
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toilet and insert are constantly intersecting. A third outer loop is set at a little distance from the
inner loops and has a thick black line. In between the second and third loop line, Rowson drew
thin straight lines connecting the loops. The aesthetic effect is grotesque and funny, giving the
impression that the toilet is being swallowed by a time travel tube just opening up. Only two
pages before, the crashing noise “KRASH!”445 is drawn in rather edgy letters which are
arranged in a messy vertical line. The letters are enclosed by a spikey white form framed with
a thin black line which visualizes source and loudness of the sound. Within the white form,
debris of an obscure instrument breaking in the crash flies around the letters. Additionally,
when Tristram and his narrating party fall off a fly and land in a fresh cow pat446, the forms
representing the spritzing faeces are repeated as a black frame to the sound “SPLOSH!” in
white letters.
All in all, the comic’s complex funniness is transported through several narrative and aesthetic
elements. Interpictorial references are combined with changes in the drawing style and provide
additional content to the adapted work. Through them, there are more ‘texts’ to interpret, and
more to puzzle about. Then, there is the occasional self-consciousness of Author and Pete’s
status as characters and fictional creators of the comic. In the course of the work, they
gradually lose control to editors and Tristram, who does not hinder Author from remaining
hopelessly enthusiastic.447 The comic builds on Sterne’s innuendos, like Tristram’s nose, its
graphic eccentricities such as sentences full of asterisks, and it provides quite a similar mixture
of clever and silly jokes. In other words, Sterne’s humour and Rowson’s are homogeneously
interwoven in the adaptation. The easily accessible aesthetics of many funny elements, such
as the use of conventional inserts, speech balloons and the presentation of characters, renders
the reception enjoyable.
Recurrent features
In her subchapter on leitmotifs, Juliane Blank notes that "[e]ine rein ästhetische Kategorie ist
auch die Einführung von Leitmotiven, die sowohl verbal als auch visuell auftreten können."448
Molotiu, too, discusses circular forms in Miller’s Spider-Man as a purely aesthetic category with
no additional function in his blog entry “Abstract Form as Leitmotif”449. In Rowson, recurring
features mostly have an aesthetic function in the panels and serve as humorous digressions
from the main action in the panels. Examples for recurrent features in Rowson’s text include
several panels with characters smoking, as in IV/panels 11-13 with Author, Pete and Edgar
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RTS IV/panel 29.
Cf., ibid. III/panel 54.
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Compare scenes RTS III/panel 40 (1-7); RTS IV/panel 101, and RTS IX/panels 16-19.
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the Walrus smoking cigars. Pete lights a cigarette in IV/101, and Author smokes in V/panel 1.
When Author is introduced in I/panel 40 (1), the readers can see him sitting in an armchair
behind a book, the smoke from his hookah rising. There are also two, nameless ‘guest
characters’, attributed to Martin Amis’s fiction, which smoke cigarettes in V/panels 4-5.
Possibly Rowson, himself a smoker450, introduced the occasional cigarette smoking as an
indirect self-characterisation.
Moreover, there are characters playing cards as a pastime, such as in III/panel 156 (with
Author, Edgar the Walrus and Pete) and in VII/panels 17-18, where the ‘guest characters’
Sterne, Swift and Rabelais play strip poker. The historical players in their crouched postures
are positioned in the background or foreground and pose as counterparts to the compositional
and narrative level. The composition of the mentioned panels is balanced by the card players
since the main characters of the scene move through their panel on the opposite
foreground/background level. On the content level, the card players convey much less action
than the main characters of the scene, who are either in a great hurry (VII/panels 17-18) or
state something important (III/panel 156).
Another recurrent feature, occurring in many of Rowson’s works, is scatological humour. In
IV/panel 4, called “Plate II”, two dogs sit in the foreground. One is licking its groin and the other
dog, on the left-hand side, is defecating. The intimate perspective of the readers to the dogs’
actions in the foreground has a comic effect: “Plate II” adapts Dürer’s depiction of the historical
St. Eustachius, who highly respected animal rights. A male guest character is seen openly
excreting his waste over Shandy Hall while holding on to a planet in III/panel 131451. The image
of his naked behind matches the wording in an enraged Walter Shandy’s speech bubble in the
same panel, where he states that a “retrograde planet” is messing with his day. In IV/panels
93-95, Francis I of France seems to suffer from light constipation while using “Stevinus’s
Talking Henoid Time Toilet”. Francis’s clenched teeth and fists imply his problematic bowel
movements, which likely originate from his diplomatic difficulties related in the scene.
Linguistic form
Each character is provided with an idiolect, which shows variation with the character
constellations in communicative situations. Rowson’s characters adapted from STS, including
Walter, Toby, Tristram, Mrs Shandy, the servants and other minor characters, are equipped
with direct quotes or adaptations from STS close to the novel’s style, lexicon and syntax. The
language of the characters, which derives from STS’s language, is naturally historic for the
comic’s readers and changes slightly with each character and each circumstance. Sterne
introduced a conversational writing style in Tristram Shandy, a narrative style including
See Rowson’s self-portrait on the dust covers of Limerickiad I-III.
Mind the faeces falling down into the garden of Shandy Hall and splashing about when hitting the ground in
the next panel (RTS III/panels 132-133).
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contractions. Sterne’s contractions apparently acceded the written contractions452 customary
in his lifetime. For comparison, contractions in Sterne’s letters include superscripted
characters, for example, “yrs”, “wch”, “shd”, “2d” and “ye” in a letter to John Blake in 1758453, and
also a symbol for /and/ as well as a contracted version of /servant/: "My Servt is in Town to
night, & will be in Town to morrow [...]"454. This was a common practice to save time and paper.
In Tristram Shandy, however, Sterne used different contractions for different purposes. In the
examples, all contractions are marked by an apostrophe and indicate
a. the dropping of <wi> in <will> and following contraction of <I> and <will>: “Come---I’ll
write a duodecimo.” (STS, V/xvi)
b. the dropping of <i> in <it> and following contraction of <it> and <was>; the dropping of
<th> in <them>: “---’twas still a stroke of one or other of ’em levelled at him” (STS, V/xvi)
c. the possessive: “our mother’s milk” (STS, V/xvi)
d. the dropping of <i> in <it> and following contraction of <It> and <is>: “’Tis a pity, Trim,
[…] ’twould secure the lines all along here” (STS, V/xix)

Sterne aimed at bibliophiles reading his work aloud, with the contractions uttered completely.
The conversation style, which he later perfected in A Sentimental Journey, takes full effect in
the verbal performance. The contractions a. - d. all coincide which speech habits, that is, they
naturally happen in rapid pronunciation. Rowson uses many of the contractions found in
Sterne’s letters and in Tristram Shandy. The verbal language for Sterne’s characters, like
Tristram, is indicated by the use of contractions, as in “’Twas nothing --- I did not lose 2 drops
of blood by it ---- ’twas not worth calling a surgeon”455. Rowson introduces this phrase with the
onomatopoeic interjections “ACKHHAAARRGNHURR!! GNHHRAARKK!! Ptoo! Ahem—“456,
giving the language a colloquial and funny touch.

On adapting the narrative, Rowson writes: "Most of the 'narrative' consists of Tristram telling
his story in talks bubbles (which contain Sterne's own text, edited or rearranged where
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An example for the longlivety of the discussion of contractions in written and spoken English as an indicator
for informal or conversational style can be found in John Hendrickson’s essay: "If speech habits alone were
responsible for all contractions, we would probably say something approximating wu'not, d'not, and c'not
instead of wouldn't, don't, and can't, the forms we have learned from the written language." Hendrickson 47–
48.
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necessary).”457 The language of Tristram in the comic is close to STS’s wording and style.
Rowson took over the autodiegetic voice from Sterne’s Tristram Shandy. Sterne’s narrative,
with its anecdotes of relatives and strangers told in simple past, is given more immediacy by
Rowson’s decision to keep the text in the tenses of STS. However, he places the narrator
Tristram into the panels with the characters whose actions he comments upon. By giving the
adapted STS a new compositional context, Tristram’s narrative appears as a live comment on
the live actions of the other characters. The following three examples show how Rowson
balances his tasks, namely remaining close to STS and shortening the adaptation to meet
editorial requests.
The first panel in the second volume shows how competently Rowson partly quotes STS and
partly adapts it and exchanges Sterne’s monologue with a conversation divided between
several panels. Sterne’s first chapter in the second volume of Tristram Shandy starts with the
sentence: “I have begun a new book, on purpose that I might have room enough to explain the
nature of the perplexities in which my uncle Toby was involved, from the many discourses and
interrogations about the siege of Namur, where he received his wound.” Rowson’s first panel
for the second volume includes a two-part speech balloon for Tristram, who is interrupted by
Virginia Woolf with a short inquiry. Naturally, the autodiegetic narrative of STS, a written
narrative, becomes livelier in (actually written) verbal language marked as such by the
surrounding speech balloon.

[blue font] = STS and the comic’s text are
identical and in the same place, for example here
it is the first sentence of the first chapter of a new
book
[underlined word] = selected key words from STS
are used in the comic’s text in different orders
* = summing up the following parts of the pretext:
“[…] if he could purchase such a thing […] as a
large map of the fortifications […] he was pretty
confident he could stick a pin upon the identical
spot of ground where he was standing in when
the stone struck him”, “to keep the discourse free
from obscurity” (STS, II/i)
** = “Madam” directed at Virginia Woolf in
Rowson in contrast to the neutral “reader” in STS
(STS, II/i)

457

Rowson 1995: 69.

I have begun a new book, on
purpose that I might have room
to draw my UNCLE TOBY’s
CHARACTER further for you,
by outlining the pedigree* of his
HOBBY-HORSE—
His HOBBY-HORSE, Madam**,
which he mounted with much
pleasure directly CONSEQUENT
upon the wound upon his GROIN
which he received at the SIEGE of
NAMUR…
(RTS, II/panel 1)
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II/panel 1 basically sums up chapter one in Sterne’s second volume of Tristram Shandy. The
key words, underlined in the quote above, stem from the STS version and are combined to
give a shortened, but still very Shandean, impression. In this example, Rowson does not apply
italic and capital letters to the same words as Sterne, but he uses them to emphasise important
words in his adapted speech of Tristram, which is more to the point considering it is a text
collage and summary.
In other instances, Rowson stays even closer to STS, presumably because it serves as a
straightforward link to STS. In RTS I/ panel 103, Rowson adapts some shortenings and turns
the last Sternean sentence into a question. Tristram’s speech in the comic becomes a bit more
modern and livelier by the changes, which are underlined in the quote:
How many CÆSARS & POMPEYS,
he would say, by mere inspiration of
the names, have been rendered
worthy of them? And how many, he
would add, are there who might
have done exceeding well in the
world, had not their characters &
spirits been totally depressed
& NICDEMUSED into nothing?

How many CÆSARS and
POMPEYS, he would say, by mere
inspiration of the names, have been
render’d worthy of them? And how
many, he would add, are there who
might have done exceeding well in
the world, had not their characters
and spirits been totally depress’d
and NICODEMUS’D into nothing.

RTS I/panel 103

STS 47 (I/xix)

If Rowson thought it necessary to give explanatory notes to the adapted STS version, he
worked them into the direct speech:
If the fixture of MOMUS’s GLASS
(through which the god of fault-finding
might view all our SECRET
CHARACTERS) in every human breast
had taken place, […]
RTS I/panel 141

If the fixture of Momus’s glass, in the
human breast, […], had taken place,
[…]
STS 65 (I/xxiii)
Momus is the Greek personification of
mockery and fault-finding. […]
[Burton][…] ‘[…] seene the secrets of
their hearts?’
New 2003: 616 (Note to STS I/xxiii, no.
1.

That the very wisest & the very gravest
of us, in one coin or other, must have
paid WINDOW TAX every day of our
lives!

Tax on house windows, in effect in
England from 1696 until the middle of
the nineteenth century.
(New 2003: 617 (Note to STS I/xxiii, no.
2)

RTS I/panel 142

–
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Walter, Toby and Trim’s language is kept close to the original wording in STS, to the same
effect as Tristram’s adapted text. For example, from Sterne’s chapter six in the second volume,
Rowson extracted a direct speech. He then exchanged a full stop for an exclamation mark in
Walter’s speech and stressed four nouns through capitalization, of which only the names where
highlighted through italicisation in STS.

I [Toby] think….
I think it would not be amiss if we rung
the BELL.
RTS, II/panels 21-22)

[Walter] Pray, what’s all that RACKET
over our heads, Obadiah? And where’s
SUSANNAH running down the garden
down there, as if they were going to
RAVISH HER?

I think, replied my uncle Toby, —taking,
as I told you, the pipe from his mouth,
[…]; —I think, replied he,—it would not
be amiss, brother, if we rung the bell.

Pray, what’s all that racket over our
heads, Obadiah?—quoth my father;
[…]—and where’s Susannah running
down the garden there, as if they were
going to ravish her.
STS 88 (II/vi)

RTS II/panel 23

Rowson transformed Sterne’s description of Toby cleaning his pipe into a graphic (in contrast
to abstract text) of Toby performing the action.
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Additionally, Sterne gave the maid, Susannah, simple language, often arranged in somewhat
long and dull paratactic sentences. Rowson’s adaptation is conducted in the same careful
manner as with the second example458 of Tristram’s texts. In the example below, a few minor
changes were done, in particular taking out STS’s phrase “—and the child is where it was” and
exchanging a full stop and a comma for more vivid exclamation marks. Highlighting the
important words in Susannah’s speech balloons seems like a humorous attempt to ease the
readers’ introduction to her babble.
Bless my soul! My poor mistress is
ready to faint!!
RTS III/panel 30
The drops are done, —and the bottle of
julap is broke, —and the nurse has cut
her arm, —
And the midwife has fallen backwards
upon the fender and bruised her hip as
black as your hat, but she would gladly
give you an account of how things are, so
desires you to go upstairs & speak to her
this moment!!!
RTS III/panel 31
458

Cf. RTS I/panel 103.

—BLESS my soul!——my poor mistress is
ready to faint,——and her pains are gone, —
—and the drops are done,——and the bottle
of julap is broke,——and the nurse has cut
her arm, ——and […] the child is where it
was,[…],——and the midwife has fallen
backwards upon the edge of the fender, and
bruised her hip as black as your hat. […]—
—but the midwife would gladly first give an
account how things are, so desires you
would go up stairs and speak to her this
moment.
STS 166 (III/xiii)

Meanwhile Obadiah, the male servant in Shandy Hall, plays a minor role in Sterne’s Tristram
Shandy and the comic. For Obadiah’s most important scene at the end of the narrative459,
Rowson adapted Tristram’s autodiegetic narrative into summarising, direct speech similar to
Obadiah’s. The first adapted sentence provides an irritating reading experience because of the
inelegant sentence construction and the repeated phrase “since when”. In effect, Obadiah’s
text matches his unease and is conveyed through his body language. Giving Obadiah more
direct speech than Sterne affects the dynamic of the comic positively: Walter has a direct target
for his raised temper: “Obadiah? What is it NOW?!?”460 A positive side effect is that the parlour
setting of the scene becomes more crowded for the final twist in RTS, see IX/panels 17-18.
The underlined words are key terms from STS, and the blue font in Rowson’s text indicates
the direct quotes from STS, provided on the right-hand side:

My COW, your honour, that was
SERVICED by your honour’s BULL on my
wedding day last summer, since when my
wife has been brought to BED 6 WEEKS
SINCE when I thought that day I should
have a CALF too and STILL my cow’s NOT
CALVED.
Most of the Towsmen, an’ please your
worship, believe that ’tis the BULL’S FAULT

RTS IX/panel 14

My father […] was obliged to keep a Bull for
the service of the Parish, and Obadiah had
let his cow upon a pop-visit to him one day
or other the preceeding summer […] it was
the day on which he was married to my
father’s house-maid——so one was a
reckoning to the other. […] Now, said
Obadiah, I shall have a calf […]The cow did
not calve […] till at the end of the sixth week
Obadiah’s suspicions […] fell upon the
Bull.[…] ——Most of the towsmen, an’
please your worship, […], believe that ’tis all
the Bull’s fault——
STS 587-588 (IX/xxxiii)

The elision of the unstressed /d/, resulting in <an’> for <and> in Obadiah’s speech above, is
also a characteristic element of Trim’s appeals to Toby in both the comic, “An’ please your
honour […]”461, and Sterne’s text462. Strikingly, the elision only occurs in the above quoted
phrase and cannot be found in any other syntactical surroundings of Trim’s speech in both
Sterne and Rowson’s work. As a key element for his communication with his master Toby,
Trim’s signature sentence occurs in adjoining panels (IV/panels 68 and 69), highlighting this
funny element for the readers.
As in Sterne’s text, Rowson gives the minor female characters Widow Wadman and Elizabeth
Shandy little text. Widow Wadman’s speech in Rowson’s text is condensed to three panels in
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Cf. RTS IX/panel 14.
Ibid.
461
RTS II/panels 56, 59, 60; IV/panels 19, 68, 69; IX/panel 7.
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Cf. STS 86, 105, 106 (II/v, xv, xvi).
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the last volume and is very close to the wording in STS. However, Rowson changed the order
of appearance. In volume IX, panels 2-3 contain direct speech from STS IX/xxvi, whereas
Widow Wadman’s speech balloon in IX/panel 4 contains a quote from STS IX/xx. The text in
panel 4 is an interior monologue or rather a discussion of Widow Wadman, as translated for
the sake of the unlearned readership by Tristram463. It differs only marginally from the text in
STS. Rowson exchanged some of Sterne’s contractions with full words, an adaptation
technique mentioned above.
Similarly, Elizabeth Shandy has little text. In both works, she is made sport of by Walter und
presented as a dumb female stereotype. Rowson’s IX/panel 18: “L—d! What is this story all
about?” is similar to STS, IX/xxxiii: “L– –d!, said my mother, what is all this story about?” Mrs
Shandy’s silence in Rowson’s I/panel 99 corresponds to her behaviour in Sterne464. Her most
memorable sentence, however, occurs twice in Rowson: “Pray, my dear, have you not forgot
to wind up the clock?”465 It is a direct, unchanged quote from STS I/i. A variation, “Pray, my
dear, the CLOCK!”466, appears 10 panels later as a complementary element to Tristram’s
explanation in panels 20 and 21.
The characters of Pete and Author are presented as the creators of the comic and use
contemporary language which is visually marked by classic comic capital lettering. Apart from
one panel where Author is shown with paint pots and mixed materials as an artist467, he is
mostly shown conducting content research with books468. Probably for entertainment reasons,
Author and Pete only introduce the following actions, but they never spoil the contents for the
readers, as can be seen in the following: “Ssshh! Volume II’s just about to start…”469. The texts
by Author convey his love for Sterne’s Tristram Shandy and his mockingly serious attitude to
academic research. His vocabulary ranges from schmaltzy nicknames for Pete and sexually
charged phrases to words with a low frequency in contemporary English470, such as “mutt”,
and mock-academic language for pseudo sources and quotes. The following sentence
provides an impression of Author’s style of speech:
Ah, dear mutt! I would refer you to chapter 48 of Emilio Con’s ‘The Perinæum of Property:
Orifices, Openings and Enclosures in 18th Century Rural England’…471
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Cf. STS 567 (IX/xx).
Cf., ibid. 45 (I/xviii).
465
RTS I/panel 11.
466
Ibid. /panel 21.
467
Cf., ibid. IV/panel 101.
468
E.g. Ibid. III/panel 64.
469
Author speaking in RTS i/6.
470
Based on the word frequency indicated for each entry in the online Collins Dictionary, e.g. Collins Dictionary
“mutt” 2019: n.p.
471
RTS I/panel 46.
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The name of the fictional academic implies that Emilio Con is playing confidence tricks and the
title of his monography is structured like many non-fiction titles with an advertisement-apt
poetic catch phrase and a specifying subtitle, only to contain smart nonsense. Coming back to
Author’s language, he also uses many colloquial phrases, like a welcoming “Hiya, boys!”472
and the rhetorical question “Ain’t this marvy?” one panel later, containing a contraction and
obsolete slang.
Though he produces less text than Author, Pete is his valuable partner and best critic. Together
they form a heterogeneous team that readers can identify with. Pete’s utterances are either
questions about the meaning of past and upcoming actions or critical remarks which balance
the nerdy enthusiasm conveyed in Author’s utterances. Pete’s text openly shows his distanced
and hostile attitude towards the adaptation project. In the quote below, he acknowledges that
he understood Walter and Toby’s preceding discussion based on John Locke’s theory of
ideas473 and would now like to know the motivation behind Author’s creation of a whale, in
whose belly both of them currently float:
Okay, okay, I could just about follow the old farts round the fire place, but what’s with the
Moby Dick metaphor?474

His aggressiveness is verbally expressed, with the insulting noun “farts” denoting Walter and
Toby. Pete’s body language, clenched teeth and torso reclining on the coaming of the rowing
boat, supports the unfriendly question regarding the meaning of the sperm whale.
Many of the ‘guest characters’ are also given speech balloons and text. Their language
depends on their origin. For example, Stevinus’s works are mentioned in Sterne several times
in the second volume475, and the character is likely built on Simon Stevin, (1548 - 1620), the
Flemish mathematician476. Rowson not only creates direct speech for Stevinus, he also adapts
Stevin’s historical invention of a land yacht for Maurice of Orange to the “syailink charyawt”
depicted in II/panel 67. Rowson’s Stevinus uses a mock-Flemish accent, with <v> instead of
<w>, <k> for <g> and the occasional addition of <y> before vowels: “Vhere are ve gyoink? Vat
do you mean, vhere are ve goink?”477.
Aristotle, another guest character, gets less speech than Stevinus. The Greek characer is
robbed of his work, Poetics, by Tristram, who strikes a blow on Aristotle’s head with the book
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RTS i/panel 3.
See Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, 1689 (dated 1690).
474
RTS III/panel 64.
475
Cf. STS 96 (II/x), 102 (II/xiv), 126 (II/xvii).
476
Cf. New 2003: 627 (note on II/x).
477
RTS II/panel 64.
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to show how fed up he is with keeping the Aristotelian unity of time478. Aristotle’s mock-Greek
language, composed of fairly Greek-looking letters, reads as “What the fuck?”479 in the scene
where Aristotle is robbed and when he states, “Zeus on a Bike!”480 upon receiving the blow on
the head.
In his 1995 article, Rowson states that the guest character in I/panels 14 and 15 is "Ovid frying
an egg"481. Ovid seems an odd choice, considering Tristram refers to the literary device ab
ovo482 described by Horace. However, Ovid’s full name, Publius Ovidius Naso, echoes ‘ovo’
and ‘nose’. Moreover, Ovid wrote letters from exile which came to be known as Tristria (12-17
A.D.). Additionally, guest character Ovid’s speech balloons contain Latin. In panel 14, he says
“Obscurus fio!” 483 which translates to ‘I get unintelligible’. Historical Ovid’s Metamorphoses
have a somewhat unclear narrative structure484 and the character admits that. Nevertheless,
the joke is on Tristram, who cannot admit the same of his structure. The second Latin saying,
from Roman Catholic practice, has less to do with Ovid. He says "Te absolvo"485, thus, ‘I
absolve you from your sins’ to the egg he breaks and fries in a frying pan. With this sentence,
denoting the catholic belief in the original sin, Rowson hints at unchristened babies ending up
in limbo until the repeal of that rule by Pope Benedict XVI in 2007486. This comment is as much
a comment on contemporary church politics487 as a foreshadowing of the discussion of
baptising unborn children488 in the comic and the scene of baby Tristram’s hastened
christening489.
On a double page in volume V, four more guest characters, each a different version of Tristram,
are each given much text with very different styles. “Tris”, “The guy without the snotter” in
V/panel 4, is part of a “Martin Amis alternative version of ‘Tristram Shandy’”. His language is
fairly Amisean; the skyway in the background matches the colloquial language in short staccato
sentences. V/panel 5 shows a dark urban film noir landscape with a version Tristram as a
In 1750, Lodovico Castelvetro wrote about Aristotles’ poetics and made his own rules, based on it. He was
the first one who made unity of time explicit. Pfister 249.
479
RTS II/panel 34.
480
“Zeus on a Bike” is a derivate of the contemporary exclamation ‘Christ on a bike’. Cf., ibid./panel 35.
481
Rowson 1995: 73.
482
This intertextual reference is taken from STS 8 (I/iv), and points to Horace’s Ars Poetica:
"[...] nec reditum Diomedis ab interitu Meleagri /nec genimo bellum Troianum orditur ab ovo:/ semper ad
eventum festinat et in medias res" (Horatius Flaccus 12–13). As Sterne rightly remarks, Horace does not
recommend beginning a narrative with the beginning of a new life.
483
RTS I/panel 14.
484
"Als carmen perpetuum, das einen Mythos an den anderen reiht und mehrfach kurz vor einem Buchende
eine neue Geschichte beginnen läßt, entziehen sich die Metamorphosen auf den ersten Blick jeder
Strukturierung." Holzberg 24. See also Ludwig 11.
485
RTS I/panel 15.
486
Cf. Pullella n.p.
487
Cf. "'As with dogs, so with gods - by and large, you should blame the owners.'" Rowson The Dog Allusion
2008: editor's blurb.
488
RTS I/panel 118.
489
Ibid. IV/panels 40-51.
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detective. He talks about his family issues as if it was a job (“I was stuck with the Bobby case”),
or even a problem he has to solve. The language is, again, very colloquial, but the sentences
are much longer and explanatory than in panel 4, giving the impression of Tristram as a filmic
autodiegetic narrator addressing the audience. Here, scene and language are modelled on
Raymond Chandler’s writings.490 Moreover, V/panel 6 provides the impression of a mid-1990s
urban scene, with a version of Tristram presented as a rich self-indulged man mainly interested
in material goods. Rowson modelled the panel’s content on Bret Easton Ellis’s works. Guest
character Tristram’s idiolect is characterised by short sentences reading like fashion magazine
captions; verbs are necessarily rare in the enumeration. In V/ panel 7, a Tristram dressed in
1920’s fashion floats in a magical realism landscape inspired by Gabriel García Márquez.
Here, guest character Tristram’s language is written in the neat serif font, also used by Rowson
for the language adapted from the STS. This Tristram’s speech balloon holds a single
unfinished sentence running over ten lines. It contains verbal images such as “talking armadillo
bishops” and “a ruined magnesium cathedral in Escobar”. The latter image might refer to
Columbian cocaine lord Pablo Escobar (1949-1993) in his private luxury prison La Catedral491
and the construction material, magnesium, as a transparent metaphor for cocaine. All in all,
Rowson has varied the language of characters by drawing on writers with distinctly different
styles. Through the extensive borrowing and numerous, unique creations, he creates an
entertaining diverse style.

Intramedial and intermedial references on the comic‘s surface
Heyden492 agrees with Schanze that comics should be considered a distinct medium of
bimedial structure. Both the text and image of a comic can refer to other media, so that
references are categorised as intermedial, intertextual or interpictorial. Thus, Heyden’s
trichdomy will serve as the basis for the analysis categories. The prefix inter- is used to label
references made in one medium referring to content in a different medium. Emanating from
that definition, the categories intramedial, intratextual and intrapictorial will be applied to
references from Rowson’s Tristram Shandy to Rowson’s Tristram Shandy. Furthermore, Blank
proposes including an additional category: “Was [Schüwer: Wie Comics erzählen, 2008] außen
vor lässt, sind stilistische Anlehnungen an andere visuelle Medien, die sich nicht so sehr über
das Dargestellte, sondern eher über die Art der Darstellung erschließen lassen.“493 Mikkonen
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Cf. Rowson A Comic Book Version 2003: 116.
Cf. Kay n.p.
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"Comics können auf verschiedene Verweisverfahren zurückgreifen. Als Medium, das sich zweier
Basismedien (Schanze 2001: 211) bedient (Bild und Text) kommen intertextuelle Verweise (von Text zu Text)
ebenso in Frage wie intermediale (von Text zu Bild oder umgekehrt) und interpiktoriale Referenzen (von Bild zu
Bild)." Heyden 281.
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demonstrates how the mentioned forms of representation and representations themselves
could appear:
[…] the […] notion of specificity could […] be extended to refer to the uses and effects of the
semiotic resources-words, images, and sounds-that characterise a given medium. For instance,
many narrative media are capable of creating the impression of a character's inner life, sense
perception, and personal voice, but they manage these effects differently, by using and
combining different materials and resources such as words, images, sounds, and graphic style.
Where one medium may have the advantage over other media and do something better, it may
detract in some other way or must find ways to circumvent the challenges posed by the
materials, instruments, and resources by which it is characterised. Medium specificity in this
sense, then, is not a determinative category, but a relative and graded one.494

Especially the last sentence of Mikkonen’s statement elucidates that stylistic references of RTS
to other works may not always be easy to categorise. However, an attempt to get an overview
of references in RTS is useful, and the eight listed categories above will be provided with a
comment on the closeness of the reference to its source.
Rowson’s comic features all eight categories provided above, the majority being intermedial,
intertextual and interpictorial references. Most of the references are unmarked but very close
to the source to ease recognition. Since the comic is a close adaptation, most of the intermedial
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and intertextual references regard STS.
The interpictorial references take up most of Sterne’s “typographical conceit[s]”

495

, such as

asterisks496; however, the majority of Rowson’s interpictorial elements refer to historical art
works. In the following, a selection of interpictorial references will provide an impression of the
variety of sources Rowson draws from. One example will be discussed in detail below Table
4.
Table 4: Interpictorial references in Rowson’s Tristam Shandy

Rowson’s
Tristram
Shandy:
Volume,
panel

Content panel

Source referred to

Marked
(+)/
Unmark
ed
(-)

Grade of
closeness to
source

I/panel 1

Face of Character

George Charles

-

Low

Virginia Woolf

Beresford, „Virginia

(possible

inspiration)

Stephen“, 1902

494

Mikkonen 19.
RTS I/panel 40 (6).
496
Cf. RTS I/panel 40 (6) as a general acknowledgement of Sterne’s stylistic oddities. See also STS 171 (III/xviii)
for an asterisk as indicator to a foot note and STS 322 (V/iv) for thirteen asterisks substituting a phrase from
Montaigne about Cornelius Gallus dying while having sex, New 2003: 678 (note on V/iv).
495

I/panel 1

Face of Character

Unidentified, many

James Joyce

contemporary photos

-

?

-

high

-

?

-

high

would qualify
I/panel 1

dungeon as setting

Giovanni Battista
Piranesi, „Carcerci“,
Plate 2

I/panel 2

I/panel 3

Cave

system

as

Unidentified, but likely

setting

Piranesi

Bridge over river as

Piranesi, "Veduta del

setting

Ponte Salario", 1754176

I/panel 4

I/panel 5

Bridge

and

JMW Turner, "Welch

-

adjoining buildings

Bridge at Shrewsbury",

as setting

1794

Water fall near city

Unidentified

-

?

unidentified

-

?

Tove Jansson,

-

medium

as setting
I/panel 9

Subterranean

hall
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as setting
I/panel 19

Walter Shandy

Moominpapa from
„Moomintrolls“ (1952-57)
II/panel 33

Obadiah

Prof. Ben Pimlott

-

Rather high

I/panel 11

Bedroom with bed

W. Hogarth, „A Harlot’s

-

Rather high

as setting

Progress“, plate 3,
1730-32

I/panel 13

Samuel Richardson

J. Highmore, „Samuel

-

Richardson“, 1750
I/panel 14

Horace

Charles François

-

Jalabert, “Horace, Virgil

Low

(possible

inspiration)

and Varius at the house
of Maecenas “, ca. 1846
I/panel 15

John

Locke

Tristram’s
horse

as

hobby-

Michael Dahl, “John
Locke”, 1696

-

Low

(possible

inspiration)

I/panel 20

Bed,

gesture

left

William Hogarth, “A

hand Ms Shandy,

Harlot’s Progress”, Plate

her dress and bed

3, 1732

-

High

-

High (though only

sheets
I/panel 42

I/panel 44

Setting and position

Thomas Gainsborough,

characters, dresses

“Mr and Ms Robert

detail of pre-image

Andrews”, 1748-1750

adapted)

Composition,

Possibly combination of

setting,

Thomas Gainsborough,

since

“Captain George K. H.

missing

Coussmaker”, 1782 and

possible sources

character

posture and dress

-

unclear, especially
female
in

listed

“Portait of Sir Gerard
Napier”, 1763

I/panel 46

I/panel 48

Setting and position

Thomas Gainsborough,

characters

Karl

Marx,

human

the

hobby-

High

(full

“Mr and Mrs Robert

composition

pre-

Andrews”, 1748-1750

image)

Possibly John Mayall,

-

-

Rather high

-

High

-

high

-

high

-

medium

“Karl Marx”, 1875

horse of Author
I/panel 55

Parson Yorick, his

Thomas Patch, “And

dress (on horse)

when Death himself
knocked at my door”,
1769

I/panel 126

Joseph Wright of Derby,
“an experiment with an
Airpump”

I/panel 143

Ruin on right hand

Giovanni Battista

side as setting

Piranesi, “"Altra Veduta
Del Tempio Della Sibilla
in Tivoli”, (from series
« Vedute di Roma“), ca.
1760

II/panel 61

the

“Frontipiece Vol. 2 page

“Sermon

in

128” by William Hogarth

Conscience”

to

Trim

reading

Toby, Walter and
Dr. Slop

124

II/panel 69

Character Jacques

Canadian-French

Cinq

archeologist Jacques

+

high

-

medium

-

Medium to low

- /+

Medium

Cinq-Mars (no specific
photograph as source)
II/panel 100

The big wave in the

Katsushika Hokusai,

sea

“Under the Wave of
Kanagawa” (1831), from
series “Thirty-six Views
of Mt. Fuji”

III/panel 64

Squid at the bottom

Katsushika Hokusai,

of the panel

untitled, in: “Das Wesen
vermitteln und das
Malen lernen“, Band 15
(ed. Eirakuya Tôshirô),
n.p. (September 1,
1878)

III/panel 91

Edgar the Walrus

Possibly Sir John Willes
in William Hogarth, “The

(possible

inspiration)

Bench” (unfinished)1764

125

or e.g. ullstein Bild ed.,
“Edgar Wallace”, ca.
1920
III/panel

Composition

of

104

setting and staffage

William Hogarth; “Gin

-

Lane”, 1751

Relatively

high

(detail of pre-image)

figures
III/panel

Composition

of

105

setting and staffage

William Hogarth, “Beer

-

Street”, 1751

Relatively

(detail of pre-image)

figures
III/panel

The judge on stage

109

William Hogarth,

-

high

-

low

-

varying

charicature of Sir John
Willis in “The Bench”
(second unfinished
state”, 1758

IV/panel 50

Christening

of

“Frontipiece Vol. 4 page

Tristram

112” by William Hogarth

IV/panel

Conference

Yorick based on

102

members at dinner

Thomas Patch, “And

table (from left to

when Death himself

right): Toby, Blake

knocked at my door”,

high

Morrison,

Walter,

1769; other figures

Peter

Straus,

partly not comparable to

Antony

Farrell

of

their living counterparts

the Lilliput Press,

for lack of photographic

Giles

material or abundance

Gordon,

Yorick;

Rowson’s

of possible sources

late father-in-law
Russell

Clarke,

Francis

Wheen,

Rowson’s

step-

father-in-law

Sir

Thomas Legg,
Dr

Robert

Buttimore, Salman
Rushdie and John
Walsh
editor

(former
at

The

Independent)
IV/panel

Composition

102

setting

and

Leonardo da Vinci,

-

Relatively high

-

Relatively

126

“L’Ultima Cena”, 14941498

IV/panel

Composition

of

Leonardo da Vinci,

107

image on carte in

“L'Uomo Vitruviano”,

despite

panel

1490

lines

high
chaotic

pointing

genitals
V/panel 4

Martin Amis’s works

+

Relatively high

Scenery and verbal

Raymond Chandler’s

-

Relatively high

style

works

Bret Easton Ellis’s works

-

Relatively high

Scenery and verbal

Garcia Gabriel

(-)

Relatively high

style

Marquez’s works

Scenery and verbal
style

of

guest

character Tristram
V/panel 5

of

guest

character Tristram
V/panel 6

Scenery and verbal
style

of

guest

character Tristram
V/panel 7

of

guest

character Tristram

to

V/panel 9

T.S. Eliot’s Waste Land

+

high

Tristram sitting and

William Hogarth, “Time

-

Relatively high

smoking on front of

Smoking a Picture”,

painting on easel

1761

Scenery,

guest

character Eliot and
quotation Eliot
IX/panel 19

Note: For characters referring to other media sources, their first appearance is provided in column one.
For sources used more than one time, all appearances are listed separately since the closeness to the
source may vary.

Interpictorial references, that is pictures of the comic referring to other pictorial works, are
manifold in Rowson. The selected list above shows 50 of 90 so far spotted interpictorial
references. An unmarked interpictorial reference to Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s "Altra Veduta
Del Tempio Della Sibilla in Tivoli” can be found as a setting for I/ panel 143. It exemplifies how
interpictorial references add information to the panel’s content and vary its interpretation.
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Left: Illustration 26. RTS, I/panel 143.
Right: Illustration 27. Giovanni Battista Piranesi, "Altra Veduta Del Tempio Della Sibilla in Tivoli”
[Another View of the Temple of the Sibyl in Tivoli], from the Series Vedute di Roma, 1761.

The print of Rowson’s drawing is close to Piranesi’s etched temple remains in composition and
style. However, Rowson only adapted a part of the etching. Only the centre of Piranesi’s work,
the wall or column, remains on the lower right-hand side, and the truncated part of the wall
with green on the very left were adopted. The foreground of the etching and the architecture
in the background on the left-hand side were replaced in Rowson by two more temple ruins
depicted at a great distance. Also, Rowson left out the tree growing in the middle of the rotunda
ruin. Presumably, he left out the tree from Piranesi’s work because the speech bubble in the
panel partly occupies the space the tree would have taken. Inserting the tree, then, would have

destroyed the loftiness of the panel’s scenery. Rowson did not take over the staffage figures
from Piranesi, who are placed in the foreground and middle ground and examine the
architectural remains. Since the panel belongs to a scene with the narrating party, they are
depicted instead. Interestingly, Rowson’s narrating party in relation to the temple has the same
proportions as the staffage figures to the temple in Piranesi. The similar ratio of staffage figures
and scenery underlines the closeness of Rowson’s interpictorial reference to Piranesi’s work.
In terms of drawing style and tonal value, Rowson’s scenery is also quite close to the etching.
The reference to Piranesi’s temple of the Sibyl was a choice made on the panel’s content. It is
uncertain if Tivoli’s Temple of the Sibyl was dedicated to the Tiburtine Sibyl Albunea. In any
case, the temple’s remains were already referred to as ‘tempio della Sibilla’ in Piranesi’s
lifetime. Thus, Rowson created a connection between Tristram’s words and the scenery in
I/panel 143. Furthermore, Tristram explains to “Madam”, that is Virginia Woolf, that Toby’s
“FEMININE MODESTY” is not a result of his spending much time with the female sex.
Simultaneously to uttering the words, Tristram lifts the hem of her dress. His impertinent
behaviour is indexical of the meaning of his words: Tristram means that Toby has not yet had
sexual intercourse with women. Tristram goes on saying: “[…] and that, from a thorough
KNOWLEDGE of you, he had acquired this amiable turn of mind…”. It can be assumed that
Rowson thinks it is funny to imagine that Sybils, a female prophet who provides those who
seek it with insights, might have enlightened naïve Toby.
As the selective list above shows, Rowson mainly picked sources connected to Sterne’s
lifetime and cultural and literary aspects of the long 18th century. Most of these adapted works
at least ring a bell, if they are not immediately recognisable as popular pieces by famous artists.
To make sure readers would get the references to the canonised adapted works, Rowson also
applies a drawing style close to the style of the artworks, which is discussed above in the
section “Aesthetics”. The frequency of interpictorial references renders the reception of the
comic as a spot-the-source game.
Though most references are not marked with words as such, the story-within-the-story
“Slawkenberguis’s Tale” proves an exception. Here, Rowson marked the interpictorial
references with a caption line497, but apart from the artists’ names, all the information is pseudoreal. The ‘Plates’ themselves are closer to artists’ styles than to any of their specific pieces of
art, apart from “Plate III”. IV/panel 8 is labelled “PLATE IV Aubrey Beardsley, Ink on Paper,
originally intended for the 6th issue of The Yellow Book but suppressed by Beauleduc, 1894.”
The adjoining caption does not refer to any specific Beardsley graphic, but it mentions a
fictional suppression of the print because of its sexual content. “Plate IV” shows Beardsley’s
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I.e. RTS IV/panels 7 and 8.
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typical Jugenstil fashion of delicate, lively decoration style and open display of male sexual
organs.
An intrapictorial reference can be found in the first volume: The upper parts of panels 18 and
19 are repeated in panel 23, which lies on the opposite page. I/panel 23 appears to be the
depiction of a truncated sheet of paper showing the upper parts of panels 18 and 19. The paper
serves as a visual marker for the end of the marital love life anecdote, which Walter and
Elizabeth Shandy discussed and related in I/panels 18-21.
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Illustration 28. Details of RTS I/panels 18-19 are shown again in RTS/panel 23.

In another example, Rowson foreshadows the beginning of volume V by presenting the front
page of volume V as a printed page in a book in the background of IV/panel 120. In the first
panel of volume V, the same writing appears as a background to the panel.
In I/panel 123, Rowson uses an intermedial reference to convey an abbreviated version of
Sterne’s text. The panel shows Toby Shandy in an armchair beginning to speak (“I think…”)
and simultaneously cleaning his pipe. The movements of his hands are accompanied by the
sound “Tik Tik Tik”, drawn next to Toby’s left hand. The inserted sound is an intermedial
reference to Sterne’s line, “Taking his pipe from his mouth and striking the head of it two or
three times upon the nail of his thumb, he began his sentence,-----“ (STS, I/xxi). The effect is
simple: Rowson shows what Sterne had to describe.
As for an intramedial reference, a reference from picture/text to another picture/text within the
work, there is a very subtle and important example, for the story hidden in volume III. In general,
intramedial references function to create coherency between the panels and allow the readers
to grasp the content as a meaningful, interconnected whole. In III/panel 90, Tristram’s birth is
disguised as a violent hiccup from a whale. In III/panel 133, Tristram’s birth is, again, not plainly

mentioned but presupposed. In this panel, Trim explains why a bridge is made for baby
Tristram by Dr Slop in the kitchen: “God bless your Honour, ‘tis a BRIDGE for MASTER’s
NOSE! In bringing him into the world with his [Slop’s, LM] vile instruments he has crushed his
nose, Susannah says […]”. This intramedial reference requires some effort to be discovered,
and readers are likely to frantically flip back through the comic’s pages to find the birth scene.
Difficulties for the readership may partly arise from the paradox of the actual birth of baby
Tristram being visualised as an adult Tristram emerging from a whale. The fact that Tristram’s
birth is triggered by his act of making the whale hiccup creates an intramedial reference to
IV/panel 77, that is, Walter’s “Lamentation”498. Distressed, Walter calls Tristram an
“interruption” and “discontent” due to the circumstances of his conception and birth. And
Tristram, in heavily hitting the whale’s uvula with his walking stick499, aspires to fulfil his father’s
words. However, Sterne does not directly narrate the birth either500 – Rowson’s subtle
intramedial reference is therefore very close to Sterne’s tactic, at the readers’ expense.
As Rowson’s admiration of Sterne’s Tristram Shandy made him want to produce an adaptation
positively echoing the characteristics501 of STS, he included many direct quotes as intertextual
references. For example, the famous remark by Parson Yorick, in one of the very last panels
of the comic. “A COCK and a BULL–—And one of the very best of its kind, I ever heard”502
refers to the novel’s “A COCK and a BULL, said Yorick——And one of the best of its kind, I
ever heard.”503 Since Rowson pictures Sterne’s phrase “said Yorick” in IX/panel 18, this
example also contains an intermedial reference.
In a nutshell, references in RTS supply additional information, create links between the
adaptation and the adapted work and make the comic more coherent. Adding to that,
Ljungberg proposes that adaptations as “instances of intermediality” are:
• radically performative, as we are confronted with hybrid forms that generate something
new and unique
• strongly self-reflexive, since they focus attention both on their own mode of production
and on their own semiotic specificity […]
• a highly effective communication strategy, as they give readers, viewers and listeners
access to different levels of meaning.504

The text in Walter’s speech balloon is an intertextual reference to STS 266-267 (IV/My Father’s
Lamentation).
499
Cf. RTS III/panels 85-87.
500
Cf. STS 193 (III/xxvii).
501
"Tristram Shandy wasn't so easy. I like - love - the book. I came to enhance Sterne, not mock him. Luckily
Sterne's own abiding irony and mischievousness had done part of my work for me: we were in this together
against the unsuspecting reader." Rowson 1995: 66.
502
RTS IX/panel 18.
503
STS 588 (IX/xxxiii).
504
Ljungberg 83.
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Especially Ljungberg’s second point applies to RTS. The self-reflexivity of the comic is most
distinctly communicated through the roles of Author and Pete. The interlude i/panel 6 between
volume I and II contains Author’s text, “Sshh! Volume II’s just about to start…” and refers to a
panel on the opposite page. There is a plate on the bottom of the panel on the bottom of the
page reading/stating, “The Life & Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent. VOLUME II”505. The
intratextual reference creates a coherence in the narrative and, moreover, shows how two
characters are aware of their story happening in panels displayed sequentially.

3.3 Plot
Understanding plot as a temporal and causal way of organising events and characters’ actions
in the narrative506, I argue that Rowson stayed rather close to Sterne’s plot and structure,
though he omitted major parts as well. For one thing, he included the formal organisation of
STS, which is structured into nine volumes and numerous chapters. The comic’s volumes I-IV
each consist of more than 100 panels, all of them relatively close to the structure and plot of
the respective STS’s volumes.
Volume V is less similar to STS than volumes I-IV. For example, it is more selective in adapted
events and related anecdotes and more condensed in narrative time, just like the following
volumes. Apparently, the mere 16 panels of volume V do not have much in common with STS’s
volume V. However, Rowson’s volume V proves, on second sight, to be a highly creative ‘spotthe-sources’ game for interested audiences Maybe Tristram’s question of “[h]ad this volume
been a farce”507 in STS gave Rowson the inspiration to adapt the character of the volume. The
‘guest characters’ in volume V are highly ridiculous.
Sterne’s text includes, among other instances, Bobby Shandy’s death (V/ii), Tristram’s
accidental circumcision by a sash window (V/xvii) and a chapter with Tristram making
onomatopoetic sounds as to represent verbally playing the fiddle (V/xv) and Walter beginning
his “TRISTRA-pædia” project (V/xvi). However, Rowson worked three of the mentioned STS
instances into his volume V and creatively combines them with other intertextual references or
references to real persons’ work. Bobby’s death is mentioned rather subtly in a “Martin Amis
alternative version” 508 of Tristram Shandy.. A Tristram character, whose idiolect dominates the
impression of the panel’s content, says: “So, like. Bobby was dead. Snuffed it.” Child Tristram’s
circumcision is part of a scene showing an Andrew Davies shooting of Tristram Shandy for
BBC509. Possibly the third instance, Tristram making onomatopoetic sounds like “twiddle
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RTS II/panel 1.
Cf. Kukkonen 2014: paragraph 1.
507
STS 334 (V/xv).
508
RTS V/panel 4.
509
Ibid. /panels 10-14.
506
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diddle, –––-twoddle diddle, ––twuddle diddle, ––––prut-trut––krish––krash––krush”510, is
adapted in Rowson’s comic in V/panel 9. There, a T.S. Eliot character reads from “The Waste
Land” the two adapted lines “Datta Dayadhuam Damyata/Shandy Shandy Shandy”. It is also
possible that Rowson provocatively connected Eliot’s use of Hindu philosophical texts to
Tristram’s language game, since Rowson clearly stated his dislike of the modernist epic poem
Waste Land. Rowson "came to the project with an innate hostility to Eliot and his poem, and
the best joke of all was turning this hoary sacred cow into something as sleazy and pathetic as
'what would appear to be some form of comic book', as the Eliot Estate's solicitor's letter
phrased it."511
As Author’s shocked outcry, “Volume 7?!?? What happened to the rest of volumes 5 & 6?!!”512
clearly points out, Rowson entirely left out volume VI. In coherence with leaving out the
“TRISTRA-pœdia” project513 in volume V, Rowson skips Toby’s recommendation to engage
Le Fever’s son as Tristram’s educator514 as well as the story of Le Fever515 from STS’s volume
VI. Sterne’s volume VI includes Walter’s concern with breeches for Tristram (for example, in
xv and xix), Toby’s ongoing recovery through model building and re-enacting war (xi-xiii) and
the beginning of Toby Shandy’s love affair with Widow Wadman (xxvi-xxix). By leaving out
these mentioned sub-plots, Rowson keeps the profiles of the characters clearly defined and
avoids redundant events and situations: Walter’s excessive regard for apparently meaningless
topics is demonstrated earlier in the comic516, as is Toby’s recovery517. The climax of the love
affair is then dealt with on a double page in Rowson’s volume IX.
Volume VII, which in STS has 43 chapters, features a comparatively small number of 18 panels
in the comic. Rowson’s panels 1-4 in volume VII include passages from Sterne’s volume V.
The comic artist then adapts the first chapter of Sterne’s volume VII (VII/panels 5-11) and
finishes the volume in seven panels dealing with the metanarrative518 of Author and Pete in
settings referencing, among others, Piranesian etchings from the series “Vedute di Roma”,
1748 and Dante’s Inferno from Canto XXXIV in Divina Commedia, 1320. Since Sterne’s subplot of Tristram travelling through France (VII/ii-xx, xxvi-xlii) and the anecdote of the Abbess of
Andoüillets (VII/xx-xxv) are of no consequence for Rowson’s contents in volume IX, it seems
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STS 335 (V/xv).
Rowson 1995: 66.
512
RTS VII/panel 1.
513
Cf. STS 336 (V/xvi).
514
Cf., ibid. 374-375(VI/v).
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Cf., ibid. 375-390 (VI/vi-xiii).
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Cf. RTS III/panels 22-26.
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Cf., ibid. II/panel 15.
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Nünning proposes to call self-reflexive utterances which “are concerned with the act and/or process of
narration, and not with its fictional nature”, metanarration (see Neumann 2014: paragraph 4). Nünning thereby
differentiates between metafiction and metanarration; other concepts of metafiction are discussed in Wolff
(1993) and Hutcheon (1980). Metanarrative is here used in Nünning’s sense of the term.
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reasonable that they were dropped519. Rowson probably had similar reasons for dropping
volume VIII of STS, which is mainly about Toby’s budding love affair with Widow Wadman.
Volume IX, also rather short with a total of 19 panels, is reduced to the most memorable events
of STS’s respective volume. Dropping the story of Trim’s brother Tom (IX/v-vii), Rowson
changes the setting for the anti-climax of Toby’s and Wadman’s affair from her house to his
sentry-box520 and deals with the whole affair on one double page. Volume IX ends like STS,
with a discussion of the fecundity of Walter’s bull521, leading to Yorick’s famous remark of the
narrative being a cock-and-bull story522. Generally speaking, Rowson does occasionally
provide hints about obvious cuts in the adaptation523 and also about a feigned cut of the
metanarrative in IV/panel 101. The hints are intended as indicators rather than explanations
for the editorial decisions.
Sterne’s various graphic elements, such as a wavy line, generally called ‘Trim’s flourish’524, do
not constitute plot elements, by the definition given above. However, they are frequent
interruptions of STS’s plot and are meant to provoke the readers’ reactions to the thus created
“verbo-visual whole”. 525 Meanwhile, the plot is conveyed in letters, that is symbols, and the
graphics are decoded as icons integrated into the plot.526 The following table compares the
occurrence of a selection of the most significant iconic elements of STS, based on de Voogd’s
enumeration527, to Rowson’s adaptation:
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Table 5: Comparison of iconic signs in STS and RTS

Iconic signs

2 black pages

Occurrence

in

Laurence Occurrence in Martin Rowson,

Sterne, Tristram Shandy

Tristram Shandy

I/xii

I/panels 62 as a three-dimensional
object and room (I/panel 63)

Frame as tombstone

519

I/xii

I/panel 62 (drawn tombstone)

However, Tristram mentions the topics in his list of themes hopefully dealt with; cf. RTS V/panel 1.
Cf. RTS IX/panels 3-5.
521
For further discussion of the relation of Walter Shandy’s and servant Obadiah’s parenthood in relation to
the bull’s fecundity, see Parish, Charles, “The Shandy Bull Vindicated”, Modern Language Quarterly 31
(1970): 48–52; and Menzel, Luisa “A fat long-horned Shandean Bull”, The Shandean 30 (2019): 123-125.
522
Cf. RTS IX/panel 18 and STS 588 (IX/xxxiii).
523
For example RTS VII/panel 1.
524
For example Voogd How to read ‘Tristram Shandy’ 2006: 112.
525
Ibid.: 109.
526
Peirce’s early, simple differentiation between signs, indexes and icons is sufficient for the explanation of
Sterne’s graphics and thus applied here, cf. Gava 60.
527
Cf. Voogd ‘Tristram Shandy’ as Aesthetic Object 2006: 112-116. Interestingly, Voogd also notes earlier that
there "are remarkably few contemporary reactions to Sterne's more amazing typographical experiments."
Voogd 1990: 233.
520

“Frontipiece Vol. 2 page

I/frontispiece

128” by William Hogarth

II/panel 61 shows an adaptation of
Hogarth’s composition set in a
panel with two more characters
commenting on the scene

“Frontipiece Vol. 4 page

III/frontispiece

112” by William Hogarth

IV/panel 50, very loose adaptation
of Hogarth’s composition (character
constellation in panel)

Pointing finger

III/xxi

Not adapted

2 marbled pages

III/xxxvi

on cover (front and back, coloured),
on endpaper (front and back,
coloured); as an element in III/panel
135 (as vapour approaching a
stunned Walter) and III/panel 147
(as a wall painting) in black and
white

Curly brackets

e.g. IV/xii

In IV/panel 36 as an insert, setting
three speech balloons in relation to
each other

Italics

for

names

and

e.g. IV/xvi ; xvii

keywords
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e.g. in I/panel 56 in text in speech
balloons of Tristram and unnamed
father-to-be on horseback

Missing chapter

IV/xxiv

Not adapted

Dash over whole line length

IV/xxvii

In

text

in

speech

balloon

of

character Phutatorius in IV/panel
103
Special font, e.g. Gothic

V/xvii

In

text

in

speech

balloon

of

anonymous lawyer in I/panel 73
Capitalisation for loud cries

e.g. IV/xxvii

e.g. in text in speech balloon of
Walter in IV/panel 26

Change

of

font

and

V/xxxi

language, e.g. Greek
Asterisks

In text in speech balloon of Aristotle,
II/panels 34-35 as a mock Greek

e.g. III/xvii; IX/xx

e.g. in I/panel 40 (6) as a flower;
III/panel 35 and below the panel

5 golden threads

VI/xl

Four golden threads in IV/panels
85-88, repetition of third thread
below III/panel 7

Dashes of various lengths

e.g. VI/x

In text in a speech balloon of Walter
in IV/panel 81

Trim’s “flourish”

IX/iv

In IX/panel 11 as a visualised
movement line of Trim’s stick

Blank chapters

IX/xviii-xix

Not adapted

Note that Sterne, and therefore also Rowson, plays with the perception of text signs as symbols
and icons. As the list above indicates, Rowson mostly emphasises the iconic quality of the
signs. It is noteworthy that Rowson put the golden threads and the marbled pages in different
places than STS; and though they are not in the same context as in STS, their significance
remains intact.
When it comes to structure, only specific chapters are marked with a label, for example
“Chapter twenty-one”528 for that specific chapter. In this case, it is quite a useful reference to
STS’s formal structure as some readers might want to (re-)read passages in Sterne’s text. In
the example of the referred-to chapter, STS I/xxi is of some importance as it introduces the
birth of Tristram. Quite possibly, Rowson even marked the beginning of the chapter in his comic
with the quoted label to encourage readers to read STS. The closeness of structure between
the comic and STS provides some reliability and orientation. Moreover, the “graphic novel”, as
the spine of the comic reads, literally presents a graphic or visual novel through the occasional
chapter labels between panels. Rowson wrote about his intention to achieve this impression:
“Tristram Shandy, told through the visual medium of a comic book, would be a stroll through
the novel, with Tristram telling his story as he walks, from left to right through the panels, from
the beginning to the end (with a few meanderings off the beaten track along the way)."529 The
readers’ awareness is raised in the adaptation of these structural elements. The apparent need
for orientation to STS and the length of some sub-plots is also caricatured via Rowson’s
chapter labels: “THE FOLLOWING CHAPTER”530, “THE CHAPTER AFTER THAT”531 and
“THE LAST CHAPTER of VOLUME IV”532 are provided in rapid succession over two pages.
The page breaks are a second structural feature and are employed by Rowson to literally keep
the narrating party led by Tristram ongoing and the reception worthwhile. Sterne additionally

528

RTS I/between panels 118-119.
Rowson 1995: 65.
530
RTS IV/between panels 116-117, with IV/panel 117 corresponding to STS IV/xxx.
531
Ibid./above panel 118, with IV/panels 118-119 corresponding to STS IV/xxxi.
532
Ibid./between panels 119-120, with IV/panel 120 corresponding to STS IV/xxxii.
529
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used page breaks to baffle his readership, be it with textual-visual eccentricities (discussed
above) or the deliberate misnumbering of pages533, which sadly only survive in early editions.
The panels on the right-hand page on the lower right corner often show doors, other exits or
paths and characters facing or turning towards it534. Rowson did not make use of thrilling pageturning narrative devices typical of super-hero comics, but he often employs physical comedy
on any part of the page. Examples of this include a whale about to hiccup in III/panel 88, an
old short-sighted woman quickly cutting a sausage looking like the penis of a Tatar assisting
her (III/panel 100) or a complicated mechanical apparatus crashing down the moment Walter
declares to have his son christened Trismegistus in IV/panel 30. Funny scenes are also often
featured in the last panel of a page, encouraging a chuckle and the turning of the page. One
of the most captivating page-breaks can be found in IV/panel 74: Between panels 71 to 73,
Toby and Trim engage more and more passionately in playing soldiers when Trim rhetorically
asks if a man thought of his Christian name when upon attacking535. The medium-shot
perspective is exchanged for a distance shot in panel 74, displaying Trim frozen in a dynamic
position with one foot upon a stool and holding a coffee table with a tea cup on top in his hand.
Meanwhile, Toby is sitting quite alert opposite Toby, using his walking stick as a gun: They
certainly look like boys caught red-handed when Walter enters the room with an austere mien
in the last panel on the page.
In the editions Sterne still supervised himself, the page breaks were also set personally by
him.536 The scene described above is divided into two chapters in Sterne’s work: Trim and
Toby’s growing passion is covered in IV/xviii, and Walter only catches sight of them in the first
sentence of IV/xix. In the first editions, page 129537 ends with Toby and Trim’s play, as covered
by panel 73, which finds its climax on the turned next page 130 (corresponding to panel 74
right to panel 73 in the comic). It is unlikely Rowson took the original page breaks into account;
however, he utilised page breaks very consciously. Here, the last panel calls for a pause,
easing the transition to the next two chapters in the comic, which are more melodramatic.
The third structural feature is inherent to the comic medium: Rowson divides the plot into
scenes shown in panels, each with a unique, hand-drawn (mostly marked) frame. The grid
matches the panels: It is irregular in shape with changing widths. A margin is always left to
bottom, top, and all four edges, and Rowson does not make use of flash pages in comic.

533

Cf. "As compositors and binders know only too well (their work hinges on the very principle) right-hand
pages are always odd-numbered. To have them even-numbered from here to the end of the volume on page
220 (indeed recto) creates total and recurrent typographical alienation.” Voogd ‘Tristram Shandy’ as Aesthetic
Object 2006: 112.
534
E.g. RTS III/panel 109; RTS IV/panel 86; RTS V/panel 1; RTS VII/panel 11.
535
Cf., ibid. IV/panel 71.
536
The effect of it is illustrated by Voogd for Trim’s florish, cf. Voogd ‘Tristram Shandy’ as Aesthetic Object
2006: 116.
537
Cf. Bellman 129 (IV/xviii).
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Whereas structuring the comic into chapters and volumes acknowledges the overall pacing of
STS, many of the graphics’ formal features mentioned above rather determine the pace and
rhythm of the comic’s scenes within the chapters.538 Rowson often alternates between scenes
of conversation/anecdotes and scenes of action. In volume I, panel 124 has the appearance
of a rectangular portrait format in motion, which is suddenly brought to a halt, responding to
the use of the “narrative brake” in the following panel by Tristram. The row of panels 123-125
appears relatively dynamic and action-rich through the use of little text, three onomatopoetic
inserts, motion lines and three different panel forms and frames. Panel 126, shown below
panels 123-125, is as wide as the three panels 123-125 together; its broadness and height
suggest that it is of importance in the narrative. Broadness and height of the panel effectively
slow down the narrating time. For one thing, Tristram’s speech balloon contains a lot text to be
read, and then the composition is, in itself, dynamic, but it does not display much character
movement. Readers will possibly recognize the composition as an interpictorial reference to
Wright’s painting “Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump” and consider the relation, which then
also slows down reception time. Rowson places the focus here, to draw on Benoît Peeters
Case, planche, récit [Four Conceptions of the Page], on sequential structure and the story; the
tableau539 is only occasionally highlighted.540
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3.4 Presentation of characters
Characters are, for the purpose of this work, defined as fictional beings capable of performing
actions in a fiction work and have a visually perceivable shape, a personality and/or quality,
which set them apart from other characters. The importance of characters for the narrative and
the resulting dominance and popularity of narratives featuring characters (in contrast to itnarratives) is agreed on by Blank541, Mikkonen542 and Dittmar543 alike. Mikkonen’s very detailed
discussion of the different functions of characters concludes that their multifunctionality and
potential of expression is the main reason they are salient.
He lists the following character functions: continuity-building, focalisation, characterisation,
representation of thought and speech, and purpose as agents, meaning that they propel the
action in the story.544 Whereas Blank regards their role as agents who produce action as
central545, Mikkonen focuses on causal continuity. Such a continuity exists if readers can
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See e.g. RTS I/panels 53-55.
For a detailed and critical discussion of Peeters’ concept in comparision to Groensteen’s and Hatfield’s
conceptions, see e.g. Baetens 2015: 108–130; Mikkonen 46; with focus on the artist’s role also Groensteen 116.
541
Cf. Blank 100–105.
542
Cf. Mikkonen 91.
543
Cf. Dittmar 150.
544
Cf. Mikkonen 91.
545
Cf. Blank 100.
540

“follow an easily identifiable character, such as Tintin, Astro Boy, Tank Girl, or ‘One Note Man’,
in evolving action from panel to panel”.546 Continuity can, for example, be achieved through
the presentation of a character over several panels (“match on action”547), individual lettering
for characters and causality in the characters actions. These features then create narrative
coherence and facilitate identification with the character. Most importantly for Tristram Shandy,
however, is the continuity of characters because “the sense of action and event is weak or the
images depict no action"548 quite often549. Sterne’s and Rowson’s Tristram Shandy are both
rich in conversation rather than action. In the comic, Rowson’s continuity of characters over a
succession of panels serves to present the focalised character(s) as the object(s) of
perception550. That is, the perception of Tristram’s life as constructed from anecdotes about
other characters and their opinions as well as Tristram’s own opinions.
In studying adaptations, characters also function as main markers for the artist’s interpretation
of STS. “Die Darstellung von Figuren ist in visuellen Adaptionen eines verbalen Textes immer
eine Konkretisierung des Prätextes und somit eine Interpretation“ 551, Blank points out. She
divides the representation of characters into the categories of facial expression and gesture,
reference to certain types or specific persons, character-specific formal details, and characterspecific language. All of these features are, in one or the other way, visually expressed.
Starting from Jannidis’s (2015) premise that characters are built on a basis type and have an
invisible inside and a visible outside, Mikkonen stresses that characters, in contrast to “nonpersonal entities”, can be attributed with “anthropomorphic and anthropoid qualities, such as
thoughts and emotions”552. The presupposition that fictional characters have anthropomorphic
qualities is the basis for a further distinction of said qualities and their interpretation.
Accordingly, characters can be studied in respect to their visual shape or body and their inner
qualities, like attitudes, emotions, and character traits. The latter are made visible with the help
of the visual shape carrying, for example, facial expression, gesture, speech, behaviour,
clothing and other attributes.
However, Baetens and Frey, persist that the presentation of the visible body as such is more
important553 than the indirect display of the characters thoughts and emotions. They note the
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Mikkonen 90.
Ibid. 93.
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Ibid. 96.
549
Rowson skillfully tries to contest the (correct) impression of the inhabitants of Shandy Hall as hardly doing
anything by interspersing the narrating party led by Tristram with different characters. The constant travelling
of the narrating party then creates a sense of motion.
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"The continuing character can thus be conceived as an aspect of focalisation, or more precisely, of the
focalised (the object of the perception).” Mikkonen 91.
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Blank 100.
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Mikkonen 179–180.
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Cf. Baetens 2015: 174–175.
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increasing trend in cultural studies to refocus on the body.554 Further, the authors reject the
common idea that characters primarily propel the action:
It is therefore a persistent misunderstanding to believe that the visual string of a graphic novel
shows the successive parts of an action unfolding in time, as if the graphic novel was offering a
selection of shots from a sequence of a virtual movie. The visual logic of the graphic novel is
often less syntagmatic than paradigmatic (or if one prefers, less narrative than illustrative). What
it shows is in the first place a series of variations on the face. Even if graphic novels do tell
stories, their first concern is not infrequently the portrait of the characters and the
multiperspectival representation of their bodies. 555

At any rate, the relevance of Rowson’s characters lies in their function as embodiments of the
adapted STS and Rowson’s mock-scholartism. They are “at once entities of the storyworld,
elements of a narrative composition, and a means for telling the story”556 and will, in the
following, be analysed according to Blank’s categories, mentioned above. Their function as
embodiments of Rowson’s mock-scholartism is discussed in chapter 3.9.
References to certain types or specific persons
Many of Rowson’s characters give away their reference in their name, and this attribution
through language facilitates the identification of a type or person as a model far better than the
characters’ clothes, for example. This holds especially true for the characters who are not part
of STS’s cast, namely Virginia Woolf and James Joyce, though their names are not provided
in the comic, itself, but in an explanatory article557 on the work. Tristram Shandy, Walter
Shandy, Toby Shandy, Elisabeth Shandy, Trim, Susannah, Obadiah, Yorick and Dr. Slop’s
names are all references to STS. Sterne does not describe the physical appearance of his cast
in introductory remarks. Some comments, however, are occasionally interspersed with details
on characters’ looks. The characters’ visual forms are mostly Rowson’s concretisations and
interpretations of STS:
•

Walter Shandy’s appearance is a reference to the comic character Moominpapa from
the Moomintrolls (1952-57) by Tove Jansson, as Rowson explains in his 2003 article.
Rowson adopts the round shape of the troll in Walter’s body and face, especially
Walter’s nose seems to be based on the outline of Moominpapa’s face. The Moomins
are drawn in neat reduced outlines. In contrast, Walter’s attributes, such as his wig and
waistcoat, show a lot of details, creating three-dimensionality within the outlines.
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Cf. Baetens 2015: 175.
Ibid. 176.
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Mikkonen 177.
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Cf. Rowson A Comic Book Version 2003: 118–119.
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Meanwhile, his face is drawn with relatively few reduced lines and is closer to the
Moomin-style than his attributes.
•

Tristram Shandy’s visual form is an interpretation of STS’s description of Tristram as
pale and consumptive but having an optimistic nature (STS, VII/i). Rowson based his
main character’s shape on the letter T for Tristram, creating a recognisable shape yet
retaining the ambiguity of the state of Tristram’s nose558:
My Tristram is essentially a black T, thin black body with a big black tricorn hat. […] In
short, he's an amalgam of carnivalesque archetype and Age of Reason Bugs Bunny.
Take either template. It remains that he is both central and controlling, with everyone
around him, from his fellow travellers to his family to me [the character Author] and Pete
being his stooges.559

The second part of Rowson’s description of Tristram as carnivalesque becomes
apparent in Tristram’s facial expressions, gestures and the lettering of his speech; the
behaviour reminiscent of “Bugs Bunny” 560 is most obviously displayed in Tristram’s
speed of travel and know-it-all speeches and facial expressions. Tristram’s agility
seems to be Rowson’s interpretation of the “good spirits”561 which Tristram considers
his attribute in STS.
•

In his 2003 article, Rowson informs readers that Obadiah, “for no particular reason”, is
based on the biographer of Hugh Dalton and Whitbread Prize winner, Ben Pimlott562.
The resemblance to Pimlott’s person can be seen in Obadiah’s chin, big eyes, and the
form of his eyebrows as well as his straight hair. Obadiah’s somewhat crude
language563 matches his clumsy shape and hand gestures564. The contrast between
the character’s shape and language and the referenced, eloquent writer has a comic
effect.

•

Virgina Woolf’s intertextual reference to the person Virginia Woolf is also revealed by
Rowson565. A visual likeness to the historic person is not discernible, but Woolf’s thesis
“(Ah ha! ‘Tis a NOVEL!)”566 in relation to Death’s contrary remark “(Forsooth, ‘tis an
ANTI-NOVEL!)”567, in the following panel, invokes the association of the historic Virgina
Woolf to the character in Rowson’s text. In her 1928 forward to Sterne’s Sentimental
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Journey, she clearly identifies Tristram Shandy as a novel and mentions its historical,
literary context: “No young writer could have dared to take such liberties with grammar
and syntax and sense and propriety and the longstanding tradition of how a novel
should be written.”568 However, she then uses it for her campaign against realistic
writing and thereby disregards the historical, literary context of Sterne’s Tristram
Shandy569, despite mentioning it herself in the quote above. Character Woolf’s looks
are adapted to fit into the 18th century setting of the comic: She is wearing a long, flared
dress and feathers in her pinned-up hairdo.
•

The character James Joyce clearly refers to the person James Joyce. Visually, Rowson
caricatured Joyce’s famous long face. His far-sightedness is referred to in the
character’s pair of glasses, of which the right one is blackened to indicate Joyce’s
increasing blindness.570 Moreover, the character Joyce exclaims “(‘Tis a STREAM of
CONSCIOUSNESS, BEGOB!)”571, a technique the knowledgable readers will
associate with the real-life person Joyce. As with Woolf, Joyce wears clothes
appropriate for the adapted STS’s time frame, an open frock-coat with buttons and a
rather high, curly wig.

•

Death is, like Woolf and Joyce, a creation of Rowson and identified as such in his article
“Hyperboling Gravity’s Ravelin”572. However, Rowson admits that he is not sure
whether he modelled the character on director Peter Greenaway or someone else. 573
Death certainly does not resemble Greenaway. The character’s looks, as portrayed in
volume’s I-V, render him a ‘semi-funnies type’574 of no distinct origin. Death is dressed
in a black frock and hat with a white ribbon in the black wig, white cuffs and stockings,
and a lively face well suited for a “general stooge for Tristram[’s] vicious slapstick”.575
He only lives up to his name in volume VII, when the character strips off his skin, hair,
ribbon and hat to reveal his real identity as Grim Reaper576. In volume VII, where Death
makes his last appearance, he is adorned with the stereotypical attributes of the Grim
Reaper; that is a dark, long, black hooded-cloak, a skeleton body, and a scythe. Death’s
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semi-funny image is kept, although he is outwitted by Tristram and receives a blow to
his non-existent testicles577.
•

Toby and Trim are not modelled on any specific persons. Toby, suitable to his naïve
and “universal good-will”578 as attested in STS, is visualized with an oval innocent face.
He has and an out-dated-looking wig and ‘red cheeks’, an impression conveyed by fine
parallel lines579. Trim, Toby’s man-servant and former fellow soldier, has a coarse face
and big head, well equipped to convey Trim’s adoration and devotion to Toby as well
as his bad health.580 Like the rest of STS’s male cast, both wear contemporary frocks
with bulky cuffs.

•

Susannah, as part of STS’s cast, is clothed in typical housemaid clothes and given a
modestly funny visage capable of many facial expressions.581 She does not seem to
be based on any specific type.

•

Dr. Slop is described in II/ix of STS as “a little, squad, uncourtly figure […] of about four
feet and a half-perpendicular height, with a breadth of back, and a sesquipedality of
belly, which might have done honour to a Sergeant in the Horse-Guards”. Despite this
description, STS’s Slop character is based on the quite different appearance of "Roman
Catholic physician John Burton of York, to whose political and religious views Sterne
was deeply inimical”.582 Rowson’s adaptation is guided by STS’s caricature, as
provided above583. Curiously, there is a little star placed a little below Slop’s left corner
of his mouth. The black sign could be an attribute highlighting Slop’s general weird
appearance and grouchy facial expressions.

•

Pete and Author are inventions by Rowson. Gloeckner warns readers of jumping to the
conclusion that the resemblance between the comic alter ego and the real author of
the work constitutes an autobiographical reference584. In this case, however, Rowson
prefers to use the personal pronoun “me”585 instead of talking about his alter ego Author
in the third person, which disrupts the use of suspense of disbelief as applied to the
other characters of the cast. Author is dressed in the stereotypical clothes of an
intellectual from the last turn of the 19th century, which are a fez, a morning coat and
mules. In his first appearance, he is also shown with further attributes underlining that
image, namely a wing chair, a pile of books and a hookah. The only main character
which is an animal, Pete, "my (fictional, talking) dog […] (who was originally the hero
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of my 'Logorrhoea' cartoon strip on the books pages of The Independent on Sunday)”
is not given any props or clothes. He also sticks out because he is the character most
reduced in terms of line work: He appears to have white, short fur, and even his
enormous round nose does not have extra cross-hatching to imitate any colour.
Regarding the function of the characters, Rowson writes: “Our role is to provide a
contemporary viewpoint of the novel, with me as adaptor, artist and exegete and Pete
as my stooge."586 The visual appearance of both characters fits their roles as
enthusiastic, nerdy human commentator and antagonistic grumpy mutt who constantly
shows his disapproval of Author’s suggestions.
•

Yorick’s visual appearance is a direct reference to Thomas Patch’s caricature of the
historical figure of Sterne in "And When Death Himself Knocked at My Door” from
1769587. Using Patch’s comically reduced depiction of Sterne provides an interpictorial
reference to a work well-known to Sterne’s readership and, at the same time,
represents the parallels588 Sterne created between himself and Yorick.

•

Mrs Shandy is possibly based on William Hogarth’s character Moll Hackabout, from the
graphic series “A Harlot’s Progress”, as the first panel showing Mrs Shandy’s face,
I/panel 20, suggests. The bed and furniture as well as her dress and the arrangements
of the fabric’s folds are a direct interpictorial reference to the third plate of Hogarth’s
mentioned series. The face of Rowson’s character is, in contrast to Hogarth’s depiction,
made to appear more funny than tragic. A parallel between the characters is their lack
of education, leaving them to the ‘care’ of men.

•

“[…] widow Wadman, undrawable in Sterne, is a peeked portrait of my wife Anna"589,
Rowson states in his 2003 article on the comic. The character Widow Wadman is
therefore based on a real person. She is dressed in 18th century attire for a country
lady. Readers only sees her in three panels in volume IX.590 Apart from the fact that
Rowson dedicates all his longer works to Anna Clarke and their children, it might be
easier to choose her, a person well-known to him, as model for a character who only
makes a cameo appearance rather than to create Widow Wadman from scratch.

•

The only guest character’s source worth discussing in detail is Edgar the walrus, first
appearing in III/panel 91, where Pete addresses him by name. The walrus appears in
25 panels, more often than any other guest character. Rowson seems to have a special
relationship to a living walrus, as a Twitter post from March 29, 2017 suggests. There
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is a photo of a realistic ice model of a walrus placed on a buffet, which was especially
made for the event: “And just to cheer everyon [sic] up, here's the ice walrus I
commissioned for herself's 50th birthday some years ago. This is what really
matters“591. Apart from this likely reference to the specific animal, the name of the
character also suggests a reference to Edgar Wallace. The baldness, slightly sinister
look and smoking habit of the walrus character fosters a relation to the late author. The
international prominence of Edgar Wallace might be referred to in Edgar the walrus’s
popularity in the comic’s storyworld, so that he is known in North Lapland592 as well as
the Tartary593. Rowson’s general fondness for crime fiction594 also strengthens the
likelihood of a reference to Edgar Wallace.
All identified references to fictional characters or real persons in other guest characters are
provided in Table 4 in chapter 3.2. Generally speaking, Rowson hardly refers to specific people
from his personal life, his work life, and contemporary public figures, but he does refer to many
artworks well known to an educated public.
All in all, the visual form of all characters, based on types and specific persons alike, is
moderately comical and realistic. Heads are not overly big in proportion to the bodies, and the
facial expressions displayed seem to be of as much importance as gestures and postures. The
only exception to this is the humanised dog Pete, whose body form and style, with which he
was drawn, are very reduced and, most of all, humorous. The potential funniness of all the
characters’ facial expressions is aided by their body movements, setting, language, and
character-specific formal aspects, as will be discussed below. The degree of comical aspects
as distinct visual features in Rowson’s text is a clear interpretation of Sterne’s Tristram Shandy
as predominantly witty. Moreover, Rowson’s numerous references to popular artworks and
their characters and staffage figures show the adapted STS as a rich storyworld595, which can
hardly be explored fully in an abridged adaptation. Since Rowson’s references to artworks and
historical persons are well-positioned, meaning they add to the understanding of the adapted
scenes, they also increase the credibility and reliability of Rowson as artist.
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Facial expression, gesture and posture
Blank’s observation, "Mimik und Gestik werden in visuellen Literaturadaptionen in den meisten
Fällen ergänzt, da sie im Prätext wenn überhaupt, dann nur punktuell explizit beschrieben
werden"596, also holds true for Sterne’s Tristram Shandy. STS includes little description of the
visual appearance of characters. However, to stretch the narrating time for scenes where little
narrated time elapses and to irritate readers, Sterne occasionally connects seemingly
unimportant details of character action. Such scenes provide minute descriptions of the
performance of gestures and body movements of characters and speak clearly of Sterne’s
development of a sentimentalist writing style, which was later brought to perfection in A
Sentimental Journey. Rowson adapts the detailed descriptions visually, but he treats the
sentimentalist part with ironic distance597. The most striking example for the adaptation of a
description from STS is Trim’s preparation for reading aloud the “Sermon on Conscience” in
the second volume. First, Sterne provides a description outlining the way Trim is not standing,
followed by an even longer description of how he does stand in the parlour to read to Dr. Slop,
Walter and Toby. Sterne elaborates on the correct degree of bending the body forward, how
much weight to put on the engaged leg and what Trim’s harmonic facial expressions convey.598
To properly convey the description of Trim’s posture and facial expression, Rowson places
Trim in the foreground of the parlour; in the otherwise dark middle ground to the left, Dr. Slop,
Walter and Toby are seated.599 The minute details of Trim’s posture are worked into the fullshot display of Trim’s body and underlined by white squares laid over the drawing of Trim. The
squared rectangular form is furnished with dotted lines to indicate the degree of bending in
Trim’s back, left knee and right foot. However, Rowson tops the already ridiculous description
of STS by changing and adding degree numbers. Whereas Sterne states that 7/8ths of Trim’s
body weight is put on his right engaged foot, Rowson indicates that 6/8ths of his body weight in
on his foot and creates a 45 degrees angle for Trim’s right foot, a point which is unspecified in
STS.
The details regarding Trim’s posture, facial expression and his figure, particularly that his body
is the focus of the panel, conveys the importance of the scene in the adapted source text.
Rowson, moreover, adds a contextualising remark by Author, who is watching the scene from
the right: “[…] THIS IS THE PARSON YORICK/UR-STERNE SERMON ON CONSCIENCE!!
THE SENTIMENTAL BEATING HEART OF THE SOI-DISTANT NOVEL! […] WHICH
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UNLOCKS THE PASTE-JEWELLED CASKET OF SHANDEANISM!”600 All in all, the example
above represents Rowson’s careful handling of STS. His adaptation with close attention to
detail reveals his sound reading of STS and Author’s explanatory remarks convey Rowson’s
knowledge about the importance of specific scenes, postures, gestures and facial expressions
to convey the essence of STS in the comic.
Whenever STS does not specify facial expressions, gestures and postures, Rowson works
with the principle stated by Dittmar: “Emotionen werden zumeist als auf wesentliche Merkmale
reduziert gezeigt, dabei sind die Grundemotionen am leichtesten zu erkennen und werden
universell als solche verstanden, da diese Zeichen nicht von soziokulturellen Formen
überlagert sind."601 The indexical signs for expressing cluelessness, joy or anger, for example,
are indeed rather similar with many characters. This ‘universal’ range of expressions becomes
most obvious when characters with the same expression are shown in the same panel. In
IV/panel 72, for example, both Toby’s and Trim’s bodies indicate exited agitation via big, round
eyes, raised eyebrows, widely-opened mouths and hands tightly clasping objects.
Character-specific formal details
The synaesthetic potential of lettering602, and also the forms of speech balloons, are quite
distinct in Rowson’s Tristram Shandy. The form of speech balloons and their effects are
discussed in chapter 3.2 in the subsection aesthetics. Here, it suffices to say that Rowson
employs three different forms of speech balloons: First, rather flat ones with bulky, cloudy
sides, as in III/panel 140, are used for most of the utterances by the STS’s cast. Cumulus cloud
shaped speech balloons, as in II/panel 104, are mostly employed for Author, Pete and short
remarks by other characters. In the third group, there are a variety of special speech balloons
for exclamations, extraordinary occasions, guest characters and out-of-the ordinary narrative
incidents603.

Illustration 29. Sketches of speech balloon forms in RTS. Left: special forms. Right:
regularly employed forms.
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The balloon forms often are often combined with lettering specially designed for the respective
scene or character. The speech balloons of the second and third group also vary in size to
indicate the different volumes the speech is uttered in. For example, the guest character
Aristotle can only faintly utter his swear word when he is heavily hit by Tristram with his very
own work Poetics604. Corresponding to the sound intensity of the philosopher’s voice and the
crashing book, Aristotle’s speech bubble and the letters in it are small and drawn in thin lines
compared to the big bold lettering used for the sound of Tristram’s violent bashing.
All speech bubbles and letters are drawn by hand, creating an aesthetic congruence with the
also hand-drawn characters, backgrounds and marked frames. Rowson’s craftsmanship
provides a warm and lively impression compared to computerised equivalents, such as
McCloud’s Understanding Comics. In the top panel on page 172 of Understanding Comics,
hand-drawn lettering on the covers of Batman and Asterix comics read by the characters
contrasts with the digitally produced font designed for the caption line.605 Rowson plans the
shape, size and content of the speech balloons in relation to the composition of the rest of the
panel, as a stop-motion video on the making of a panel for his latest work The Communist
Manifesto (2018) shows.606 It is very likely that he planned and executed drawings for Tristram
Shandy in the same fashion.
The drawing style and hand-drawn lettering style are similar in style, so that the overall
impression of the comic’s aesthetics is homogeneous607. Schüwer points out a second effect
in combining lettering with drawings:
Die zweite Art der Annäherung verbindet die grafische Dimension der Zeichnung mit der
sprachlichen Seite der Schrift, und hier genauer mit der Art und Weise, wie sprachliche
Aussagen beschaffen sind. Ein karikatur- oder zumindest skizzenhafter Zeichenstil teilt
demnach mit der Sprache die Funktionen der Fokussierung und der Verallgemeinerung. 608

Rowson devised three groups of lettering styles, all of them for specific character groups.
Though all the characters are drawn in the same style reminiscent of the funnies, the
corresponding lettering creates an additional characteristic which renders the characters more
complex. All three letterings used in the comic are adapted to convey the pitch and volume of
the utterance they represent609. The first lettering, a neat case-sensitive font, with serifs and
used in regular and italic letters and sometimes capitals for stress, resembles STS’s Caslon
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Pica610. In the comic, it is only used for the adapted STS611, that is in the speech of Sterne’s
characters Tristram, Walter, Toby, Elizabeth Shandy, Trim, Obadiah, Susannah and Dr. Slop.
Readers can easily distinguish between the adapted STS and text originating from Rowson
alone through the choice of words, lettering and speech balloon forms.
The second variation of lettering is a typical comic handwriting of disjoined broad capital letters,
as in the interlude between volumes I and II, panel 3. It is used for all characters created from
scratch by Rowson, which are also funny. This variation looks more dynamic and energetic
than the case-sensitive font. It is also more readily associated with spontaneous spoken
language than the first variation of lettering, and fits the colloquial language of the characters
equipped with the second lettering variation.
The third group contains a variety of lettering employed for comical effect. As this group and
the comic effect are discussed in further detail in the subsection on aesthetics in 3.2, only one
example will be provided here. Rowson does not create ingenious lettering; this group is based
on known and, therefore, easily decodable comic lettering. However, none of the comics
Rowson mentions in articles and interviews can be consulted as explicit sources of inspiration.
Most of the special lettering of the third group is found in onomatopoeia and short phrases
presented as inserts, hereby defined as worded sounds not framed by speech balloons inside
panels. The inserts are sequentially and simultaneously receivable612: Author’s cry
“HEEEEELP!” in II/panel 69 has to be read from left to right and is, if simultaneously received
as a graphic, indicative of being cried out loud613 and with desperation. The latter information
is conveyed via the relatively big size of the capital letters and their presentation on an
imaginary, wavy base line. The movement lines on the left-hand sides of the overlapping,
plump letters take up the movement lines on the hull of the “sailing chariot”614 on which Author
is moving on. The contrast between the white internal forms of the letters and the lined sails of
the ship behind it, moreover, communicates the immediacy of Author’s plea for aid. The cry
can additionally be described, drawing on Schüwer615 here, as an accompanying sound
creating the atmosphere of the panel. Furthermore, Blank states: "Wenn die Schrift
figurenabhängig gestaltet wird, kann mit diesem Mittel bereits eine Deutung der
präexistierenden literarischen Figur angeboten werden"616. In Tristram Shandy, it is evident
610
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that Rowson understands both the lettering and the forms of speech balloons as tools for
characterisation and uses them to their full potential. Character groups have their own speech
balloon forms and fonts, which is yet another example of the visual separation of STS’s cast
and the ‘Rowson-cast’.
Character-specific language
Rowson provides STS’s cast a closely adapted language, the characters of the metanarrative
Pete and Author more contemporary language and guest characters speech characteristics
created from scratch. In effect, Toby’s sentences are short, often questioning and riddled with
military register617. Comparatively, Walter’s speeches are rather long and elaborate, with
philosophical rhetoric and vocabulary as markers618. His speech forms a stark contrast to his
brother Toby’s language and interests. Trim’s language use is characterised by the constant
repetition of the phrase “an’ please your honour”, often followed by suggestive remarks and
half-questions, fitting his role as a devoted man-servant to Toby619. Elisabeth Shandy says little
in the first place620. This corresponds with the presentation of her as a flat character. A good
example of this is the scene including Mrs Shandy’s faux pregnancy, where she appears in 13
panels but speaks in only one621.
Pete and Author, the users of contemporary language, have idiolects setting them as much
apart from each other as Toby and Walter. While Pete’s critical remarks, dismissals and
swearing are all kept concise622, enthusiastic Author produces long sentences filled with
pseudo-academic archaisms and non-sense623.
Guest characters who produce language, such as Stevinius who is not given any direct speech
in Sterne’s text, are primarily equipped with speech to provide a comical effect624.
Apart from the differences in the idiolects of the characters, the language of their community
of practice625 is possibly more striking to readers not familiar with STS. The characters can be
divided into three main groups: Walter and family, including staff and acquaintances, the
narrating party around Tristram, and Author and Pete. It is interesting to note here that the
group who uses the most modern language (Author and Pete) can understand all the other
groups. However, the anachronistic narrating party around Tristram can only understand and
comment upon the group around Walter, which uses the oldest language. In effect, the most
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contemporary language users can understand the users using older language. In reality, the
same effect would happen provided the most contemporary speakers had knowledge of the
historic language. These restrictions in understanding are directly connected to the
communication rules Rowson devised for the three groups to indicate their narrative functions
in the comic. Author and Pete ‘create’ the comic and necessarily understand all that is said.
The three groups do not communicate with each other nor acknowledge each others’
presence626, apart from a few exceptions627 towards the end of the comic.

3.5 Setting
Setting is here defined as the space628 and time where the narrative takes place. ‘Setting’ will
be used to refer to the general place and time of action for the whole comic. In the case of
Tristram Shandy, it is set in a rural area near York629, England in the first half630 of the 18th
century. For the setting presented in each panel, the term ‘scenery’ will be used to refer to
landscapes and outdoor spaces, whereas ‘interior’ will denote rooms of buildings. This is in
contrast to Blank, who prefers to apply the term ‘scenery’ to the adapted place, time and form
of presentation.631
It seems crucial to point out that comics, like films, create space rather than use pre-existing
space.632 Rowson’s Tristram Shandy combines setting information given by the pre-text with
settings created from scratch. Additionally, Rowson fills gaps left open by the pre-text;
altogether, he forms a very detailed and distinct interpretation of the text. Since many aspects
of the narrative are not specified, Rowson often had a lot of freedom in choosing the angle and
sometimes perspective for the presentation of the adapted scenes.
Rowson closely imitates the information provided by the pre-text on sites as well as the
secondary literature contextualizing the text. For example, Rowson drew a dry stone wall
around Shandy Estate as a realistic intermedial reference633. Dry stone walls are a quite typical
sight in the British countryside. They were once built to keep away wolves and mark grazing
territory for sheep. In the comic, it is a detailed interpretation of the pre-text’s simple “garden
wall”,634 at whose corner Dr. Slop and Obadiah crash into each other. Rowson also very
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Cf. RTS I/panel 86.
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Cf., ibid./panel 28.
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Cf. Blank 106.
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Cf. RTS II/panels 36-37.
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STS 94 (II/ix).
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convincingly adds the relative darkness635 of the parlour in Shandy Hall, which would have
been lighted by candles and the fireplace in the historically correct interior, if necessary. The
dim atmosphere in the room originates in the dark panelling on the walls in contrast to the white
space outside the leaded double window. However, one rather significant exception to
historical accuracy has been made in the setting. Sterne’s biographer, Cash, convincingly
argues that the fictional Shandy Hall was modelled on Sterne’s house Sutton Hall at
Stillington636: "The Hall, which is still there, is a handsome brick house, [...]. The front drawing
room, the upstairs back parlour, the garden wall which turns sharply at the corner strongly
suggest Shandy Hall, not Sterne's later House at Coxwold, which he jokingly called Shandy
Hall, but the house in his novel." Nevertheless, Rowson chose the estate at Coxwold as a
template for his graphic interpretation of Shandy Hall. As the comic addresses Sterne readers
and comic enthusiasts alike, the choice is sensible. After all, Shandy Hall at Coxwold was
Sterne’s more famous living place and is nowadays a museum owned and looked after by the
Laurence Sterne Trust637. Rowson might have considered modelling the comic’s setting on an
appealing place which interested readers can actually visit.
Scenery in the comic is often modelled on landscape paintings, sketches and etchings by
popular (mostly British) artists of the long eighteenth century; among them William Turner,
Piranesi and Thomas Gainsborough638. They differ in richness of detail, degree of dynamics,
linework and composition from the landscapes created by Rowson, as can be seen in the
comparison of Rowson’s hilly landscape in IV/panel 119 and the unidentified interpictorial
scenery reference in I/panel 58. The adapted sceneries all seem to be based on landscapes
modelled after real sites, showing quite distinct middle European landforms and fauna. For the
readers, the scenery appears reliable and fitting to the setting, and moreover a sense of
familiarity is evoked by the sight of the well-known landscape depictions. The urban landscape
located near a highway in V/panel 4 references Martin Amis’ works. Meanwhile, the
skyscrapers in the rainy street depicted in V/panel 5 possibly refer to film noir. These two
panels are exemplary of Rowson’s constant shifts in setting and time, requiring the readers to
connect the very different scenic references made in the panels to the plot narrated by
Tristram.
Only occasionally are the readers asked to fill in partly void spaces by themselves, as in
VII/panel 2. In the pre-text, Tristram experiences a dangerous coughing attack in England and
decides to travel to France as quickly as possible in order to ease his consumption in the arid
climate.639 The comic panel for that scene does not define the space with any landscapes or
635

E.g. RTS II/panel 21.
Cf. Cash Early Years 1992: 67.
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Cf. The Laurence Sterne Trust “Shandy Hall” 2010: n.p.
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For all scenery and other references identified, see Table 4 in chapter 3.2.
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Cf. STS 431 ff. (VII/i).
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interiors, but rather it solely positions a sentinel box and characters in the foreground, and
more characters in the middle ground and background. These characters indicate threedimensionality via their sizes, which decline towards an imagined horizontal line.640 The focus
is put on Death in the foreground, revealing his identity for the first time, instead of Tristram’s
speech indicating his eventually fatal health problems.
Scenery and interior have a variety of functions in Rowson’s comic. For one thing, Rowson
often takes the opportunity to comment on the pre-text if scenery and interior are not specified.
The bedroom of Walter and Elizabeth Shandy is described in the pre-text. The comic, however,
shows a bedroom641 very similar to the one shown in the third plate of William Hogarth’s “A
Harlot’s Progress”. Rowson probably did not chose Hogarth’s scenery out of a general
adoration for the artist or to have a well-known template for a bedroom. It might be a subtle
indicator of Elizabeth Shandy cheating on her husband642 or, though far-fetched, a critical
reading of Elizabeth Shandy as poorly educated and therefore left to men’s care just like
Hogarth’s prostitute Moll Hackabout, who sits in such a bed in the pre-image.
A quite different example of the use of scenery in the text is Rowson's playfulness with the
readers’ expectations by breaking the narrative continuity established through scenery and
interior, denoting the place of action. IV/panels 102-114 show a vast hall, the interior and
positioning of characters clearly referring to Leonardo da Vinci’s fresco “L'Ultima Cena”.
Through the interior, the readers are transferred to Milan, Italy, where the fresco is situated in
the refectory Santa Maria delle Grazie.643 The fantasy landscape visible outside the windows
of the room644, however, invokes an imaginary environment not rooted anywhere
geographically, but which is possible in a Krazy Kat cartoon. Once the characters leave the
hall and the building, the scenery is very English: The house’s exterior is half-timbered and
called “Old Cock Inn” and is located a short distance from a church, possibly representing York
Minster.645 The evoked associations direct the readers to many different places, creating a
sense of disorientation.
Spaces also function as indirect characterisations of figures, or they refer to characters.646
Tristram is characterized by not having a space of his own, which is indicative of several
aspects. His role as omniscient narrator places him ‘above’ the narrative, and though the title
of the comic and pre-text suggest the works are about his life, they actually show the lives of
640

Cf. RTS VII/panel 1.
Cf., ibid. III/panel 141.
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Cf. STS 10 (I/iv).
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Da Vinci’s graphic interpretation of the Biblical scene, actually set in Jerusalem, is so strongly influenced by
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Walter and the other family members. Tristram’s adult life is spent narrating and thereby
constituting his life; ‘I narrate therefore I am’. The character’s Descartian motto could be
phrased as such. However, not providing the comic character with a signature space could
also be a hint at Tristram’s approaching death.647 Toby and Walter are mostly shown in the
parlour at Shandy Hall, a room with dark wall panelling, a fireplace, several comfortable highbacked armchairs and a double window facing the garden behind the house.648 The interior
expresses as much cosiness as timelessness – Walter’s and Toby’s conversations never seem
to get them anywhere; they are conducted for their own sake. Moreover, the repetition of the
parlour creates a narrative continuity649, bridging the elapsed time between the scenes taking
place in the parlour. Thus, the repetition aids the mirroring action, in particular, the
conversations by Walter and Toby.
Schüwer uses the term ‘subjective space’ to label spaces representing the emotions of a
character650. This form of indirect characterisation of a character through space is used in
several instances in Tristram Shandy. For example, Dr. Slop experiences severe helplessness
and mental overload as he does not know how to react to Toby’s strange conversation opener:
“I WISH, Dr. Slop, you had seen what prodigious armies we had in Flanders.”651 These feelings
are reflected in his facial expressions, speechlessness and gestures as much as they are aided
by the positioning of his figure in III/panels 2-6. Dr. Slop’s bust only takes up the lower parts of
the panels, a detail of the high backrest fills two-thirds of the background and the other third is
completely black. The subjective space leaves the character looking petty and foolish; the
black spaces possibly indicate that no ideas of how to respond to Toby come to his mind.
Depending on the function the space takes in a panel, it is either character-centred or spacecentred:
Eine raumzentrierte Perspektive liegt vor, wenn der diegetische Raum unabhängig von
den in ihm befindlichen Körpern konstruiert wurde und diese dominiert.[…] Die
körperzentrierte Perspektive hingegen erzeugt Raum oder vielmehr Räumlichkeit nicht
durch linearperspektivische Konstruktionen, sondern durch das Verhältnis von Körpern
zueinander […] Zu den körperzentrierten Raumdarstellungen sollen im Folgenden auch
die zählen, die scheinbar keinen Raum kreieren.652
In Rowson’s comic, character-centred compositions dominate the panels. However, a few
exceptions can be found, such as the interpictorial reference to Piranesi’s “Pyramid of Caius
647
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Cestus”, 1755 in VII/panel 13. The unframed panel extends over a double page and shows the
rather close adaptation653 of a pyramid and adjoining, partly ruinous, fortifications. The
architecture’s exquisite detail is impressive and contrasts with the blank, paper-white
background. The devils in the foreground of the scene are as dark in colour tone as the
architecture; the only objects standing out in stark contrast are the speech balloons with their
white spaces between the letters, the fire under the cauldron and the skin of the cooked people
in the cauldron. However, all the characters in the panel are very small. Their cartoonish style
makes a lesser impression on the readers than the adapted etching of Piranesi.
An example for a character-centred space can be found in III/panel 134, which shows a closeup of Walter’s face. His facial expression indicates his reaction to the message that baby
Tristram’s nose was broken during birth. Thus, he is depicted with wide open eyes with small
pupils, raised eyebrows and a small open mouth indicating his terror. His face is set in the
middle of the panel and only surrounded by a cross-hatched, plain space as background. This
could possibly indicate that he is overwhelmed. The lack of three-dimensionality in the
background puts the focus on Walter’s clearly displayed emotions. It seems like a reference to
Alfred Hitchcock’s dramatic effects, where the readers have to imagine Walter’s feelings and
thoughts instead of being presented with them plainly. The undefined background of the panel
leaves room for Walter’s facial expression to take effect on the readers.
It is interesting to note how the size, form and content of speech bubbles influence an otherwise
room-centred/body-centred composition: Panel 54 in volume I is of a nearly axisymmetric kite
form and dominated by the black and white-contrast between the dark space and the whitish
astronomical bodies and flying object. However, Tristram’s speech balloon, originating from
the character barely visible in the tiny hot-air balloon, is so big and white, signifying Tristram’s
loud voice, that it becomes a compositional match for the moon next to it. The speech balloon
is positioned so prominently in the panel, and slightly above eye level of the moon, that the
loud voice of Tristram becomes embodied and amplified by the panel widening towards its
upper right corner. This notion seems to be supported by the moon responding with an
annoyed frown and pursing of her lips to Tristram’s cheeky suggestion to accept parts of his
dedication under certain conditions.
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A few significant changes have been made: The inscription on the pyramid has been exchanged for an
excerpt of Marco Frisnia’s lyrics “Per me si va nella città dolente” from the 2007 soundtrack “La Divina
Commedia”. Additionally, the pyramid is not covered in rampant green, and the foreground to the right has
been altered to make room for the hellish cauldron.
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Illustration 30. RTS I/panel 54 with arrows indicating the directions of the communications by Tristram
(orange) and the moon (green). Orange sound waves show how the loudness of Tristram’s voice
annoys the moon.

Generally speaking, Rowson adopted the association of some characters with certain spaces
at the Shandean estate from the pre-text. Most notably, the constellation of Walter and Toby
is shown in 15 out of 20 scenes in the parlour. A similar association of characters with props
is achieved in the text. For example, though Tristram the narrator is constantly on the move,
his walking stick is carried everywhere and visualizes Rowson’s intention to make the comic
"a stroll through the novel, with Tristram telling his story as he walks, from left to right through
the panels, from the beginning to the end (with a few meanderings off the beaten track along
the way)."654 Tristram creates his own space by narrating the scenes shown in the panels he
guides his readers through. The changing settings of the metanarrative entail changes in time
setting as well, and they facilitate the notion that Rowson’s creational space embraces rather
than shuns far-fetched associations. For example, Author refers to an omitted “25 page foldout mixed media panorama” he had worked on with materials reminiscent of Joseph Beuys’s
oeuvre in IV/panel 101.655
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Rowson 1995: 64–65.
By the way, the panel from which this quote originates is an adaptation of STS’s famous ten-page “torn out
chapter xxiv and the coquettish discussion of it in IV/xxxv.
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3.6 Perspective
In the following, film analysis terms will be used to discuss the different effects of the readers’
suggested closeness and distance to the panel contents and to discuss to which different
effects perspective is employed in RTS and STS656.
To keep the discussion of the effects of perspectives employed by Rowson accessible, I will
only use the three categories of close-up, medium and long shot for the perspectives in
combination with the angles below, eye-level and aerial in my analysis.
The perspectives are, just like the narrative space, often bound to the characters. The narrating
party around Tristram is often shown from a long-shot on eye-level, as in I/panel 29. This
seems fairly reasonable as Rowson tries to make their constant movement as interesting as
possible, and the various means of transportation employed by the characters are best
presented via long-distance. For example, in IV/panels 83-86 Tristram and company are first
shown slightly from below in medium shots, and then the perspective changes to an aerial,
long-distance shot. The latter perspective is employed to show their movement tracks shaped
like the golden threads from STS. The tracks appear in the same perspective as the (actually
one-dimensional) threads in STS.657 Walter and Toby, often shown sitting and conversing in
the parlour, are presented in medium ‘shots’. Their arm gestures and facial expressions further
express their mood, as in III/panel 40. In cases of dramatic conversation shifts, Rowson partly
uses close-ups to heighten the tension and present the characters feelings to full effect, for
example, as can be seen in the panel where Walter learns that his son’s nose was crushed
(III/panel 134). Author and Pete are mostly shown in long shots (e.g. V/panel 3) on eye-level,
presumably because their function as fictional creators of the comic can be depicted as livelier
and more comprehensible by placing as much emphasis on their narrative spaces as on their
bodies.
In volume IV/panel 17, Rowson draws the scene of an annoyed Walter lying on his bed, with
his head thrown back on a cushion. The panel is shown from a slight below perspective in a
medium shot displaying only the upper part of Walter’s silhouette, which is partly covered with
a speech bubble reading “Gnnnnnnnnnnnnnhhhnnnnhhhhhhnnnnnnnn”.In this manner,
Walter’s feeling of being completely overlooked and misunderstood by Trim and Toby, who
talk about their grenadier’s misfortunes and not his, is conferred to the readers with subtle
humour. In another example, a close-up of Phutatorius’s genitals being burned by a chestnut
in IV/panel 106 gives the readers a rather intimate and unusual perspective of the character’s
organs. The left testicle also serves as a seating accommodation for Tristram and his party.
Readers may dwell longer on the panel than expected when they read Tristram’s entreaty to
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Cf. Blank 109.
Cf. STS 425-426 (VI/xl).
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‘wait for it: “The genial warmth which the chestnut imparted was not undelectable for the 1st 20
or five- & - twenty seconds --“.
Focalisation
Genette’s concept of focalisation658 proves somewhat insufficient to explain focalisation in the
comic medium. However, Schüwer, Bal and Mikkonen all loosely build on his narrative theory.
They differentiate between focalisation on the visual level and the textual level, as they are
achieved differently. Schüwer sums up how the graphics in comics create an illusion of
perception:
Erzähltexte haben mit der mündlichen Erzählung eine Entsprechung in unserer alltäglichen
Erfahrungswelt. [...] Comics wie auch Filme haben, was ihre visuelle Komponente angeht, in
der Alltagskommunikation keinerlei Entsprechung. Es gibt keine menschlichen
‚Bilderprojektoren", wie es menschliche Erzählerstimmen gibt. Folglich rufen Comics über den
grafischen Kanal auch kein kognitives Schema einer personalisierbaren Erzählerstimme auf.
Was den Bildanteil der Comics betrifft, so ließe sich statt von einer ,Erzählillusion‘ viel eher von
einer ,Wahrnehmungsillusion‘ sprechen, also von einer Illusion im Bereich der Fokalisierung,
nicht der Narration.659

Bal is more explicit about the means used by comics to signify focalisation, he lists "lines, dots,
light and dark, and composition” and emphasises that “focalization is already an interpretation,
a subjectivised content. What we see is before our mind's eye, already interpreted.”660 In
Narratology of Comic Art, Mikkonen builds on Bal’s re-definition of focalisation “as the relation
between the vision of the agent who sees (i.e. focaliser)-which does not need to coincide with
any character - and what is 'seen' or perceived (i.e. focalised)”661 and adds,
[…] with regard to visual narratives, the importance of the relation between what the characters
are presumed to be seeing and the image field as a whole. These can coincide in point-of-view
images, when we supposedly see what a character sees, overlap in other cases to a varying
degree, or remain more or less distant.662

Though the comic medium offers manifold options of textual and visual focalisation, Rowson’s
Tristram Shandy does not explore them to a great extent. The comic undergoes several
changes in the chain of command from autodiegetic narrator Tristram to homodiegetic artist663
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"Da die Ausdrücke Sicht, Feld, point of view allzustark am Visuellen haften, werde ich hier auf den etwas
abstrakteren der Fokalisierung zurückgreifen, der im Übrigen dem Ausdruck „focus of narration“ von Brooks
und Warren entspricht. [...] Wir werden also den ersten Typus, wie er allgemein von der klassischen Erzählung
repräsentiert wird, unfokalisierte oder Erzählung mit Nullfokalisierung nennen.“ Genette 2010: 121.
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Bal 2008: 630. Emphasis in original.
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"Thus, any analysis of focalisation in narratives should investigate the relationship between the agent that
perceives and that which is seen.” Mikkonen 151.
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Mikkonen 151.
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Author and Pete, but the focalisation of the comic remains external throughout664. It is
visualised via a neutral observer’s perspective and does not provide direct access to the
characters’ psychology. Richter, however, holds a different opinion on focalisation, as stated
in two arguments:
[…] the role of highest-level commentator shifts from Tristram to Rowson the artist, either by
himself or in dialogue with Pete […] From here on the narrative foregrounds openly what had
always been true from the outset: that it is through the artist; however infrequently or often he
may be represented, that Tristram's story gets told. Artist and mutt focalize the story for us. 665

Furthermore, Richter argues that
the story is focalised through
Author and Pete with the example
of panel 126 in the comic’s first
volume.666

The

panel,

an

interpictorial reference to Joseph
Wright of Derby’s “An Experiment
with an Airpump”, shows Artist
conducting the experiment and
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Pete standing next to him. Though
both

are

illuminated

among

the

characters

most
in

the

panel, and Author’s gaze direction

Illustration 31. RTS I/panel 126.

borders on breaking the fourth wall, the focal point remains neutral.

Distribution of text
It is noteworthy that Rowson decided against the use of captions in Tristram Shandy, a device
he made use of in The Waste Land (e.g. chapter 1/panel 5) and in Gulliver’s Travels to an even
larger extent (e.g. I/panels 1-14). Instead, he decided to place the autodiegetic narration of
STS into the speech balloons of comic character Tristram in RTS. Through this technique,
Rowson achieves an entertaining effect: "Durch die Dialogisierung von Erzählerrede wird die
Handlung szenischer und dynamischer vermittelt."667 However, Tristram’s speech balloons
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A steady focalisation can be found in many traditional comics, like Donald Duck and Asterix. "Der
Fokalisierungstyp erstreckt sich also nicht immer über ein ganzes Werk, sondern eher über ein bestimmtes
narratives Segment, das mitunter sehr kurz sein kann." Genette 2010: 122.
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Cf. Richter 73.
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Blank 114.

often echo the function of captions because Tristram behaves like a tour guide in his role as
narrator. It seems only logical to prefer speech balloons to captions since Tristram’s opinions
and his personality colour STS heavily and need to be adapted accordingly.

3.7 Paratext
Here, paratext refers to the relation between the comic and the elements authorized by the
artist framing it, such as cover, editor’s blurb, introduction, foreword and afterword. The rather
vague term ‘elements’ is used here to include texts as well as other visual information, for
example, the logo of the publishing house and the image on the cover.668 Since the paratexts
are written to complement the comic, it is vital to point out the effects of their relation to the
comic and to the readership. Though Blank includes non-textual elements in the category of
paratext, she does not mention any, apart from a photo from the author of the pre-text669.
However, aesthetic elements such as format of the published book and bound bookmarks will
also be considered here. The inclusion of the aesthetic elements goes back to Genette, who
also includes material aspects in his rather broad definition of paratext670 and divides the
paratext into numerous subcategories which are not useful in this context.

Author of the pre-text, artist and author of the adaptation, title and genre
On the front cover of the work, Rowson’s name appears on top. Below it, there is a comic
vignette showing the character Tristram. Under the vignette, there is the full title of the comic:
“The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman”. Since the title of the adaptation is
identical to that of the pre-text, readers can expect similar content. The dark blue book spine
provides the same text as the front cover, which is in bright white print, with the addition of the
publishing house’s logo, SelfMadeHero, on the lower part of the spine, as well as the label
“GRAPHIC NOVEL” to give potential readers a clue to the book’s genre. The title on the spine
is printed twice as large as Rowson’s name and the genre, which might be done purposefully
to attract potential customers who like the pre-text.
The editor’s blurb on the back page is presented in a yellow, digitally designed vignette which
has the same form, size and colour of the hand-painted vignette on the front cover. The blurb
reviews the pre-text and the adaptation; three external reviews are added above and below
the blurb. The blurb explicitly states that Rowson’s work is a “masterpiece of graphic adaptation
and textual deconstruction” and highlights the significance of the pre-text, which can be read
668
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Cf. Blank 116-117; Schüwer 258.
Cf. Blank 123.
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as an indirect justification for the adaptation and reprint with a new cover. It lists Rowson as
the artist and author, which seems sensible for a comic-receiving audience as many shorter,
especially serialized comics are a team effort of several persons. The technique of mentioning
Laurence Sterne as the author of the pre-text heavily relies on expecting potential comic
readers to be not only familiar with the title and reception history (“first ever ‘anti-novel’”) but
also its content and structure (“labyrinth of digression”). The publishers draw on the canonised
status of Sterne’s text and expect readers to recognize the novel’s characteristics. More
relevant still are the adjectives describing the character of the adaptation which strongly highlight
the text as a close adaptation to the original, such as “[d]azzlingly faithful” and executed in a “kindred

spirit”.
Naming the source text’s author is quite common671 in this genre, and it can be added that
praising the source text and closeness of the adaptation in editors’ blurbs is, too. Christophe
Chabouté’s Herman Melville’s Moby Dick (2017) advertises the work in the editor’s blurb thus:
“A masterful adaptation of the timeless literary classic, faithfully and beautifully rendered by an
award-winning artist.” Tim Hamilton was lucky enough to get Ray Bradbury’s “full cooperation”
in the “authorized adaptation”, of which the editors inform readers in the blurb to Ray
Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451 – The Authorized Adaptation (2009). And SelfMadeHero’s whole
“Eye Classics” series introduces its literature adaptations in comic book format with a text on
the reception of the source text by contemporaries and a short portrait of the source text’s
author.
On the comic’s cover, two of the three reviews above and below the blurb are about Sterne’s
novel; however, they also apply to the comic. James Joyce’s rhetorical question, “Did you ever
read Laurence Sterne?” strongly suggests that Sterne cannot be read but must also be
received visually (thus necessitating the comic at hand). Forster’s comment, “[…] the less they
have to say, the more they talk…” on the pre-text’s characters also suits the behaviour of the
adaptation’s characters. The review from The Independent, one of the newspapers Rowson’s
political cartoons are published in, calls the comic “a work in its own right”. In the year of
publication (2010), this appraisal was apparently still thought to be necessary by the
anonymous reviewer to distinguish the work in the opinion of potential readers from children’s
comics, cartoons and funnies. The label “graphic novel” on the spine likely serves the same
function.
Acknowledgements and dedications
For his acknowledgements, given after the imprint, Rowson employs Sterne’s meandering and
coquettish style of writing. The sentence expressing his gratitude runs over five lines, contains
no less than four dashes, two parentheses and only 24 out of 79 words belong to its main
671

Cf. Blank 117.
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sentence. The acknowledgement contains a list of 26 persons’ names, most of them followed
by their abbreviated titles (“MA, MD”) or poetic job descriptions (“Editrix and belle-lettrist”). His
family members are among the first names on the list.
Rowson’s dedication following the acknowledgements and thanks is based on Sterne’s
dedication of volumes V and VI “To the Right Honourable JOHN, Lord Viscount SPENCER”672.
Rowson adapts the layout and style to his needs, as well as the content: His dedication is
addressed to “MISS ANNA CLARKE & MR GORDON GILES”, his wife and his agent673.
Rowson’s text consists of two parts, like Sterne’s inscription, These are the dedication to
mentioned persons followed by yet another apology of having also dedicated the comic to
Sterne, because he made use of Sterne’s material to a great extent. Sterne, in contrast,
dedicated Volumes V and VI to Lady Spencer. Rowson’s close adaptation of the dedication
gives a great first impression of the language and humour awaiting the readers in the comic.
The complimentary closing also closely mirrors the source text. Seen in the context of the
whole work, acknowledgements and dedications leave the readership with the impression that
the adaptation is as close to the Shandean spirit as possible to create a reliable homogeneous
experience for the whole comic book.
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Foreword, afterword and other supplementary texts
Since the comic is not an edition, neither foreword nor afterword are included. However, the
first edition of the comic was published just over 20 years ago. Studies on the comic are still
being conducted, just as Rowson is still creating cartoons and comic. As both are often
summarised in an afterword, this can hardly be written yet. Supplementary texts of any kind
are also not found in the book.

Format and bookmarks
The hardback cover of the comic book is 22 cm wide and 27 cm long, resulting in an aspect
ratio of 1.2, which is quite pleasing and harmonic to look at.674 The editor’s blurb informs the
readers that the comic is a reprint with a new cover, indicating that the publication format of
the first 1996 edition remained unchanged. It can be assumed that Rowson decided on the
format or at least had some say. The violet bound bookmark not only heightens the pleasing
effect of the format, but it more importantly cements the impression of the hardcover comic as
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STS 307 (V).
Cf. Rowson A Comic Book Version 2003: 118.
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The Deft painter Jan Vermeer applied an aspect ratio between 1.1 and 1.2 for most of his domestic
paintings, to the effect that they seem very intimate. Contemporary painters employed ratios which lead to
more dramatic effects.
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a book. It is quite handy for readers, as the comic does not give page numbers and is likely
read with intermissions.

3.8 Context
Publishing house
Rowson’s graphic novel was originally published with Picador and Lilliput Press in 1996 and
again in 2005 with SelfMadeHero. For practical reasons the SelfMadeHero edition is used for
the analyses in this dissertation. Consequently, I will provide a short analysis of the small
London based publishing house before discussing the initiation of Rowson’s work on Tristram
Shandy and his other works and influences. Since its founding in 2007 by Emma Hayley675,
the enterprise is by now well established and specialises in international graphic novels and
visual narratives676. In the first half of 2019, the online catalogue presents the publications in
five sub-categories: “original fiction”, “non-fiction”, “graphic biography”, “art masters”, “humour”,
“sci-fi” and “eye classics”677. Rowson’s work was published only three years after the founding
of the company, and by now literature adaptations like his are part of the “eye classics”
category. Currently, SelfMadeHero offers 15 literature adaptations in comic book format, all
based on internationally canonised works. The newer works published in this series all provide
the name of the adapted work and the author of the comic on the title page. Background
information on the adapted book, its historical context and the author are provided in the
editorial introductions to the comics.678 Rowson’s latest work, his adaptation The Communist
Manifesto (2018), was also published with SelfMadeHero.

Starting point of the project
Rowson did not initiate the project but was approached by Anthony Farrell from Lilliput Press,
at the time679. Farrell suggested the project as it fit with the Lilliput Press program as well as
suited to Picador’s program. Picador gave Rowson an advance for the project. However, both
publishing houses stopped featuring comics, as can be inferred from the programme presented
on their websites.
It is customary that agents approach artists with ideas fitting the artists’ profiles and abilities.

675
676
677
678
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Cf. SelfMadeHero “About” 2020: Emma Hayley.
Cf., ibid.: n.p.
SelfMadeHero “Books” 2019: n. p.
For example, see the editorial introduction to Crime & Punishment by Dostoevsky; Korkos and
Mairowitz (2008), n.p.
Cf. Rowson 1995: 64.
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Rowson’s agent at Lilliput could not have done the extensive online research for artist-projectmatching nowadays conducted by companies like Yen Press. This New York-based publishing
house selects artists for adaptations by researching fan profiles online to ensure the adaption’s
style is most pleasing for the fan-base of the original work680. This debatable practice evolved
when literature adaptations became an important category for booksellers within adult fiction.
Web 2.0 also creates spaces for fans to celebrate their preferred authors/artists in comments,
pictures and videos, which can then be observed and commercially used. Rowson took the
offer from Farrell out of a personal interest in the subject area and to explore the variety of
options in adapting STS:

Apart from the excitement of the challenge itself, there was something about Tristram Shandy
that lent itself to such treatment. First, there was the unquestionably weird nature of the book,
[…] Then there was Tristram Shandy's structure which, in failing to adhere to the kind of
sequential narrative structure which the comic book exemplifies (the French term for the genre,
bande dessinée, is more accurate), provided plenty of scope for subverting the accepted
structures of comic book narrative and design as effectively as Sterne had originally subverted
the structure of the novel.681

Adapting artist
An introductory text on Rowson’s website682, online since March 24, 2019, categorises his
works from the past 40 years. The text is written in third-person and establishes Rowson as
an experienced professional cartoonist, who also does various other projects. His wit is also
strongly featured in the text: Apart from the entertaining choice of words, criticism of his work
is quoted and used as reverse-psychology advertisement. On the content level, the
introduction is structured into three parts: the first focusing on his cartoon publications, the
second paragraph on his literary projects, illustration and comics; and the third lists honorary
degrees, memberships, and radio and poetry projects.
The website serves as an archive for many of Rowson’s works, giving a fair impression of the
variety of techniques he has employed. He mostly paints and draws on paper and occasionally
digitally edits the images afterwards. Different styles emerge in his works with each technique
and art form. For this reason, his works are split into political cartoons, literary projects and
comics in the following section.683 The characteristic links between his varied works are sharp

680

"We look at [projects} on a property-by-property basis, and get a sense of the property and who the
target audience is," says Hassler of Yen Press. […] he notes that when searching for an artist [for a specific
adaptation project], he researched existing fans of the novel and discovered that ‘the artwork fans [liked] was
in a manga-influenced style […]’” Price 25. Researching fans’ likes and dislikes may be considered a violation of
privacy these days, though it is used to provide customized online searches and product recommendations.
681
Rowson 1995: 64.
682
Cf. Rowson “Welcome” 24 March 2019: n.p.
683
Rowson’s radio projects and poetry are not dealt with here because their analysis could not fruitfully
contribute to the understanding of Rowson’s comic art.
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humour, narrative strategies and strong connections between images and text684. However, a
short overview on his early influences and artistic style role models is to be given first.

Influences and artistic role models
In all of Rowson’s works, he is inspired by and incorporates aspects from the works of George
Cruikshank685 (1792-1878), William Hogarth (1697-1764) and James Gillray (1757-1815) into
his own pictures. These artists work with the features just mentioned as characteristic for
Rowson’s oeuvre. Rowson mentions the latter two most often686 as role models in his articles
and interviews.
In the first two minutes of an interview given as an honorary fellow at Goldsmith University,
London, Rowson explains that his adolescent interest in comics, the arts and history was
sparked by Cruikshank’s and Hogarth’s works displayed in a history textbook. Their prints
proved a paragon for his own drawings.687
Especially the drawing technique of cross-hatching was an important discovery for Rowson’s
artistic skill-set. At about the age of ten, he started drawing with ink to imitate and, thereby,
understand how Gillray etched.688 Rowson’s early published work, Scenes from the Lives of
the Great Socialists, echoes the delicate, precise, thin and restrained line-work of Gillray689.
As can be seen below, Gillray’s etchings and Rowson’s early works share a certain stiffness
in their compositions, increasing their level of abstraction and comical effect.

The terms ‘image’ and ‘text’ are used here to discuss the works as publications, however, for detailed
analyses, it is more useful to differentiate between the different iconic levels of the elements; see McCloud’s
chart “ICONIC ABSTRACTION SCALE”, McCloud 46.
685
Cf. Goldsmiths University of London min 01:00.
686
Whereas Gillray is mentioned four times, for example in Goldsmiths University of London min 01:14,
Hogarth is ten times stated as role model, as in Rowson A Comic Book Version 2003: 107. Alspaugh notes a
similarity in method in Rowson’s work to Hogarth: "Perhaps one due to Hogarth's effectiveness was his use of
shorthand to develop visual memory, where for instance three simple lines might delineate a mini-narrative
about a sergeant and his dog entering an alehouse. This cognitive sequence from direct observation to
abstraction stored away in the memory for future reinterpretation is the same method the cartoonist uses to
transform lines into action and emotion.” Alspaugh 2009: 139–140.
687
Comp. Goldsmiths University of London min 00:00–13:57.
688
Comp. Goldsmiths University of London min 01:09.
689
For example, see Gillray’s print “The Zenith of French Glory” (1793).
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Left: Illustration 32. Martin Rowson, “William Godwin & Mary Wollstonecraft have a family bar-b-q”, from:
Scenes of the Lives of the Great Socialists (1983).
Right: Illustration 33. James Gillray, “The Zenith of French glory”, 12 February 1793.

The style in which Tristram Shandy is conducted does not display this stiffness, but it is
reminiscent of William Hogarth’s work. Rowson comments on the composition and codification
of Hogarth’s prints:

Under their well-varnished appearance, Hogarth’s prints addressed a culture already saturated
with a seemingly infinite variety of graphic systems of representation; his satire pushed the
humoristic tradition toward the domain that I propose to call polygraphic humor. ‘Cherchez le
diagramme’ was truly the name of the game. To decipher Hogarth’s images, the reader had to
navigate a multilayered visual text saturated with allusions to conflicting systems of
representation (ranging from the highly rhetorical language of history painting to the rebellious
insolence of graffiti drawings).690

Rowson uses the complex structure of polygraphic humour perfected by Hogarth in his
literature adaptations and, to a lesser extent, in his political cartoons. The latter contain highly
codified imagery.
However, Rowson’s style is also reminiscent of contemporary artists: In an interview with
student Katherine Bailey, he mentions that "I used to try to draw like [Ralph] Steadman, I don't
do that anymore."691 Rowson developed Steadman’s messy, violent and offending style into a
more “friendly and cuddly” painted impression. Rowson’s cartoons are only reminiscent of
Steadman’s aestethic effects; violence is conveyed through his choice of language and the
690
691

Smolderen 9.
Bailey min 02:20.
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highly encoded caricature features which manifest in the sketches of the characters. Also, the
blotching and vaporising of liquid colour and teetering lettering typical for Steadman are, in a
moderate variation, found in Rowson’s work.

Left: Illustration 34. Ralph Steadman, cover illustration to Critical Critters (2017).
Right: Illustration 35. Martin Rowson, vignette to “A Voyage to the Country of the Houyhnhnms”, in:
Martin Rowson, Gulliver’s Travels (2013), part iv.

Apart from the techniques and compositions employed by the 18th century satirists, Rowson
also studied their means of communicating serious issues humorously. Rowson states that
laughter allows human beings to best overcome “existentialist terror”692. In being able to evoke
laughter in others, he sees himself as part of the tradition of works from Hogarth, Gillray,
Shakespeare, Sterne and Swift693. “I enable my readers (viewers? lookers?) to laugh at our
leaders in an effort to keep those bastards in their place" 694, he writes. Though he is writing
about politicians, this attitude is also shown in other areas of his work. For instance, Rowson’s
refusal to accept power imbalances is evident in his reasons for not labelling himself ‘artist’.
This may be due to the fact that he acquired his artistic skills autodidactically and that he
prefers to stay apart from the art market:

What I do, as a political cartoonist, obviously isn’t [art, LM]. That’s why I call myself, rather
pretentiously without pretension, a ‘visual journalist’ instead of some kind of ‘artist.’ I first started
doing this about 20 years ago, deliberately to demarcate myself and my craft from the smart

692

Rowson A Comic Book Version 2003: 110.
Ibid.
694
Rowson Summer 2016: n.p.
693
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boys and girls kicking up a storm on art magnate Charles Saatchi’s tab, with the money he
earned deep in the heart of advertising, the ‘Industry of Lies.’ 695

In the first sentence on his website launched three years after this statement was written, he
drops the label “visual journalist” in favour of “cartoonist” and, moreover, calls himself a
“graphic novelist”696. His self-conception in 2019 is made up of different parts, each named
after the medium he works with. Here, ‘artist’ provides an overall term accentuating the
aesthetic qualities of all areas of Rowson’s work.

Political cartoonist
Daily political cartoons like Rowson’s are comparable to comic journalism like Joe Sacco’s in
their object-orientation.697 Of course such "[…] categorizations are often problematic in
themselves, with several works blending and blurring conventional borders of how critics and
scholars organize meaning in the academy." 698 Rowson has been working as a professional
cartoonist since graduating in English Literature in 1982699. Over the last decades, he has
frequently discussed the significance and mechanisms of political cartooning as well as the
responsibilities which accompany it. His essay Giving Offence (2009) summarises the essence
of his ideas best. Divided into three chapters, the first, “Of Taboos and Transgressions”,
examines the dynamics of giving and taking offence. Both are based on culturally specific and
personal values as much as on the limits of tolerance: “Offence, like beauty, is in the eye of
the beholder, which is how we come to know that taking offence is an entirely subjective
business. We are different, and for a variety of reasons we have different values, with higher
or lower thresholds of tolerance accordingly.”700 Though ascribing much subjectivity to an
individual’s tolerance level, Rowson stresses that patience is also (inter-)culturally determined
by a person’s knowledge of a taboo’s origin.

Moreover, because the taboos themselves are frequently the apparently irrational results of
ancient and now obscure social or cultural conditioning, their power lies in their mystery; the
taboos are, in practice, part of a deep, dark magic which you defy at your peril. But, for that
reason, transgressing the taboos has an equal or even greater potency, both in damaging your
opponents and in asserting your power over them. But, of course, because this is a dynamic
process, once the old taboos are torn down, new ones come to replace them, and the potential
to give and take offence ratchets upwards and ever onwards.701
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Rowson Summer 2016: n. p.
Rowson March 24, 2019: n.p.
697
Cf. Baetens 2015: 13.
698
Cf., ibid.
699
Rowson A Comic Book Version 2003: 104.
700
Rowson 2009: 1.
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Rowson 2009: 5–6.
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In the last sentence of the quotation above, Rowson sums up the dynamics of offence both
given and taken, which force him to constantly re-evaluate his work ethic and consult his
editors702 at the newspapers he works for. However, the ongoing development of taboos in the
daily discourse of news provides Rowson with opportunities to create offences based on
recently arisen taboos. He addresses his cartoons to the caricatured persons to question their
power and provide a means for people in less powerful positions to vent their feelings about
the depicted actions and their responses. A great example of Rowson’s way of “afflicting the
comfortable and comforting the afflicted”703 is the development of his Prime Minister Theresa
May character between October 2016 and June 2017.
May is shown as an increasingly disturbing and disturbed, modern power-seeking character,
acting in unexplainable patterns of wickedness and madness. Her growing mental
unsoundness is transported through her actions, attributes and bodily appearance.

168
Illustration

36.

Rowson

The

Guardian Opinion Cartoon: Trigger
Happy October 2, 2016: n.p.

Illustration 37. Rowson The
Guardian Opinion Cartoon:
Strategy January 15, 2017: n.p.
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Red Pepper - Spicing Up Politics n.p.
Quotation Martin Rowson. In: Red Pepper - Spicing Up Politics n.p.

One of the attributes which changes over the course of the selected period is May’s bracelet.
Between the October 2 and January 15 cartoon, her bracelet is exchanged for beaded urinal
cakes worn around her neck. The importance of this attribute originates in Rowson’s
observation of the real PM May’s signature look, which usually includes a prominent necklace.
Consequently, her satirical alter-ego is depicted with beads. Assuming that the beads are a
vital symbol of May’s power, the replacement of costly and precious gems for cheap, pungently
smelling hygiene products placed in toilets to cover scatological smells undermines the real
May’s signature power look, even reverses it.

Illustration

38.

Rowson

The

Guardian Opinion Cartoon: Strong &
Stable latest May 22, 2017: n.p.

Furthermore, the character’s shoulder pads become literally and metaphorically more puffed,
until the left one bursts in the cartoon of May 22 (Illustration 31). Here, May’s pompous jacket,
which loses its volume, parallels the Tory party programme key phrases, which similarly lose
their impact. These key phrases are written opposite to rhyming contrary ideas on a selfstanding display in front of May. The party programme loses value compared to the phrases,
thus mirroring Rowson’s impression of the programme’s implementation.

Illustration
39.
Rowson
The
Guardian Opinion Cartoon: There is
Europe haunting a Spectre
June 11, 2017: n.p.
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In the next cartoon, from June 11, all that remains of May is a colourless spectre with thin,
pointed shoulder pads on her jacket. Curiously, the character is missing the urinal cake
necklace, but instead, it pours forth communication from her mouth. This speech much
resembles said necklace in its form and pattern. For Rowson, June 10 must have then
witnessed a new stage in the real May’s politics or behaviour, which is manifested in the
increasingly eerie appearance of the character. May’s ghostly features are emphasised in the
cartoon from June 18, as her extremities dissolve into smoke.

Illustration 40. Rowson The
Guardian Opinion Cartoon: Is there
anybody out there?
June 18, 2017: n.p.

It is likely that Rowson chose to depict PM May as a ghost in order to symbolise (his wish for)
her weakening power. Thus, she and her politics of Brexit become a faint memory, literally
ghosts704. Rowson retains the ghostly appearance for the May character from then onwards.
The biggest taboo broken in this cartoon series certainly entails depicting the living person PM
Theresa May who was still in office when the cartoons were drawn as a faint memory of her
dead body. A stronger image for the desire for PM Theresa May’s political death can hardly be
imagined. However, upon her announcement of resignation as Tory leader and prime minister
on May 23, 2019, Rowson depicts May’s ghost as transforming into liquid which flows down a
drain next to the pavement. Rowson titled the cartoon “Gutterdammerung”, playing on the title
“Götterdämmerung” of Richard Wagner’s fourth part of “Der Ring der Nibelungen”. The
cartoon’s title seems to be less of a reference to Wagner’s opera but rather a hint to future,
distasteful quarrels over the vacant PM position, here indirectly compared to the Norse myth
Ragnarök, which prophesises a major war.

Compare with the definitions of ‘ghost’ in Collins Dictionary: "2. […] The ghost of something, especially of
something bad that has happened, is the memory of it. [...] 3. […] If there is a ghost of something, that thing is
so faint or weak that it hardly exists." Collins Dictionary “ghost” 2017: n. p.

704
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Illustration 41. Rowson The
Guardian Opinion Cartoon:
Gutterdammerung
May 23, 2019: n.p.

Breaking taboos is a vital part of Rowson’s work: "[…] because the dialectics of politics are just
as littered with supposedly inviolable taboos as any other area of human interaction, respect
for or transgression of those taboos is an integral part of politics. And so, accordingly, is being
offended and offensive."705
Other political cartoon works include Mugshots (2003), with life drawings of politicians, and The Coalition
Book (2014), a selection of cartoons covering the Tory-Liberal coalition (2010 – 2015) when David
Cameron and Nick Clegg were in charge.

Literary works and illustrations
His literary projects, which form the second part of Rowson’s work, range from prose (Snatches
2006) to lyric (Limerickiad I-VI 2011 - 2016). All of these works are combined with graphic
images, which are full of references. As Rowson’s introductory website portrait suggests,
writing has become increasingly important for him.706
Snatches is a collage of stories surveying human history and mingled with alternative history.
Related incidents are chosen for their absurdity: “Our 21st-century smugness comes in for an
especial beating, as it is revealed that the present day is a punishment inflicted by ancestors
out to settle scores with us for our appalling attitudes”, according to Newman’s review707. All
but two chapters are preceded by a vignette-like illustration echoing William Blake’s enigmatic
illustration style. For example, “Inferno”, which is about the character Stalin who is being
consoled by a condemned group of people in hell, is introduced with a black-and-white ink
vignette showing a close-up of a sniffing demon blowing his nose in a handkerchief. Thus,
Snatches offers various references, here to Dante’s Divina Commedia.

705

Rowson 2009: 12.
Cf. Rowson March 24, 2019: n.p.
707
Newman n.p.
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Limerickiad is a collection of poems on selected famous and influential works of literary world
history. The limericks were originally published weekly in the Independent on Sunday. In each
poem, Rowson comments on a single work or summarises it or analyses an author, a whole
genre, an invention like the printing press or a cultural phenomenon. The poems mostly extend
over several stanzas, and each stanza maintains the limerick rhyme scheme AABBA. The
inclusion of pseudo-academic and filthy language result in a cheeky, ‘edutaining’ mix. Some
of Rowson’s verses are ‘continued’ or added to by the cartoon next to it. For example, in the
limerick “Romeo and Juliet” (Limerickiad I) the last line of the fifth stanza, “Life’s a bitch for
these two star-crossed lovers…”708 recalls the unsolvable problem of the Shakespearean
characters, ending in death. In the cartoon next to the poem, Julia’s Nurse makes a pun on the
modern contraceptive morning-after-pill. Here, it refers to the poison Juliet takes to end her life
upon seeing Romeo dead. Rowson often employs the last stanza of the limerick or the
accompanying cartoon to draw parallels between the literary piece and contemporary politics
or culture.709
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Illustration 42. Rowson, Limerickiad I: “Romeo and Juliet”, pp. 88-89.

For other works, like the children’s book The Nodland Express (1995) by his wife Anna Clarke
or John Sweeney’s Purple homicide: Fear and loathing on Knutsford Heath (1998), Rowson
drew the illustrations. In general, Rowson’s illustrations are painted, air-sprayed, drawn or
inked and are either in colour or black and white.

708

Rowson 2014: 88.
In Rowson’s The Limerickiad Volume One 2014, a limerick on Shakespeare’s “The Tempest” is enriched with
a quote from a Bob Dylan song (120); Shakespeare’s sonnets are compared to songs by AC/DC (123); and
character Osama bin Laden prefers drinking orange juice rather than alcohol in “Candide in Las Vegas” (197).

709

Literature adaptations
So far, Rowson has adapted four works: the epic poem The Waste Land, the novels Gulliver’s
Travels and Tristram Shandy and the non-literary Communist Manifesto. In terms of adaptation
goals, he approached each of these works differently. Rowson’s Waste Land (1990)
exclusively features heavily adapted text for copyright reasons and is dominated by inked film
noir aesthetics sporting many tiny details and “connecting the unconnectable by bringing Eliot
and Chandler together to create a new critical, if mischievous, synthesis.”710 Rowson used
capital italic letters throughout the text, which are hand-written as in all his other works. The
panels include many interpictorial references, for example to Michelangelo’s sculptures “David”
and “Dying Slave”711 and to paintings from the early 20th century. It is the only adaptation based
on a work Rowson neither liked nor intended to adapt in the spirit of the original: “I came to
the project with an innate hostility to Eliot and his poem, and the best joke of all was turning
this hoary sacred cow into something as sleazy and pathetic as 'what would appear to be some
form of comic book', as the Eliot Estate's solicitor's letter phrased it.”712 Waste Land does not
feature a regular grid; instead, Rowson often changes the page layout. An example of his
experimental use of a grid is provided on page 27 of Wasteland713.
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Rowson 1995: 64.
Rowson 2012 [1990]: 6.
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Rowson 1995: 66.
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Rowson 2012 [1990]: 27.
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A large panel showing a landscape
and a tiny group of figures serves as
a frame for the sequence of nine
panels arranged in its upper section,
and also as last panel to this
sequence. The nine square panels
with marked frames form a larger
square which is placed into a
marked frame. The nine square
panels are close-ups, presenting
magnified

images

of

instances

happening in the setting of the
underlying big panel. Through this
structure, details and an overall
impression

of

the

scene

are

provided.
Rowson

explicitly

Tristram

referred

to

as

an

Shandy

“adaptation”

714

in his 1995 article on

the process of writing and drawing
the work. In approaching the project,
Illustration 43. Rowson, The Waste Land: 27.

which

is

his

second

literature

adaptation, he considered earlier
adaptations of STS as potential sources on a case-by-case basis: "I have, by and large,
ignored precedents set by previous illustrators, partly through ignorance until it was too late,
partly by choice."715 Other aspects of the work, like lettering and panel layout, are dealt with in
chapters 3.1 to 3.7.
The title of Rowson’s Gulliver’s Travels (2012) is followed by the information “adapted &
updated” on the cover. Like Waste Land and Tristram Shandy, Gulliver’s Travels is a black and
white comic. The aesthetics of vignette-like illustrations in the chapters and the accompanying
lettering are strongly reminiscent of Ralph Steadman’s wild blotchy style. They stand out of the
aesthetics of the comic panels’ content as they “are Dr. Gulliver’s own, produced on those rare
occasions when it was considered safe enough to permit him [long-stay patient in a secure
psychiatric unit] access to the art block.”716
714

Rowson 1995: 74.
Ibid.
716
Cf. Rowson 2013: 113–114.
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The lettering in the captions is Rowson’s
standard seriphed case-sensitive font,
which he also uses for political cartoons.
The characters of the different cultures,
met by the autodiegetic narrator Dr.
Gulliver, are all given individual letterings.
The character depictions are less realistic
than in Waste Land; however, the funnies
aesthetics is moderate. Rowson adapted
Swift’s text heavily and added to it since the
updated version of Gulliver’s voyage is set
Illustration 44. Rowson, Gulliver’s Travels: 41.

in the Tony Blair era.717

The Communist Manifesto (2018), Rowson’s latest adaptation, is original in many respects.
Most notably, it is so far the only comic featuring colour in the panels. Rowson chose red in
the otherwise black and white panels to highlight blood, organs and flesh; fabrics (the
communist flag and a curtain) and also to differentiate certain characters from one another.

Illustration 45. Rowson, The Communist Manifesto, pp 32-33 (my counting).

In the acknowledgements, Rowson expresses his thanks to Ralph Steadman for teaching him
how to use a mouth atomizer to create finely sprayed or blotchy backgrounds. This technique
is applied in nearly all of his backgrounds to the panels in the comic. Unlike in his other works,
717

Cf. Rowson 2013: 6 (my counting).
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Rowson includes more flash pages in the comic, which can be found in the whole foreword
and first chapter. The following sections of the comic, which amount to half the pages of the
whole work, only have two flash pages. Moreover, the Manifesto includes a lengthy illustrated
introduction by Rowson. He provides an overview of his motivation for adapting Marx and
Engel’s 1888 English language edition of the text. Rowson then contextualises the original text
and expresses the hope to remain close to the authors’ intentions in his comic. Rowson
included an “Aftermath”, that is nine panels over nine pages and symbolises how the socialist
call for “WORKING MEN OF ALL COUNTRIES UNITE” was dealt with in the decades following
the publication of the original. Manifesto is Rowson’s first comic which provides the names of
the original’s authors on the front cover page.
To sum up, Rowson’s adaptations are mostly black and white comics, with hand-written
lettering, realistic sceneries and character depictions in moderate funnies aesthetics. They are
also often rich in interpictorial references to art works and, less so, to contemporary culture.
Apart from his intentions for Waste Land, it is Rowson’s declared objective to include the
originals by retaining their characteristics and conveying the spirit of the works in his adapted
comics.
Rowson drew a literature adaptation mock theory718, printed in the Proceedings to the
Anglistentag 2012. It is much less an insight into his perspective on adaptation, but it is rather
a critique of institutionalized literary criticism in dealing with new literary phenomena like
comics. The setting is Narrativille, introduced in the first three panels through a wild
accumulation of architectural styles representing periods of world literature. In the story, a Jane
Eyre character is cast out by her family, which symbolises English literature, because she is
pregnant outside of marriage. The impregnation happened in a motorcycle accident, when the
rider, an attractive, grumpy rockabilly frequenting the “Comix Pool Hall”, crashed into her. Both
are social outcasts, representing literary inventions and novelties which are not tolerated by
the dominant desires of the readership and spokespersons of canonised English literature.
The Jane character then gives birth to a funnies-style octopus and shows it to the father. He is
shocked by the appearance of his unwanted child and throws it into the sea. The sea
represents low culture, which is open to adaptations. Here, the octopus finds a place to thrive.
Then, the octopus is caught, put into a jar/aquarium (some type of a frame) in which it can be
analysed. The results are presented at a conference. A T.S. Eliot character, representing
canonised literature and, more so, literary critics, is not interested in the paper given on the
adaptation and stays away from the panel at the conference to rather enjoy a gelato. Naturally,
the conference is held in a huge, representative neo-classicist building.
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Cf. Rowson 2013: panel 1-34.
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In respect to literature adaptation, the nearly wordless comic seems to offer the following halfserious statement: Institutionalised English literature and its critics are as much criticised for
their rejection of adaptations as representatives of underground comix. Adaptations in comic
book format of English literature are apparently, for all mentioned groups of interest, neither
fish nor fowl. Rowson ridicules that aspect by stating that adaptations in comic book formats
originate from both literature and comics. Nevertheless, none of the parties want to claim the
phenomenon as it is too different from their respective fields and too close to the genre they
do not want to be associated with. Possibly, Rowson meant to highlight the stupidity in
stubbornly rejecting the creative potential of adaptations for reasons of tradition or profile
keeping.

Target group
For the original publishing houses as well as SelfMadeHero, Sterne enthusiasts are likely the
most important target group. Since STS belongs to the British literature canon as well as a
canon of world literature, people interested in reading adapted works of those canons for
general educational purposes, for example, are also a target. A third group are the comic
enthusiasts who take a liking to long complex comic narratives and literature adaptations in
comic book format. For Baetens and Frey, Rowson’s comic Tristram Shandy may be part of
“the wider culture of nostalgia"

719

th

since it is mostly set in 18 century Britain. Rowson made it

very clear that Waste Land is not to be seen in the spirit of Classics Illustrated, as his illinformed American editor suggested720, and the same holds true for Tristram Shandy.

3.9 Rowson’s mock-scholartism in Tristram Shandy
In conducting the analysis of RTS, it became clear that the artist’s approach for creating
Tristram Shandy includes a method of adaptation going along with a mock-scholarly attitude
showing in several parts of his artistic project. The term mock-scholartism will in the following
be used to denote Rowson’s method and attitude in the creation process of his comic
adaptation of STS. Moreover, mock-scholartism designates Rowson’s output, which are the
comic and articles on his project. The artist is accordingly labelled mock-scholartist and the
work mock-scholartistic. Rowson’s mock-scholartism is, as of yet, work-specific. However,
variations of elements can be traced in his other literature adaptations and his political
cartoons, as shortly discussed in chapter 3.8. Satirising academic conventions and institutions
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Baetens 2015: 217.
Cf. Rowson 1995: 64.
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is the subject matter of his nearly wordless comic “Towards a theory of literary adaptation”,
which is also examined in 3.8.
Mock-scholartism is a method and attitude characterising Rowson’s aim of creating
understanding and organising, reflecting and expressing knowledge mirroring the complexity
of the primary source STS with artistic means. Mock-scholartism aims at satirising academic
conventions. In the following, mock-scholartism will be examined in the three forms where it
shows, namely a mock-academic attitude, the method itself (here an adaptation method) and
the realization of both in comics and articles. However, the focus is here set on Rowson’s
attitude and how it shows in his comics.

Rowson’s mock-academic attitude
The mock-academic attitude can be commented on as a variation of Rowson’s general critical
attitude against powerful people and institutions. In his work Giving Offence, which is discussed
to greater detail in chapter 3.8, Rowson elaborates on the necessity of offending the powerful
and his means for doing so. Though his main aim is offering a sort of relief to afflicted interest
groups721 it is likely Rowson also tries to induce politicians caricatured by him to change their
criticised behaviour. Satirising academics in Tristram Shandy possibly originates in a similar
motive. Rowson recalls mostly negative impressions of the didactics used in his English studies
and the behaviour of some lecturers at Cambridge University:

It is one of the enduring peculiarities of the English tripos at Cambridge that in Part I the student
is taken on a mad, roller-coaster ride through the canon of Eng. Lit., covering a topic a week
and producing (or reducing) the received wisdom to an essay of no more than 3 sides of
foolscap. Thus it was with Tristram Shandy. [I recognised] all this as a disreputably unShandean
proposal (after all, you need at least thirty pages to describe how you got from your digs to the
faculty library to get the book out in the first place) […]722

It is quite obvious from his statement that accessing and understanding literature, here Tristram
Shandy, can be achieved via creatively extracting its characteristics and applying them instead
of describing and analysing them. Moreover, Rowson preferred and still prefers the creative
approach to literary studies as practised in early 1980723.
Rowson’s student experience with academic personnel was biased, and his general dislike to
the conduct of the study programme goes along with a mostly negative portrait of his former
lecturers. His sample impression of a professor was that of rather unprofessional social
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behaviour and little didactic skill in explaining the usefulness of a task assigned to the student
Rowson:

For the 18th Century paper I was supervised by a professor who shall be nameless. He had a
curious method of supervising his 1st year pupils, which we all recognised even then was mostly
intended as a controlling mechanism to put us ill at ease. In his own way he was taking the piss,
I suppose, but knowledge of that didn't help. He supervised in a tiny square room painted blood
red and dimly lit by a lamp beneath a blood red shade. In addition, he had a strange mannerism
of apparently involuntarily and jerkily snapping his jaws together like a gin trap without warning
[…] To cap it all, while you read your essay out to him he would, as often as not, stand, turn his
chair over and start unfurling and reweaving its raffia seat. This was deeply intimidating but,
defending my corner, I read out my essay on Tristram Shandy, […] and concluded, after quoting
the novel's famous last line, that it could be read backwards with as much reward and benefit
as reading it forwards, and that Lillabullero was the call sign of the BBC World Service. He
seemed to like that last point, but dismissed everything else I'd written by enjoining me to
concentrate, à Ia Arnold Kettle, on Tristram Shandy's role in the development of the English
novel. […] a few weeks later, I was so depressed that I told
my moral tutor that I was sick of the course in particular and Cambridge in general […]724

The statement represents Rowson’s dissatisfaction with the academic educational system in
general. To his mind, academics of the mentioned professor’s kind lack closeness to real life
(students), self-deprecating humour and openness to creative approaches to research tasks.
Rowson relates a positive encounter with another tutor725, too but part of his mockery in
Tristram Shandy stems from his negative impressions of obsolete academic practices.
Satirising academics in Tristram Shandy originates with Rowson’s personal experiences and
Sterne’s allusion to scriblerianism726 and mockery of writers Sterne did not like.
In the comic, Rowson’s experiences and opinion are conveyed in scenes showing either
contemporary academics at work or Author and Pete discussing and organising research. In
II/panel 69, a panel of the “XXXVth World Congress of Shandean Studies” is held in a vast
theatre with over 150 vacant seats and attended by only three scholars. On stage, a committee
of three scholars behind a massive desk introduce the next speaker, Duane Steep, who starts
delivering his paper on “The gay marriage of Toby & Trim”. All participants are male. Duane
Steep’s rhetoric recalls a typical paper opening: he ties in his topic with “yesterday’s session,
on piercing, mutilation and safe sex in volume V” and thanks the colleague delivering the paper;
introduces his own paper as a specification of said paper and sets a focus on character
Elizabeth Shandy’s vulva and vagina. The rhetoric of the fictional scholar is satirized by the
intelligent nonsense he utters, and more so by the responses of the audience. The audience
member on the left-hand side uses entirely inappropriate and informal language while
demanding to know why no lesbians feature in Sterne’s novel. The participant closest to the
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lower margin, Jacques Cinq, is very likely modelled on the looks of contemporary FrenchCanadian archeologist Jacques Cinq-Mars. His speech mocks the rhetoric of academics
asking questions not to receive answers but to distinguish themselves. He asks two questions
before Steep can fully elaborate on his topic, and these questions are too much based on close
reading to be answerable extemporaneously.
Rowson additionally mocks contemporary academic’s networking behaviour and small talk in
III/panel 6. The setting for the scene is as ridiculous as the empty lecture hall in II/panel 69.
III/panel 64 happens in the stomach of a sperm whale, a circumstance not acknowledged by
any of the scholars present. For example, three scholars are climbing the ladder to go aboard
“The Legendary Lost Wandering Ship of Critics” and boast with their grants for senseless
research projects. Aboard the ship, two scholars standing on the left end produce sentences
of extraordinarily tiring length and talk at cross-purposes. In the introductory scene of the “Ship
of Critics” earlier in the comic, the scholars on board do not seem to care about the upcoming
storm but keep chorusing “BLAH BLAH BLAH […]”727. ‘Blah Blah’ is the most likely answer to
Author’s enthusiastic hope on approaching said ship, that the critics “will doubtless afford us
further insight!”728.
Author shares some characteristics with the mocked scholars but is contested by Pete, who
serves as critic to Author’s scholarly requests of research and interest in minute details of the
adapted work. In Rowson’s adaptation of the undeniably important and much discussed729
scene of Trim reading the “Sermon on Conscience”730, Author communicates the value of the
scene to Pete in pseudo-academic, keyword loaded language. Pete is simply nerved (“That’s
it! I’m off!”) and about to leave the parlour in which the scene takes place via window. Also, in
the interlude between volumes I and II, Author’s enthusiasm for literary studies cannot
convince Pete. Despite Autor’s looking forward to meeting731 a group of French
deconstructivists including a Jacques Derrida732 lookalike, he and Pete are simply
overpowered by them. The fictional deconstructivists literally deconstruct, dismember them in
i/panels 5-6. Readers get the impression of Author being the likable academic enthusiastic
artist who fails in his scholarly attempts. His failures highlight the absurdity of the behaviour of
the professional scholars mocked in the comic. Moreover, Rowson embodies different critical
readings of Sterne’s text in the characters Virginia Woolf and James Joyce, who also function
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as adaptations of the fictional readers Madam and Sir addressed by Tristram in STS. However,
Woolf and Joyce who are part of Tristram’s narrating party, stand for the highly contested, not
contextualised reading of Sterne’s Tristram Shandy as a predecessor of literature using stream
of consciousness and interiour monologue. The personified inapt interpretations of STS are
constantly experiencing accidents in their struggle to move from panel to panel. By that,
Rowson implies that (professional) readers who have a wrong preconception from the start will
hardly access a literary work at all but might constantly stumble. Apart from guest characters
Jacques Cinq and Jacques Derrida, none of the comic’s contemporary scholars in the
mentioned panels could be linked to real academics. Rowson’s attack is a general criticism of
the forms of communication in academia. He mocks elitist language, relatively small impact of
research in contrast to high costs for research projects and ineffective communication of
research results to an interested public. However, Rowson himself draws on sound literary
studies and seeked the assistance of scholars like Peter de Voogdand Sterne expert Kenneth
Monkman for his project733. In the comic’s first volume, Author labels the comic’s aim and form:
“Research research research, that’s the name of the game! Think not of this as a mere Comic
Book – more as a graphic thesis, my word yes---“734. The aspiration of Author may have to
be seen as Rowson’s expression of doubt on the narrative comic medium’s capability of
conveying academic research. He questions the significance of the research perspective by
satirising the research method. By classifying the comic Tristram Shandy as a graphic thesis
which is preceded and accompanied by (mock) research, Rowson renders the characters
Author and Pete researchers on a complex task.

Additionally to Rowson’s preference of artistic approaches to literature in general, he thinks it
vital to emphasise the cheeky and ambiguous nature of STS: "[…] the critics and the academics
like our old friend the professor, who swaddle the book's perceived impenetrability in aprons of
learned discourse I suppose, ultimately, to make it appear decent. These are, after all, decent
people. But not me […]"735.

STS includes satirizing intertextual references to authors and the content of their works as well
as an imitation of (academic) practices736 and formal features. Rowson mirrors Sterne’s use of
textual elements taken over from the Scriblerians Alexander Pope and Jonathan Swift. Sterne,
as in his application of footnotes and asterisks737, does not follow the Scriblerian aim of
733
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satirizing the importance of these features by including them frequently and prominently in the
page layout738. In contrast, Sterne is “drawing in their sense of performativity, yet pointing it in
a different direction-not towards the opacity of language, but rather towards its ineffability",
argues Fanning739. The ineffability of language signs is playfully taken up by Rowson, as in an
asterisk disguised as a flower (I/panel 40 (6)). Also, Sterne’s footnote containing a reference
to Locke, is adapted as a balloon inscription, the balloon tied to Walter’s index finger740. Often,
Rowson adds own ideas to Sterne’s handling of academic value, as in II/panel 5, which shows
an explanatory image of a fortification with the letters in the legend of the map reading
“A.R.S.E.H.O.L.E.” 741.
In other cases, Rowson visualises phrases from STS, as is the case with the mentioning of
John Locke and hobby-horses. Rowson adapts the text of STS I/iv mentioning Locke’s
discussion of ideas in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding. The artist visualises Locke
and employs him as Tristram’s hobby-horse in I/panels 13-16 and further on. Interestingly,
Locke the hobby-horse is himself riding on a stick with the figure of a horse’s head. Here,
Rowson not only visualises but also comments on STS: the “associations of IDEAS”742 are
represented in Locke’s hobby-horse and Locke and the Essay are shown as the hobby-horse
of Tristram, the latter being a piece of information inferred from Sterne’s text but not explicitly
stated.
Rowson again expands his adaptation by adding interpictorial references to landscape
paintings or graphics used as scenery for panels. These references, like one of many
references to Piranesi’s series Carceri d'invenzione (1745-1750) as in I/panel 140, does not
only provide an interiour for the panel’s scene. Moreover, Rowson’s association of the
imaginary prison elaborates and comments on Sterne’s text743 of the scene. In STS I/xxi,
Tristram explains that his uncle Toby would start whistling the Lillabullero tune whenever the
“contrariety of humours” of Walter and Toby forced Toby to listen to the story of Aunt Dinah’s
affair with the coachman. Rowson’s scenery, the imaginary prison borrowed from Piranesi,
goes a step further: it suggests Toby cannot stop his obsessive behaviour. Since a reference
to Piranesi’s prisons also serves as background for the very first panel of the comic, Rowson
might suggest not only Tristram’s life course, but also the narrative structure is bound to reach
For example, Swift’s Tale of a Tub shows seven pages in a row containting up to five footnotes per page, cf.
Ross 2003: 90–97. The second footnote on p. 90 represents the Scriblerian purpose of revealing and laughing at
academic malpractice well: “Here is pretended a defect in the manuscript; and this is very frequent with our
author either when he thinks he cannot say anything worth reading, or when he has no mind to enter on the
subject, or when it is a matter of little moment; or perhaps to amuse his reader (whereof he is frequently very
fond) or lastly, with some satirical intention.”
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an impasse. This again shows clearly that Rowson does not simply adapt the content of
Sterne’s work but rates it expertly.
Rowson’s academic training and proper research on STS bring the adaptation close to
academic studies of Sterne’s work. However, the comic is formost a creative artistic approach
and going along with it are a narrative character and aims of entertainment. Rowson adapted
STS according to his own research rules, many of which are laid open in his articles. He
distinctly separates his comic from academic works and practices by mocking contemporary
academic practices and adapting Sterne’s take on “Scriblerian models of textuality”744.
Interpictorial references in the comic often prove to be scenic background and contextualising
comment likewise. RTS stikes as an adaptation vigorously combining sophisticated, academicinspired insights with deliberately flat slapstick humour.
In his public scholarship articles, Rowson addresses an academically trained audience and
partly makes fun of academic practices, too. Rowson informed the public about his comic after
its publication in 1995. The three articles most directly concerned with the comic were
published in 1995, 2000 and 2003. The 1995 article informs about the making of the comic
published with Lilliput Press/Picador and similarities and differences to the creation of The
Waste Land. In his 2000 article, Rowson replied to Richter’s hypotheses in an article about
Tristram Shandy from the same year. Rowson then referred to the aim of cartooning, satirical
elements and narrational strategies in Tristram Shandy in the printed script of his Laurence
Sterne Memorial Speech (2003). The reprint of the comic with a new cover with SelfMadeHero
in 2010 was not met with a similar article. Similar, that is not to say the 2010 edition was not
advertised, rather that other platforms than scholarly journals like The Shandean were
chosen.745 The mentioned articles explain procedures of the adaptation and editing process,
give away the identity of some characters and essentially advertise the comic to a literary
studies trained, Sterneana-interested audience. All three articles have a mock-scholartistic
character, from which a second function can be deducted. Published in the academic journal
The Shandean with a double-blind peer review process and focussing on a very specific theme,
that is Laurence Sterne’s life time and writings, Rowson’s articles are rather primary source
and edutainment then academic discussion of primary literature aided by secondary literature.
A sample would-be serious analysis of his own narrative structure shows that he knows how
to make fun of illegible long sentences written not for, but against readers of academic papers:
For those of you unfamiliar with my text, in Volume II me and my talking dog Pete, who spend
the book commenting on Tristram's narrativization, have scarpered from the Shandy household
just as Trim begins to read the Sermon on Conscience, to wander off into the internarrative
critical nocriticsland that intersperses Tristram's metanarrative and the subnarrative of Walter
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and Toby's narrativization co-existing in parallel with the renarrativizing of the denarrativized
circumstances of Tristram's birth. Or something. 746

Method
From some of the examples given in the discussion of Rowson’s mock-academic attitude it
became clear that he devised a method for adapting Sterne’s Tristram Shandy. Again, it needs
to be stated that Rowson creates an additive adaptation; that is an adaptation supplemented
by a significant amount of content originating with the adapting artist, especially associations
and interpretation. As discussed above, the additional elements are often comments on the
adapted scene or an explication of its contents. They are quite often clearly marked as
supplementary information not orginating with Sterne’s text. This is how the overall impression
of the comic is that of a close adaptation. Julie Sanders provides a well-fitting image to the
comic’s relation to Sterne’s text: "Perhaps a useful way of beginning to think about adaptation
is as a form of collaboration across time and sometimes across culture or language."747 Or, as
Rowson puts it, “we [Rowson and Sterne] were in this together against the unsuspecting
reader”748.
Rowson set some principles and practices for the adaptation process. Some can be inferred
from the reception of the comic, others are explicitly stated by Rowson in his articles. On many
of his rules, Rowson must have decided in the very early stages of the adaptation process.
Three general principles can be inferred from his comic, namely, the intention to stay close to
Sterne’s text and the Shandean spirit, accomplish transparency, and the comic’s overall style.
The first principle of conducting a close adaptation of Sterne’s Tristram Shandy is apparent in
the parallels of structural and narrative elements between comic and STS. The adaptation in
comic form fits the verbo-visual blend of STS by preserving “the complexity of human
experience”749 and keeps the spirit of Sterne’s novel alive in the adaptation. However, Rowson
does not subvert the comic genre, as he apparently aimed to do:
“[…]Tristram Shandy's structure which, in failing to adhere to the kind of sequential narrative
structure which the comic book exemplifies (the French term for the genre, bande dessinee, is
more accurate), provided plenty of scope for subverting the accepted structures of comic book
narrative and design as effectively as Sterne had originally subverted the structure of the
novel.”750
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Rowson’s black and white comic employs a varity of established narrative and stylistic devices,
but does not ask readers to perform unusual or highly difficult closure processes. Sequences
of events are given and can be easily followed; a meaningful relation of panel and page layout
is established and the content and style of the panels’ contents can be interpreted. Instead,
Rowson might refer to the role of homodiegetic narrator Author and Pete, who sometimes take
over the chain of command from Tristram in the comic.
The comic is, like Sterne’s text, structured into nine volumes, and Rowson also gives chapter
headings for chapters of high significance in STS. For example, Sterne’s chapter 21 in the first
volume on the beginning of Tristram’s birth is in the comic introduced with the heading
“CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE”751. Narrative elements, such as the character cast, pacing and
sequence of events in the story are adapted to convey as much of STS as possible. Also,
Rowson took over most aesthetic graphic elements from Sterne, like the two black pages.
However, Rowson uses each adapted page to show, with much comic relief, that the black
pages in Sterne752 force the readers to stop reading and start looking at the solid block of black
to engage with her emotional reaction on the colour and narrative expectations. In the comic,
the characters in the panel bounce against the black page, which is adapted as a solid threedimensional block753 shown head-on. The second adapted black page is shown as a dark
trhree-dimensional space partly explored by Author and Pete with a matchstick. The closeness
of the adaptation to STS is also established through Rowson’s references to historical
architecture connected to Sterne’s life, as explicated in 3.5. Some characters and events are
simply listed in the comic754, like Sterne’s digression on the Abbess of Andoüillets755. The
cutting and selecting being done in a readership-friendly, transparent way leads to his second
principle.
Rowson obviously deemed it important to clearly indicate which parts of the comic’s content
are of his own invention and which originate with Sterne. As described in detail in chapter 3.2,
Rowson uses different fonts, speech balloon forms, clothing, character language and
scenery/interiour for this purpose of creating transparency. Also, cuts of Sterne’s plot are
addressed and partly explained, as in IV/panel 101. Here, Author complains to an invisible
comic editor: “HEY! YOU’VE CUT OUT MY 25 PAGE FOLD-OUT MIXED MEDIA
PANORAMA OF WALTER, TOBY, TRIM & OBADIAH’S JOURNEY TO THE VISITATION AT
**** […]”. Author’s complaint also shows that Rowson wants to convey his contemplation of
different options for adapting Sterne’s Tristram Shandy. The lost mixed media panorama
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mentioned by Author was likely created with materials reminiscient of the works of Joseph
Beuys or Robert Rauschenberg’s “Combines”, as the sheep, petrol container and bucket of
faeces standing next to Author suggest. The cut-out episode would likely have been a free,
creative appropriation of Sterne’s work. Another adaptation decicion made quite transparent is
Rowson’s intention to parallel Sterne’s writing a novel on writing a novel756. Rowson naturally
draws a comic adaptation on Sterne’s text and includes passages on drawing a comic. This
sub-plot is carried by Author and Pete. Especially Author explains which fictional secondary
literature is to be read as preparation on Sterne and his work and that they need to review their
adaptation progress757. Author and Pete also function as commentators on the scenes adapted
from Sterne, and provide background information and interpretations.758 In another case,
Rowson transports his ideas for more alternative adaptation ideas via guest characters. In
volume VII/panels 14-15, a demon acts as producer and editor and suggests “A PERFECT
PRE-ECHOING AIDS METAPHOR” interpretation of STS and a filmic “TOTAL REWRITE AS
AN EPIPHANY OF ADDICTION” by Peter Greenaway.
The comic’s style, namely the decisions to draw it black and white, do the lettering by hand
and let the characters appear semi-realistic, where also decided beforehand. Many of
Rowson’s practices likely evolved in the scripting and drawing process and are not strictly
followed as rules. The different kinds of humour, ranging between slapstick, cynical, black and
sophisticated keep the comic entertaining. The same holds true for the variation of textheaviness in the panels. Rowson lets most volumes end with a single panel per page, though
he never employs flash pages. He probably did not consider the middle fold of the printed
comic in his double-page drawings which makes some details disappear, as in the writing
above panel 6 in volume IV.
All in all, Rowson’s comic presents itself as a carefully planned piece of art. The reading
experience is guided by clear indications of character and setting functions, text origins, most
of them conveyed with stylistic devices such as Rowson’s inkwork.

Similarities to scholartism
As becomes apparent from the definition of mock-scholartism and its name, the method bears
some similarities to scholartism. Whereas scholartism is dominated by literary studies, comic
studies or film studies, mock-scholartism is arts-based. However, both the arts and
aforementioned academic studies are not unified by shared methods and paradigms in mockscholartism.
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Mocking practices of institutions by apparently applying them distinguishes mock-scholartism’s
perspective. However, Rolling strongly argues against perspectives as part of methods in
general:
But methods do not have perspectives. Methods are inert; they are no more than tools.
By definition, perspectives are attitudinal stances, or points of view. Only living,
breathing, decision-making individual researchers and research communities are
positioned to wield their tools of inquiry with a deliberate perspective toward their
operation and purpose.759

Though Rolling argues that researchers give methods a perspective by employing them in
certain contexts, it could also be argued that every method is chosen for specific contexts and
as tool for a specific theory precisely because it can only reveal aspects relevant to the theory.
For example, through drawing comics of nano-particles, their exact size and cluster shapes
cannot be determined. Measuring nano-particles with a transmission electron microscopy to
determine size and cluster shape is more to the purpose, but could, in contrast to a comic, not
express potential fear of customers about health-damaging remains of nano-technology
enhanced mascara in their bodies.
The method of Rowson’s mock-scholartism can be related to narrative research, a form of ABR
with increasing popularity since the late 1960s. Narrative research is "rooted in interpretive
hermeneutics and phenomenology, [and] strives to preserve the complexity of what it means
to be human and to locate its observations of people and phenomena in society, history and
time. […] we understand and espouse the constructedness of our knowledge."760 Narrative
enquiry engages in different perspectives on the research topic to ensure a proper discussion,
the idea deriving761 from Bakhtin’s research on the multiperspectiveness of the novel762. It is
incontestable that narrative enquiry and comic enquiry work differently. Though different
modalities are employed by the approaches, the media involved share a narrative capacity.
Rowson’s comic openly displays the constructedness of knowledge and understanding and
means of construction. The narrating characters Tristram, Author and Pete present the
differing perspectives.
The only other artist coming to mind doing mock-scholartism is Sydney Padua, author and
artist of the comic The Thrilling Adventures of Lovelace and Babbage (2015). The comic’s main
characters are based on the historical mathematician and engineer Charles Babbage and first
programmer Countess Ada Lovelace, who designed the first computer and computer
programme in the Victorian era. Padua uses footnotes to give extra information on the panels’
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contents, and additionally endnotes763 after each of the thirteen chapters. The footnotes764 are
not numbered but each is preceeded by a cogwheel. The wheel picks up the technical theme
of the comic and could also be interpreted as an item setting the readers’ thoughts into motion:
reading the footnotes provides the readers with additional information on the comic's content.
Comics often express insightswith the symbol of a shining light bulb or turning cogwheels.
Moreover, Padua makes fun of Lovelace’s and Babbages’s devotion to science by letting them
neglect social manners. In one scene765, Babbage complains about his automatic calender still
not working properly. When he sets the calendar right, it unexpectly shows the entry “Queen’s
State Visit!!!”. The next panel is a close-up of an embarrassed Babbage, and the panel below
is a long shot showing the problem to its full extend: the studio is filled with an odd mixture of
neglected clothes, technical instruments, papers and the like. A chaos which can hardly be
cleaned up before Queen Victoria arrives at the place, not to mention such an important visit
should have been prepared in terms of project advertisement to secure the future funding by
the queen. Padua does, like Rowson, use historical documents for research and heightens the
historical reliability of his comic with interpictorial references to contemporary pieces of art, as
can be seen in Illustration 39 on the bottom of the right-hand side page (Thrilling Adventures
55).
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Illustration 46. Padua, Thrilling adventures: 54-55.
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One endnote in Thrillling Adventures is accompanied by a short scene on shortly over two
pages, here illustrating the lack of social manners for the sake of logic.766 It shows a scene
with a character modelled on the mathematician and logican George Boole coming to Lovelace
and Babbage for tea. Padua caricatures the historical Boole’s mathematical system of logic,
which aimed “to reduce language down to equations”767. In the scene, Boole anwers the
questions of the footman at the door logically and thereby violates the cooperative principle as
described by Paul Grice768.
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Illustration 47. Padua, Thrilling Adventures: 208.

Padua mocks his academic characters, though his humour is less cynical than Rowson’s. The
mock-academic attitude in Thrilling Adventures is based on specific historical persons and, to
a lesser extent, on academic conventions as of today.
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4. Conclusion
Discussion
The overall aim of this work was two-fold: For one thing, I tried to find a method which could
help analyse, discuss, and represent findings on comics gained through artistic practices and
writing academically. On a larger scale, the goal was to develop a method which would assist
in analysing, discussing and representing artistic and non-literary written findings on art forms
studied in literary studies, comic studies and film studies. Current comic analysis practices use
written discussions and graphic/text quotes from the comics they analyse. The method devised
here, scholartism, provides a frame in which producing art is a means to do the research: to
raise questions, juxtapose aspects and study details. Graphics from the analysed comic are
included in most papers; scholartism adds to the mere quotes by offering a variety of selfcreated graphics which show discussed details of a comic in an easily graspable graphic form.
In short, scholartism seeks to enhance the understanding of a source text for the researcher
by doing the work of being researched and for the readers of the publication in following said
research. The developed method scholartism is set in the framework of arts-based research.
Second, Rowson’s comic Tristram Shandy was analysed with the scholartistic method to show
how Rowson adapted Laurence Sterne’s novel Tristram Shandy and which effect his decisions
had. For this purpose, adaptation theories by Sanders and Hutcheon were employed, as well
as Mikkonen and others who contributed greatly to creating a narratology of comics. The
analysis of Rowson’s comic mostly follows Blank’s suggestions made in Literaturadaptionen
im Comic – Ein modulares Analysemodell. She based her modular analysis model on SchmitzEmans and Bachmann (2012) and Hutcheon’s adaptation theory (2006). Blank suppliesa
framework to answer the key question: How was aspect x adapted from the source text and,
more importantly, to which effect? Employing Blank’s model on Tristram Shandy showed that
Rowson’s method of analysis is distinguished by a certain attitude towards the source text and
towards academic publications on Laurence Sterne’s work. This attitude of Rowson’s was
labelled mock-scholartism and described in detail.
In the following, the key questions shaping the research will be provided together with concise
answers to them. The first and most important question was how a medial form and content
structure for humanities research would have to look like in order to critically assessprimary
sources in a holistic way. How can researchers analyse and discuss sources without losing
information which is, for instance, medium-bound? As Mikkonen attests, "[…] narratological
insights into the organisation, presentation, and mediation of stories cannot be transferred from
one medium to another without due modification."769 Though writing about narratives, more
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specifically comics, Mikkonen’s statement also holds true for academic research. Papers in
comic studies, literary studies and film studies need to transfer insights on comics, films and
literature, to a non-literary platform while keeping the spirit of the works alive. In the search for
a method of providing a framework to do just that and minding the “medium-specific
purpose[s]”770 ascribed to narrative elements by Mikkonen, no single method in existence
sufficed this purpose. Hence, scholartism was developed. It was created as a methodological
framework in which primary sources can be studied by combining arts-based research and
research methods and theories used in literary studies, film studies and comic studies. The
latter three fields do mainly express findings in written form. Scholartism has the advantage of
studying and understanding the source of interest through the art form it was conducted in.
Artistic work on a comic is done through creating comic elements, such as single panels, page
layouts or lettering. The arts-based elements of a scholartistic study are embedded into a
written discussion drawing on theories and methods suited to the purpose of the study. Taken
together, the scholarly research module(s) and the arts-based module(s) provide a means to
gather facts and understanding about a subject of study and can also communicate the results
in a visually (or audibly) appealing way. Especially the arts-based elements of the study
facilitate outreach work and public scholarship, and they are well suited to present the results
of the study at conferences. Images have the advantage of presenting lots of information, all
at once, whereas written communication naturally follows a linear time line, making it difficult
to show, for example, complex interconnections in a model. With more and more academic
work published online, scholartism has a platform to present even large sculptural art and short
films in an appealing way.
The second research question was which academic field could frame scholartism best?
Interdisciplinary arts-based research is the field which is the most suitable to the needs
proposed above, but ABR does not provide a structure or framework for how to conduct a
study. The field prides itself for its structural openness, which offers possibilities and obstacles
alike. Hence arose the question for how a niche for scholartism within ABR could be developed,
which draws from literary studies, film studies and comic studies? Can a model be developed
which clearly shows how a scholartistic study can be structured and which function the
individual parts have? The model was needed to apply scholartism in a systematic way within
a theoretical framework of the researcher’s choice, so that it could be applied to various
studies.
Scholartism was then set in the ABR framework and was proposed as a method to expand
ABR, which is still dominated by the social sciences, to include the humanities. An operational
model for the application of scholartism was devised. Its modular form helps researchers to

“There may be media-specific or non-specific characteristics, the important thing is the medium uses it for a
medium-specific purpose.” Ibid. 19.
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customise the model for their specific research project. The operational model for scholartism
is especially applicable to literary studies, film studies and comic studies. Despite the modular
structure of the model, it provides a systematic structure through the fixed conditions of the
modules and the formal conventions followed in research processes. The scholartistic model
combines scholarly theories and methods with artistic theories and methods based on the
theory that it will result in more specific findings on sources of all kind than a mere scholarly
study can. The understanding of the source can become more specific with scholartism
because researchers not only reflect and discuss the source, but they also apply different
artistic methods to enhance their understanding of the content, technique, structure and
medium of the source. The combination of the two different pools of methods bring about
different and complementing insights.
The third key question was how practicable the devised operational model for scholartism
would prove? The model’s applicability was tested by analysing Martin Rowson’s comic
Tristram Shandy with scholartism. The scholartistic analysis of his Tristram Shandy shows in
detail how additional understanding of the comic could be gained through the arts-based
elements. Each illustration or other artistic element in the analysis is followed by a written
reflection, bridging the academic art with the academic text where the arts-based element is
embedded in. The contrast between the text analysing details of the comic and the illustrations
analysing and highlighting details of the comic work with different modes of expression. The
stylistic devices, and ‘language’ they use show that the different methods bring about different
insights on the comic and complement each other. A critical reflection transparently shows
which efforts were made to produce the artistic elements and illustrations. The reflection
furthermore discusses the advantages and potential of scholartism in application.
The fourth key question asked which guidelines Rowson followed in adapting Sterne’s Tristram
Shandy to comic. Rowson’s adaptation method seemed to show parallels to scholartism, so it
was necessary to describe his method and determine the similarities and differences to
scholartism. It turned out that Rowson cultivated a mock-academic attitude, which is mainly
communicated through the characters Author and Pete in the comic. This attitude is also shown
in his articles on the comic Tristram Shandy. Moreover, the majority of Rowson’s other works
are characterised by his overall aim to ridicule powerful people and institutions. Rowson seeks
to console and aid underprivileged persons. In RTS, he mocks the academic system for the
ways in which money is spent on seemingly irrelevant research. Through exaggeration and
caricature, Rowson mocks stereotypical academics for their enigmatic communication as well
as their absurd topic connections in conversations and their ignorance of their life and work
circumstances. Rowson did scholarly research on Sterne’s Tristram Shandy to adapt it to a
comic, and he presents his findings mixed together with invented facts. However, he
personifies academic mockery and failure in the character of Author and some guest
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characters, so that Sterne’s adapted work is summarised, depicted and structured in the best
spirit of the source text. The core of Rowson’s additive adaptation is the interpictorial
references which enhance the adapted scenes with intelligent clues to his interpretation and
guide the readers’ discussion of said references. Rowson formulates his own standpoints,
sometimes subtly and at other times quite openly, and enriches the comic’s narrative by them.
He comments on the adaptation process, itself, through several characters taking a
metanarrative function, which means that characters like Author and Pete ‘create’ the comic
Tristram Shandy and talk about the way they wish to do it and what goes wrong. Rowson, the
real creator of the comic, provides readers with the impression of a well-planned, yet lively
enfolding adaptation process.
For further detail, the following list provides information on the knowledge gained through and
discussed in the individual chapters of this work. Chapter 2.1 dealt with arts-based research
to ground scholartism in it. However, a survey of the interdisciplinary field of ABR showed that
the field is still forming, and therefore it was difficult to provide an overview as well as to define
it. Several broad definitions of ABR co-exist, and leading ABR-researchers such as McNiff and
Leavy highlight the allegedly established status of the field. However, ‘established’ turned out
to mean ‘much practised’ and lacking in theoretical foundation. Just as supporters of ABR see
the absence of a theoretical basis as ABR’S biggest potential to integrate new fields into the
interdisciplinary research landscape, the fuzziness of the field and its methods seem to prove
to be ABR’s biggest obstacles. The initial hope that ABR itself would provide a method for
combining literary studies and arts was not met. Issues facing ABR are identified and rectified
in this research project and its strengths are integrated into scholartism. Thus, scholartism was
defined as a subform of ABR and developed in this chapter.

Key aspects chapter 2.1
Chapter 2.1 outlined scholartism as a methodological framework for interdisciplinary research
on topics addressed through literary studies and arts. After a thorough discussion of arts-based
research, scholartism was embedded in this growing field. Scholartism can provide a modular
structural model for research projects to investigate topics with different theories and also
different scholarly and artistic methods. The chapter developed scholartism as a
methodological framework which combines different ways of knowing, understanding and
‘seeing’ of the source or question which is investigated. In other words, scholartism is
presented as a way to study sources with methods and theories for the purpose and with media
suitable for the medium of the object of inquiry.
The innovative aspect was that sources are studied with artistic means on three different
abstraction levels. The grade of abstraction naturally fits the purpose of the arts-based element
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within the respective research project. Scholartists could create art in the medium (and
technique) of the source they investigate and with artistic methods in another suitable
medium/technique. Alongside the artistically gained insights, researchers study their sources
through writing academic text as well. Also, the understanding provided through artistic
creation are, for clarification, given as academic text. It can be assumed that the majority of
scholartistic studies to come will mostly consist of written parts and have some artistic elements
embedded.
As scholartism was developed to especially aid researchers in literary studies, film studies and
comic studies, the advantages of scholartism over a purely written study with illustrations were
pointed out in the chapter. Media-specific loss of information is prevented as the medium of
the object of inquiry is used as the medium of the artistic inquiry, here called artistic element.
Information gained through the arts-based module is subdivided according to its different forms
of art and communication channels. However, the “representational, expressive and formal
capacities”771 are put to different uses and are more or less successful in achieving the effect
which was wished for. The proposition of chapter 2.1 was simply this: Use the medium of the
source to investigate it. The medium was chosen for a reason by the artist, and researchers
are likely better able to study the works and also to communicate their findings on the source
in a mutual medium. Moreover, researchers should use other art forms to study their source,
as they are likely to dive even deeper into the topic and discover more than they might have
found with purely written academic research. Scholartism takes time as it involves doing art
and taking time to ponder with all the researchers’ senses upon a research question so as to
bring about the best results.

Key aspects chapter 2.2.
In chapter 2.2, the operational model for scholartism was developed. The model provides a
frame to put scholartism into practice and to apply it to different research ideas in order to
structure them. The obvious advantage of the operational modular model for scholartism is
that it fits all research topics. The modular structure provides enough freedom to design studies
fitting the characteristics of the research subject. However, chapter 2.2 also pointed out that
the modular structure of a scholartistic study provides a certain academic standardisation and
makes scholartistic studies comparable in their design and approach. The structural
comparability was presented as an aid for scholartism’s establishment in ABR, literary studies,
film studies and comic studies. It was also proposed that the modular structure would help
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graduate students, doctoral students and any other researchers new to the field of arts-based
research and its subordinate form of scholartism.
Chapter 2.2 explained the structure of the model. It showed how the scholarly modules and
arts-based modules function and their roles in a research process. The research process was
divided into four main parts, that is, the creation of the research question, the research itself,
the representation of the research results and, the fourth part which complements the research
process, public scholarship. The scholarly module contains the research conducted with
qualitative or quantitative methods of the field the scholartist was trained in. The arts-based
research module covers qualitative artistic methods used to create an artistic element or an
illustration of the research question and a written reflection on the creation of the scholartist.
Taken together, the modules form the heart of scholartistic research. Moreover, Tables 2 and
3 gave a selection of artistic and literary studies methods which can be applied in the modules;
it also provides a selection of literary studies theories. It was pointed out that no artistic theories
are included as they are individual and subject-bound because artists create their own theories
and methods to work with. Chapter 2.2 also provided examples of how the modules are applied
and in which way a study can be structured with them. Illustrations created for this scholartistic
study are given throughout this work and are referred to in chapter 2.2. The most prominent
example for an artistic element is the comic presented in chapter 2.3.

Key aspects chapters 2.3 and 2.4
Chapter 2.3 is the major artistic element of this work in the form of the comic “A Promotional
Journey”. It was also the first test-trial of how an artistic element can be created and how it can
work within an otherwise written text. The chapter takes the form of a foldout comic poster
showing a desk with a huge character, Luisa, leaning on it. The desk and her body are a
landscape on and in which the narrative unfolds in numbered, non-framed panels. In the
narrative, Rowson, Pete and another Luisa travel in a Landauer chaise and discuss the
metaphor of research as a journey and Luisa’s proposal to call Rowson a scholartist. Creating
this comic, which is itself an appropriation of many aspects of STS and RTS, helped to form a
distinct understanding of how Rowson planned and organised his adaptation RTS. Moreover,
it assisted in developing the arts-based element for the scholartistic model and in deciding how
to and for what reason to distinguish the artistic element from the other form arts-based form,
the illustration. This practical application confirmed the usefulness of the scholartistic model,
and it also led to the compilation of a general checklist for researchers for the creation of artsbased modules. Moreover, the chapter lists the preparations which needed to be done in order
to draw a comic. This included, among others, a two-week illustration course for general
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awareness-raising on the creation of comic characters and a three-week, one-on-one
mentoring for the development of “A promotional Journey”.
All the relevant insights achieved through the creation of the comic poster were written down
in the next chapter. Chapter 2.4 includes the checklist for researchers of what to keep in mind
when creating an arts-based element. Moreover, the chapter divides the understandings
gained through drawing “A promotional Journey” in three groups: information gained on
Rowson’s adaptation process, on the methodological frame for scholartism and how
scholartism can be promoted in the long run. Partly, the understanding gained on specific
details of Rowson’s comic through art was also written down in the respective chapters.

Key aspects chapter 3.1
An in-depth survey of Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy and leading publications on the work
clearly showed what a diverse range of aspects fashion this work into the multi-facetted and
magnificent piece it is. The most important findings on the most relevant aspects of Sterne’s
work were summarised in chapter 3.1. These aspects included Sterne’s marketing of Tristram
Shandy, especially his design of the autobiographical persona Sterne/Tristram/Yorick, which
guaranteed Sterne’s continued attention from society and in the media. Also, Sterne’s
resistance to conforming to a single genre was thematised. The discussion concluded with
Tristram Shandy being labelled as a world book producing its own perception tool or “optic”772
through which readers can see, understand and interpret Tristram Shandy. A variety of
intertextual references to philosophical, social, political and medical works well known to
Sterne’s contemporaries were worked into Tristram Shandy. Among other reasons, it was
argued that Sterne used the references to increase the recognition value of his work to
ultimately increase sales. On the aesthetic level, Tristram Shandy is presented as a
Gesamtkunstwerk. The nine volumes contain signs to be read and signs to be looked at, at
times, both at once. The last point discussed was Sterne’s/Tristram’s address of fictional
gendered readers and his address of real readers holding the books in their hands. This project
shows that the narrator’s active integration of the readers forces real readers to perform the
book instead of only reading it aloud, and experience it as an art object and conversation
partner.
Rowson was well aware of most of the noteworthy aspects of Sterne’s work. However, he
chose to focus only on some of them to create the mood for his own adaptation. The comic
artist stressed the satirical and mocking tone in direct quotes as well as through his own
supplemental hints on adaptation industry and academia. Rowson started his adaptation with
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the idea that Tristram Shandy is a verbo-visual entity. As the artist understands Tristram
Shandy as a literally graphic novel, he saw the medium comic, itself a verbo-visual entity, as
the best-fitting adaptation form.

Key aspects chapter 3.2
Chapter 3.2 took a close look at Rowson’s drawing techniques and other aspects of his comic’s
aesthetics and language. Similar to the manner of Sterne’s contemporary artists, Rowson
employed cross-hatching. He employed three different grades of realistic effects for different
purposes in his images. His comic shows classic, manually drawn black and white ink images,
with marked frames also drawn in freehand. However, some panels remain without a marked
frame so that Rowson achieved an “implicit semantisation”773 of them.
With regard to the comic’s aesthetics, the chapter found that the level of realism in RTS is not
an indicator for the seriousness of the comic. This result stands in contrast to Blank’s (2015)
proposition. Rowson purposefully varied the level of realism in the aesthetics of his drawings.
The different levels of realism mark the comic’s three character-groups, all of which are
described and traced back to their sources in 3.4. However, it was also concluded that the
funny elements in the comic, namely conventional inserts, special speech balloon forms and
recurring features, serve as humorous digressions from the main actions of the plot.
A close analysis of the text showed that Rowson took the painstaking effort to create an idiolect
for each character. He also created a large number of interpictorial references, serving as the
background to panels. Many landscapes in the panels comment on the scenes taking place in
the foreground or serve as a hint to how Rowson interprets Sterne’s text here. 50 of 90 spotted
interpictorial references were identified and traced backed to internationally canonised works,
especially British canonised art from several different centuries. Many artists Rowson refers to
are represented by several works in the list mentioned above.

Key aspects chapter 3.3
Chapter 3.3 showed that Rowson’s adaptation of Laurence Sterne’s novel The Life of Tristram
Shandy, Gentleman is a close adaptation. However, some major omissions from the source
text’s plot were acknowledged and addressed by the characters Tristram and Author, for
transparency with the adaptation process. Sterne’s plot is enriched by a metanarrative of
Rowson’s creation. The metanarrative is carried by the actions of the characters Author and
Pete, who form a sort of narrating party.
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Key aspects chapter 3.4
In chapter 3.4, the analysis of the comic’s characters showed that they are modelled on types
and specific persons alike. Many visualise Sterne’s sources for characters; others are based
on people from Rowson’s circle or public persons. It was shown that characters modelled on
specific living or dead persons have opinions associated with their source which increased
their recognisability; whereas the functions of the types are indicated by their iconic looks.
The synesthetic potential of lettering is also used for characterisation, but it does not only
convey the volume or feelings with which utterances are made. It was argued that the lettering
visually manifests the three groups characters are divided into through their communities of
practice774: Sterne’s original cast, the narrating party around auto-diegetic narrator Tristram,
and characters of Rowson’s invention. This division is aided by different vocabulary, sentence
lengths and idiolects of the characters. However, the most striking ‘language barrier’ Rowson
created for comic effect and transparency of adaptation is the language of the character groups
belonging to different centuries.

Key aspects chapter 3.5
The analysis of the comic’s setting in chapter 3.5 led to the conclusion that Rowson employed
three forms of background in the panels. The settings are either void spaces with occasional
fantasy elements or interiors and scenery adapted from the source text. Sterne set his novel
in 18th century Yorkshire, for the most part. If the source text did not offer Rowson any specific
information, he relied on facts known about Sterne’s biography, such as the appearance of
one of his properties in Yorkshire; all of which creates a lively image of 18th century rural
Yorkshire. Rowson created a third form of interiors and scenery, modelled with interpictorial
references which comment on the content of the scene presented in the respective panels.
The three forms of settings employed were shown to have different functions. The Yorkshire
references create a lively image of the century and a strong bond to the source text. Void
spaces were used for character-focus, and the interpictorial references were used to comment
on the source text and interpret it. Moreover, the analysis of the comic clearly showed that the
majority of panels are character-centred, with an occasional creation of subjective space.
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Key aspects chapter 3.6 and 3.7
Chapter 3.6 explored how Rowson worked with zero-focalisation and character-bound
perspectives. The artist’s decision not to use captions and rather use direct speech assists
Rowson’s concentration on physical action in the story. Together, they create a page-turner
which balances text distribution and action favourably for the reader. Rowson created the
impression of Tristram Shandy staged in a theatrical framework. He thereby highlighted that
the adapted story was written long ago and that he edited Sterne’s text with informed decisions.
Chapter 3.7 shortly discussed the information provided in the paratext and found that the cover,
editor’s blurb, acknowledgements and dedication create a fitting first impression of the comic.

Key aspects chapter 3.8
Chapter 3.8 discussed the context and circumstances under which Rowson produced and
published the comic Tristram Shandy. Looking at his other comic works, it turned out that
Rowson experimented with different approaches to literature adaptation. Tristram Shandy is
the only literature adaptation of his that shows a distinct mock-scholartistic attitude. Other
adaptation approaches were found in The Waste Land, Gulliver’s Travels and The Communist
Manifesto. A short comparison to his main work, the political cartoons, showed that all his
works are strongly influences by 18th century political satire and art. This also holds true for
Rowson’s graphic style and sharp humour.

Key aspects chapter 3.9
Chapter 3.9 discusses Rowson’s work-specific adaptation method which was coined as mockscholartism. The term mock-scholartism comprises Rowson’s adaptation method and his
mock-academic attitude, which strongly informed his additions to Sterne’s text.
The chapter showed how Rowson skilfully switches between making resourceful comments
on the source text and adapting it, with sound background knowledge informing his decisions.
His mock-academic attitude often comes along with the output from his conducted research,
through which he builds his own interpretation of Sterne.
The discussion showed that Rowson mostly criticises academic practices by satirically
exaggerating them. For Rowson, academia’s faults are an enigmatic rhetoric, detachment from
the world, the relation between the amount of research grants and the insignificance of the
funded projects and the social behaviour of academics. The chapter found that academics in
general are criticised, not so much specific individuals.
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Furthermore, Rowson’s additive adaptation style was characterised. Rowson added a notable
amount of content, in particular interpretations of Sterne’s text and associations with the source
text. The chapter discussed how Rowson used the supplemental content to transparently
comment on his adaptation process and to involve the readers by indirectly addressing them.
Rowson’s mock-scholartistic method of adapting Tristram Shandy was characterised by the
mocking of academic practices by apparently applying said academic practices. It is, however,
an arts-based method with uses artistic means to convey (mock-)arguments. Another artist,
namely Sidney Padua, is discussed as a potential mock-scholartist. Padua, however, criticised
specific historical persons.

5. Recommendations for future research
Though ABR is described here as a growing field and fostering different methods under its
roof, the ABR community still needs some sort of a manifesto or handbook communicating the
general rules or beliefs ABR works with more articulately. Naturally, leading ABR editors like
Leavy (2009) and McNiff (2013) argue that ABR is defined by its structural openness; however,
the indifference of definition of ABR could prove the biggest obstacle for researchers new to
the field. Also, the vague definitions dominating the discourse prevent a critical re-assessment
of what has been achieved so far. A comparative handbook on ABR research methods is still
lacking.
However, Rolling’s Arts-Based Research Primer from 2013 concentrates on four different
research practices of ABR, that is as an analytic, synthetic, critical-activist and improvisational
research practice. From these four practices, Rolling builds a paradigm located in-between the
qualitative, quantitative and artistic domains775. Especially for lecturers, students and
researchers working with ABR for the first time, Rolling’s framework can be a helpful guide.
Hopefully, the variety of research methods applied in ABR will receive more attention from the
research community in the near future. Here also, a comparative handbook pointing out the
strengths and weaknesses of the methods and a discussion of exemplary research designs
could follow.
Producing an overview of ABR research methods requires criteria which can be compared,
such as aims, structure/procedure and theoretical base. The operational model devised for
scholartism in chapter 2.2 could be adapted to clearly lay out the design of ABR methods. The
model would provide a great framework to distinctly show differences, similarities and
strengths of methods like narrative enquiry and drama. As the role of the arts in ABR also
needs to be discussed further, the operational model could be set into an epistemological,
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aesthetics or hermeneutic framework. That would meet the requirements of the ABR
community with more distinct terms to discuss their artistically gained insights. Hermeneutics,
aesthetics and epistemology follow long traditions, and their different theories provide a variety
of well-defined terms to discuss art and/or the creation of it. Until now, most ABR researchers
merely reflect in their own, often vague language on their art creation. To use canonised terms
for art reception and art production would certainly ease comparing research results and
optimise communication among ABR researchers. As stressed in the definitions by Leavy and
McNiff alike 776, the structural openness of ABR is a challenge to many and a great opportunity
for even more researchers.
I am confident a general operational model for all kinds of ABR methods based on the one
created in chapter 2.2 can be devised. As far as I can see, only minor changes would have to
be made. For example, practical experience from a new artistic approach introduced in an
eating disorders therapy group, which needs to be confirmed with a study posteriorly, requires
that the modules be set in a different order. Here, the possibly overwhelmingly positive results
made by the participants of the group precedes the study on the psychological effects achieved
through artistic self-expression, and also precedes the creation of the research question. The
experience made by the participants of the therapy group are explicitly an ABR-element not
found in the scholartism model. Therefore, researchers experienced with participant-made art
should develop the ABR operational model further to decide where participant-made arts
modules come in. I suggest viewing participant-made art an additional element in the already
developed framework for scholartism. Participants would then take the role of researchers
producing art and would also reflect about their own work. The participant’s artistic work and
their reflections on it would then be discussed by researchers who initiated the ABR project.
Another option would be that researchers encourage participants to produce art and analyse
the art without involving the participants any further. This approach to participant-made art is
more distanced and could mean that the participants’ intentions and aims in producing art are
not deemed relevant by the researchers.
That ABR operational model could be the basis for a manual on how to conduct all forms of
arts-based research, independent of which academic discipline engages which artistic method.
Possibly, the integration of Gerber’s et al777 description of five phenomena of ABR processes
provides terms to address the modules of the operational model more distinctly. The authors
define transition (time, space and experience of the research phases), transference
(unconscious thoughts and emotions between artistically engaged persons), transcendence
(ideal state of consciousness for introspective artistic self-expression), transformation
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(reconfiguration of thought and perception to achieve new psychological perspectives) and
translation (artistic expression put into language) as key processes in artistic enquiry. Rolling’s
categories of research practices mentioned above could be added to this general ABR method
model. In other words, a model for a study on, for example, didactic challenges of musical
improvisation in psychological therapy, could take an analytic approach. The didactic study
could collect data from a therapy group to whom musical improvisation was introduced and
who started to use it. Interviews with participants and therapists/musicians could be evaluated,
progress charts could be created, and proposals for successfully introducing music
improvisation to future therapeutic situations could be a result.
All in all, devising an operational model for ABR would certainly contribute to further
establishing the field of ABR in the eyes of supporters and critics alike. More importantly so,
the applying the model on best practice ABR research designs provides the present
interdisciplinary ABR landscape a more distinct form. To my mind, forming categorical criteria
neither “restricts originality and needless to say artistic freedom”778, as McNiff fears. It rather
distinguishes the different methods used in ABR and helps in selecting and/or creating
research designs. Thereby, a model for ABR methods would would relieve some of the
pressure to researchers new to ABR and would make the field itself more intelligible than best
practice examples and public scholarship alone can achieve.
In respect to open questions on the subject of scholartism, it seems fairly possible to get some
reactions from the communicative ABR research community on the following points:

o

Will the term scholartism, which has been used before for another
purpose by some researchers (see chapter 2.1), come into use as
proposed here?

o

Will the term scholartism as a distinct subsection of ABR for literary
studies, comic studies and film studies be accepted? The three
humanities have not yet been integrated into ABR, which is heavily
dominated by social sciences.

o

Will the operational model and the application list help researchers to
design scholartistic research projects? The scholartistic analysis of
Rowson’s Tristram Shandy is a practice example which clarifies
potential open questions on the model.

o

How will scholartism’s demarcating exclusion of participant-made art as
a primary source be received by the ABR community?
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In respect to scholartism and scholartists, their potential and issues were pointed out in chapter
2.4. The most important question though, the applicability of the operational model for
scholartism, will have to be tested by others. Research conducted within the scholartistic
framework will show how easy and useful the operational model actually is. Comic studies,
literary studies and film studies are very often interdisciplinary in their use of theories and
methods, which makes them, at least theoretically, also open to welcoming new methods
based on theories (not yet) incorporated. Thus, scholartism could become an addition to the
pool of methods used in the fields mentioned above. Especially research questions on visual,
visual-auditoryand haptic art forms can be more easily targeted with scholartism than with
methods solely relying on written discussion and analysis.
However, researchers using scholartism and producing multi-modal art might want to use
online platforms to publish their works. For instance, photographically documenting a knitted
piece of art does not do justice to the art’s three-dimensional character. A loop showing the
work from all angles could be embedded into an online article, provided the publishers provide
technical support. Alternatively, publishing companies, like Sage and Routledge which publish
ABR, could support e-publications with QR-Codes or links leading to the video of the
documented art work.
Rowson’s comic Tristram Shandy could be well analysed with Juliane Blank’s modular analysis
model for literary comics. Now that Rowson’s mock-scholartistic method was described for this
comic, it remains for other scholars to study more works of Rowson under this aspect,
especially the literary adaptations in comic book format, including his latest comic Communist
Manifesto (2018), to date. Also, the poem collection Limerickiad might show traces of mockscholartism, as Rowson provides pseudo-academic hypotheses to comment on literary works
and world culture. Drawing from this, the relevance of mocking and mock-scholartism can be
discussed for Rowson’s whole œuvre. Also, the analysis of Rowson’s Tristram Shandy could
be the basis for a comparative analysis of all his literary adaptations. His comics include
different approaches of adaptations However, the common thread seems to be Rowson’s
desire to stay close to what he understands as the spirit of the source text, even if the latter is
parodied as in Waste Land.

Conclusion
The developed modular operational model for scholartism takes a significant step in opening
arts-based research to literary studies and comic studies. Connecting with these latter fields
further cements arts-based research as an interdisciplinary research field. Most importantly,
this work serves as a manual with a ready-for-use method and a model which could prove
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useful to researchers, especially for undergraduates and newcomers to interdisciplinary artsbased research.
Applying scholartism to analyse Rowson’s comic Tristram Shandy has shown that it actually
produces additional, relevant knowledge and understanding. This extra understanding was
gained through crafting the comic “A promotional Journey” and the illustrations provided
throughout the analysis. Drawing the illustrations and the comic severely heightened my
understanding of Rowson’s adaptation method, his mock-scholartistic attitude and many of the
minute decisions he had to make in creating Tristram Shandy. Drawing the comic “A
promotional journey” proved to be especially useful in creating the focal point which gave my
research shape and direction, with the result that it was naturally also a motivation booster.
The positive effects for analysing Rowson’s comic Tristram Shandy with scholartism are
obvious from this example study. I am positive that further trying and testing of this newly
developed method scholartism will highlight its advantages for film studies and literary studies
in the future.
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6. Appendix
Script to “A promotional Journey”
Character list:
Luisa
Mr. Rowson

main characters

Pete

The Shandean spirit (driver Landauer)
Ernest Hemingway
Francis Scott Fitzgerald

minor characters

Cock
Bull

General information:
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All text in speech balloons is going to be handwritten; only footnotes are going to be in typeface
to visually diff. between verbal and written language and respective formal standards.

Script:
Panel -1

dark interior Landauer, camera zooms out

Panel 0

get into sunlight at door Landauer, out into landscape

Title

Poss. “Dissertation – a road trip” title appears behind the SD truck when the

dust

sinks down again

Panel 1

flash page, possibly in colour (watercolour crayons, not watered! Rough
drawing, to get mood). Establishing shot of a place a little outside Lyon. Poss.
sign to train station Saint-Exupéry. Above: poss. faces of MR, Pete, Luisa,
Shandean spirit, Cock &Bull

Panel 2

Lines indicate the end of a page

zoom in on scene in panel 1, focus a little to right so Landauer comes
more or less fully into sight

Panel 3

detail cock standing next to Landauer, looking somewhat bored

Panel 4

zoom out, Landauer shown from front. Cock flies onto roof Landauer, looks
around who is approaching. Cock’s gaze towards shadowy figure approaching
from left background (poss. sign train station)

Panel 5

zoom in (show from cock’s shoulder). Figure=Martin Rowson coming nearer to
Landauer, looking onto little note in right hand (MR right-handed)

Panel 6

zoom out, Landauer from front/from above. MR enters Landauer, cock’s
droppings fall on his hat as bird takes off to bull’s back. Rowson realizes the bull
and cock will draw Landauer (and narrative. So, it’s a cock and bull story).

Panel 7

zoom in, MR shown half-length from Luisa’s perspective (on opposite seat). MR
nearly seated in Landauer (with back to travel direction) unnerved by bird shit,
throws hat out of open door.

Panel 8

half-length of Luisa, seated opposite MR. Luisa excited. “Welcome to…!” –
speech balloon pushed back from left by a speech balloon from outside
Landauer which reads “Stop the narrative! Let me in!” Poss. reference to MR’s
“narrative brake” in TS

Panel 9

Shown from side of door (in travel direction right). Pete enters Landauer, looking
gruffy, saying: “What, would ya have started the road trip without me? You know,
it takes a moment to get two bags of grass, seventy-five pellets of mescaline,
five sheets of high-powered blotter acid … and … a pint of raw ether779, ( to put
it in Mr. Thompson’s words)!” Holds up grocery bag and sits down next to Luisa,
as still angry with MR, poss. dressed like Johnny Depp in movie adaptation of
quoted novel.

Panel 10

Zoom out. Landauer (with speed limit 10-sticker on back) finally sets off, poss.
with crying cock on back/head bull. Shandean spirit as driver. Poss. Google
street car with 3 furiously drawing nerds inside trying to capture the Landauer
on paper, sheets flying off (idea SD).

Panel 11

Luisa (blushing?) to Pete, who just lits fag and hands MR a whiskey: “The story
of a road trip can be categorised as a form of travel literature2, the seeking of
inner and external exploration as a form of loosely formalized education such
as the grand tour3 on ‘the continent’.” Pete, sarcastically: “How romantic!”;
Shandean Spirit (poss. Not in picture, only speech balloon), serious: “I am
beginning to feel sentimental…”

Panel 12

779

Footnote 2 in computer typeface with visual connection to panel 11

Thompson 2000: 4.
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Panel 13

Footnote 3 in computer typeface with visual connection to panel 11

Panel 14

frontal. Luisa (more blushing) looking like a Guiseppe Archimboldo-version of a
PhD-student (made up of books, PC stuff, notes, tea pots, etc). Luisa: “I am so
engrossed in academic writing for the textual part of my thesis that I find it
difficult to produce colloquial phrases.” Pete unplugs her from @ and hands her
dictionary of colloquial terms/a downer.

Panel 15

zoom out, from above: Pete, MR and Luisa (looking normal again) make a toast.
Pete: “’Let’s get right to the heart of this thing.’4” (Poss. quote from TS or
Radcliffe’s Italian here instead). MR: “In memoriam editorial decision against
including Tristram Shandy’s original voyage through France at length!5” (looking
sad and relieved/holding TS mask in front of face). Luisa: “To scholartism!”

Panel 16

Pete all inattentive happily leans back. Luisa friendly waves at SD climbing
some mountain outside; MR mask off, interested and leaning forward looking at
Luisa: “Would you mind explaining that last bit?,” starts massaging Pete’s feet.

Panel 17

Profile, slight zoom in. Luisa explains, ”Your Tristram Shandy comic, to my mind,
is scholartism – a form of art-based research. I perceive it as a holistic6 approach
to merge your artistic and academic enquiry to the novel Tristram Shandy...”
MR intrigued and keeps massaging Pete’s feet faster

Panel FN

6: Leavy ix.

Panel 18

Profile. Luisa still explains, “… in reflecting about your approach and adaptation
process in the comic and in articles. You should call yourself a scholartist!” MR
comes nearer as v. interested but massaging Pete’s feet so much that Pete falls
into deep relaxation and off the upholstery, which breaks conversation off

Panel 19

from above, rather to right (direction travel): cock flies over to Pete, and shits
onto Pete’s belly, Pete grumpily awakes again but MR soothingly sweeps his
belly. Luisa laughing: “’A journey is best measured in friends, rather than
miles.’7”/other quote, poss. from TS. Some witty remark from chuckling
Shandean spirit: “Let’s take the one less travelled by!”8 and points to country
lane with lots of apple trees, they leave main road

Panel FN

7: Tim Cahill, Jaguars ripped my flesh (page)
8: adapted from Robert Frost, The Road Not Taken

Panel 20

Cock shits unto Luisa’s head, she says: “…and in anecdotes exiting laughter.
”Focus on Pete and MR. Pete, still a bit whiny: “I wanna have a tea break!” MR
gets kettle out of pocket, in other hand spoon, Shandean spirit with forceps as
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sugar tongs (“I thought I might bring the wrong ones!”) bending back from the
driver’s seat

Panel 21

From above, they sit in open Landauer. Bull off grazing

under a group of

trees, dust starts wavering in air with wind blow, cock standing on his hind side
on one leg sleeping with head under wing. Shandean spirits looks into air,
observing dust.
Panel 22

Eye level, from behind. MR to Luisa while nibbling on some exotic Lyonneux
food:

“You know, I rather call myself a visual journalist9.” Luisa answers “You

are certainly

both “visual journalist” and scholartist. In both cases, you present

your research with

artistic means, and partly obtain your insights through

aesthetic composition.” Pete: “Ready for a think tank session? Looks like we are
about to get company!” and waves bottle whiskey at approaching 40s Buick
Roadmaster Convertible 10 (in royal blue). Shandean Spirit: “We already have!”11
holds up hand to catch some dust particles.
Panel FN

Footnote 9: Rowson 2016: n.p. My italics.
Footnote 10: Hemingway owned a Buick in the 1940s and brought it to Europe.
Though Fitzgerald and Hemingway actually drove a Renault with cut-off roof in
The 1920s, Hemingway’s car is more convenient for my purpose. Source:
picture with Buick, A Moveable Fest (page).
Footnote 11: See: Kean, Danuta, "Philip Pullman unveils epic fantasy trilogy
The Book of Dust". (15 Feb. 2017). London: The Guardian. Date of access: 26
January 2018.n. p.

Panel 23

Car approaching from background left, a beaming Ernest Hemingway driving
the top-down Buick; snoring Francis Scott Fitzgerald on other seat, in the back
a lunch packet with Lyon chicken12

Panel FN

Footnote 12: (A speciality from Lyon recommended by Hemingway; see A
moveable Feast p.73).

Double page
Panel 24

[Hemingway waves friendly, points at Fitzgerald and explains: “"He told me that
he and Zelda had been compelled to abandon their [...] car in Lyon because of
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bad weather and he asked me if I would go down to Lyon with him on the train
to pick up the car and drive up with him to Paris." 13
Panel FN

Footnote 13: Hemingway 1988: 70.

Panel 25

Hemingway sadly nodding to sleeping Fitzgerald:
"He looks like he is dying. […] That's the way it takes him."14
Pete: “Isn’t it? Care for a whiskey?” Zoom in: Hands it over (glass of whiskey on
the rocks).
Rowson secretly sketching away.

Panel FN

Footnote 14 Hemingway 1988: 69.

Panel 26

Zoom in on whiskey glass. Rocks above whiskey level read: F. S. Fitzgerald
alcoholic [please see, dear readers], below level: Hemingway, too [please infer,

dear

readers]
Additionally, speech balloon and pointing finger from outside panel to whiskey
level: “Art-based research possibly helps inferring: drawing this takes time and
helps developing a precise idea of the iceberg theory.” (Poss. connect to
learning theory that information you teach/explain in own words are
remembered best/best thought through)

Panel 27

Luisa and Pete, toasting with already emptied glasses, poss. sniffing on
glasses: “And all that remains is the essence…” “… the overall impression that
content and medium are more than the sum of their parts.”
Rowson with reddening cheeks busily sketching away, tongue in corner mouth

Panel 28

Zoom out, Hemingway, pos. impressed by Landauer interior and half smiling:

“(This

is) a clean and well-lighted place” for a picnic and conversation, isn’t it?” 15 Dust
getting fainter.
Shandean spirit holds up big lantern and remarks, without turning around: “Alas,
poor consciousness!”16

Panel FN

Footnote 15: Hemingway 2007: 640.
Footnote 16 (adapted from “Alas, poor Yorick!” STS I/xii) and withreference to
Phillip Pullman, His Dark Materials.

Panel 29

Zoom out, camera slightly above Landauer interior. Hemingway and Fitzgerald
(still asleep) take off, end tea break. When they drive away, readers can see a
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sticker on the back of the car reading: 'Never go on trips with anyone you do not
love.'17
Panel FN

Footnote 17 (Hemingway 1988: 82)

Dialogue (here used as team epiphany) should include:
Panel 30

Hemingway shouts over shoulder: "Every artwork which is truly produced
contributes to the total of knowledge…”18; Rowson seems to get it, exclamation
mark/bulb over head

Panel FN

Footnote 18: Cf. Hemingway 1999: 365.

Panel 31

Luisa: “You create knowledge in form of embodiments of Sterne’s text…
Pete, looking like Dürer in self-portrait as Jesus: “… and credit your source to
enrich the epistemological process and stick to academic work ethics”

Panel 32

Tiny Rowson, under lantern and magnifying glass: “Despite being
flattered...Why would that be of academic interest? In my graphic response,
“Towards a Theory of Literary Adaption in Comic Book Format”. Proceedings.
Potsdam. Ed. Katrin Röder and Ilse Wischer. Trier: WVT, Wiss. Verl. Trier,
2013. 237–43. Print. Proceedings of the Conference of the German Association
of University Teachers of English 34, I wittily slipped off the academic dissection
table, didn’t I?

Panel 33

Zoom out, seen from above/behind: Resume travel. Pete: “This is a Romantic
tour shaped by personal experience and inner growth.19 Try to see the
full picture, Martin…” Possibly landscape changes to lots of letters of a text (3D
letters lying around (from TS novel)
Rowson thinking about it, saying with raised pencil: “My two narrating parties in
the comic DO provide multiple perspectives on Sterne’s text, that is indeed a bit
like a discussion in a paper! And the numerous references to famous
artworks…”

Luisa

shrugs,

smiling:”…resemble

F.O.O.T.N.O.T.E.S.?

Fascinating omniana on tableau, noteworthy altough tenderly excluded
Scriblerianism” while drawing Hokusai’s wave20 around her text
Panel FN:

Footnote 19: Cf. Butler 365.
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Footnote 20: Cf. Rowson “Tristam Shandy (page), also see Katsushika Hokusai,
“The Underwave of Kanagawa” 1829/1833, 254 mm x 375 mm, Rijsmuseum,
Amsterdam
Panel 34

MR rapidly drawing a way through letter forest so Landauer finds an adapted
way through narrative, poss. also piling up a few letters to look like houses, hills
etc. (sev. Rowson figures to indicate rapid action); Luisa like M.C. Escher
drawing the panel in which all of this happens which her right hand (coming from
outside panel) and simultaneously addressed by character Luisa within panel:
“Critics of ABR might argue you are creating your own data.”

Panel 35

Close up. Smiling and exhausted Pete lying on cushions, poss. looking like
Justice/: “Objectivity and subjectivity, academic studies and art…show me hard
borders and I will tell you a story about a bridge not walked upon…”

Panel 36

Flash page? Zoom out. Landscape round Lyon again as form of fade out;
landscape within ABR cosmos summing up the scholartism elements in visual
form.
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Footnotes:
1: Thompson 2000: 4.

12: Kean n. p.
13: Hemingway 1988: 70.

2: Butler 1999: 365.

14: Hemingway 1988: 69.

3: Butler 1999: 365.

15: Hemingway 1999: 365.

4: Thompson 2000: 4.

16: Hemingway 2007: 640.

RTS Vol VII/ panel 11.

17: RTS I/panel 65.

6: ABR as holistic approach, cf. Leavy ix.

18: Hemingway 1999: 365.

7: Hemingway 1988: 82.

19: RTS panel 1-34.

8: Frost n. p.

20:

9: RTS I/panels 96-97.

noteworthy

10: Hemingway 1988: 73.

Scriblerianism

11: Rowson Summer 2016: n.p.

21: McNiff 4.

Fascinating

omniana

although

on

tenderly

tableau,
excluded

E-mail Martin Rowson to Luisa Menzel
Fwd: Shandy
10-05-2018 10:26
Dear Luisa – I got home last night after a long day judging a 1st Graphic Novel competition to
find your postal tube, which I just imagined had some stuff I must once have sent to
Germany for some reason or other. I cannot describe my amazement and delight when I
unfurled you scroll – scroll? yes! scroll! – which is wonderful beyond words. The only thing
wrong with it is that you’ve been far too generous regarding how much hair I have left. All I
need now is enough wall space to display it. Thank you! Do you have a digital version you
could send? I want Patrick Wildgust of the Laurence Sterne Trust at Shandy Hall among
others to see it if that’s ok. And I hope this is the totality of your thesis. As I keep telling
anyone who’ll listen, drawing is at least 40000 years old, whereas writing is just 5500 years
old, and merely a bi-product of accountancy, so therefore drawing pulls rank and so from
now on, after apologising, ALL ACADEMIC DISCOURSE SHOULD BE ENTIRELY &
EXCLUSIVELY GRAPHIC. I think I’ve made my point.
Give my regards, by the way, to Dirk and Sebastian (I don’t think I’ve met Sergio, tho my
memory may be playing me false) and ask Sebastian if he still has the drawing I did of him in
Potsdam, on the back of a menu I think, of him thinking “Inner-tex-chooalidee!” It could have
been a photograph.
I attach a picture of the Dialectilator from my just published comic book Communist
Manifesto – German edition will be out very soon, I believe.
Thank you again – this is really special. I’m deeply touched.
Give my regards to the Baltic!
Martin Rowson
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Graphic conversation of Sergio García Sánchez and Luisa Menzel, 24-25 January 2017

215

Graphic question Luisa Menzel to Sergio García Sánchez, send 24-01-2017.

216

Graphic answer Sergio García Sánchez to Luisa Menzel, send 25-01-2017.

Blank „Übersicht über das Analysemodell für Literaturadaptationen im Comic“ (Blank
379-383)
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219
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List of Illustrations
1. RTS, I/panels 58-59
2. Marked frame, speech balloon and gutter build an organic entity. Digitally edited RTS I/
panels 58-59.
3. Sousanis 52.
4. Sousanis 37 (flash page) and magnified detail.
5. Goblet so tun als ob heißt lügen, ch. 1/panel 35 (my counting).
6. Cross-hatching in RTS III/panel 126 (detail) next to a study of cross-hatching variations
found in RTS.
7. Sample Composition study (middle) and tonal value study (right) of RTS II/panel 104 (left).
8. Sample detail study: cross-hatching. Rowson employs cross-hatching to create planes,
volumes and textures.
9. Comparison of original text in RTS III/panel 11 with visually modified text (middle
illustrations) and extracted modified text (right) show that an illustration of speech
bubble content may offer more information than a description.
10. Map illustrating the body movements of first-person narrator in The Yellow Wallpaper by
Charlotte Perkins Gilman.
11. General operational model for scholartism.
12. Applied operational model scholartism for the research project “A scholartistic Analysis of
Martin Rowson’s Tristram Shandy”.
13. García Sánchez and Moral 'Mi casa, mi familia y otros animales' from Caperucita Roja:
n.p.
14. (García Sánchez and Moral 'Caperucita Roja')
15. Sergio García Sánchez, “Graphic Review: ‘Rip Van Winkle’ - A graphic review of
Washington Irving’s classic story.” January 13, 2017.
16. Spiegelman et al. 24–25.
17. RTS II/panel 85.
18. William Hogarth, “The Reward of Cruelty” from the series The Four Stages of Cruelty,
1751.
19. Advertisement for Tristram Shandy in the York Courant 1759, 11 December.
20. O.C., Carmen Utopianum. Visual poem, 1761.
21. RTS, I/panel 3.
22. RTS, I/panel 122.
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23. RTS, I/panel 29.
24. RTS, V/panel 2.
25. Composition study of RTS II/panel 37 showing openings in the partly marked frame.
26. RTS, I/panel 143.
27. Giovanni Battista Piranesi, "Altra Veduta Del Tempio Della Sibilla in Tivoli” [Another View
of the Temple of the Sibyl in Tivoli], from the Series Vedute di Roma, 1761.
28. Details of RTS I/panels 18-19 are shown again in RTS/panel 23.
29. Sketches of speech balloon forms in RTS. Left: special forms, right: regularly employed
forms.
30. RTS I/panel 54 with arrows indicating the directions of the communications by Tristram
(orange) and the moon (green). Orange sound waves show how the loudness of
Tristram’s voice annoys the moon.
31. RTS I/panel 126.
32. Martin Rowson, “William Godwin & Mary Wollstonecraft have a family bar-b-q”, from:
Scenes of the Lives of the Great Socialists (1983).
33. James Gillray, “The Zenith of French glory”, 12 February 1793.
34. Ralph Steadman, cover illustration to Critical Critters (2017).
35. Martin Rowson, vignette to “A Voyage to the Country of the Houyhnhnms”, in: Martin
Rowson, Gulliver’s Travels (2013), part iv.
36. Rowson The Guardian Opinion Cartoon: Trigger Happy October 2, 2016: n.p.
37. Rowson The Guardian Opinion Cartoon: Strategy January 15, 2017: n.p.
38. Rowson The Guardian Opinion Cartoon: Strong & Stable latest May 22, 2017: n.p.
39. Rowson The Guardian Opinion Cartoon: There is Europe haunting a Spectre June 11,
2017: n.p.
40. Rowson The Guardian Opinion Cartoon: Is there anybody out there? June 18, 2017: n.p.
41. Rowson The Guardian Opinion Cartoon: Gutterdammerung May 23, 2019: n.p.
42. Rowson, Limerickiad I: “Romeo and Juliet”, pp. 88-89.
43. Rowson, The Waste Land: 27.
44. Rowson, Gulliver’s Travels: 41. Illustration
45. Rowson, The Communist Manifesto, pp 32-33 (my counting).
46. Padua, Thrilling adventures: 54-55.
47. Padua, Thrilling Adventures: 208.
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